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FOREWORD
This volume on The Cell and Protoplasm

is the tenth symposium published by the

American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science in the three years that have

elapsed since it began such publications in

1938. Like the earlier volumes in this series,

this one is a systematic and authoritative

treatment by eminent specialists of an im-

portant field of science.

In a sense the Cell Theory is not new, for

the long history of its development in-

cludes dim foreshadowings by Greek nat-

uralists of Aristotle's time and approaches

to it by Robert Hooke in 1665, nearly two
centuries in advance of the important

papers of Schleiden and Schwann, in com-

memoration of the centennial of which this

symposium was organized. In another sense

the Cell Theory is always new, for every

discovery respecting this primary and es-

sential unit of living organisms, both plant

and animal, has raised more questions than

it has answered and has always widened
the fields of inquiry.

The fact that there are many possible

approaches to an understanding of the

nature of the living cell is indicated by the

variety of chief scientific interests of the

seventeen contributors to this symposium.
In biographical directories five of them are

classed as zoologists, four as chemists, three

as botanists, two as anatomists, and one

each as a biologist, a geneticist and a bio-

chemist. Specialists in seven fairly dis-

tinct branches of science have participated

in a survey of what has been established

regarding living cells and protoplasm, often

indicating what is only probable or con-

jectural and sometimes pointing out what
is quite unknown.
From the Table of Contents it will be

found that this volume contains discussions

of such various biological entities as cell

walls, chromosomes, genes, viruses, en-

zymes, hormones and vitamins; and of

such various questions of mutual relation-

ships as nucleus and cytoplasm, chromo-

somes and genes, cell differentiation and
external environment, cell differentiation

and internal environment, and the cell and
the organism. It will be found that there

are reports on such various basic investiga-

tions as the bridge between the living and

the lifeless, the biochemistry of micro-organ-

isms, the physical and chemical properties

of protoplasm and colloids, and the nature

and mode of action of structural units in

cellular physiology. Finally, illustrations

will be found of the use of such technical

means as the compound microscope and a

discussion of the micromanipulation of

living cells.

Previous symposia published by the As-

sociation were presented at its meetings.

This one was held during five days imme-
diately following the meeting of the Pacific

Division at Stanford University in June,

1939. It was not, however, local in its or-

ganization nor participated in only by local

scientists. Of the seventeen contributors,

seven were from the Pacific Slope, one from
the Middle West, six from the East and
three from Europe. Thus to the variety of

chief interests of the participants is added
the wide diversity of their environment

and immediate scientific associations.

It would be difficult to name a more im-

portant and interesting subject for a joint

discussion by biologists, biochemists and
chemists than that treated in this sympo-
sium, for protoplasm is the material basis

of life and the cell is the fundamental
unit involved in the vital processes of all

the myriads of kinds of living organisms

that inhabit the earth. The fact that this

unit is common not only to all species

of plants and animals but also to all their

parts enormously multiplies the opportuni-

ties for investigating its properties and the

modes of its functioning. Its universal

presence implies its importance in all prob-

lems of growth, maturity and senescence,

of health and disease, of heredity and vari-

ation.

As its name indicates, the primary pur-

pose of the Association is to contribute to

the advancement of science. It is fulfilling

this purpose in various ways, one of which

is by publishing the best of the symposia

that are presented at its meetings. In mak-
ing available in this volume a clear, com-

prehensive and documented summary of

what is now known concerning living cells

and protoplasm the Association makes a

substantial contribution to progress in

biology. F. R. Moulton
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THE CELL AND PROTOPLASM
By C. V. TAYLOR

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CALIF.

The sixteen papers comprised in this

volume were presented in a Symposium on

The Cell and Protoplasm at Stanford Uni-

versity, June 30-July 5, 1939. The occa-

sion commemorated the one hundred years

of advancement in knowledge of the proto-

plasmic unit of living things after Schlei-

den and Schwann's formulation of the Cell

Theory.

The participants were men of merited

eminence, including several distinguished

biologists whose names have been familiar

in biological science for more than a quar-

ter of a century, along with others whose

more recent analyses of the cell and its

constituents have greatly extended the con-

fines of biological knowledge and have

doubtless pointed the w^ay for further stud-

ies of fundamental importance.

The first three papers have to do pri-

marily with early and modern concepts of

the cell and protoplasm. The initial article

by Professor Conklin on "An Historical

Account of Cell and Protoplasm Concepts"
reviews the results of investigations on the

cell previous to the work of Schleiden and
Schwann. The accurate descriptive ac-

counts of these earlier investigators have
evidently not been adequately recognized.

Thus the degree of credit commonly ac-

corded Schleiden and Schwann appears to

be unwarranted because their accounts

were antedated many years by the pub-

lished findings of various, even superior,

workers beginning notably with Robert

Hooke (1665). This well illustrates the

social nature of scientific discovery and
rightly emphasizes that the end results of

the successive achievements of many minds
may come to have rather exclusive, and so

undue, recognition.

The second paper, by Professor Cham-
bers, on "The Micromanipulation of Liv-

ing Cells," helps to resolve our modern

concepts of these living protoplasmic units

to the essential nature and properties of

their molecular constitution. As can be

strikingly illustrated by motion pictures,

the protein constituents of the protoplasm

tend to retain their inherent state in the

presence of an engulfed droplet of oil.

Upon cytolysis, however, as induced

through mechanical rupture of the nucleus

or otherwise, a protein "skin" forms and
becomes wrinkled around the droplet, much
as also happens when such a droplet is

added to a protein solution on a micro-

scope slide. This unique behavior of the

protein constituents of the protoplasm

would seem to indicate a coherent property

of proteins in the living cell which may be

irreversibly changed if the characteristic

structure of its protoplasm is disrupted.

Another modern aspect of the cell and
protoplasm, gained chiefly from studies on

protoplasmic elaborations, is presented in

Professor Bailey's article on "The Walls

of Plant Cells." The structural pattern of

the cellulose wall laid down by the proto-

plast evidently should offer invaluable

clues to the nature and interaction of the

protoplasmic constituents. Thus, the regu-

larity of a specific pattern—whether con-

centric, radial, ramifying, or radiocentrie

—of a given cell wall would seem to reflect

a predisposed regularity in the arrange-

ments and orientations of constituents at

the interface where the cell wall is derived.

All evidence thus far indicates that the

cellulose matrix of the cell walls of higher

plants is a continuous, rather than a dis-

continuous, system of anastomosed chain-

molecules whose long axis is oriented par-

allel to the long axis of the cellulose fibril.

They exhibit positive anisotropy and
sharply defined extinction angles in mono-

chromatic polarized light. At present,

there is no reliable evidence that the struc-
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tural framework of the cell wall is ever

composed of any randomly oriented chain-

molecules.

Complementing these three papers on

''The Cell and Protoplasm" are the two

that follow on "The Cell and Chromo-

somes." The first of these is by Jennings

on "Chromosomes and Cytoplasm in Pro-

tozoa" and the second by Goldschmidt on

"Genes and Chromosomes."
The well-known nuclear cycle that recurs

with each cell division during the ontogeny

of a multicellular organism is cited by
Jennings as crucial evidence of material

exchanges between the nucleus and the

cytoplasm. Accordingly, each condensed

chromosome enlarges during the later

phases of mitosis to become vesicular, from
material taken up from the cytoplasm.

Within the resulting contiguous chromo-

some vesicles which constitute the reformed

nucleus, the newly acquired cytoplasmic

material is altered and, as such, is returned

again to the surrounding cytoplasm upon
the subsequent breakdown of the vesicular

wall of each chromosome, whose residue

again condenses for the following mitosis.

These cyclic interchanges and transforma-

tions apparently provide the essential

mechanisms of cellular differentiations

both in the ontogeny of multicellular or-

ganisms and in the racial variations of

unicellular organisms. As illustrative of

the latter, De Garis' recent results from
crossing large and small races of Parame-
cium are discussed. These results show
that the ex-conjugants having unlike cyto-

plasms but like nuclei retain their size dif-

ferences for about 22 generations, where-

upon these differences gradually disappear.

Evidently, therefore, the two different cy-

toplasms are finally transformed by the

like nuclei so that the two races of unequal
size come to have the same size.

By what mechanism of the nucleus the

cyclic modifications, and so racial differ-

ences, may be effected is discussed in the

succeeding paper by Goldschmidt. His
thesis tends to discount the commonly ac-

cepted gene theory of Mendelian heredity

and proposes instead a chromosome theory

in which the occurrence of genes as discrete

entities, arranged bead-like in a definite

order, need not be assumed. From the

similarities in chromosome form and struc-

ture in the cells of all organisms, wherein a

visible fibril-like core may represent a

single protein unit of definite stoichiomet-

ric properties along its axis, it would be

more in accord with recent X-ray, chem-
ical, and polarimetric analyses to identify

the chromosome as a chemical unit. Such
a unit might show any amount of differ-

ential chemical complexity in different

chain molecules of similar length. This

concept would ascribe to the chromosome a

linear pattern and would account for mu-
tational changes (the Bar-effect, mosaicism,

position-effect, etc.) as due to changes in

the chromosomal pattern (inversions,

translocations, duplication of parts, etc.)

rather than to changes within discrete par-

ticles, or genes, of molecular order.

The demonstrable interrelations between
cytoplasm and nucleus which would ac-

count for differentiation in both the indi-

vidual and the race obviously represent

but one of the two major components in the

fundamental phenomena of living things.

The other essential component is, of course,

the environment. The role of environmen-

tal factors is well exemplified in the three

papers that follow on developmental as-

pects of the cell and its relation to the or-

ganism. These include "Cellular Differ-

entiation and External Environment" by
Child, "Cellular Differentiation and Inter-

nal Environment" by Harrison, and "Cell

and Organism" by Kofoid.

The external environment of the primor-

dial cell, according to Child, is a determin-

ing factor in its differentiation at the very

onset of develcpment. The cell's primor-

dial pattern is essentially a surface-interior

pattern which reflects an intimate relation-

ship with its environment. Also, by action

of a suitable differential in its external en-

vironment, its polar or axiate differentia-

tion is duly determined. Any one or more
of various environmental differentials may
induce this superimposed axiate pattern,

as demonstrated in numerous experiments

by Child and by others. Accordingly, the

axiate pattern arises as a gradient which is
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initially quantitative in nature and which,

once established, constitutes a gradient in

rate of metabolic activity. Moreover, this

environmentally induced axial or meta-

bolic gradient then subtends the produc-

tion and transfer of active constituents

(chemical substances) in differentiating

cells and so predetermines the course of

later development.

Factors of differentiation in later stages

of early development are discussed by Har-

rison as factors of the internal environ-

ment. These are illustrated especially from

his extensive transplantation experiments

on amphibian larvae. Here the develop-

mental pattern, which has progressed well

beyond the initial axiate stage of Child's

account, has demonstrably a primary cellu-

lar locus (organizer) in the region of the

dorsal lip of the blastopore, and later, vari-

ous secondary loci, which determine organ

differentiation throughout ensuing devel-

opment. Depending upon the age of donor

and of host as well as on the piece removed
and its disposition where transplanted, the

fate of the transplant and its effect upon
the organogeny of the host are strikingly

illustrated. From this it seems evident

that the fate and effect of a developing

part are functions of its relation to other

parts. This fundamental relationship ob-

viously marks the internal environment of

cellular differentiation.

In the succeeding paper presented by
Kofoid, it is emphasized, however, that

even were the roles of both genetic and en-

vironmental factors of ontogenetic devel-

opment well understood, that knowledge,
essential as it must be, could constitute

only part of any adequate understanding
of the cell and organism. For the organ-

ism, beginning its individuality as a pri-

mordial cell, represents in its complete life

history not only the ontogeny that follows

its unicellular stage but also the phylogeny
preceding that stage. And all organisms
exhibit in this fundamental respect com-
parable life histories which may include,

even for numerous so-called unicellular

forms, a multicellular as well as a unicellu-

lar phase. Accordingly, it is only in terms
of their total life history as an expression

of their evolutionary, developmental, and
environmental history that the cellular or-

ganization of living things can have basic

significance and the results of fundamental
investigations a satisfactory basis of inter-

pretation.

The two papers that follow, one on

''Chemical Aspects of Microorganisms" by
van Niel, and the other on "The Structure

of Viruses" by Stanley, mark a transition

from consideration of the cell and proto-

plasm of the more conspicuously cellular

organisms to a discussion of the subcellular

bacteria and of those ultramicroscopic, re-

producing entities, the viruses, whose sys-

tematic status, whether animate or inani-

mate, apparently remains a problem of

great moment.
Recognizing Schwann's important con-

tribution not only to the formulation of the

Cell Theory but also to the concept of yeast

cells as vital agents of alcoholic fermenta-

tion, van Niel recounts the later develop-

ments of that concept, beginning especially

with Pasteur, which have now led to a dis-

tinctly basic and far-reaching generaliza-

tion. This generalization affirms that all

chemical activities of living organisms are

fundamentally hydrogen transfer reac-

tions. Postulated first by Wieland for

respiration, as essentially a dehydrogena-

tion of the respiratory substrate with oxy-

gen or some other agent as the final hydro-

gen acceptor, this concept has become ex-

panded by Kluyver and others to its

present broadest generalization. Thus all

enzyme activity in metabolic processes

serves primarily to facilitiate hydrogen
transfer reactions. And it now appears

that in the catabolic process this leads to

the formation of products from which the

building stones of cell growth and differen-

tiation are directly synthesized by means
of thermodynamically spontaneous reac-

tions. This comprehensive generalization

re-emphasizes the processes common to liv-

ing things as the fundamental processes,

whose elucidation provides our point of

departure for an adequate understanding

of the more complex vital phenomena.
In this respect the succeeding discussion

on the viruses by Stanley is distinctly of
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fundamental significance. It now appears

that these entities represent a margin of

animate nature beyond the limits of cellu-

lar organization as commonly understood,

yet they exhibit properties of organic syn-

thesis and reproduction characteristic of

the living cell. Evidently their size rela-

tions alone are not definitive since they are

larger than some well-known microbes but

several times smaller than some protein

molecules. Their apparently complete de-

pendence on a living cell for their repro-

duction would place them among obligate

parasites whose nutrient requirements are

highly specific and, at present, beyond ex-

perimental duplication. Their essential

nature, however, may have a counterpart

in the chromosomal genes of the cell nu-

cleus or in other known protoplasmic con-

stituents such as the enzymes—a relation-

ship which would obviously carry funda-

mental implications.

Some of the major advances in modern
researches on the cell have had to do with

its active protoplasmic constituents. Re-

sumes of some recent results are presented

in the three articles that follow on "En-
zymes" by Theorell, on "Plant Hormones"
by Went, and on "Vitamins" by Szent-

Gyorgyi.

The common theme of these discussions

demonstrates the essential relations be-

tween these several active constituents.

The common role of enzymes in the forma-

tion or release of linkages within the car-

bon chain is referable initially to the

prosthetic groups. And for a number of

well-known enzymes, the vitamin nature of

their active groups is now established.

Thus, Theorell has isolated the prosthetic

groups of the "yellow enzymes" from the

protein component by means of electro-

phoresis and has identified this active

group with Vitamin B2. It is now known
also that Vitamin Bi, including its pyro-

phosphate derivative, is identical with the

prosthetic group of the enzyme carbox-

ylase, and that the antipellagric vitamin is

identical with the nicotinic acid amide
which is the essential part of the prosthetic

group of the dehydrogenases.

Enzyme specificity, however, is evidently

not due to the prosthetic group but to its

associated protein molecule, thus denoting

a relationship between activating and re-

acting components of the cell which may
come to account fundamentally for all bio-

logical specificity. According to "Went,

therefore, the more generalized activity of

the growth hormones can be attributed to

their identity with prosthetic groups. This

was well illustrated by the multiple effects

of auxin in cell elongation, bud inhibition,

root formation, and probably other func-

tions inside the plant. The initiation of

these growth processes, or their inhibition,

is traceable to the effect of diffusing or free-

moving auxin on the translocation of other

essential growth factors. But the specificity

of this effect inheres in the co-growth fac-

tors of the reacting tissues. The produc-

tion of these essential active groups by
some cells, such as those of the growing tip

of a coleoptile, and the transport of these

groups to other cells of the plant, which

through cellular differentiation have lost

this producing capacity, afford an excellent

illustration of the interdependence of cells

and the functional integration of the vari-

ous differentiated organs. These relation-

ships obviously underlie a unity in the

plant organism that is entirely comparable

with that in the animal.

These considerations of enzymes and
growth hormones clearly indicate the essen-

tial nature of the vitamins. As re-empha-

sized by Szent-Gyorgyi, a vitamin is to be

identified with the prosthetic group of en-

zymes and it differs from a hormone, chiefly

through the accident of nomenclature, ac-

cording to the source of its production.

Thus for rats or plants, ascorbic acid is not

a vitamin since they themselves are able to

synthesize it. In the same sense, thiamin is

a vitamin for animals, a hormone in some
plants, and a vitamin for other plants, de-

pending only on their powers of synthesis.

Obviously these relationships give further

evidence of the fundamental unity in the

plant and animal kingdoms, and in terms

of the enzyme concept noted above, the

vitamins constitute an important key to a

better understanding of the essential na-

ture of protoplasm and the cell.
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The three concluding papers effectively

linked this Symposium with the National

Colloid Symposium which directly fol-

lowed. These include: "The Molecular

Structure of Protoplasm" by Sponsler,

"Protoplasm and Colloids" by Heilbrunn,

and "Structural Units" by Bernal.

The general concept of the living cell as

an organized protoplasmic unit, which is

stressed in foregoing papers, evidently pre-

supposes for its protoplasm a fundamental

architecture, i.e., an integrated spatial

arrangement of the protoplasmic constitu-

ents.

An analysis of this architecture is pre-

sented by Sponsler as based on the known
molecular constitution of protoplasm and
computed from fairly well-established di-

mensions of its protein chains and their

linkages through hydrogen bonds. Assum-
ing a degree of protoplasmic homogeneity,

it is concluded that the protoplasm com-

prises parallel protein chains, of dimen-

sions about 1000 A by 10 A by 4.5 A, which

are laterally united by water hydration

centers, and which in turn compose a

sponge-like framework intercalated with

water containing the various solutes. From
this elementary protoplasmic architecture

is derived the fundamental pattern of the

primordial cell which, through develop-

mental differentiation, gives rise to the

tissue cells and organs of the adult organ-

ism, as recounted in the earlier discussions.

The colloidal properties of protoplasm

and its cellular differentiation are vari-

ously exemplified in the paper by Heil-

brunn. His recent investigations have
demonstrated especially a localization of

calcium in the cortex of the cell which,

upon appropriate stimulus, is released

within and so effects a gelation of the pro-

toplasm involving contraction. Further

evidences of this gelating effect were found

upon exposing cut surfaces of cells to vari-

ous concentrations of calcium salts. There-

upon a reversible limiting membrane was
formed on the cut surface, or a bulb-like

contraction was locally induced, due to the

penetrated calcium. Thus the age-old

problem of contractility, a common prop-

erty of protoplasm, may find its solution

normally in the localization and release of

calcium in the cell's cortex.

Recalling the emphasis given throughout

the Symposium to the structural aspects of

protoplasm, Bernal in the final paper urges

that consideration of the energy relations

is equally important since not only do the

energies involved determine the sort of

structure possible, but also their nature

must be known in order to account for that

structure. These energies relate primarily

to the protein constituents of the proto-

plasm, a model for which may be found in

the tobacco mosaic virus when contained in

known salt solutions. Here the virus enti-

ties, which are long protein molecules, be-

come oriented in striking spindle-like pat-

terns, or tactoids, and their regular dis-

tances apart vary directly with the concen-

tration of the salt solution. Evidently

long-range forces between the virus entities

are operative through the ionic atmosphere

of the surrounding medium with which

the former are in equilibrium. The magni-

tude and direction of forces inside the tac-

toid pattern are different from those on the

outside. These differences, in fact, account

for the pattern formation. Apparently

analogous forces may similarly account for

the formation of the mitotic figure and the

ensuing phenomena during the mitosis of

the living cell.



CELL AND PROTOPLASM CONCEPTS;
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

By EDWIN G. CONKLIN
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON, N. J.

I. Introduction

In preparing this historical account of

the cell and protoplasm concepts I have

had occasion to note how much less inter-

esting such work is, based as it must be on

the publications of others, than that which

is first-hand observation. Indeed the latter

is so much more agreeable that I suspect

all historians must be tempted to mix their

own thoughts and fancies with the actual

records which they consult. The burden of

looking up literature is one of the unpleas-

ant features of modern research, and I

quite sympathize with Jacques Loeb who
used to say that he had no time or inclina-

tion for it. Some one has said that the

ancient Greeks were able to accomplish so

much because they had no ancient lan-

guages and literatures to master.

I suspect I was selected to give this his-

torical review because I am probably the

oldest living cytologist in America, now
that our beloved master and foremost stu-

dent of the cell. Professor Edmund B.

Wilson, has passed away. But in spite of

my age, which may seem venerable to some
of you, I was not in at the birth of the cell

theory and I have had to rely largely on
literature in preparing the earlier part of

this address. That portion of it which
concerns the last half century falls within

my own period of research work and with

this account I have mingled some of my
own observations, thoughts and fancies.

Some of the earlier portions of this review

repeat in part a paper entitled "Prede-
cessors of Schleiden and Schwann" (1939)
which I gave in a symposium on the cen-

tenary of the cell theory at the Richmond,
Virginia, meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science on
December 27, 1938.

In the history of science, no less than in

that of the material universe, it is difficult

if not impossible to find the real beginning

of anything, for every event is the result of

many preceding ones. In short there is no

creation de novo in either the material or

the intellectual universe. In an interesting

article in the Scientific Monthly for De-

cember 1937 entitled ''Who Invented It?"

S. C. Gilfillan lists the numerous reputed
inventors of the telegraph, the friction

match, the barometer, the telephone, the

airplane, steam boat, wireless and many
other modern inventions, and as to the an-

cient inventors of the wheel, the pulley, the

boat, the sail, history is silent. And yet in

each and all of these inventions we may
be sure that there were many cooperators.

The fact is that all discovery and all sci-

ence are social phenomena and their prog-

ress is possible only by the conscious or

unconscious cooperation of many minds.

But it is difficult for human beings to

keep in mind a multitude of persons or a

multiplicity of causes. Consequently, even

in science we find discoveries attributed to

some one person, or phenomena ascribed

to some one cause, whereas a more accurate

account would recognize that they are the

results of many persons and many causes.

This difficulty of keeping in mind the

many, joined with a common human ten-

dency to make and worship heroes, leads to

a great deal of historic error and injustice.

We pick out some one person as the discov-

erer or inventor or leader or soldier and
build monuments to him, forgetting all his

collaborators; we concentrate our devo-

tions on the tomb of one unknown soldier,

rather than on the armies of the fallen

—

we celebrate anniversaries of births, dec-

ades of science, jubilees of men and insti-

tutions, centuries of progress, millennia of

world history, as if these periods were inde-

pendent of all others. We pick out some
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event of 1839 and celebrate its centenary

in 1939, as if it had no antecedents—as if

it were a creation rather than an evolution.

These remarks apply with especial force

to the origin of the cell theory. This sym-

posium was designed in part to celebrate

the centenary of the cell theory of

Schleiden and Schwann, but the cell theory

in all its fundamental features is older

than either Schleiden or Schwann. Their

cell theory was a special and, in important

respects, an erroneous one. Since there is

no present biological interest in their par-

ticular theory, it is amazing that we still

continue to call the great conception that

the cell is the universal unit of organic

structure and function after them, as if

they were its sole discoverers, thus embalm-
ing the names of two scientists, distin-

guished for other discoveries, with one of

their most serious blunders.

Greek philosophers and naturalists, and
especially Aristotle, are said to have

reached the conclusion "that animals and
plants, complex as they may appear, are

yet composed of comparatively few elemen-

tary parts frequently repeated" (Locy

1908). But there is no doubt that these

elementary parts were the roots, stems,

nodes and internodes, the leaves and flow-

ers of plants and the segments, organs and
other parts of animals that were visible to

the unaided eye. The discovery of the fun-

damental elementary parts, the cells, was
not possible before the invention of magni-
fying lenses. It is probable that the use

of simple lenses was known to the ancients.

Pliny the Elder says that crystal globes

filled with water were used as burning
glasses. Seneca remarks that small letters

are enlarged when seen through such glass

globes. Nero, who was near-sighted, is

said to have used a large emerald as a dis-

tance glass. Coming to more recent times,

spectacles for far or near sight were in-

vented by d'Armato of Florence about
1300. Roger Bacon is said to have invented
biconvex reading glasses in 1270, but ap-

parently his invention remained unknown
to the world for nearly 500 years. It has
also been claimed that he invented the com-
pound microscope, but if this be true it

also remained unknown until William
Romaine Newbold deciphered the Voynich
manuscript (1921).

The invention of the compound micro-

scope is generally attributed to Hans and
Zacharias Janssen, father and son, grind-

ers of spectacles in Middleburg, Nether-

lands, between 1590 and 1609. In 1610

Galileo made a microscope which he called

Occhiale, ''that made a fly look as big as a

hen"; and, as is well known, he also in-

vented the telescope. The names micro-

scope and telescope originated with Gio-

vanni Faber of the Academia de Lincei

about 1625 (Carpenter 1891).

II. Origin and Development of the Cell
Theory

Cells were first seen, named, described

and figured by Robert Hooke^ (1635-1703),

an English scientist and architect, 170

years before the work of Schleiden and
Schwann. Hooke had been a student at

Christ Church, Oxford, and assistant to

Robert Boyle, author of "The Sceptical

Chymist, " 1661. In the year that the

Royal Society received its charter, 1662, he

was appointed curator of experiments and
his duty was to furnish the Society at their

weekly meetings with three or four consid-

erable experiments. This he did satisfac-

torily for forty years in spite of the fact

that most of the instruments for experi-

ments had to be made by himself. His ex-

periments covered the whole range of the

science of that time and led to a great

1 Hooke was a man of amazing versatility, one

of the best mechanics and inventors of his age, a

good mathematician and physicist and for thirty-

eight years professor of geometry in Gresham Col-

lege. After the great fire of London in 1666 he

drew plans for the reconstruction of the burned

over area which were approved by the Royal Soci-

ety and the Common Council of London. He was
appointed surveyor of the City and was responsible

for widening the streets, and the building of the

Monument, Bedlam Hospital, Montague House,

College of Physicians et al. "His active, jealous

mind conceived that almost every discovery of his

time had been initiated by himself and this anxiety

to claim priority induced Newton to suppress his

treatise on optics until after Hooke 's death in

1703." (A. E. Shipley in Cambridge History of

English Literature, -vol. 14, 1916.)
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many discoveries of a fundamental nature.

Unfortunately the very abundance of his

experiments precluded a proper publica-

tion of them. His experiments and dis-

cussions at the meetings of the Royal So-

ciety kept it alive and active during its

formative period, and "it is scarcely an

exaggeration to say that he was, histor-

ically, the Creator of the Royal Society"

(Robinson 1935).

In 1665, Hooke published a remarkable

book entitled " Micrographia or Some

Physiological Descriptions of Minute Bod-

ies made by Magnifying Glasses." Using

a compound microscope of excellent form

which he had made himself, he described

and figured sixty different types of micro-

scopical objects. The section of the book of

especial interest to us is entitled "Observ.

XVIII. Of the Schematisme or Texture

of Cork, and of the Cells and Pores of some

other such frothy Bodies," which begins

thus :
" I took a good clear piece of cork

and with a penknife sharpened as keen as a

razor, I cut a piece of it off, and thereby

left the surface of it exceedingly smooth,

then examining it very diligently with a

Microscope, methought I could perceive it

to appear a little porous." Further study

of thin sections showed that it was "all

perforated and porous, much like a honey-

combe ... in that these pores, or cells,

were not very deep, but consisted of a great

many little boxes, separated out of one con-

tinued long pore by certain diaphragms."

That he realized the importance of this

observation is shown by the following: "I

no sooner discerned these (which were in-

deed the first microscopical pores I ever

saw, and perhaps, that were ever seen, for

I had not met with any writer or person

that had made any mention of them before

this) but methought I had with the discov-

ery of them presently hinted to me the true

and intelligible reason of all the phenom-

ena of cork" {i.e., its lightness, impervious-

ness and compressibility). Of course he

knew nothing of the way in which these

cells were formed nor of the substance

which had filled them in life, though he

says of the cells of other plants, "In sev-

eral of those vegetables, whilst green, I

have with my microscope plainly enough
discovered these cells or pores filled with

juices." Hooke counted three score of

these cells of cork placed end ways in the

eighteenth part of an inch and he calcu-

lated that there were 1,166,400 in a square

inch, or "above 12 hundred million in a

cubic inch, a thing almost incredible."

He showed that this cellular structure was
not peculiar to cork for he subsequently

found it in many other plant tissues.

Nehemiah Grew (1628-1711), English

botanist and Secretary of the Royal Society

(1677-1679), published numerous treatises

on vegetable structures and functions. In

his "Anatomy of Plants," published in

1672, he showed that the parenchyma of

plants is composed of vesicles or closed

spaces in a homogeneous ground mass. In

1675 and again in 1679, Marcello Malpighi

(1628-1694), an Italian anatomist, physi-

ologist and physician, published two folio

volumes which justify his being called

"creator of scientific botany." He distin-

guished different plant tissues and called the

cells of the parenchyma '

' utricles.
'

' His fig-

ures also indicated that even plant vessels

are composed of series of utricles joined

end to end.

The Dutch microscopist, Antony van
Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723), was one of the

most colorful and indefatigable students of

microscopical objects during the late 17th

and early 18th centuries. He used only

simple lenses and it is amazing what he

could see with them. In 1673 he sent his

first paper to the Royal Society, and from
that year until his death in 1723 the Royal

Society received 375 letters and papers

from him, while 27 more were sent to the

French Academy of Sciences. In addition

to his studies on numerous protozoa and
protophyta and on the microscopic anat-

omy of plants and animals, he discovered

bacteria and spermatozoa and with his sim-

ple lenses he thought he saw in the human
spermatozoon the homunculus, or little

man, postulated by the preformationists.

During the next hundred j^ears several

botanists and anatomists saw and figured

the utricles or vesicles in plants and ani-
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mals. The most notable of these was Cas-

par Frederich Wolff (1733-1794). His

thesis for the M.D. degree, published in

1759 when he was only 26 years old, was

entitled Theoria Generationis and it marks
an epoch in the study of the development

of plants and animals. Wolff showed that

in their development animals and plants

are composed of "globules or utricles

which may always be distinguished under

a microscope of moderate magnification."

He supposed that utricles arise as vacuoles

in a homogeneous jelly. According to von

Sachs, his was the most important work of

the period between Grew, 1672, and Mirbel,

1808. "It was Wolff's doctrine of the for-

mation of cellular structures in plants

which was adopted in the main, by Mirbel '

'

(v. Sachs, History of Botany).

For more than one hundred years the

words "utricles," "vesicles" or "glob-

ules" were used to designate these con-

stituent parts of animals and plants, and
only in the beginning of the 19th century

did Hooke's term "cell" again come into

use. In 1808 and 1809, Brisseau de Mirbel

(1776-1854), professor of botany in the

Musee d 'Historic Naturelle in Paris, pub-

lished a notable work on his theory of

plant organization ("Theorie de 1 'organi-

zation vegetale"). The general conclu-

sions of this work were that "the plant is

wholly formed of a continuous cellular

membranous tissue." In a set of "Apho-
risms" that he had prepared to accompany
a large plate illustrating the finer structure

of plants he wrote, "Plants are made up of

cells, all parts of which are in continuity

and form one and the same membranous
tissue." It is apparent from this that

while Mirbel recognized the universal pres-

ence of cells in plants, he also regarded

them as bound together in a membranous
tissue.

Professor John H. Gerould (1922), in an
important paper entitled "The Dawn of

the Cell Theory," has shown that the great

French naturalist, Lamarck (1744-1829),

deserves to rank as one of the founders of

the cell theory. In his Philosophie ZooU
ogique published in 1809 he says: "No
body can possess life if its containing parts

are not a cellular tissue, or formed by
cellular tissue." Again:

Thus every living body is essentially a mass of
cellular tissue in which more or less complex fluids

move more or less rapidly; so that if this body is

very simple, that is without special organs, it ap-

pears homogeneous and presents nothing but cellu-

lar tissue containing fluids which move within it

slowly; but if its organization is complex all its

organs without exception, as well as their most

minute parts, are enveloped in cellular tissue, and

even are essentially formed of it.

In the second volume of his great work
Lamarck devotes an entire chapter to cellu-

lar tissues, in which he says: y
It has been recognized for a long time that the

membranes that form the envelopes of the brain,

of nerves, of vessels of all kinds, of glands, of

viscera, of muscles and their fibers, and even the

skin of the body are in general the productions of

cellular tissue. However, it does not appear that

anyone has seen in this multitude of harmonizing

facts anything but the facts themselves; and no

one, so far as I know, has yet perceived that cellu-

lar tissue is the general matrix of all organization,

and that without this tissue no living body would

be able to exist nor could have been formed. Since

the year 1796 I have been accustomed to set forth

these principles in the first lessons of my course.

Everywhere Lamarck speaks of cellular

tissue and apparently neither he nor Mir-

bel thought of the cell as an independent

unit. This idea was more clearly expressed

in 1824 by Dutrochet, a French physiolo-

gist and physicist, in the following words:

All the organic tissues of animals are actually

globular cells of exceeding smallness, which appear

to be united only by a simple adhesive force; thus

all tissues, all animal organs, are actually only a

cellular tissue variously modified. This uniformity

of finer structure proves that organs actually differ

among themselves merely in the nature of the sub-

stances contained in the vesicular cells, of which

they are entirely composed.

Another French naturalist who seems to

have escaped recent notice was J. P. F.

Turpin (1775-1840), who published in

1826 a remarkable memoir with a title so

complete that it forms an abstract of the

contents

:

Organographie microscopique elemeutaire et com-

paree des vegetaux. Observations sur I'origine et

la formation primitive du tissue cellulaire, sur

chacune des vesicules composantes de ce tissu, con-

siderees comme autant d 'individualites distinctes

ayant leur centre vital particulier de vegetation et
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de propagation, et destinees h former par ag-

glomeration 1 'individualite composee de tous les

vegetans dont 1 'organization de la masse coniporte

plus d 'une v4sicule.

Here is clearly expressed the fact that

plant tissues are composed of cells, that

these cells are distinct individualities hav-

ing their own vital center of vegetation

and propagation and destined to form by

agglomeration the composite individuality

of all those plants whose organization is

composed of more than one cell—and all of

this twelve years before the publication of

"the epoch-making theory of Schleiden

and Schwann. '

'

In 1830, eight years before Schleiden 's

Beitrdge, the German botanist, Meyen
(1804^1810), in his Phytotomie wrote:

Plant cells appear either singly so that each one

forms a single individual, as in some algae and

fungi, or they are united together in greater or

smaller masses, to constitute a more highly organ-

ized plant. Even in this case each cell forms an

independent isolated whole; it nourishes itself,

builds itself up, and elaborates raw nutrient ma-

terials, which it takes up, into very different sub-

stances and structures.

He even spoke of such cells as "little

plants inside larger ones." Meyen also

described the circulating movement of cell

contents which had previously been ob-

served by Corti in 1774 and by Treviranus

in 1811. In his three-volume work on

Pflanzen-physiologie, published in 1837,

Meyen described cells as the "essential ele-

mentary organs of assimilation and con-

struction.
'

'

Hugo von Mohl (1805-1872) is one of the

most important figures in the early develop-

ment of the cell theory. Like so many
of his contemporary biologists, he was a

doctor of medicine, a physiologist, and a

botanist, but his cell studies were chiefly

on plants. In 1831, seven years before

Schleiden, he announced that the cell is

the individual elementary unit of structure

in plants and that vessels and secreting

tubes are formed by end-to-end union of

elongated cells. His subsequent work on
cell division and on protoplasm is par-

ticularly important and will be referred to

later.

The English botanist, Robert Brown

(1773-1858), in 1831, discovered that clear

round bodies, which he called "areolae" or

"nuclei," are present very generally in

plant cells. He called attention to the fact

that nuclei had previously been seen and
figured in cells by Meyen, Purkinje, Brog-

niart, Braur, et al., but they had been re-

garded as unimportant. Brown recognized

nuclei as important organs of the cell and
his work marks a major stage in the de-

velopment of the cell theory. This discov-

ery is the more remarkable in that Brown
worked only with simple lenses and with-

out the aid of stains. About the same time

that Brown discovered and named the

nucleus, others, particularly Mirbel, saw it

in other objects. In 1836 Valentin (1810-

1883) observed it in the epithelial cells of

the conjunctiva and found a round cor-

puscle within it which he called the "nu-
cleolus, a kind of second nucleus within the

nucleus."

Cell division had been seen in filamentous

algae by Turpin in 1826 and by Dumortier
in 1832. In 1835 Hugo von Mohl described

very exactly the manner of division of the

cells of the filamentous alga, Cladophora;

he found that a circular constriction ap-

pears around the middle of the cell and
this gradually deepens to form division

walls by which the cell is divided into two
daughter cells. Four years later he figured

and described the division of spore mother
cells in the scale moss, Anthosceros, some of

his figures (1839, Figs. 21-23) suggesting

that he had seen mitosis. Meyen in his

Neues Systems der Pflanzen-physiologie,

published in 1838, said that cell division is

everywhere easily and plainly seen in Con-

fervae, Chara, mycelia, and also in terminal

buds and root tips of Phanerogams.
All of this significant work on cells pre-

ceded the famous publication one hundred
years ago by Matthias Schleiden (1804-

1881), Professor of Botany at Jena, entitled

Beitrdge zur Phytogenesis, which is gen-

erally credited with being the origin of

the cell theory. There is no doubt that

Schleiden was a stimulating figure and that

his polemics attracted more attention than

the modest research of some of his prede-

cessors, but so far from his being the
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founder of the cell theory it can be truly

said that his contributions to this great

theory were inferior to those of many of his

predecessors. It is one of the amazing facts

of scientific history that in many biological

textbooks Schleiden is called the founder

of the cell theory, as if he had first discov-

ered that all tissues of plants are composed

of cells, or that the cell is the universal unit

of organic function as well as of structure.

His o-\\Ti particular contribution was in his

opinion the discovery of the way in which
new cells arise, and yet this has been known
for a hundred years to be not only funda-

mentally wrong but even fantastic. It is

still supposed by some biologists that he

first set forth the conclusion that the cell

leads an independent life. In the be-

ginning of his famous Beitrdge he says

:

Each cell leads a double life : an independent one

pertaining to its own development alone, and an-

other incidental in so far as it has become an
integral part of a plant. It is, however, apparent

that the vital process of the individual cell must
form the very first, absolutely indispensable basis

of vegetable physiology and comparative physiol-

ogy. (English translation. The Sydenham Society,

1847.)

But thirty years earlier Mirbel had ex-

pressed this thought and twelve years be-

fore Turpin had stated it with great clar-

ity, while eight years earlier it had been set

forth by the famous German botanist,

Meyen, in a still clearer and more accurate

manner.

It was the method of origin of new cells

which Schleiden regarded as his most im-

portant contribution. In his Grundziige

der wissenschaftlichen Botanik, translated

by Ray Lankester and published by the

Sydenham Society in 1849, he says (p. 31) :

Only in a fluid (cytoblastema) containing sugar,

dextrine and mucus (protein) can cells be formed.

The particles of mucus are drawn together into a
cell kernel (cytoblastus) into which penetrates ex-

ternal fluid so that the cytoblast is attached on one
side and free on the other.

And again he says (p. 102) :

Filial cells (blastidia) are formed within mother
cells (matrix). . . . The process of the reproduc-

tion of cells by the formation of new cells in their

interior is a general law in the vegetable kingdom

and is the foundation of the production of cell-

tissue.

So far as the genesis of new cells is con-

cerned, Schleiden 's fantastic views, as ex-

pressed, in 1838, in his Beitrdge, that gran-

ules (nucleoli) within cells become cyto-

blasts (nuclei) and that on one side of

these a membrane arises "like a watch

crystal on a watch" to form new cells

within the old ones—all this could be

charitably set down to that liability to

error which we all experience if it were not

for the fact that he is so lacking in charity

toward his predecessors, some of whom hap-

pened to be right where he was wrong. For
example, he says

:

Sprengel's pretended primitive cells have long

since been shown to be solid granules of amylum.

To enter upon Easpail's work appears to me in-

compatible with the dignity of science. Mirbel

does not make any allusion to the process of cell

formation.

After describing von Mohl's account of

the origin of new cells by the process of

division, Schleiden says

:

After Mohl, Meyen has been the principal advo-

cate of this view, believing that he has in numerous

instances recognized this process of spontaneous

scission and regarding it as almost a general law

in plants. In most of the cases adduced by him the

fact has simply been invented, not observed. In

the instance in which he refers to direct observa-

tion on the origin of four pollen cells in the matrix

the fact is exactly the reverse. Unger also has

again propounded the multiplication of cells by

scission as a general law in plants (1840) but with

as little truth as Meyen. (Sydenham' Society

translation, p. 104.)

Of much of Meyen 's great work he says,

"I still have many doubts, the solution of

which I had hoped to have found in his

Physiology but hoped in vain." He either

underestimated or ignored all the careful

work which had been done by previous stu-

dents of cells showing that cells arise by
division.

On the whole one gets a very unpleasant

picture of Schleiden 's relations to his pre-

decessors and contemporaries, and the

question forces itself upon us, how did he

come to be recognized as the founder of

the cell theory? I once heard a distin-

guished physiologist say pessimistically
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that there are two ways to gain recognition,

either brag or fight. It seems to me that

Schleiden did both.

It appears from many accounts that lie loved a

fight and it is certain that he had plenty of them.

Some of his observations and generalizations were

absurdly wrong and he was unsparing in his criti-

cisms of those who criticized them. For example,

in 1839 he proclaimed that the embryo plant forms

in the pollen tube which is therefore female and

that the ovule is really the male element. In his

textbook, Grundziige der wissenschaftliclien Bo-

tanilc, it is said that he was so vehement in his

criticisms and poured forth such a flood of botani-

cal satire and personal antipathies that the book

was considered libelous in France. (Matthias

Schleiden, Pop. Sci. Monthly, Dec, 1882.)

Karl Miiller said of him

:

He has given us in his works a diversified mix-

ture of philosophical prepossessions, jejune obser-

vations and fanciful descriptions. Nevertheless,

despite his peculiar weaknesses, his followers recog-

nize him as a reformer in botany, and allot him a

permanent and eminent place in the history of that

science.

Nevertheless it is still a mystery how it has

happened that he occupies so high a place

in the annals of science since his cell theory

had no great significance for botany; it

met with immediate and open opposition

by all those who had championed cell divi-

sion as the method of cell genesis, and espe-

cially by Meyen who, in 1839, stoutly main-

tained that cells arise by self-division.

Julius von Sachs, in his celebrated His-

tory of Botany, says of Schleiden and his

work (p. 188) :

Endowed with too great love of combat, and
armed with a pen regardless of the wounds it in-

flicted, ready to strike at any moment, and very

prone to exaggeration, Schleiden was just the man
needed in the state in which botany then was. His
first appearance on the scene was greeted with joy

by the most eminent among those who afterwards,

contributed to the real advance of the science,

though their paths it is true diverged considerably

at a later period, when the time of reconstruction

was come. If we were to estimate Schleiden 's

merit only by the facts which he discovered, we
should scarcely place him above the level of ordi-

narily good botanists ; we should have to reckon up

a list of good monographs, numerous refutations

of ancient errors and the like; the most important

of the theories which he proposed, and over which

vigorous war was waged among botanists during

many years, have long since been set aside. His

true historical importance has been already inti-

mated; his great merit as a botanist is due not to
'

what he did as an original investigator, but to the

impulse he gave to investigation, to the aim and

object he set up for himself and others, and op-

posed in its greatness to the petty character of the

text-books. He smoothed the way for those who
could and would do great service.

Again, after sketching the earlier work
on the cell theory, von Sachs says

:

Schleiden 's behavior was different. After hav-

ing somewhat hastily observed the free cell forma-

tion in the embryo sac of phanerogams in 1838, he

proceeded at once to frame a theory upon it which

was to apply to all cases of cell formation, and
especially to that in growing organs. The very

positive way in which he announced this theory and
set aside every objection which was made to it

combined with his great reputation at the time, at

once procured for it the consideration of botanists

generally, (p. 311.)

Schleiden 's theory of cell formation arose out of

a curious mixing together of obscure observations

and preconceived opinions . . . did not rest on any
thorough course of observation, (p. 323.)

We make acquaintance with Schleiden 's theory

of cell-formation in its original form, if we turn

to his treatise, '
' Beitrage zur Phytogenesis '

'

(1838). The work begins with some remarks on

the general and fundamental laws of human reason,

etc., discusses the literature of cell-formation in a

few lines without mentioning von Mohl's numerous
observation, goes on to mention the general occur-

rence of the nucleus . , . then occupies itself with

gum, sugar and starch, and at last comes to the

main subject, (p. 323.)

Then follows his erroneous description of

new cell formation and the contradictions

which it aroused by Unger, von Mohl and
finally Niigeli.

The first result was that Schleiden found
himself obliged to accept the cell-division

established by Nageli in algae and the

mother cells of pollen as a second kind of

cell-formation; thus began the movement in

retreat which, in 1846, ended with the over-

throw of Schleiden 's theory.^

3 Discussion of his erroneous theories raged for

twenty years and then they were abandoned and
forgotten. Schleiden, discouraged, withdrew from
botany and turned to anthropology for a brief

period and then to retirement where he wrote popu-

lar articles on the three kingdoms of nature, on

materialism in German philosophy, "The signifi-

cance of the Jews in the conservation and revival

of science in the middle Ages," and "The Ro-

mance of the Jewish Martyrology of the middle

Ages. '
' He died in Frankfurt in isSl. (Pop. Sci.

Monthly, Dec, 1882.)
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Theodore Schwann (1810-1882), the

associate of Johannes Miiller at Wiirzburg

and Berlin and later Professor of Anatomy
at Louvain and Liege, took over the errone-

ous views of Schleiden as to cell genesis and
proceeded to apply these to animal cells.

Lamarck (1809), Dutrochet (1824), Tur-

pin (1826), Henle (1838), Purkinje (1833)

and Valentin (1836) had observed and de-

scribed animal cells and compared them
with plant cells, but only Dutrochet before

Schwann had taught that all the many
kinds of animal tissues are everywhere de-

rived from cells which are the elementary

type of organism. Schwann held that all

the different kinds of cells are morphologi-

cally related beause they all arise by the

same process, namely, as he mistakenly

supposed, from granules (nucleoli) which

become nuclei and which in turn give rise

to the cell body. Unlike Schleiden, he held

that this genesis could take place in a form-

less ground substance, the " cytoblastem,

"

in spaces between cells, as well as within

mother cells "by a kind of crystallization

in a mother liquor." These erroneous

views persisted in botany for a long time

under the caption of
'

' free cell formation. '

'

Fifty years ago I heard this idea presented

in lectures on general biology.

The extra-cellular formation of cells was
opposed by many botanists and zoologists

soon after its proposal by Schwann.* Re-

mak held that such a mode of origin of cells

was as improbable as generatio aequivoca

of organisms and he proved in the case of

many animal tissues that new cells arise

only by division of preceding cells. In

1852, he extended this conclusion to patho-

logical tissues and tumors. Finally Vir-

4 Schwann 's more enduring work was in physi-

ology rather than cell-studies. He made valuable

contributions on gastric digestion (he first named
pepsin) and on the function of gall. His study of

the anatomy of nerve fibers is still recognized in

the '
' sheath of Schwann, '

' and his work on the

contractility of arteries and on muscular contrac-

tility in general are worthy of mention. He fur-

nished evidence against the occurrence of spon-

taneous generation and in favor of the bacterial

cause of putrefaction; also that alcoholic fermen-
tation is caused by yeast, all of this some twenty
years before Pasteur's work on these subjects.

chow (1859) is given the credit of forever

disposing of Schwann's hypothesis of free \

cell formation, summing up this conclusion

in his dictum, "Omnis cellula e cellula."

Schwann was the first to undertake a

comprehensive investigation of the general

tissues of the animal body and their de-

velopment out of cells. He first used the /|

term ' * cell theory '

' for this conception

:

'
I

The development of the proposition that there

exists one general principle for the formation of

all organic productions, and that this principle is

the formation of cells, as well as the conclusions

which may be drawn from this proposition, may be

comprised under the term Cell Theory. (Sydenham
Society translation, p. 166.)

The work of Schwann formed the basis

of the theory of the "cell state," which

maintained that "cells are organisms and

that entire animals and plants are aggre-

gates of these organisms arranged accord-

ing to definite laws." This theory had a

long life and is still probably true in part,

but in its extreme form its inadequacies

were pointed out, in 1893, by Whitman and

by many experimental embryologists who
have called attention to the fact that both

in structure and function
'

' the organism as

a whole," is more than the sum of its cells

and that organization precedes cell forma-

tion and is not its product.

In view of the fact that all discoveries are

based upon previous ones and that science

is possible only by such cooperation, I sug-

gest that it would be more accurate, as

well as more becoming, to strike out of our

literature these personal possession tags

attached to important discoveries in which

many persons have participated. And in

the case of the great generalization that the

bodies of animals and plants are composed

of cells and that these have all come by divi-

sion from preceding cells, it is absurd to

still speak of this as "the cell theory of

Schleiden and Schwann."

III. Origin and Development of the
Protoplasm Concept

In its beginning the cell theory paid little

attention to the cell contents and attributed

chief importance to the cell walls ; the cell
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space or chamber was regarded as the

essential feature. Many of the early stu-

dents of cells recognized that they con-

tained or were embedded in a semi-fluid or

gelatinous substance. Wolff, in 1759, said

:

Every organ is composed at first of a little mass
of clear, viscous, nutritive fluid, which possesses no

organization of any kind but is at most composed
of globules. In this semi-fluid mass cavities are

developed; these, if they remain round or polygo-

nal, become utricles (cells) ; if they elongate,

vessels.

In 1809, Oken wrote

:

Organic nature has for its basis an infinity of

email vesicles. These little bladders arise from
original, semi-fluid globules of '

' Urschleim. '
' 5

Many botanists of that period, including

Schleiden, described the cell contents as
** plant slime," "mucus," or "mucilage";
Mirbel called it "cambium"; Nageli, in

1844, considered it a mixture of gum, sugar
and proteid.

In 1835, Felix Dujardin (1801-1860)

proposed the name "Sarcode" for the semi-

fluid material of the bodies of Foramen-
ifera, which other observers of Protozoa

had called "living jelly." Dujardin de-

scribed Sarcode as a "substance glutinous,

perfectly homogeneous, elastic, contractile,

diaphanous, without any trace of organiza-

tion, fibers, membranes, or appearance of

cellulosity,

"

In 1840, Purkinje (1787-1869) used the

name "protoplasm" to designate the form-
ative material of embryos of animals, and,

in 1846, von Mohl applied this word to the

living substance in the embryonic cells of

plants. From this supposedly primordial

and undifferentiated protoplasm of embry-
onic cells he derived the thin pellicle of

protoplasm which lines the cell membrane
and surrounds the cell sap in adult plant

cells; this layer he called the "primordial
utricle," a name which has persisted in

botany until the present.

The streaming of protoplasm which was
first seen and described in plant cells, in

1772, by Bonaventura Corti and then by
Treviranus, in 1807, was found by von
Mohl to be located in this primordial

5 Quoted from Haeckel's History of Creation.

utricle. As early as 1830 Meyen attributed

this circulation within the cell to the power
of the fluid itself since it is moved by no
organs. He thought the circulation of the

cell contents in plants was suggestive of

the revolution of the planets around the

sun and he spoke of its being caused by "a
gravitation of plants." Cohn in 1848

showed that plant protoplasm is similar to

animal sarcode, and in 1859 DeBary
proved that the sarcode of protozoa and the

protoplasm of plants are essentially similar.

Finally, Max Schultze in 1861 established

the essential resemblance of sarcode with

the protoplasm of all animals and plants.

Thus was established what 0. Hertwig, in \/

1892, called the "protoplasm theory,"

which is a much more fundamental gen-

eralization than the cell theory. In 1874,

the English histologist, Lionel Beale, called

living matter "bioplasm," and this name
was regarded by some persons with vitalist

leanings as less objectionable than proto-

plasm, since it included life as a character-

istic part of the substance.

As is often the ease when some great

theory is first proposed, this protoplasm

theory was at first carried too far. By
some persons it was supposed that proto-

plasm was a definite chemical compound,

a life substance, and that the solution of

all the problems of all life was to be found

in the structure and functions of this one

compound; but soon it was realized that

protoplasm is no single chemical substance

but a combination of many chemical com-

pounds and that it differs in every species

of animal or plant and, indeed, in every

different kind of cell.

Gradually the view developed that proto-

plasm is not merely a combination of many
of the most complex chemical compounds
that are known, but that it is a complicated

organization, or organism, and that to

identify life with protoplasm is no more
revolutionary than to identify it with plant

or animal. In this protoplasmic organiza-

tion the constituent parts that were first

recognized were the nucleus and its sur-

rounding material; the latter was named
"cytoplasm" by Kolliker, in 1862, and
"plasson" by Van Beneden, in 1871. The
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work of biologists during the past fifty

years has revealed a further complicated

organization of both nucleus and cj^toplasm

that would have greatly astonished earlier

students of the cell.

It was early showTi that many animal

cells have no such membranes as plant cells

have. Briicke, Beale and Max Schultze at

nearly the same time, 1861, reached the con-

clusion that a structural cell membrane is

not a necessary part of a cell. With the

development of the protoplasm concept it

became evident that the name "cell" was a

misnomer and many attempts were made
to supplant it. Beale (1870) proposed the

name "bioplast," Sachs (1892) the term
"energid," Hanstein (1880) the name
"protoplast" as more truly descriptive of

what the cell really is. Fortunately, none
of these terms has been generally accepted.

Scientific names should be first of all per-

manent, and should not be changed every

time new or contradictory qualities are

found in the objects named.

IV. The Organization of Protoplasm

Nothing else has so fully revealed the

complex organization of protoplasm as have

the detailed and long-continued studies on
nuclear and cell division. In 1835, von
Mohl described cell division in a filamen-

tous alga, Cladophora, in which a circular

constriction around the middle of the cell

deepened until the cell was cut in two. In

1841, Remak described the division of red

blood corpuscles of the embryo chick in

which the nucleolus first divided by con-

striction, then the nucleus and finally the

cell body. For a long time it was supposed
that this "type of Remak" was a common
form of cell division, but Wilson, in 1924,

rightly says that it is one of the rarest. It

does occur in certain cases of direct divi-

sion (amitosis) as in the follicle cells sur-

rounding the eggs of certain insects, but in

most cases of direct division the nucleolus

does not divide and frequently the cell

body does not. Direct division, segmenta-

tion or fragmentation of the nucleus have
been described by many students of the

cell but such forms of nuclear division

probably occur only in fully differentiated

tissue cells, e.g., in functional muscle or

gland cells, in the trophic nuclei of certain

protozoa, or in senescent and degenerating

cells. Many so-called cases of direct nu-

clear division are really stages of incom-

plete union of chromosomal vesicles follow-

ing indirect nuclear division (mitosis).

Star-shaped figures had been seen by
C. G. Carus in the eggs of Unio as far back
as 1832, and by Grube in the cleavage cells

of Clepsine in 1844; a double star or di-

aster was seen by Krohn in the eggs of the

ascidian Phallusia in 1852 (c/. Mark 1881).

In 1873, Anton Schneider observed in the

eggs of certain flatworms that the vesicular

nucleus is transformed during division into

a mass of filaments (named chromosomes
by Waldeyer in 1890) ; he saw these fila-

ments separate toward two asters in the

cell and then disappear, after which new
vesicular nuclei appear in their places.

Many investigators saw the nucleus dis-

appear and two new ones appear later,

but Strasburger, in 1875, was probably the

first to trace the continuity between the

disappearing mother nucleus and the two
daughter nuclei, through the formation, di- .

vision and separation of nuclear filaments

(chromosomes). In 1879, Schleicher ob-

served in living cartilage cells of the frog

that rods appear in the nucleus, the nuclear

membrane and nucleoli disappear, the

nuclear rods become arranged in a star-

shaped figure on a spindle, and then divide

and move to the two poles. Owing to the
'

movements of the nucleus in this process

he called it karyokinesis.

In a series of important papers beginning

in 1878 and culminating in 1882, Flemming
added enormously to our knowledge of

nuclear division. The various stages of

this process were accurately traced in epi-

thelial cells of the salamander, and many of

the names introduced by him, including the

term mitosis for this form of nuclear divi-

sion, are still in current use. In 1884,

Flemming, Strasburger, Van Beneden and
Rabl found that the nuclear filaments

(chromosomes) double in number by longi-

tudinal division and Strasburger saw the

two halves of each migrate to opposite

poles. They also found that the numbers of
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chromosomes differ in different species of

animals and plants but are constant for

each species.

The mitotic figure (amphiaster, Fol

1887) is a marvellous apparatus for the

exact division of each individual chromo-

some. The vesicular nucleus is plainly a

compound structure, in some cases com-

posed of chromosomal vesicles each con-

taining one chromosome and it could not be

divided with exact equality in any other

way. The chromosomes are thus persistent

cell organs, and all parts of chromosomes,

such as chromomeres, chromioles and genes,

are self-perpetuating by individual growth

and division.

At the poles of the amphiaster. Van
Beneden described polar corpuscles, in

1874, and attraction spheres, in 1883. Both
Van Beneden and Boveri found, in 1887,

that these central corpuscles or centrosomes

are persistent, self-perpetuating cell or-

gans. In 1895 Boveri and others found
that the centriole within the centrosome is

a persistent organ. In 1894, Heidenhain,

and, in 1896, Kostanecki regarded polar

rays and spindle fibers as persistent organs,

but sufficient evidence of this is lacking.

Altmann maintained, in 1890, that certain

granules in the cytoplasm (his hioMasts),

which are now called mitochondria, are

"elementary organisms" comparable to

bacteria and capable of growth and divi-

sion, but this view is not generally held at

present.

Every persistent part of the cell is self-

perpetuating by the process of growth and
division. This is known as the principle of

"Panmerism" (0. Hertwig). The long

disputes regarding the origin of cells was
finally concluded with the establishment of

the fact that all cells come by division from
preceding ones, as was neatly expressed, in

1859, in the dictum of Virchow, "Omnis
cellula e cellula." In 1884, Strasburger 's

demonstration of this principle of panmer-
ism in the case of the nucleus led to the dic-

tum, '

' Omnis nucleus e nucleo.
'

' The work
of Rabl, in 1885, of Boveri, in 1887, and of

Van Beneden, in 1887, proved its truth in

the case of chromosomes, "Omnis chromo-
soma e chromosoma," and the work of the

last two named authors extended it to

centrosomes, "Omnis centrosoma e centro-

soma," and to central bodies, later named
by Boveri, in 1895, centrioles, "Omnis
centriola e centriola. " In 1890, Altmann
claimed that his granules or bioblasts were
panmeristic, and, in 1894, Heidenhain held

a similar view regarding spindle fibers, but
probably these are not self-perpetuating.

There are undoubtedly still others, not in-

cluded in this list, which are self-perpetuat-

ing units of protoplasm. This applies par-

ticularly to the ultramicroscopic units of

life and heredity, which have been postu-

lated by many students.

Long ago, in 1861, Briicke maintained

that because of its growth by intussuscep-

tion protoplasm must be composed of ultra-

microscopic units capable of assimilation,

growth and division, and he called these

units "the smallest living parts." Sup-
posed logical necessity led Herbert Spen-

cer, in 1866, to postulate his "physiological

units," each endowed with all the essential

properties of life. As is well known, in 1868

Darwin assumed the existence of different

kinds of "gemmules" in his "provisional

hypothesis of pangenesis" to account for

phenomena of heredity. A somewhat sim-

ilar process of reasoning led, in 1876, to the

proposal of the "plastidules" of Haeekel;

in 1889, to the "pangenes" of de Vries and
the "plasomes" of Wiesner; in 1892, to

the "ideoblasts" of 0. Hertwig and to the

"biophores" and "determinants" of Weis-

mann. These units were postulated as

logically necessary, but had little other

basis.

A great advance was made in 1910 and
later when Morgan and his followers fur-

nished experimental evidence of the exis-

tence of self-perpetuating "genes" ar-

ranged in linear order in the chromosomes,

and in 1934 when Painter and in 1935 when
Bridges furnished visible evidence of tlieir

locations in the giant chromosomes of the

salivary gland cells of Diptera. Whether
or not these are units of heredity, as many
have held, there are certainly differential

factors in these loci which appear to have
the properties of panmerism, that is, indi-

vidual assimilation, growth and division,
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and they raise the question whether '

' filter-

able viruses" and "bacteriophage," which

seem to be panmeristic, are also vital units.

Furthermore, in what respect do such ele-

mentary vital units differ fundamentally

from the colloidal aggregates and enormous
protein molecules of chemistry? If there

is no really essential difference, these pan-

meristic units would appear to bridge the

gulf between the living and the non-living.

Biologists generally hold that the sim-

plest and most fundamental properties of

life are (1) assimilation, (2) growth and

(3) reproduction by division; to these are

usually added (4) sensitivity, or the ca-

pacity of responding to stimuli, and (5)

adaptability, or the capacity of responding

to stimuli in a selective or differential man-
ner.

"Nothing that lives is alive in every

part." In every organism and every cell

there are living and not-living portions,

formative and formed materials, or proto-

plasm and metaplasm. It is not always
possible to sharply distinguish these, but
panmerism or the ability to assimilate,

grow and divide is the general test of liv-

ing. Even in the protoplasm itself some
parts are more alive than others, if mea-
sured by their viability. The hyaloplasm

or ground substance remains alive even

after it has lost almost all of its fluid con-

tent or cytolymph, as is seen in dry seeds

and some desiccated animals. The same is

true of the nuclear contents; condensed

chromosomes have lost most of their fluid

content but not their ability to assimilate,

grow and divide. But it has not been

demonstrated that any of the visible parts

of cells, much less these ultra-microscopic

parts, are capable of showing these proper-

ties of life when they are completely iso-

lated from all other parts. In short the

entire cell is still the ultimate vital unit

capaMe of showing all these properties of

life. It seems highly probable that these

vital properties are the results of the com-

plicated interactions of different parts of

the cell, or, in other words, of cellular

organization.

In physics and chemistry new atoms with

new properties are formed by new com-

binations of protons and electrons, new
molecules by new combinations of atoms.

Perhaps in similar manner the distinctive

properties of life arise or "emerge" from
the interactions of parts which by them-

selves do not show these properties. This

principle of "emergence" is seen every-

where in ontogeny and phylogeny. New
structures and functions appear at every

stage in development as the result of "cre-

ative synthesis." It seems to me highly

probable that this same great principle is

operative in the transition from the non-

living to the living. If so the fundamental
properties of life are not found in any
separate individual units of protoplasm

but in the complicated interrelations of

many parts, and such individual units are

not independent units of life or heredity

though they may be factors in such com-

plex processes. Life is the product of or-

ganization and the fundamental problems

of biology are the organization of cells and
protoplasm and the interrelation of the

parts of this organization.

The method of scientific analysis which
has been so fruitful in our study of natural

phenomena has led many scientists to for- '

get or neglect the importance of organic

synthesis. Not infrequently they have f

|

sought the properties of the whole in the 1

individual parts of which it is composed, i I

Colloidal particles and protein molecules

have been held to bridge the gap between
the living and the non-living. Chromatin
granules, or chromioles, have been re-

garded as the ultimate units of life

(Minchin 1915). Crystallizable viruses are /

supposed by some to be on the border line

between the living and the lifeless. At
present the gene is regarded by many as

the ultimate living unit from which all

other parts of the protoplasm have been

derived.

This tendency to locate all the properties

of such a complex phenomenon as life in

some one or a few of its constituents is a

very common error. It is suggestive of the

ancient views as to the localization of cer-

tain emotions in the heart, others in the

kidneys or bowels, or Descartes' proposal

that the pineal gland is the seat of the soul.
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With increasing knowledge of the finer or-

ganization of living matter it is only nat-

ural, but probably futile, to look for the

vital properties in these smaller and
smaller parts. Haeckel assigned the pecu-

liar properties of life to the carbon atom;

Buchner's famous dictum, "Ohne Phos-

phor kein Gedanke," seems to identify

mental phenomena with phosphorus. I

once heard the physicist, A. E. Dolbear

(1895), suggest that the immortal soul

could be safely lodged in an immortal

atom.® Unfortunately for this idea the

atoms are no longer immortal, even if one

were large enough to furnish a home for

the soul. Recently several physicists and
biologists have suggested that phenomena
of automatism, freedom, and creativity, so

characteristic of many living beings, may
be derived from the uncertainty principle

jij of Heisenberg as found in electrons. All

h; such proposals involve the error that the

|.! properties of the whole are to be found in

its constituent parts, or that the whole is

no greater than the sum of its parts. Whit-
man pointed out this error as regards the

totipotence of cells in his thoughtful paper
on "The Inadequacy of the Cell Theory of

Development" (1893), and it could now be

extended to the inadequacy of the indepen-

dent gene theory of heredity or the more
extreme view which regards genes as

"units of life," or to the atomic or elec-

tronic theories of life.

Attempts have been made to explain the

constitution of cells and protoplasm as a

symbiotic union of a swarm of the smallest

living things. In 1890, Altmann main-

tained that the granules which we now call

mitochondria are elementary organisms

like bacteria. Wallin maintained a similar

view, in 1930, in his book on "Symbionti-

cism." The sharp distinction between nu-

cleus and cytoplasm led certain cytologists,

among them Boveri and Watase, to suggest

that nucleus and cytoplasm may be symbi-

onts in the cell. Others, recognizing that

nuclei are built up from self-perpetuating

chromosomes, chromomeres and chromioles,

6 " If mind itself requires a material habitat

then it has in an atom an imperishable living

home. '

'

have regarded these as the elementary or-

ganisms or symbionts (Minchin 1915).

Unfortunately for all such speculations

there is no evidence that any of these cell

constituents are capable of independent
existence. So far as now known some of

the micrococci are the smallest living things

capable of cultivation as independent or-

ganisms. It is probable that they, like

larger bacteria, contain chromatin granules

(chromioles) and plasma, or elements of

both nucleus and cytoplasm, and that they

have the properties of assimilation, growth
and division. But there is no evidence that

these functions are located in either chromi-

oles or plasma separately. Rather, these

vital functions appear to be the results of

the coordination and cooperation of these

constituents, and when other vital functions

appear in higher organisms they are not to

be regarded as the distinctive contribution

of some particular substance or unit that

has been added to the complex, but rather

as the results of the organization and co-

operation of all the constituent parts. Life

is not found in atoms or molecules or genes

as such, hut in organization; not in sym-

biosis but in synthesis.

The origin of cellular and protoplasmic

organization is a vast problem upon which

science has scarcely made a beginning, but

once this organization or combination of

constituent parts has been achieved, the

fundamental properties of life emerge.

Once the organization of the germ cells is

established and is brought into proper re-

lation with the environment, development

results. Here in mere outline is a possible

mechanism for the origin of life, for the in-

creasing complexities of structures and
functions in development, for the evolution

of the million species of living things.

The mystery of mysteries is not the

mechanism of evolution, but the evolution

of the mechanism by which cells and proto-

plasm came to have the organization that

has resulted in "the promise and potency

of all life." This is the great problem
which is sure to occupy increasingly the

attention of biologists in the future. Prom
our mere beginnings in the study of cells

and protoplasm we confidently look for-
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ward to the epoch-making work of the

future on the origin and nature of life.

* * Morituri salutamus ! '

'
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THE MICROMANIPULATION OF LIVING CELLS
By ROBERT CHAMBERS

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The micromanipulative or micrurgical

technique owes its inception in large mea-

sure to the natural urge of the investigator

to handle the object of his scientific

interest.

Minute dissections, performed centuries

ago by men like Grew, Malpighi, and
Swammerdam with the use of magnifying

lenses or perspicilla, revealed delicately

small anatomical structures. These inves-

tigators, and others throughout the 17th

and 18th centuries, actually depicted cells,

but they did not realize the significance of

what they were looking at. They might be

likened to Tom in Kingsley's Water Babies

who, when he arrived at the sea, mistook

the water-babies for seashells and pebbles

and their laughter for ripples on the sand.

It was not till the turn of the 19th century

that the cellular constitution of living or-

ganisms began to be appreciated. The
diminutive size of the cells precluded the

possibility of dissecting them, so that of

necessity the attention was focussed mainly

on observational studies. However, some
investigators who were more experimen-

tally minded found means of testing the

material composing the cells. An early

method, occasionally in use today, was to

exert gentle pressure on a cellular tissue

placed between a slide and coverslip and
to note the effect of partially crushing the

cells. It seems fitting that such experi-

ments should have first been done on free-

living cells or Protozoa. By this means
Dujardin determined the fluid nature of

protoplasm which he termed sarcode. He
also observed that when the cell wall was
ruptured the interior would exude with-

out being destroyed. In one of his obser-

vations he took advantage of a chance

cotton fiber which lay across a Paramecium,
and by compressing the preparation he

caused a bulging mass of the protoplasm

to be completely pinched off. The result-

ing fragment rounded up and the beating

cilia on its surface carried it away.

Another investigator, Carl Nageli, a botan-

ist, crushed plant cells, such as Yaucheria,

and found that the interior of the cell

could be extruded and separated off as

viable masses or bodies.

Three important deductions can be

drawn from these early experiments: (a) a

bit of protoplasm isolated from the mass

of a cell may still exhibit properties of

life; {!)) the way in which the internal

material flows out of the cell and rounds

up indicates the fluid nature of proto-

plasm; and (c) the persistence of a sharply

defined boundary between the exuding

protoplasm and the surrounding medium
shows that the protoplasm must either be

non-miscible in water, or be able to recon-

stitute a membrane about itself. Pfeffer,

to whom we owe the term plasma mem-
brane, was convinced that the exuding

material maintains its integrity by the

formation of a precipitation membrane
about it. He noted that when such a

membrane did not form, the exposed ma-
terial became dissipated. Pfeffer was in-

terested in the osmotic phenomena of the

plasma membrane and attempted to deter-

mine its physical nature. In one of his

papers he actually proposed the possibility

of building a mechanical contrivance for

moving minute glass needles and pipettes

to permit operations on living cells.

The nucleus was also the object of early

experimental study. W. H. Eansom, who
apparently has been overlooked by histor-

ians,^ published an article on the isolation

of the nucleus of the eggs of certain fish

in the PkilosopJvical Transactions of Lon-
don in 1867. He crushed the eggs in water
and in various salt solutions and observed

the effect on the extruded nuclei. His con-

1 1 am indebted to W. E. Duryee for having

brought this article to my attention.

20
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tribution was the observation that the

nucleus need not lose its structural integ-

rity when removed from the cell.

Nuclei of ovarian eggs of fish and of

Amphibia are proving to be excellent

material for micromanipulation. W. R.

Duryee (1937) is studying the effect of

chemicals on the isolated nuclei of the frog

and of Triturus. Chambers and Sands

(1923) had shown that the chromosomes of

spermatocytes of the grasshopper are

highly tenacious and elastic. Duryee 's dis-

sections confirm this conclusion on isolated

amphibian chromosomes, which are tenuous

filaments, often as long as 500 |j.

The incentive for the micromanipulative

technique we owe to bacteriologists. We
are indebted to George Lester Kite for the

adaptation of the bacteriological technique

to the microdissection of living cells.

Kite was an enthusiastic pioneer inspired

by A. P. Mathews who was at that time at

the University of Chicago. Kite's graphic

account of his first attempts at micro-

manipulation was given in a lecture at

Woods Hole during the summer of 1911

(never published). One of the operations

which astonished his hearers was the inter-

position of the tip of a microneedle between

the male and female pronuclei of a recently

fertilized Toxopneustes egg. He stated

that he could push one of the nuclei about

but that it would persist in slipping off the

needle to advance toward its mate.^

Kite used exclusively the so-called Bar-

ber Pipette Holder. At that time, 1911 and
1912, there were two instruments used to

isolate bacteria in the field of the oil-im-

mersion objective, one devised by S. L.

Schouten, in Holland, and the other by
M. A. Barber, in America. Two features

made it possible to extend the technique to

cellular research. They are the use of glass

needles with microscopically fine tips on
relatively rigid shafts, and the bending of

the shaft to permit the tips to be operated

in a hanging drop. This arrangement al-

lows the use of the highest available magni-
fications during the operations since there

is no obstacle between the lens of the ob-

2 Kite 's early death was a tragic loss but the

work he initiated is still being carried on.

jective and the coverslip from which the

hanging drop is suspended. The instru-

ments of Schouten and Barber had com-
paratively good vertical movements, which
are essential for picking up bacteria, but
the lateral movements left much to be de-

sired. A mechanical device for more ade-

quate control was necessary. Such a device

and the development of a micro-injection

apparatus have made possible astonishingly

delicate operations on cells. With the years

the technique has been progressively so

improved that now the investigator's in-

genuity is no longer being expended on the

technique of performance but rather on
the problems involved.

Micromanipulation, exclusive of the iso-

lation technique, has been devoted to three

general forms of procedure: the dissection

of cells and cell aggregates, the removal of

materials from within cells, and the injec-

tion of solutions into cells.

An outstanding dissection experiment

was that performed by C. V. Taylor (1920)

to ascertain the significance of certain

fibrils in the ciliate, Eiiplotes. Deep cuts

were made into the cortex of various

regions of the Euplotes. It was found that

recovery of normal coordination of the

locomotor organellae occurred in all cases

except those in which certain internal fibers

had been cut through or in which a gran-

ular body, the so-called motorium, where
the fibers converge, had been injured.

Many of the considerable number of

structural components of cells have since

been investigated. A striking feature is the

difference in the degree of their stability.

Fibrous strands, vesicles, and rod-shaped

mitochondria may be moved about and
distorted with no apparent loss of their

integrity. On the other hand, other struc-

tures, such as the aster, readily disappear.

The physical state of much of the proto-

plasm resembles that of reversible sol-gel

colloidal systems. The reversibility from
the gel to the sol state, with a subsequent

disappearance of structural characteristics,

can be induced by various experimental

methods, particularly those which involve

the use of pressure or sudden mechanical

agitation. By mechanical means, it has
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been possible in some cases to induce the

reverse change, i.e., from the sol to the gel

(Chambers 1938a). Fragments of proto-

plasm which are pinched off from an unfer-

tilized sea-urchin egg may act, at one mo-

ment, as if solid, maintaining deformed

shapes; while at another moment, they act

as if liquid, rounding up into spheres.

Hence, to speak of protoplasm as a liquid

or as a solid has little meaning.

The relation of the nucleus to the cyto-

plasm of the cell has always claimed the

attention of cytologists. Experimental evi-

dence has indicated that the nucleus is es-

sential not only genetically but also for the

continued existence of the cell. In certain

ciliates the control of these two functions,

the so-called kinetic and trophic, has been

ascribed to the micro- and macro-nuclei,

respectively. Taylor and Farber (1924)

showed that the micro-nucleus alone may
bear both functions. By means of a micro-

pipette they removed the micro-nucleus of

over seventy individual Eiiplotes and found

this operation was lethal. The importance

of the nucleus has also been shown by noting

the effect of puncturing one of the nuclei of

a binucleated fibroblast in tissue culture

(Chambers and Fell 1931). The injury

irreversibly coagulated the nucleus and
spread into the cytoplasm, producing a

granular precipitate and a disruption of the

mitochondria in the vicinity. In mono-

nucleated fibroblasts puncture of the

nucleus resulted in complete disintegration

of the cell. On the other hand, in the case

of the binucleated cell, the disintegrative

changes were temporary and occurred only

in the vicinity of the injured nucleus. Com-
plete recovery soon followed, evidently be-

cause of the presence of the other nucleus.

The micro-injection technique has af-

forded a most fertile field for investigation.

A difficulty, which at present has been only

partially overcome, is to gauge the precise

quantity injected. The amount of solution

drawn into a pipette for subsequent injec-

tion can rarely be injected completely into

the cell. Moreover, except for relatively

large cells it is difficult to judge whether

the attempted injection of the aqueous solu-

tion is successful. A positive reaction is

generally the only criterion for a successful

injection. It is necessary to inject sub-

stances gradually, for even minute amounts
may result in cytolysis when suddenly in-

troduced. On the other hand, the proto-

plasm of many cells permits the gradual

introduction of surprisingly large amounts,

even of water, without destruction.

It is not possible to deal in detail with

the results of micro-injecting indicators

which are used for colorimetric determina-

tions of the reducing intensity and the

hydrogen-ion concentration of protoplasm.

Cohen and Chen (1933), using indicators

not available in the earlier injection experi-

ments on the reducing intensity of various

cells under anoxybiosis, have stated that

the value for Amoeba duhia is in the neigh-

borhood of - 0.260 and - 0.289 volts at pH
7.0. They drew this conclusion from their

observations that dimethylphenosafranine

and safranine T (whose reduction poten-

tials are - 0.260 and - 0.289 v. respectively)

are only partly reduced in the cell, while

sulfonated rosindone with a potential of

- 0.380 is not.

The fact that there was even a partial

reduction of the two first mentioned indi-

cators is significant because basic dyes tend

to be strongly adsorbed. This not only in-

creases the capacity factor a great deal, but

probably renders the indicator less soluble

and, hence, less available for reduction.

On the other hand, acid dyes at the pH of

protoplasm tend to be very diffusible and
more susceptible to the reducing intensity

of the protoplasmic system. Hence the

non-reducibility of sulfonated rosindone is

also significant. Evidently the reducing

intensity of protoplasm of the amoeba
under nitrogen, (approx. -0.275 v.) lies

roughly midway between the potential of

the hydrogen electrode {viz., -0.421 v.)

and the aerobic reducing intensity of the

cell, which has been found to be centered at

about - 0.07 V.

"With regard to the protoplasmic pH, the

variable values reported by many investi-

gators may be explained, at least in part,

by the extraordinary ability of many cells

to segregate introduced materials into vacu-

oles where the color of the indicator tends
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to be at variance with that of the indicator

in the cytoplasmic matrix. Least open to

criticism are the results obtained with the

salts of the highly dissociated acid com-

pounds, such as the sulfonated indicators

of Clark and Lubs. Living cells are rela-

tively impermeable to these substances.

Moreover, they are highly diffusible within

the protoplasm and they can be injected in

minute quantities with a minimum danger

of upsetting the buffering system within

the cell. A considerable variety of cells

have been injected and, with due precau-

tions being taken, the colorimetric pH
values, of the watery phase in protoplasm I

at least, appear to be as follows: for the

interior of the nucleus, a pH of 7.6 to 7.8;

for the cytoplasmic matrix, a pH of 6.7 to

6.9 and for the interior of cytoplasmic

vacuoles, a variable pH of 5.0 or greater.

When cytolysis occurs the cytoplasmic pH
drops to about 5.4, while that of the nucleus

tends to persist.

Of considerable interest is the surface

boundary of protoplasm, a subject which
has been recently reviewed (Chambers
1938b). Probably the strongest argu-

ment for the existence of a differentiated

layer on the surface of protoplasm is the

fact that a colored solution which cannot en-

ter from without will, when micro-injected,

spread through the interior but will not

pass out of the cell. The surface layer can

be torn with a microneedle and may or may
not be repaired, depending upon the sud-

denness of the tear. The maintenance or

repair of this surface layer does not neces-

sarily depend upon the presence of specific

electrolytes in the environment. This is

indicated in the so-called "churning" ex-

periment on unfertilized sea-urchin eggs.

The extraneous coats of the eggs were re-

moved by several washings in a solution of

potassium chloride isotonic with sea water.

The eggs were then passed through several

changes of any of the experimental solu-

tions, viz., sodium chloride, potassium

chloride, calcium chloride or magnesium
chloride. It was found that the churning
effect, that is, a central or axial streaming

away from the needle tip and an over-all

superficial streaming toward it, could be

induced in solutions of any one of the

several salts just mentioned.

A main difficulty in studying the physi-1

cal properties of the protoplasmic surface
i

lies in the failure to differentiate it from
extraneous coatings which normally sur-

round the egg and serve to give it mechani-

cal support. Recently, considerable atten-

tion has been given to ways and means for

distinguishing and establishing the exis-

tence of such coatings. An extremely deli-

cate and objective one is the oil coalescency

method. Oil drops exuding from the tip

of a micropipette are brought into contact

with the surface of a cell. Under certaini

conditions the cell and oil coalesce in such

a way that the oil is engulfed by the cell

(Chambers 1938b; Chambers and Kopac
1937).

The method used up to the present is as

follows: The tip of a micropipette pre-

viously filled with oil is placed a short

distance from the surface of the cell which
is suspended in a hanging drop in view

under the microscope. In the case of the

unfertilized mature Arhacia ovum, which
averages 70 to 75 p in diameter, the tip of

the micropipette is usually placed 4 to 5 |j

from the cell surface. Pressure is then

exerted by means of the injection apparatus

so that the oil exudes to form a drop which

enlarges until its surface touches the cell

surface. Usually the diameter of such a

formed droplet will be about 10 p. The con-

tact with the cell, occurring while the oil

drop is expanding, ensures the presentation

of an uncontaminated surface of the oil to

the cell. This is essential since most oils de-

velop an adsorption film from impurities

usually present in the sea water, which pre-

vents the occurrence of coalescence. An oil

drop first allowed to exude from a pipette

and then brought into contact, even with

denuded sea-urchin eggs, rarely exhibits

the coalescency reaction.

In the coalescency experiments, quantita-

tive results have been obtained by driving

the oil out of the pipette under constant

and known pressures. For this purpose

M. J. Kopac has developed a special device

as an accessory to the usual micro-injection

apparatus. A driving pressure is built up
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with a motor, and the degree of the pres-

sure is determined by a manometer.

The cell and the oil drop behave in a

manner similar to two liquid drops in con-

tact. Such a system may or may not be

stable, depending, among other things, on
the magnitude of the tension and the di-

ameter of the oil drop. If the system is

unstable, the two drops will spontaneously

coalesce and produce a stable equilibrium.

In the case of the Arlacia egg, if coales-

cency occurs at all, it has been found that

the cell always incorporates the oil. This

reaction is rapid, taking less time than the

interval between two successive frames of

a motion picture film at sixteen frames per

second.

The tendencies toward coalescency are

proportional to the tension at the interface

of the oil-aqueous phase and to the diameter

of the freshly applied oil drop. The im-

portance of tension and the size of oil drop
(i.e., surface area) suggest reactions in-

volving changes in surface energies. Coa-

lescence is therefore thermodynamically

possible since the potential energy of the

cell with the oil drop inside is lower than

with the oil drop outside.

The level of potential energy of the cell

and the oil drop in contact with it may be

regulated either by selecting an oil having
a high i?aterfacial tension against the aque-

ous phase or by increasing the size of the

applied drop.

Frequently the potential energy of the

oil in contact with the cell has to be very
high before the oil will be engulfed by the

cell. This would not be so if the cell were
an ideal liquid drop, since liquid drops

coalesce spontaneously with only infinitesi-

mal differences in the potential energies of

the two. The relative pronounced differ-

ences indicate the presence of a potential

hill at the cell surface. The magnitude of

this potential hill may be calculated by
determining the critical diameter of the oil

drop at the moment of coalescence. A de-

termination of the relative differences of

coalescency is of considerable value for

ascertaining the nature of the surfaces of

different cells and of cells under experi-

mental treatment. Kopac has made a care-

ful quantitative study of this problem and
has compared the potential hill of the ex-

perimental cells with that of normal cells,

selected as control cells.

These data may be represented as useful

ratios as follows:

Potential energy (control) _

Potential energy (experimental)

relative coalescency.

Thus, ratios greater than 1 indicate that

potential hills of the experimentally treated

cells are lower than those of the control

cells.

A high value of the potential hill at the

cell surface may be due to a tangential

rigidity at the cell surface, or to the exis-

tence of a third phase between the cell

surface and the oil drop, which is either

tangentially rigid or possesses surface

activity.

The coalescency method has been very

useful in studying the problem of extrane-

ous coats in cells. Kopac and Chambers

(1938) have made a series of determina-

tions on the effect of removing the vitelline

membrane of the Arhacia egg by various

means.

The control egg was the unfertilized egg,

washed and centrifuged several times in

isosmotic sodium chloride to remove the

jelly but not its vitelline membrane. The
relative coalescency value for these control

eggs was taken as 1. A relatively high coa-

lescency value of 7 to 15 was obtained on
eggs within three minutes after fertiliza-

tion, the fertilization membranes having

been removed by shaking immediately after

insemination. This indicates that the proc-

ess of fertilization has definitely lowered

the potential hill, presumably by removing

the vitelline membrane during the forma-

tion of the fertilization membrane. The
coalescency value of fertilized eggs remain-

ing in sea water progressively drops, be-

cause, as will be shown later, a hyaline

layer begins to be excreted on the surface

of the egg which attains pronounced pro-

portions six to eight minutes after fertili-

zation. However, if the fertilized eggs are

placed in a solution of potassium chloride

isosmotic with sea water, the presence of
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this layer becomes negligible and the coa-

lescency rises to a value actually one-

hundredfold that of the unfertilized eggs

possessing a vitelline membrane.
Unfertilized eggs also give relatively high

values when they have been immersed for

about two minutes in a 1 i¥ urea solution,

which dissolves the investing vitelline mem-
brane, or when the eggs are churned with

microneedles. The churning process rup-

tures the vitelline membrane and makes it

discontinuous.

Aging also has a decided effect; the coa-

lescency value of eggs, standing in sea

water for 8 to 12 hours, rises to 2.5 and 5.

For eggs remaining in sea water for 20

hours the value obtained has been as high

as 100, which is equal to that of eggs within

two minutes after insemination and with

their fertilization membranes removed (in

solutions of potassium chloride). Increas-

ing coalescency with age suggests that the

vitelline membrane gradually disintegrates

with time.

Interesting data have also been obtained

on the development of the hyaline layer in

Arhacia eggs after fertilization. As shown
above, freshly fertilized eggs (in sea water)

with their fertilization membranes removed
have more than a tenfold greater coales-

cency than unfertilized eggs which still pos-

sess vitelline membranes. However, the

coalescencies of the fertilized eggs (in sea

water) decrease steadily and become zero

after 15 or more minutes. The increased

magnitude of the potential hill, as calcu-

lated from the size of the coalescing drops,

corresponds closely with the formation and
gradual thickening of the hyaline layer on
the surface of the egg. Such data suggest

that the presence of a hyaline layer in-

creases the tangential rigidity at the cell

surface.

This hyaline layer is unstable in the ab-

sence of calcium in the external medium
and is readily dispersed in isosmotic solu-

tions of acidified potassium chloride. Even
when the layer is fully formed a sojourn

of the fertilized eggs in potassium chloride

causes the layer to become dissipated. The
coalescency value may rise one-hundredfold

over that of the unfertilized egg in sea

water.

A reasonable interpretation of these ob-

servations is that the eggs with the lowest

potential hills (namely, highest coales-

cencies) are eggs which have the minimum
of extraneous coatings. It is entirely prob-

able that fertilized Arhacia eggs immersed

in potassium chloride offer the closest ap-

proach thus far to exposing the actual

protoplasmic surface layer or plasma mem-
brane of the eggs.

It was of interest to find whether gelation

phenomena within the Echinoderm egg may
also serve as a barrier to the coalescence

reaction. The conclusion has been verified

after much experimentation that the naked

surface of the egg consists of material

which can be made to flow without losing

its integrity. Normally, there is an under-

lying and appreciably thick gelated cortex.

Moreover, in the dividing egg it has been

found that the consistency of the cortex in

the furrow region of a dividing egg is

greater than that of the poles.

The degree of coalescence^ in regions of

varj^ing cortical consistency was deter-

mined on Lytechinus eggs after the fertili-

zation membranes had been removed and
the hyaline layer dispersed by immersing

the eggs from 10 to 20 minutes in isosmotic

potassium chloride solution ( Chambers and
Kopac 1937). In these experiments two

oils were used, mineral oil and oleic acid.

The sample of mineral oil used here had an

interfacial tension of 40 dynes per cm
against sea water, while the oleic acid under

similar conditions had an interfacial ten-

sion of 10 dynes per cm. The experiments

were done with oil drops of different sizes,

and mostly on eggs with the cleavage fur-

row differentiated. No difference in the

size of the oil drop at the time of coales-

cence was found between the polar and

equatorial regions of the egg. If increased

consistency lowered the coalescency, one

would expect larger drops to coalesce at the

furrow zone. This we did not find. These

results indicate that the consistency of the

cytoplasm is of minor importance in in-

hibiting coalescence. The tangential rigid-

ity or lack of it in the cell surface appears

to be the prime factor in controlling coa-

lescence.

An interesting object is the aplanospore
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of Valonia ventricosa, a coenocytic, marine

alga. Aplanospores are obtained by punc-

turing a turgid coenocyte. The ruulti-nu-

cleate protoplast separates into numerous
mono- or poly-nucleated amoeboid bodies

which become spheroidal about 10 to 15

minutes later. The amoeboid fragments

show a high coalescency (Kopac 1937).

Within half an hour of their formation, the

aplanospores, now spheroids, develop a po-

tential barrier at their surface which is no
greater than that of the assumed naked
Echinoderm eggs. "With each succeeding

half-hour the barrier increases in its ef-

fectiveness, indicating the gradual develop-

ment of an extraneous coat. About four

hours later, these spheroidal aplanospores

are invested in a definite cell wall and no
coalescency occurs.

All oil-protoplasm interfacial tensions so

far measured are of a low order of magni-

tude. For the naturally occurring oil

drops in the mackerel and Daphnia egg,

Harvey and his coworkers (Harvey and
Shapiro 1934; Harvey and Schoepfle 1939)

have found values of the order of .1 to 2.6

dynes per cm. Their method was to calcu-

late the interfacial tension from the degree

of flattening of an oil drop inside the eggs

under a given centrifugal acceleration.

Kopac (unpublished) obtained values of

10"^ dyne per cm for various oils against

Arhacia egg protoplasm by using a micro-

adaptation of the maximum bubble pressure

method.

Living cells (aging Arhacia eggs, for ex-

ample) will coalesce with oil drops having
an interfacial tension against sea water of

2.5 dynes per cm. Therefore the oil-proto-

plasm interfacial tension must be lower

than 2.5 dynes per cm. Coalescence is

thermodynamically impossible if the oil-

protoplasm interfacial tension is higher

than the oil-aqueous phase interface.

The oil capping reaction which was first

observed for fresh-water amoebas by Daw-
son and Belkin (1929), can also be made to

occur on protoplasmic exovates of starfish

eggs and naked sea-urchin eggs. The oil

drop comes to equilibrium by partially

flattening against the cell surface. Such
flattened drops can be released only after

cytolysis is induced, whereupon the oil

drop assumes a spherical shape. "With the

Echinoderm egg, it has been found that the

oil cap can be made to slip over the surface

of the egg in a way similar to the slippage

of an oil cap on the surface of water. A
spontaneous capping involves a reduction

in potential energy of the applied oil drop,

since the flattened drop now possesses

greater surface area than the original sphe-

roidal drop (Chambers and Kopac 1937).

The following conditions must exist in the

capping reaction: (a) tangential rigidity at

the cell surface must be sufficient to prevent

coalescence, and (&) the tension at the oil-

cell surface interface must be lower than

at the oil-aqueous phase interface in order

to compensate for the increase in area of

the oil cap over that of the applied

spheroidal oil drop.

The interfacial tensions between oil and
internal protoplasm,^ although low, are

nevertheless always positive. This conclu-

sion is to be inferred from the following

facts

:

(a) All natural oil drops, namely, those

occurring normally in cells, are spherical.

( h ) Experimentally introduced oil drops

are also spherical whether the oil be polar

(plant and animal) or apolar (mineral).

Any deformation can be accounted for by
the presence of some mechanical obstruc-

tion. An interesting case is the ovoid

shape of an oil drop introduced into the

radially gelated aster of a fertilized sea-

urchin egg. The drop maintains its dis-

torted shape as long as the aster is present.

"When the gel reverts to the sol state either

by agitation of the aster with a needle or

in the natural succession of events in the

cell, the oil drop reverts to a spherical

shape.

(c) Spherical oil drops deformed in the

cell by centrifuging return to the spherical

shape when the centrifugal force is re-

moved.

(d) An oil drop constricted in the equa-

3 The foregoing discussion is based on some pub-

lished data and also on various unpublished data

accumulated in this laboratory on oil-protoplasm

interfacial phenomena. Detailed accounts are in

preparation for early publication.
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tor of the cleava<it' furrow will ])ee-oine

more nearly spherical when the i)res8ure ex-

erted b}' the cleavage furrow is relaxed, in

case cleavage has been unsuccessful. When
the oil drop is pinched in two by the com-

pletion of the constricting furrow, the suc-

ceeding portions of the oil di-oj) become

spherical, to be deformed again during the

following cleavage (Chambers and Kopae
1937).

(f) Finally, we have the observation

mentioned by Costello (1938) that natu-

rally occurring oil drops in Nereis eggs will

coalesce on contact following sperm-activa-

tion of the eg'^.

The low value of the })ositive interfacial

tension between oil and internal protoplasm

may be ascribed to the In-drated protein

molecules which are assumed to be the chief

components of the protoplasm. It is well

known that native proteins are extremely

surface active at oil-water interfaces. For
this reason, proteins are commonly used as

emulsifying agents. Since the oil-proto-

plasm interfacial tensions are of the same
order of magnitude as those of oil-water

(protein) interfaces, the conclusion that

protein molecules are responsible for the

low oil-protoplasm interfacial tensions

seems justifiable. It might be added here

that the oil-protoplasm interfacial tensions

are many times lower than would be ex-

, peeted on the basis of pH and salt content of

of the cytoplasm alone.

When protoplasm is caused to undergo

cytolysis, the interfacial tension becomes

zero and spontaneous deformation of the

oil drop ensues. An ingenious method de-

veloped by Kopae (1938) to show this is

the drop-retraction method, in which the

injected oil drop, after being allowed to

reach a given size, is gradually diminished

in volume by withdrawal of some of the oil

into a pipette whose tip has been kept in

contact with the drop. If adsorption of

substances, for example, proteins, has oc-

curred only partially on the drop, the drop
may be decreased in size wdthout becoming
deformed until a critical diameter is

reached. Diminishing the drop correspond-

ingly reduces the interfacial area and a

concent I'ation of adsorbed molecules takes

])lace. The condition is analogous to that

which occurs in the reduction of area on a

Langmuii* trough by moving a barrier

across the surface. Wlien ])roteins are ad-

sorbed at oil-water interfaces, the Devaux
effect (crinkling) ai)pears when the inter-

face is covered Avith more than enough pro-

tein to foi-m at least one monolayer. Ac-

cordingly, at the threshold of the Devaux
effect the critical diametei- indicates that

the oil drop is coated by at least one layer

of protein.

Striking ()il-proto])lasmic interfacial ef-

fects are produced by using certain fish-

liver oils, also certain plant oils, against the

protoplasm of Asterias eggs. In the intact

cytoplasm, the drops remain spherical and
clear-cut as long as the oil causes no per-

ceptible injury to the cytoplasm. However,
a pronounced reaction occurs when the oil

is introduced into a cell and cytolysis is

induced immediately thereafter. Within

30 seconds after the cell has cytolyzed, the

Devaux crinkling effect appears spontane-

ously on the oil drop (Kopae 1938).

The contrast between the lack of a visible

reaction of adsorption to the above oils in

living protoplasm, and the pronounced re-

action occurring on death or shortly there-

after, is very significant. Since proteins

constitute the greater part of protoplasm, it

is to be concluded that the state of the pro-

teins in the living cell is very diff'erent from
that of the proteins in the dead and dis-

integrated cell.

For these ex})eriments, the immature
oocytes of Asterias are particularly useful.

Cj'tolysis or disintegration of the egg oc-

curs merely by puncturing the germinal

vesicle with a microneedle. Hence, follow-

ing the cytoplasmic injection of a suitable

oil, cytolysis can be readily induced at will,

and the effect on the oil may be instantly

observed. Under such conditions, the

crinkling and subsequent distortion of the

oil drop is spontaneous, denoting a spon-

taneous increase in the interfacial area be-

tween the oil and cytolyzed residue. Such
spontaneous increase in interfacial area is

obviously possible if the interfacial tension
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should fall to zero. Apparently such a

change from a low positive value to zero

does occur.

If the injected oil drop has been in con-

tact with' the cytoplasm for a protracted

period, induced cytolysis will have no ef-

fect. Neither is it possible to obtain the

crinkling" effect when the oil drops are in-

troduced into the cytolj'tic debris later than

a few minutes after cytolysis has occurred.

Since the Devaux crinkling effect of the

oil drop with the oil-retraction method is

not noticeable in the living cytoplasm, it is

concluded that the proteins in the living

cell do not accumulate on experimentally

introduced surfaces while the protoplasm is

intact. This suggests that the proteins are

not freely diffusible and adsorbable in pro-

toplasm, and that, therefore, these proteins

may be bound together to form some kind

of continuous phase.

The fact that spontaneous crinkling oc-

curs only when the oil is introduced almost

at the instant of cytolysis and not later

suggests that the protoplasmic proteins in-

itially break down into unstable, high-

molecular-weight complexes which, as they

are adsorbed, break further into low-mo-

lecular-weight derivatives. These molecules

spread at the interface to produce the

crinkling effect.

The high-molecular-weight complexes pro-

duced at the onset of cytolysis must be

unstable and have a short life, since heavy

protein molecules are rarely isolated from

protoplasm. Introduction of an oil surface

into protoplasm just prior to cytolysis

makes possible their adsorption at the mo-
ment of cytoh'sis and before further dis-

sociation occurs. It is known that high-

molecular-weight proteins will not spread

until dissociation to units of low molecular

weight is completed. From these facts we
may infer the following about the cytolys-

ing protoplasmic proteins at oil surfaces:

first, their adsorption, r()lh)wed by dissocia-

tion into smaller units; and tlien, a globular

to a lamiiuir transformation. Spontaneous

increase of interfacial area follows such

change in configuration of the protein

molecules.

We therefore have two factors which in-

duce the spontaneous crinkling effect: (a)

the adsorption of sufficient protein to cause

the entire interface to be covered with at

least a monolayer, and (&) a conversion of

a globular to a laminar configuration of the

protein molecule, promoted by the tension

and other characteristics of the interface.

There is other experimental evidence for

a peculiar state of the proteins in living

cells. One is from the injection into proto-

plasm of solutions of colorimetric indicators

for measuring intra-cellular pH. The large

variety of indicators used, including the

sulphone-phthalein indicators, give consis-

tent results irrespective of their chemical

constitution, and there seems to be no pro-

tein error such as occurs in solutions of

non-living proteins. A striking example

is bromthymol blue, which gives an incon-

sistent color with ordinary protein solutions

when compared with phenol red ; the color

it gives when injected into a living cell

agrees with the color virage presented by
both brom cresol purple and phenol red.

Moreover, the acid of injury which has

always been found to be associated with

cytolysis may be explained on the basis of

an irreversible dissociation of protein

macromolecules to low molecular weight

proteins, which releases increased numbers
of ionizable carboxyl groups.

Finally, there is the work of Vies and Gex

(1934) on the ultra-violet absorption spec-

trum of sea-urchin eggs. They detected

different absorption curves in the living

cells from those of cytolyzed cells; the lat-

ter had absorption curves resembling iso-

lated albumin.

One of the most striking characteristics

of protoplasm is that mechanical crushing

destroys it. 'This holds not only for the

integrated cell but also for any viable frag-

ment of protoplasm which may be spon-

taneously or experimentally separated from

the cell. The implication has long been

recognized by cytologists that the property

of life depends ui)ou a definite architecture

of structural nature. Verworn and E. B.

Wilson have defined protoplasm as a mor-

phological concept. Hypothetical units of
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physiological strueture ha\e Ix'cii vai'ioiisly

termed inieellae by Nii<ieli, i)lasoines by
Wiesiier, bioblasts by 0. Hertwiji', etc. An
atteniiit to give a chemical sigiiifieanee to

the ultimate unit of liviii<i- matter was made
by PHii-i-er (1875). Pfliiyer postulated a

livin<i' ])roteiii {lehendiges Eiweiss) mole-

cule with a constitution based on a cj^ano-

<ien radical. Its stability and lability were

sup]iosed to depend upon interehanji'es of

atom yroui)s in the molecule, imluced by

the consumption of oxygen and the libera-

tion of carbonic acid.

Much earlier than Pfliiger is the almost

forgotten account of Fletcher of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh in 1835. In his

"Rudiments of Physiology" Fletcher at-

tacked the old hypothesis of a vital spirit.

As an alternative he suggested that the

elements composing living matter are in

a peculiar state of combination. "That, in

fact, no albumen, fibrin, myosin, protagon,

or fats exist as such in the living matter,

but that the sum of the elements of all these

is united into a compound, for which we
have no chemical name, and of the complex

mode in which the atoms are combined we
can form no idea ; and it is only at the

moment of death that those chemical com-

pounds with which we are familiar, take

their origin. In fact, that death means
simply the resolution of this complex com-

bination into the simpler compounds, albu-

men, fibrin and the rest which w^e find on

analysis."*

The newer developments in the extrac-

tion of proteins, e.g., by idtracentrifuging

at very low temperatures, have made pos-

sible the isolation of certain viruses hitherto

unobtainable by the usual chemical means.

May not this be a first step toward isolating

the extremely unstable complex which at

present can be termed only as protoplasmic

protein ?

In regard to the morphology of proto-

plasm, mention should be made of the inti-

mate relation between the cytoplasm and
the investing plasma membrane. Thus far

it has been impossible to separate the two.

4 Quoted from '
' The Protoplasmic Theory of

Life '

' by John Drysdale, London, 1874.

The disintegration of the one has always

accompanied the disintegration of the

other. Can it be that the stability of the

protein complex of protoplasm depends
upon the presence of a plasma membrane
whose selective permeability preserves the

proper environment within the cell? A sea-

urchin egg torn open in a solution of po-

tassium chloride reacts very differently

from one torn in a solution of calcium

chloride (Chambers 1924). The exposed

cytoplasm disperses in potassium chloride

Avhile it coagulates in calcium chloride. A
medium which wdll keep the cytoplasm

from destruction must be between these

two opposite effects. The discovery of a
suitable medium having a proper mixture

of chemical substances and the right physi-

cal conditions of density, pH, etc., may
eventually be made. In such a medium the

disruption of the plasma membrane might
be induced so as to set free, nnaltered, the

protein complexes from the confines of the

microscopic cell.
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THE WALLS OF PLANT CELLS
By IRVING W. BAILEY
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In any discussioii ol' tlie cell walls of

plants, it is essential to ditt'erentiate between

two distinct cate<iories of structures. Meri-

stematie cells and such of their derivatives

as retain a capacity for <irowth and for in-

crease in volume are provided with a wall

capable of expansion and of increase in

surface area. This wall is also capable of

undergoing- various reversible changes, for

example, in thickness. Many tissue cells,

particularly those in which the mechanical

functions are emphasized, form a supple-

mentary wall that is incapable of surface

expansion. Such cells are unable to grow
or to increase in volume unless the proto-

plast can escape from its indurated en-

velope. A wall of the former category will

arbitrarily be designated as a prinuiry wall ;

the latter type of wall will be referred to

as a sccondiiyji wall. The secondary wall of

plant cells provides a more favorable

medium for physical, chemical, and micro-

scopic investigations; and, because of its

economic and industrial importance in tex-

tile fibers ami pulp and as a source of

cellulose and its derivatives, it has been

intensively studied during the past one

hundred years. In other words, much more
is known about the chemical composition,

the microscopic structure, and the optical

behavior and other physical ]u-operties of

secondary walls than is known about pri-

marj^ walls.

Under high magnification the secondary

wall of plant hairs, of fibers, and of scler-

enchyma in general, exhibits many diverse

structural patterns; these range from con-

centric to radial patterns, or to various

complex combinations of such simpler pat-

terns. Fig. 1 illustrates a transverse sec-

tion of a thick secondary wall at a magnifi-

cation of two thousand diameters. By
transverse, I mean a section cut at right

angles to the hmg axis of the cell. The wall

Fig. 1. Transverse .section of a tliick, unswollen

secondary wall, showing cloniinantly concentric

pattern (x2000).

Fig. 2. Transverse section of a thick, unswollen

secondary wall, showing radial and ramifying pat-

tern (V 2000).

31
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Fig. 3. Piiritied and expanded cellulosie matrix

from section similar to Fig. 2. Total enlargement,

X3600.
Fig. 4. Lignin residue of section similar to Fig.

2. Total enlargement, x 3000.

shows conspicuous conceutricites or laniella-

tions, and, in addition, a finer radial pat-

tern that approaches the limits of micro-

scopic visibility. Fi<i'. 2, on the contrary,

exhibits a doiiiinantly radial and ramifying-

pattern. When such sections of the sec-

ondary Avail are carefully and ur;idually

expanded by the use of suitable s^velling•

reagents, finer and finer details of the char-

acteristic structural patterns become suc-

cessively visible under the microscope (Figs.

3 to 6). In all cases the secondary wall

resolves itself ultimately into a system of

fine threads, or microfibrils, which are

variously aggregated and more or less ex-

tensively coalesced. Where the microfibrils

are oriented approximately parallel to the

long axis of a cell, they appear in expanded
transverse sections of such a cell as more
or less circular specks or granulations (Fig.

5). The concentric, radial, ramifying, and
other structural patterns of the secondary

wall are due, therefore, to varying densities

or porosities in different parts of the wall.

In the denser (darker) parts, the micro-

fibrils are more numerous per ^^nit area

and are more extensively coalesced, whereas

in the more porous (lighter) parts they are

less closely aggregated and the area of in-

terfibrillar capillary spaces is larger.

In the case of a heavily lignified secon-

dary wall, it is possible to remove the cellu-

lose and leave a firmly coherent residue of

lignin; and, conversely, it is possible to re-

move the lignin and leave the coherent

matrix of cellulose. The cellulosie matrix

(Fig. 3) and the lignin residue (Fig. 4)

exhibit positive and negative images of

the same original, nnswollen structural pat-

tern (Fig. 2). It is evident that the lignin

residue may be interpolated within the

porosities of the cellulosie matrix. Such
facts as these indicate not only that lignin

occurs within the elongated porosities of the

cellulosie matrix, but also that the micro-

(•a]iillary spaces in cellulose are intereom-

miniicating. It is evident, accordingly, that

in dealing wdth the secondary wall of plant

cells we are concerned with two continuous

interpenetrating systems, (a) a matrix that

is composed of coalesced microfibrils^ and

(h) a system of elongated microcai-)illaries

that are interconnected.

The microfibrils of the secondai'y wall are

c()nnnonly composed largely of cellulose, but

' The term microfil)rils is used not necessarily to

designate actual discrete entities, but rather as a

convenient expression for describing the elongated

jiai'ts of a continuous, ]iorous matrix.
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Fig. 5. Expanded transverse set-tion of a concentrically lamellated secondary wall. Total magnifica-

tion, x 11,000.

Fig. 6. Expanded transverse section of wall having a ramifying structural pattern. Total magnifica-

tion, X 7150.

Fig. 7. Frey-Wyssling 's conception of the submicroscopic structure in transverse and longitudinal

sections of cellulose. Micelles are light, intermieellar spaces are dark.

Fig. 8. Surface view of an early stage in the formation of the secondary wall of cotton, showing
coalesced fibrils and a "reversal" in their orientation (xllOO). After Kerr.
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in certain types of plants may be formed

of other substances {e.g., of ehitin, as in

Phycomyces, whose structure has been care-

fully investigated by E. S. Castle). The
niicroeapillaries of the secondary wall may
be filled with liquid, or with lignin, cutin,

suberin, hemicelluloses,^ or a great variety

of other organic compounds, and even at

times with crystals, such as silica.

It is advisable to raise the question, how
may one be certain that the structural pat-

terns visible under the microscope are not

artifacts, produced for example by stresses

and strains in an expanding disk-shaped

section? There are four lines of evidence

which should be emphasized in this connec-

tion :

(1) Specific, complex structural patterns

whose coarser details are clearly visible in

unswollen material are characteristic of

particular types of cells and of specific

types of plants.

(2) Fragments of the secondary wall,

whatever their shapes and siz3s, exhibit,

when swollen, their own particular part of

the general structural pattern from which
they were remo^'ed.

(3) During the earlier stages of forma-
tion of the secondary wall, it may be ob-

served that the cellulose is deposited in the

form of coalesced fibrils (Fig. 8).

(4) In the case of cotton, the hairs elon-

gate for a certain number of days; then the

secondary wall is formed during a period of

from twenty to forty days. By collecting

material each successive day after a known
date of flowering, Kerr has shown that two
lamellae of varying porosity are formed
during each 24 hours, a denser lamella

being deposited during the day and a more
porous one during the night. The width
and the porosity of these lamellae fluctuate

more or less with variations in environ-
mental conditions. In the cotton fields near
Raleigh, North (-ai-olina, characteristic pat-

terns of lamellae are frequently formed
wliicli ai-e closely correlated with sjiecific

^ A. G. Normnii lias suf^gestcd tliiit in Mic c.-isc of

the "celluloHiUis" the ch.-iin hkiIcciiIcs of hcnii

cellulose may lie associated witli cliaiii iiiolcculcs of

cellulose witliin the micelles.

variations in temperature (Figs. 9 and 10).

Thus, the hairs of different cotton plants

which have grown during the same period

of varying environmental influences ex-

hibit identical patterns of lamellae, and it is

possible to cross-date daily growth rings,

much as the annual rings in the stems of

western yellow pine may be cross-dated. In

addition, Anderson and Kerr have shown
that lamellation of the secondary wall of

the cotton hair may be eliminated by grow-

ing jilants under constant light and tem-

perature (Fig. 11). By varying these en-

vironmental factors, lamellae may be in-

duced to form as desired (Fig. 12).

Since the concentricities of secondary

walls are not artifacts, they provide a con-

venient means of determining the approxi-

mate diameters of the microfibrils. If the

diameter of the unswollen wall is carefully

measured and the number of constituent

lamellae in a swollen section is counted, a

fairly close approximation of the diameter

of the lamellae in their unswollen state can

be obtained by dividing the diameter of the

unswollen wall by the number of constituent

lamellae. The finer types of lamellae grade

down to 500 A or less in diameter. Since

such lamellae are composed of a single layer

of coalesced microfibrils, these threads, in

their unswollen condition must likewise ap-

proach 500 A or less in diameter.

The evidence presented thus far indicates

that in the field of microscopically visible

structures, the secondary wall of plant cells

is composed of a continuous system of

coalesced microfibrils which is perforated

by a continuous system of intercommunicat-

ing niicroeapillaries. The cellulosic matrix

is an extraordinarily porous structure, yet

it exhibits a very high tensile strength. It

is of interest to compare the visible struc-

ture of cellulose with pictures of its struc-

tui'e which have been ]iostulated in the tridy

submici'oscoi)ic field. For many years fol-

lowing the publication of Niigcli's iiiiccllar

liy])othesis, the micelles oi' ci-ystallites of

cellulose were considered to be disci'ete

entities separ-ated on all sides by intermicel-

\nv s]iaces. Sul)se(|ueu1ly, evidence obtained

hirgely by x-i-ay analyses was interpreted
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as indicatinp- that these ,ni.-ene.s .,v mm- h.se as a con1i,MM.„s matrix of overlappino.
posed ot eham nu.le.-nles wlii.-h are oriented .-hain moleeules, which is perforated bv a
parallel to one aiiothei-. with speeifie and rontiuuoiis system of intermiceHai- eapil
charaetenstie spaenij-s between the indi- h.ries (Fi- 7). In other words, micelles
VKlnal (-hams of the ayoreoation. are no lonoe,- to be re.uarded as .liserete

AUGUST SEPTEMBER.

24 25 20 27 20 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig 9. Fluctuations i„ tenipcTatuiv during the devc.lopuu.nt of tlw rotton hair illustrated in (a).Potted parts ot tlie c-urve 8 p.m. to S a.m. (a) Part of Fig. 1(, more highly magnified (x 11,400).

^'r'f^'-"^T-'"^-r^'"^'^'^'^™^'^"'^'^^^'
,,,.,t3nites, but merely as anastomosing

modified this classical conception, in order parts of a coherent porons matrix There
to harmonize the conflictin<.. evidence from is mnch that can be said in favor of such
various fields of physical, chemical and a view, since it allows for chain molecules
Inoh.n-ieal research. He now regards cellu- of greater length, for the coherence of puri-
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tied cellulose, and for various optical, physi-

cal, and chemical properties of cell walls

in general. It should be recognized, how-

ever, that according to such a modification

(Fig. 7) resembles so closely the finer

visible structure of swollen secondary walls

that a question arises whether there are two

distinct sizes of fibrils, or rather a series of

Fig. 10. Swollen transverse section of a cotton hair jjrown during the i)eriod of teiniieratiiri' lliu-tua-

tions shown in Fig. 9. Total enlargement, X 5130. After Kerr.

Fig. 11. Transverse section of the ringless secondary wall of a cotton hair, grown under constant ilhi-

mination and temperature. Total enlargement, approximately x 5250. After Anderson and Kerr.

Fig. 12. Transverse section of the secondary wall of a cotton hair, showing experimentally induced

lamellae. Total enlargement, appidximately x 5250. Photographed from one of Ken's jnoparations.

of NJigeli's hypothesis, the ci-ystallite or tliese structures wiiicli grade down in size

micelle loses its individuality. fi-om macrofibrils to microfibrils and to

Frey-Wyssling's modified conception of micelles 60 A or less in diametei-. Altlioip^li

the submicroscopic structure of cellulose reliable factual data for coiicinsiveiy an-
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swerino' these questions are not available at

present, it seems likely that the latter alter-

native may ultimately prove to be the cor-

rect one.

It should be noted in passing that in

cases where the orientation of the macro-

fibrils or microfibrils, and of the chain mole-

cules, has been accurately determined^ in

the same material, the chain molecules are

oriented approximately parallel to the long-

axis of the fibrils. Apparent deviations in

the orientation of chain molecules or of

micelles Avithin the secondary wall are com-

monly due to fluctuations in the orientation

of fibrils, rather than to aberrations in the

alignment of chain molecules or. of micelles

within the fibrils.

Not all of the visible concentricities of the

secondary wall are due, necessarily, to

fluctuations in density or porosity of the

cellulosic matrix. Thus, the broader con-

centricities that are of common occurrence

in tracheary and sclerenehymatous cells are

due largely to: (a) var.ying amounts of

lignin, polyuronide hemicelluloses, or other

organic substances that are deposited within

the porosities of successively formed parts

of the secondary wall; (h) the occurrence

of non-cellulosic layers in certain specific

types of cells (Figs. 16, 20) and (c) varia-

tions in different layers of the secondary

wall, in the orientation of the microfibrils

and pari jmssu of the chain molecules of

cellulose (Figs. 14 and 18).

In many cases fluctuations in the porosity

of the cellulosic matrix, in the amounts of

organic substances that are deposited or

formed within the capillary spaces, and in

the orientation of the chain molecules and
microfibrils, occur simultaneously within

the limits of a single secondary wall. Much
of the controversy in recent years and many
of the existing discrepancies in the litera-

ture about the physico-chemical structure of

plant cell walls, and particularly that con-

cerning the orientation of chain molecules

3 For example, in the case of VaJonia, compare
the work of Correns and others with that of Ast-

bury and his coworkers; or in the case of cotton,

compare that of Anderson and Kerr with that of

Berkley.

and of micelles within them, might have

been avoided if the significance of the nu-

merous biological variables in the material

under invest igjit ion had been clearly

visualized and accurately interpreted.

Where a wall is composed of layers which
differ markedly in thickness (Fig. 14), or of

nudtiple layers of more nearly uniform
thickness but of widely fluctuating fibrillar

orientations (such as certain types of scler-

enchyma), it is frequently difficult to ob-

tain an accurate picture of its structure by
examining the wall in surface view with

polarized light, or by x-ray analyses of en-

tire cells. Thin transverse, longitudinal,

and diagonal sections provide the most

favorable material for preliminary investi-

gations. Not only may such sections be

examined under a polarizing microscope

both before and after extraction of non-

cellulof^e constituents with suitable sol-

vents, but they may also be swollen, in

order to reveal variations in density or

porosity of the cellulosic matrix and in the

swelling anisotropy of successive layers.

Furthermore, crystals of iodine may be in-

duced to form in the elongated porosities of

the cellulosic matrix (Fig. 22). Since these

crystal aggregates are oriented approxi-

mately parallel to the long axis of the

fibrils, they provide a convenient means
of studying variations in the orientation

of cellulose in different parts of a secondary

wall. Additional evidence may be obtained

by observing changes in the orientation of

"slip planes" and of predetermined planes

of hydrolysis (Fig. 21). The orientation

of pit apertures and of planes of mechanical

cleavage (Fig. 23) must be utilized with ex-

treme caution, particularly in dealing with

thinner types of secondary walls.

In the four types of cells illustrated in

Figs. 14, 16, 18, and 20, the evidence which
may be obtained from these varied lines

of investigation is in close agreement, and
clearly indicates that the secondary walls

have the general types of structure that are

shown in Figs. 13, 15, 17, and 19. The cen-

tral layer of Fig. 16 and the dark layers of

Fig. 20 are isotropic in longitudinal and
diagonal sections of the cells, as well as in
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13

Fl(i. 13. I)ia<ir;nii illustrating clia iiyos in i\\e orientation of cellulose in a o-lavered si'condarv wall.

Fig. 14. Transverse seetioii of wall pliotograjjlied in jiolarized liijlit lietween crossed Xicols ( Kitd).

Fig. ].1. J)iagrani illustrating a M layered secondary wall. Tlic stipjiled layer is n(ui cellulosic and

truly isotro|>ic.

Fig. 1(). Transverse seclion of wall [iliotogra])lied in iiolarizcd light lietweeii crossed Xicols (\1'J80).
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transverse sections, and ai-c soIuIjIc in

reapents which (h) not dissolve cellnlose. On
the contrary, tlie broad, ai)])arentiy isoti'opic

layers of Fi^s. ]4 and IS ai-c striidiitily hire-

frinj^'ent in hjiipitudinal sections, and the

tennons layers that ai-e birefrin<i('n1 in

transverse sections become isotropic or

feebly anisotropic. The intensity of bire-

fringence fluctuates in diagonal sections

with changes in the angle of obli(inity. This

is true regai-dless of wliether the sections are

examined under the polarizing microscope

before or after treating the sections, with

solvents for non-cellulosic constituents. It

may be determined by direct observation,

and by the various lines of corroborative

evidence outlined in the preceding para-

graph, that the microfibrils and micro-

capillaries of the tenuous layers are oriented

transversely or in helices of relatively low

slope, whereas those of the broad layers are

arranged longitudinally or in helices of very

steep slopes. In native cellulose, the major
axes of swelling anisotropy are oriented at

right angles to the long axis of the micelles

and microfibrils. In other words, a layer

of the secondary wall expands considerably

in planes at right angles to the long axis of

the microfibrils, but only slightly in planes

parallel to this axis. Thus, in walls having

the type of structure illustrated in Figs. 14

and 18, the broad central layers expand
laterally. The tenuous layers, which en-

velop these layers externally, have a nearly

transverse orientation of microfibrils and
are unable to increase markedly in circum-

ference. Therefore, they tend to rupture

during swelling of the secondary wall, as

shown in Fig. 24.

Although the cellulosic matrix of the

secondary wall appears to be a continuous

rather than a discontinuous system, it ex-

hibits predetermined planes of hydrolysis

and of cleavage. The enzymatic hydrolysis

of cellulosic walls (Fig. 21) which is caused

by the activity of certain remarkable wood-

destroying fungi, progresses along tAVO

predetermined planes, as does the acetyla-

tion of cellulose and its hydrolysis by min-

eral acids. One of these sets of planes is

oriented parallel to the long axis of the

iiii('i-()(il)i'ils n\](\, jDiri jxissii, of llie micro-

(•a])illaries, micelles, and chain molecules.

The other is oriented at an angle of 20 to

25'' to this axis. Tlie latter set of planes

of liydi'olysis and of chemical reaction is

not coiTclated with any \isible structure

of the cellulosic nuitrix, hut it does corre-

spond i-athei- closely with certain spacings

within the crystal-lattice of cellulose. These

spacings are between the easily hydi-olyzable

ether-liid^ages of the cube-center ami cube-

side chains. Tliey fluctuate arouml 14 A,

and form i)lanes which intersect the long

axis of the chain molecules at angles of

from 22° 40' to 25° 04'. Although the sub-

microscopic and the visible planes are

oriented at similar angles, it is not evident

why the chemical reactions should progress

along these specific planes. If it be assumed
that the spacing between the ether-linkages

is of most favorable magnitude for the in-

sertion and activities of enzyme molecules, it

is not clear why the reactions due to acetyla-

tioiL or to hydrolysis by phosplioric or sul-

phui-ic acids—Avhere smaller molecules are

concerned—should progress along the same
planes. Nor is it evident why the enzymatic

hydrolysis sliould progress so commonly
along a single plane rather than in a zigzag

manner, since at any specific ether-linkage

it Avould seem that hydrolysis might pro-

gress in various directions, either upward or

downward at angles of from 22 to 25°.

Therefore, the most that may be concluded

at present is that there are predetermined

planes of chemical reaction in native cellu-

lose, certain of which are closely correlated

with visible orientations in the cellulosic

matrix and others which must be caused

solely by molecular configurations. Sim-

ilarly, in mechanically-induced cracking of

the cell wall, there are predetermined planes

of cleavage, some of which may be correlated

with visible weaknesses in the cellulosic

matrix, and others which are caused by

submicroscopic factors. One of these sets

of planes of structural weakness is oriented

parallel to the long axis of the microcapil-

laries and microfibrils and is much accen-

tuated in cell walls having concentric (Fig.

5) or radial lamellae (Fig. 2) of strikingly
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17 19

Fig. 17. Dingraiii illustratiiifr cliMiigvs in tlie ui-icnUitiuii uf L-ellulose in a many-layered sceoudary wall.

Fig. 18. Transverse section of wall, photographed in polarized light between crossed Nicols (x 1400).

Fig. 19. Diagram illustrating a many-layered secondary wall. The stipjiled layers are non-cellulosic

and truly isotropic.

Fig. 20. Differentially stained, transverse section of such a wall, photograplu'd in ordinary light. The

dark layers are non-cellulosic (xl830).
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different jxn-osities. Sneli walls tend to

split coneeiitrieally, radio-Iongitndinally

or radio-helically (Fi<i-. 28) even in ordi-

nary dryin>>-; walls of more nnifoi-m tex-

tnre or of raniifyin-z' pjittenis do not.

By moi-e or less drastic chemieal and
mechanical treatments, the secondary wall
may be dissected along these predeter-
mined planes of cleavage and hydrolysis
into fragments of varying shapes and sizes

Fig. ll. Longitudinal section of a secondary wall, showing cavities produced by wood-destroying
fungus. There are two sets of planes of exzymatic hydrolysis, one oriented parallel' to the long axis of

„Q
*^^® microfibrils of cellulose and the other at an angle of 20 to 25° to this axis (x990).

Fig. 22. Longitudinal section through parts of the secondary walls of two adjacent cells, showing three

^ _

orientation of the visible crystals of iodine (x 900).
Fig. 23. Longitudinal section of a secondary wall showing planes of mechanical cleavage (x700).
Fig. 24. Swollen transverse section of a secondary wall of the type illustrated in Fig. 18 (x 1300).
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—dermatosomes, ellipsoid particles, fusi-

form bodies, elongated shreds or fibrils, etc.

During the last 100 rears a succession of

investigators have hypothesized that cer-

tain of these fragments are the elementary

units from which the cell wall is con-

structed. That such fragments are hetero-

geneous is indicated by their particle double

refraction, by their dichroism, and by other

physical evidence. Furthermore, it should

be clearly recognized that many cell walls

and wall layers are much less than one

micron in diameter and that the narrower

types of lamellae grade down to 500 A or

less in diameter. Obviously, these struc-

tures cannot be constituted of units 10,000

A or more in diameter.

As previously stated, much less is known
about the primary wall of plant cells than

about the secondary. Evidence is accumu-

lating', however, which indicates that the

primary wall has a fundamentally similar

physical structure. Statements in the lit-

erature that the primary wall is amor-

phous or isotropic, that it is not comi^osed of

typical cellulose, that it is constituted of

unoriented cellulose, or that it is composed
of cellulose which is invariably oriented at

right angles to the long axis of the cell or

to the direction of major expansion are in-

correct and based upon errors of observa-

tion or of interpretation.

The primary wall, like the secondary one,

is composed of a continuous system of more
or less extensively coalesced microfibrils of

anisotropic cellulose, or at times of chitin,

mannan, etc. The elongated porosities of

the cellulosic matrix commonly contain

pectic compounds and henucelluloses, and
not infrequently liguin, cutin, suberin,

waxes, and many other organic; substances.

The primary wall frequently is lamellated,

and, as in the case of the secondary wall,

the orientation of the microfibrils, micelles,

and chain molecules varies greatly in differ-

ent t3qies of cells and in different lamellae

or parts of the same wall. Growtli and
expansion of the primary wall appeal', in

many cases at least, to involve the pulling

apart of the fibrils in the previously foi'med

lamellae and the deposition of new layers

of coalesced fibrils. In fact, I suspect that

the classical controversy regarding growtli

by intussusception versus growth by ap-

position will ultimately be settled largely

in favor of apposition.

Although we are gradually obtaining a

much clearer picture of the complex struc-

tures of the walls of plant cells, we have

learned verj^ little during the last 100 years

about the actual processes by which these

remarkable structures are formed by the

protoplast. In this direction lies an un-

explored field for future research.
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My subject is the interaction of chromo-

somes and cytoplasm in genetics and in

development, with special emphasis on the

role of cytoplasm. I shall first treat this

subject generally. Then I hope to illus-

trate, and perhaps to illuminate, some of

these relations—particularly those con-

cerned with genetics—from experimental

observations on some of the more complex

Protozoa.

Many years ago a well-known investiga-

tor whose devotion was all to biological

chemistry ridiculed the notion, then coming
into prominence, that chromosomes have an
important role in inheritance and develop-

ment, characterizing them in their supposed
fixity and inertness as

'

' bullets.
'

' Possibly

some recent theories of the unitary nature

of genes might, for the genes, offer tempta-

tion to such a gibe.

But chromosomes as perceptual objects

in space show none of the fixity and inert-

ness of bullets. The pictures that we see

of the condensed stages of chromosomes, at

the time when they are undergoing division,

are most misleading if they are assumed to

show the distinctive characteristics of chro-

mosomes. The chromosomes are active and
changeable ; they continually operate on the

remainder of the cell (which we lump to-

gether as cytoplasm), visibly interchanging

materials with the cytoplasm, altering it,

differentiating it. Recall a few of the fun-

damental features of such interaction of

chromosomes and cytoplasm.

In the egg of Fundulus, according to the

work of Richards (1917), the changes in the

chromosomes, though visible in normal de-

velopment, are rendered more conspicuous

by brief exposure to radiation. Then the

following changes are seen clearly. The
condensed chromosomes begin to enlarge

and to take in material from the cytoplasm,

so becoming vesicular. The vesicles in-

crease in size; they take in so much cyto-

plasmic material that each chromosome
forms a vesicle hundreds of times the vol-

ume of the same chromosome in the con-

densed condition. The chromosomal vesi-

cles become so large that their boundaries

touch and they are pressed together. The
whole group of vesicles now constitutes the

nucleus.

The chromosomes then are not merely the

minute dense structures ordinarily called

chromosomes. For the greater part of their

lives they are large vesicles enclosing much
cytoplasmic material. Such chromosomal
vesicles may be seen and counted in the

so-called resting nucleus of many cells;

they are described under the name of pro-

chromosomes.

These vesicles are active; they are con-

tinually changing. At their maximum size

they contain a large quantity of material

absorbed from the cytoplasm. What are

they doing with this material?

"What they are doing with it is learned

partly from cytological observations and
partly from our knowledge of the activities

of chromosomes, acquired in the study of

genetics. Direct observation shows that

after the vesicles have become very large

by absorbing much cytoplasmic material,

they discharge that material back into the

cytoplasm. The membranes of the vesicles

fade away. The contained materials pass

out into the cell body, where they are again

classified as cytoplasm. The condensed

chromosomes for the next cell division are

formed from minute reserve parts of the

large vesicles.

Direct observation shows further that the

materials thus returned to the cytoplasm

have been greatly altered while in the

chromosomal vesicles. They carry with

them great numbers of chromatin particles,

detectable by cytological methods.

44
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Cytoplasm and chromosomes thus are not

separate in fact and in substance, though

they are often kept isolated in concept—to

the great detriment of sound understand-

ing. There is a continual cycle of inter-

change between them, a transformation of

material from one to the other. Such a

cycle recurs at every cell generation. As
Conklin (1902) remarks in summarizing his

illuminating observations on these phe-

nomena in Crepidula, "One might speak

of these changes in the nucleus as systole

and diastole, by means of which an ex-

change of nuclear and cytoplasmic mate-

rials is brought about."

The observations made with the micro-

scope must be supplemented by considera-

tions drawn from the discoveries of genetics

and of experimental embryology. We know
from genetics that the chromosomes are

effective in determining the characteristics

of organisms. We know that they cannot

determine the developed characteristics

without influencing, altering, determining,

the processes of development by which the

characteristics arise. We see them doing

this in the processes that have just been

illustrated. Bodies as demonstrably active

as the chromosomes, and effective in such

diversified ways, must greatly alter the

materials that they absorb from the cyto-

plasm ; they must give off greatly changed
materials into the cytoplasm. Observation

in favorable organisms of what occurs in

the earliest stages of development is

strongly in agreement with this conclusion.

Let us recall a few such cases.

The absorption of cytoplasmic materials

into the nuclear vesicles is most conspicuous

in the egg at the very beginning of develop-

ment, just before cell division begins. So
much material is absorbed that the nucleus

becomes enormously enlarged, forming the

great ''germinal vesicle," which may have
half or more the diameter of the entire egg.

Then by the solution of the nuclear mem-
brane all this absorbed and altered material

is cast back into the cytoplasm. And there-

upon occur revolutionary changes in the

egg cytoplasm. Its materials rearrange

themselves, become stratified, and take on

an organization which forms the basis for

the organization of the young animal.

These changes have been vividly presented

in the sea urchin by Boveri, and in the

ascidian by Conklin. In this fundamental
organization, those materials which have
been elaborated in the chromosomal vesicles

visibly play a conspicuous and important
role.

The further course of development, after

this fundamental organization has been laid

down in the undivided egg, is such as to

suggest—nay, perhaps to disclose—an out-

line schema of the role of chromosomes and
cytoplasm in the origin of bodily differen-

tiations. The organization of the ovum
shows itself in the stratification of different

materials in the so-called ' * egg pattern '

'

:

a stratification which shows that there must
have been some fundamental axial differen-

tiations in the cytoplasm, handed on from
the parental cytoplasm before the stratifica-

tion took place. By cell divisions the dif-

ferent formative materials of the diverse

layers are separated into different cells.

And these cells containing diverse cyto-

plasmic materials develop differently, to

produce different parts of the young indi-

vidual. And differentiation in accordance

with this schema is progressive. Parts that

at first form a homogeneous unity later

become differentiated into diverse struc-

tures by an extension of these processes.

In bringing about these differentiations,

there is repeated in every cell the "systole

and diastole" of chromosomal and cytoplas-

mic interchange. But by the earlier steps

of this interchange, the cytoplasms of the

different cells have already become diverse.

Therefore the reactions w^ith the chromo-

somes must now give different products in

the different cells.

Further, the chromosomes, as we know,

are not homogeneous; each single chromo-

some is composed of many different mate-

rials commonly known as genes, and these

materials have very diverse effects in devel-

opment. The different cytoplasmic mate-

rials in the different cells must react in

different cases with different chromosomal

materials, yielding diverse products in the
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different cells. What chromosomal mate-

rials shall come into action in any cell must

depend on what cytoplasmic materials are

already in the cell. Thus the cytoplasm is

not merely passive; it actively determines

what shall happen in the chromosomes, as

was demonstrated in a striking case long

ago by Boveri. Every cell retains all the

chromosomal materials, but which of these

materials comes into action in each cell

depends on what cytoplasm is there present,

as well as upon the conditions under which

the reactions occur, a matter with which we
are not here concerned.

This process of diversification of parts

continues, by the methods already set forth.

It is not my province to follow in detail the

infinitely varied phenomena of develop-

ment. But the fundamental phenomena,

for our purposes, are those just indicated:

interaction of chromosomes and cytoplasm

to produce new materials that are incor-

porated into the cytoplasm; localization of

these diverse materials in definite patterns

and in different cells; repeated interaction

of these diverse materials with each other

and with the chromosomes, yielding addi-

tional differentiations, until at the end the

many diverse tissues and organs of the

developed body have been formed. Every

cell, at least for the greater part of develop-

ment, contains the whole set of chromosomes

with their genes. The differentiations of

the cells are not in their chromosomes, but

in their cytoplasm, produced through reac-

tion with the chromosomes.

Such, then, appears the nature of chromo-

somal and cytoplasmic interaction in pro-

ducing one kind of differentiation—the dif-

ferentiation of the single individual into

diverse tissues, organs, and functions, dur-

ing ontogenetic development.

But there is another type of differentia-

tion, quite diverse from that so far sketched.

A species is not uniform ; its individuals are

diverse. They develop differently, yielding

diversities of form, structure, and function

—diversities in what we call their heredi-

tary characteristics. It is this diversity

among individuals, along with the comple-

mentary similarity of some individuals,

that presents the great problem of genetics.

The differentiations within the single body
form the problem of experimental embryol-

ogy. It is the province of genetics to in-

quire as to the origin of the differences and
similarities among different individuals.

Ontogenetic differentiation and genetic dif-

ferentiation are two diverse problems.

The studies of genetics show that differ-

ences among the chromosomes play a very

great role in the production of diversities

among individuals. Individuals are diverse

in their hereditary characters because they

begin life with diverse chromosomal mate-

rials. The chromosomes present in the

collective members of a given species are

highly diversified ; they differ greatly in the

different individuals. When these individ-

uals unite in pairs for reproduction, great

numbers of diverse combinations of chromo-

somal materials are produced; and these

diverse combinations yield individuals dif-

fering in their characteristics—in form,

colors, structure, chemical properties, and
functions. The system according to which

these diversities are produced through the

distribution of chromosomal materials con-

stitutes Mendelian heredity.

Has the cytoplasm a role in producing

these hereditary differences? Are some of

the hereditary differences between indi-

viduals due to the fact that the different

individuals begin life with different types

of cytoplasm? May differences in cyto-

plasm at the beginning of development pro-

duce diverse characteristics in different

individuals, just as differences in chromo-

somal materials may do? And may such

cytoplasmic diversities be transmitted from
generation to generation, as chromosomal

diversities are transmitted? These are the

fundamental questions as to the role of

cytoplasm in genetics.

In a series of articles a few years ago,

East (1934) summarized the evidence on

these questions drawn from the study of

genetics in multicellular organisms. I will

not attempt to summarize the summary of

East, but will present certain phenomena
in the genetics of some of the higher Pro-

tozoa that appear to illuminate some of
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these matters and to extend our knowledge
in these directions.

To present these things effectively I must
recall important features in the relations

of nucleus and cytoplasm in these organ-

isms, as well as certain striking features in

their biology. The organisms with which

we are concerned are the ciliate infusoria,

familiar to all of us in the school example

Paramecnim, or in other species.

These organisms begin their life cycle

immediately after conjugation with a single

diploid nucleus ; half of its chromosomes are

derived from one of the two parents that

have united in conjugation and half from
the other. This single nucleus is in the

midst of a complex body, the varied sub-

stances of which are known collectively as

the cytoplasm. This cytoplasmic body is

a highly organized structure, with protec-

tive parts, contractile fibers, transmissory

fibers that tempt one to speak of a nervous

system, motile organs (or organelles if you
prefer), a partially differentiated alimen-

tary canal (often with a complex armored
pharynx), and other structures, as definite

and as functionally arranged and opera-

tive as the organ systems of some of the

multicellular creatures. To think of the

cytoplasm in these organisms as an undif-

ferentiated mass of material is to totally

misconceive the situation ; it has an extraor-

dinarily complex organization.

In the infusorian there is interaction be-

tween the nucleus and the cytoplasmic parts

comparable to what I have sketched in the

ovum of multicellular organisms. But in

the Ciliate, this interaction is highly devel-

oped, involving differentiated parts not seen

in most cells.

The single diploid nucleus that is present

after conjugation soon gives off a portion

of itself which is destined for interaction

with the cytoplasm. The details differ in

different species, but the essential feature

is that the nucleus divides into two parts.

One of these absorbs much material from
the cytoplasm, becomes greatly enlarged,

loses its sharply defined chromosomal struc-

ture, and eventually becomes completely

absorbed into the cytoplasm. This part.

commonly known as the macronueleus, cor-

responds in function to the chromatin gran-

ules and so-called "nuclear sap" that in

the ovum of multicellular organisms are

given off to the cytoplasm by the nucleus.

But in the infusorian this mass of nuclear

material for a long time persists as a definite

body. It is only after a number of vegeta-

tive generations—few or many—that it is

absorbed into the cytoplasm. In many
species this occurs just before or during

conjugation ; in others, such as Paramecium
aurelia and Paramecium caudatum, it

. occurs during vegetative life at fairly regu-

lar intervals of 20 to 60 generations. The
dissolution of this great mass of nuclear

material into the cytoplasm is a particularly

striking example of the fact that nucleus

and cytoplasm are not wholly separate, but

that material continually transforms from
one to the other. The transfer of so great

a quantity of nuclear material into the cyto-

plasm must greatly affect the nature and
physiological activity of the cytoplasm;

some of its presumable results we shall see

later in the genetics of these organisms.

The production of the highly differen-

tiated organization of the cytoplasmic body
in these animals presents a problem for

experimental embryology that appears

more difficult even than does differentiation

in multicellular organisms. The schema

which I outlined for the interaction of

nucleus and cytoplasm in producing the

bodily differentiations in multicellular or-

ganisms appears to break down in its

application to the development of complex

Protozoa. That schema included differen-

tiations of the cytoplasm produced by inter-

action with the nucleus; the segregation of

the diverse cytoplasmic materials in differ-

ent cells, each with its nucleus ; the further

interaction of the diverse cytoplasms of the

different cells each with its own nucleus,

yielding diverse products in the different

cells; and further segregation by cell divi-

sion. But here in the infusorian the multi-

farious differentiations all occur in a single

minute mass of cytoplasm in the presence

of but a single nucleus. When experimen-

tal embryology has satisfied itself on the
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problem of differentiation in multicellular

development, it may tackle the puzzles of

differentiation, localization, and functional

organization in these enormously complex
single cells. [See an interesting attempt in

this direction in the case of the giant algal

cell of Acetabularia (Hammerling 1934).]

But it is not problems of development,

but of genetics, that I wish to call to your
attention in these organisms.

The "doctrine of the inheritance of ac-

quired characteristics" finds its last refuge

in the genetics of Protozoa. It is a fact

that Protozoa are modified in many ways
by the action of environmental conditions,

and it is known that the modified character-

istics so induced are inherited for long

periods in vegetative reproduction—for

hundreds of generations. By some investi-

gators, notably by Jollos and his followers,

it is maintained that these inherited envir-

onmental modifications affect the cytoplasm
only. From this, if correct, it follows that

diverse conditions of the cytoplasm are

transmitted to different offspring and that

these diverse cytoplasmic conditions pro-

duce diverse inherited characteristics in the

descendants. The cytoplasm, if this be
true, shares with the chromosomes the func-

tion of producing inherited differentiations

between individuals, so that it must be ac-

counted a part of the genetic material.

To appreciate the genetic situation, a

brief review of some of the phenomena must
be presented. The heritable modifications

induced by environmental conditions in

Protozoa may be classified in three groups.

First, there are degenerative changes in-

duced by unfavorable conditions acting for

many generations. When eiliate infusoria

are bred for hundreds of vegetative genera-

tions under conditions to which they are

not entirely adapted, they gradually ''run

down"; their vital processes become de-

pressed, slow, inefficient. In time the ani-

mals become distinctly degenerate, abnor-
mal in form and structure, and reduced in

size. As an index of this decrease in vital-

ity the changes in the rate of multiplication

are useful. The frequency of cell division

becomes reduced, and this is accompanied

by a lowering of vitality in all functions.

These changes are shown in the familiar

graphs which register the gradual slowing

up of the rate of multiplication. In the

later generations this rate is very low. Now
if individuals of these later generations are

cultivated under conditions identical with
those of the same stock which have not

lived for a long time under unfavorable

conditions, it is found that the depression

and degeneracy are inherited. Under the

same conditions, one of the two sets multi-

plies rapidly and at a high level of vitality

;

the other slowly and at a low level of vital-

ity, and in a degenerate condition. These

differences continue for generation after

generation, for a great number of genera-

tions. An immense amount of work with

these results has been carried on by many
investigators. In these Protozoa, therefore,

we find realized what some have held must
occur in mankind : the production of in-

herited degeneracy by long-continued bad
living conditions.

The second type of inherited change in-

duced by environmental conditions is ac-

climatization, or the acquirement of im-

munity. The Protozoa share with higher

animals the power of developing immunity
to certain injurious agents—the power of

becoming acclimatized to high and low

temperatures or to injurious concentrations

of chemicals. To produce these results in

the Protozoa, they are subjected for many
generations to gradually increasing inten-

sities of the injurious agent. And after

removal from the injurious conditions the

acquired acclimatization or immunity is

inherited in vegetative reproduction for

many generations. Cases are on record in

which such inheritance continued for many
months, including some hundreds of gen-

erations.

But in the course of these many gener-

ations under favorable conditions, that is,

with the injurious agent no longer present,

the acquired immunity gradually becomes

weaker and less marked ; it slowly decreases

and finally is lost. But this may not occur

till months have passed after removal from

the immunizing agent ; during this time the
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acquired immunity has been inherited for

many vegetative generations.

Such acquirement of inherited immunity
is most extensively known in parasitic

Protozoa and in pathogenic bacteria, be-

cause in these it is of practical importance.

But it occurs, also, according to the investi-

gation of Jollos, Neuschloss, Dallinger, and
others, in free-living Protozoa. Such free-

living Protozoa have been acclimatized to

injurious intensities of temperature, and of

solutions of arsenic, antimony, quinine,

methyline blue, and various organic chem-

icals. In these matters we are obviously

dealing with adaptive changes, as com-

pared with the degenerative changes which

were discussed first.

The third category of inherited changes

produced by environmental conditions con-

sists of alterations of form and structure

which are not clearly matters either of

degeneracy or of adaptation. In some

Protozoa individuals that have lived for

many generations under special conditions

have peculiarities of form and structure.

When they are removed from these special

conditions they retain for many genera-

tions—often for hundreds of generations

—

these peculiarities of form and structure.

But gradually in the course of long periods

under the new conditions, they lose the

special peculiarities resulting from the

former conditions, and take on character-

istics such as are shown by those stocks

that have always lived under the later

conditions. Many remarkable instances of

such inherited environmental effects have

been described in flagellates recently by
Moewus (1934).

In attempting to interpret these in-

herited environmental modifications, and
particularly in trying to discover their seat

in the cell, much significance has been at-

tached to certain peculiarities which some
or all of them show. First, as before men-
tioned, after a great number of genera-

tions have passed under conditions that

are free from the agents that produced

them, the acquired modifications gradually

fade away. This is known to be true for

acquired immunity and for structural

modifications induced by special conditions.

It is not known to be true for degenerative

changes induced by unfavorable conditions.

Second, the inherited environmental

modifications very commonly disappear

when sexual reproduction occurs. The
descendants of individuals that have con-

jugated may not show the depression and
degeneration seen in their ancestors. They
often lose at the occurrence of conjugation

the immunity or acclimatization that has

been acquired and inherited by their for-

bears. It is a peculiar and striking fact,

however, that conjugation does not always

bring about these results. After conjuga-

tion many of the depressed individuals

show a renewal of vitality, an increase in

rate of multiplication. But some of the

descendants from the conjugated individu-

als do not. Some are left still depressed

in vitality, or are indeed in a worse condi-

tion after conjugation than before. The

renewal of vitality in depressed stocks

through conjugation is famous under the

name of rejuvenescense.

A similar situation exists with relation

to inherited acclimatization or immunity.

It commonly disappears at conjugation;

the descendants of the individuals that

have conjugated no longer show the greater

resistance to injurious conditions. But, as

in the case of inherited degeneration, in

some cases this does not occur. In some

cases the descendants of the individuals

that have conjugated continue to manifest

the acquired immunity.

These two peculiarities—the gradual dis-

appearance of the inherited modifications

when removed from the agents that induced

them, and their frequent disappearance

after conjugation has occurred—have led

certain investigators to place them in a

different category from inherited charac-

ters determined by peculiarities of the

chromosomal materials. Jollos, who has

worked and theorized much on these mat-

ters, led by these considerations, has

assigned these inherited modifications to

the cytoplasm instead of to the nuclear

constituents. A change in the genes, a

mutation, he urges, is a permanent change

;
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it would not disappear after many genera-

tions in an altered environment. But a

change in the cytoplasm would in the

course of time be overcome and dominated

by the unchanged nucleus, bringing about

a return to the original characteristics.

The environmental modifications—which

Jollos calls Dauermodifikationen—accord-

ing to this view are essentially transitory

conditions, forming no part of the system

of genuinely inherited characters, which

are dependent on diversities of chromo-

somal materials. A school of followers

has accepted and expounded the views of

Jollos on these phenomena (see the sum-

mary and exposition by Hammerling 1929).

The usual disappearance of the inherited

modification after conjugation is by this

school seemingly attributed to the profound

working over of the cytoplasm that has

been believed to accompany conjugation and
to produce rejuvenescense. The long con-

tinued inheritance of these modifications

during vegetative reproduction is held to be

an example of cytoplasmic inheritance.

Does cytoplasmic inheritance indeed oc-

cur in these organisms? And if so, what
are its conditions and manifestations?

What light do the phenomena in Protozoa

throw on the role of the cytoplasm in

genetic processes? The conditions in the

normal sexual reproduction of the ciliate

infusoria are such as to give a clear an-

swer to these questions, when appropriate

crosses of stocks with diverse characteristics

are made. To bring this out I must remind

you of conditions which may be familiar

to you. In the ciliate infusoria sexual re-

production takes the form of conjugation.

In conjugation two individuals place them-

selves side by side, and through small open-

ings in the body wall they exchange parts

of their nuclei; then they separate, and
each continues to reproduce by division as

before.

The essential fact here, for our present

purposes, is that each of the two individuals

retains its own cytoplasm unmixed, but

each receives a half nucleus from the other

individual. After conjugation, when the

two individuals separate, therefore, each

has a nucleus that is half from one of the

two individuals, half from the other; but

each has cytoplasm that is unmixed. The
relations of cytoplasm and nucleus in the

two may be expressed as follows : The two
individuals that conjugate commonly be-

long to two different races, differing in

characteristics. Call one race A, the other

B, A differing from B in both nucleus and
cytoplasm. Before conjugation one indi-

vidual has nucleus and cytoplasm of race

A; the other has nucleus and cytoplasm of

race B. After conjugation both individuals

have nuclei that are constituted half from
race A, half from race B. But one of the

two individuals still has the pure cytoplasm

of race A, the other the pure cytoplasm of

race B. The two are now alike in the con-

stitution of their nuclei, but they differ in

their cytoplasm. "Will the difference in

their cytoplasm make differences in the

inherited characters of the two individu-

als and their descendants? We have here,

placed squarely before us in comparative

and experimental form, the question

whether differences in cytoplasm result

in diversities of inherited characters. No-
where else, I believe, is there so favorable

an opportunity for testing the relative

genetic roles of nucleus and cytoplasm.

The results of such breeding experi-

ments demonstrate that the difference in

cytoplasm does indeed make a difference

in the inherited characters of the descen-

dants. And it shows the conditions and
limitations of this cytoplasmic inheritance

and its relation to nuclear inheritance.

Such results have already been reached

with relation to a number of different types

of characteristics. They are shown most

vividly in crosses between large and small

races of these animals. Such crosses be-

tween large and small races of Paramecium
have been extensively made by De Garis

(1935) working at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity. The nature of the phenomena will

best be seen from typical examples.

In a certain race, which we may call A,

the individuals are large; the mean length

is 198 microns. Individuals of this large

race were induced to conjugate with indi-
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viduals of a very small race B, in which

the mean length of the individuals is but

73 microns. The relative sizes of the two
are shown in their correct proportions at

the upper left in Fig. 1. The large indi-

vidual has about 20 times the bulk of the

smaller one. The large and small sizes are

hereditary in the two races, so long as they

multiply separately. All individuals of

race A are large; all those of race B are

small. Two individuals of these races, dif-

fering greatly in hereditary size, conjugate

and exchange halves of their nuclei. Then
they separate. Each retains its own cyto-

plasm. They are now alike as to nuclei

and diverse as to their cytoplasm. They
are still very diverse in the sizes of their

cytoplasmic bodies.

After separation the two individuals

divide in the usual way. The large indi-

vidual A divides into two which are ' of

course at first small, having but half the

volume of the parent. But these two grow,

becoming practically as large as their

parent A. Similarly, the small individual

B divides into two, which grow only to the

small size of their parent B. The two off-

spring produced by each of course divide

again, and such divisions continue daily

for generation after generation, each of the

two ex-conjugants producing a great num-
ber of descendants.

At first, as we have seen, the offspring

of the large individual are large, and the

offspring of the small individual are small.

This difference lies entirely in the cyto-

plasmic bodies of the two, since after con-

jugation the two are alike in nuclei. Now,
as we follow successive generations of de-

scendants of the two, we find that a differ-

ence in size continues for many generations,

but that the differences slowly become less

(Fig. 1). The descendants of the small

individual B increase in size as generations

pass; the descendants of the large indi-

vidual A decrease in size. Fig. 1, drawn to

scale, represents the average sizes of the

descendants at intervals of two or three

generations. At the end of about 22 gen-

erations, requiring 22 days, the descendants

of the large and the small parents have

reached about the same size. All the de-

scendants are now intermediate in size,

between the two original parents. At this

size they remain until there is another

conjugation.

The results can be due only to the fact

that after conjugation the two sets are

alike in their nuclei. The nuclear con-

FiG. 1. Paramecium caudatum. Changes in size

in consequence of the crossing of a large race A
and a small race B. At the upper left are shown

in their correct proportional sizes the two indi-

viduals A and B united in conjugation. In the

column headed A are seen (following downward)

the successive different sizes, at intervals of two

days, in the clone descended from the ex-conjugant

A. In the column headed B are shown at the same

intervals (following downward) the successive sizes

in the clone descended from the ex-conjugant B.

Figures drawn to scale from the dimensions and

curves of De Garis (1935).

stitution gradually alters the cytoplasm,

bringing the size in both sets ultimately

to that which is characteristic for the

nuclear constitution. The nuclear consti-

tution finally dominates completely. But
for 22 generations the cytoplasmic differ-

ences affect the characteristics.

Many such crosses between large and

small races were made by De Garis (1935).

In every case the cytoplasm affects the size
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for many generations, but finally the de-

scendants of the two parents come to a

common size, corresponding to the proper-

ties of the common nuclear constitution.

The final size is, however, not always mid-

way between the sizes of the two parents.

Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 2; in

which the final size reached by both sets

Fig. 2. Paramecium caudatum. Changes in size

resulting from the crossing of two other races dif-

fering in size (these races are again designated A
and B). At the upper left are shown the relative

sizes of A and B immediately after conjugation.

The sizes of the two clones at the end of successive

two-day periods are shown, reading from left to

right in the three rows, beginning with the top row.

Finally (lower right) the descendants of the two
ex-conjugants reach a common size which is near

to that of the parent B. Drawn to scale from the

dimensions and curves given by De Garis (1935).

of descendants is near that of the smaller

parent. What the ultimate size shall be

obviously depends on what nuclear com-

bination is present in the two parents after

conjugation.

One other set of facts may be mentioned
briefly. When many crosses are made be-

tween the same two clones or races, the final

size reached by the descendants is not neces-

sarily the same in different cases. Differ-

ent pairs of the same cross—the two par-

ents having the same genetic constitution

in each case—^yield descendants of very
different final sizes. These relations are

illustrated in Fig. 3, which represents to

scale the results of several different crosses

made by De Garis. It is clear that in dif-

12 3 4

I 2 3

12 3 4

I 2 3

Fig. 3. Diverse final sizes resulting from different

pairs in crosses of particular races. The results of

four diverse crosses are shown (in each cross the

parent races are designated A and B), In the first

two crosses the final sizes are shown for four dif-

ferent pairs: they are designated 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In the third and fourth crosses the final size is

shown for but uhree pairs (1, 2, 3). Drawn to

scale from the dimensions and curves given by De
Garis (1935).

ferent crosses of the two races, different

combinations of chromosomal materials are

made, resulting in descendants of different

final sizes. The phenomena are of the

same kind as those seen in the fact that

children of the same human family differ

in their inherited characteristics.

Return now to the relations of nucleus
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and cytoplasm in producing these results.

The final size is in each case determined by
the nuclear constitution, since in every pair

the final sizes are the same for the de-

scendants of the two ex-conjugants. The
nuclear constitution, so far as it affects

size, is the same in the two ex-conjugants

of any pair—a fact which reveals to us

at what point in maturation the reduction

division for size genes occurs. It shows

that reduction does not occur at the third

maturation division; otherwise in half the

cases the ultimate sizes would be different

in the descendants of the two ex-conju-

gants.

But for a long time—for 22 generations

in the case illustrated in Fig. 1 and for

some 36 generations in the extreme case

observed—the cytoplasm affects the size of

the individuals. The two individuals be-

gan life after conjugation with cytoplasm

of different constitution, and the difference

in cytoplasm results in a difference in size.

A similar differential effect of the cyto-

plasm is seen in the inheritance of other

characters. Sonneborn and Lynch (1934)

in the laboratory at the Johns Hopkins
University found such a cytoplasmic effect

in crosses of two races that differed much
in rate of multiplication. This work was
done before the work of De Garis; I em-

ployed the results of De Garis in intro-

ducing the matter because of the advan-

tages in presentation of such a character

as size diversity. In the cases described

by Sonneborn and Lynch, one of the two
races reproduced by fission frequently and
rapidly, while in the other reproduction

was slow, occurring only at long intervals.

After two such races have united in con-

jugation and exchanged halves of their

nuclei, the one that retains the cytoplasm

of the slow race continues to divide slowly,

while the other, having the cytoplasm of

the rapid race, continues to divide rapidly.

This effect of the cytoplasm continues for

about ten generations. But during that

time the difference in fission rate for the

two sets becomes gradually less, until after

a certain number of generations the rate

of reproduction is the same in the two—

a

rate determined by the nuclear constitu-

tion.

A similar effect of the cytoplasm in de-

laying the change of characters induced

by the nuclear constitution is at times seen

in the inheritance of differing sex types

(Kimball 1939). This matter is complex
and I shall not present it. The effect of

the cytoplasm in delaying the assumption

of the final characteristics resulting from
the nuclear constitution has come to be

spoken of by the workers in this field as

the ** cytoplasmic lag."

Analysis of these phenomena yields some
insight into the method of action of the

cytoplasm, and the relative role of nucleus

and cytoplasm in inheritance. The influ-

ence of the cytoplasm on inheritance must
be considered in connection with what
happens to the cytoplasm at vegetative

reproduction. At every fission the volume
of cytoplasm present is reduced one half;

then the original volume is restored by
growth, that is, by production of an equal

volume of new cytoplasm. In the case of

the large race A which is gradually dimin-

ished in size after conjugation (Fig. 1) the

size is reduced at the first division after

conjugation to one half the original size,

so that if growth did not occur, the body
would in one or two generations be reduced

to the final size. But owing to the proper-

ties of the cytoplasm of that race A, growth

occurs after the first division to practically

the original racial size. At every succeed-

ing fission the original cytoplasm is diluted

to one half, so that after ten generations it

is diluted to less than 1/1000 part, the re-

mainder being new cytoplasm produced by
growth. Yet after ten generations the

nature of the original cytoplasm still has a

marked effect on size. The original cyto-

plasm seemingly must therefore have to

some extent the power of reproducing itself

in its distinctive nature, at the time that

growth occurs. In this respect it partakes

of the character of a gene or genetic mate-

rial, in that it affects the characteristics of

the individuals and reproduces itself in

some degree true to type. But in time it is

made over by the nucleus.
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These facts as to the differential effect of

the cytoplasm on inherited characteristics

in crosses furnish a basis from normal

genetics for JoUos' idea that inherited

environmental modifications may have their

seat in the cytoplasm. These environmental

modifications, like the size due to the nature

of the cytoplasm in De Garis' crosses, are in-

herited for a number of generations, but

finally fade away. But there is so great a

difference in the time (in the number of

generations) that the inheritance continues,

in the two cases, as to raise doubts as to

the fundamental similarity of the two. In

the established cases which I have described,

the inherited cytoplasmic effect continues

in different cases 10, 20, 30 generations ; the

extreme limit observed was 36 generations.

By the end of such a period the cytoplasm

has been made over by the nucleus, and it

is thereafter the constitution of the nucleus

that determines the characteristics. But
such environmental modifications as ac-

climatization are inherited for hundreds of

generations—in some of Jollos ' experiments

for as much as 800 generations. If they

are merely modifications of the cytoplasm

one might anticipate that long before so

many generations had passed the cytoplasm

would have been made over by the nucleus,

and its modifications would have disap-

peared. Yet we do not know that the time

required for the nucleus to dominate the

cytoplasm would be subject to the same
limits in all cases. The question whether

inherited environmental modifications are

exclusively cytoplasmic, or whether they

affect the nucleus, the chromosomes, must
be left open for the present. Decision of

this question now appears practicable by
the methods of experimental breeding.

What is required is to induce environmental

modifications—acclimatization or the like

—

in a certain race, then to cross this race with

another which lacks the modification. In
the conjugation of the two races only nuclei

with their chromosomes are transferred

from one race to the other. If the modifi-

cations have affected the nuclei they should

be transferred by conjugation from one

race to the other. But if they affect only

the cytoplasm they will not be thus trans-

ferred. The prospects for successfully car-

rying through such experiments have been

greatly increased by the recent discovery of

diverse mating types in these organisms:

types which play the role of different sexes.

This discovery makes it possible to make
any desired crosses as readily in these or-

ganisms as in fruit-flies or in rats.

Returning to the relative role of chromo-

somes and cytoplasm in determining in-

herited characters in these organisms, we
have seen that different individuals may
begin life with diverse cytoplasm, though
with identical nuclei; and that the differ-

ence in cytoplasm produces differences in

inherited characters which are inherited for

20 to 40 generations or possibly more. We
have also seen that the length of time that

this differential cytoplasmic inheritance

continues makes it probable—perhaps cer-

tain—that the different kinds of cytoplasm

reproduce to some extent true to type.

But further, we have seen that while this

is occurring the nucleus is slowly influenc-

ing the cytoplasm, so that the character-

istics influenced by the cytoplasmic consti-

tution are slowly changing toward the

condition that corresponds to the nuclear

constitution. After some time the cyto-

plasm is fully dominated by the nuclear

constitution, as is shown by the fact that

the two ex-conjugants, differing greatly in

their original cytoplasmic characters, finally

come to identical characteristics. The char-

acters induced by the cytoplasm are hence-

forth the nuclear characters.

These phenomena appear to be typical

for the relations of nucleus and cytoplasm

in genetic differentiations—the differentia-

tions of diverse individuals. The primary

source of such differentiations is the

nucleus. But the nucleus impresses its

constitution on the cytoplasm, doubtless

through the material interchanges described

in our earlier paragraphs. The cytoplasm

retains the constitution so impressed for a

considerable time, during which it assimi-

lates and multiplies true to its impressed

character. It may do this after removal

from actual contact with the nucleus to
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which its present constitution is due, and
even in the presence of another nucleus of

different constitution. During this period

cytoplasmic inheritance may occur ; the new
cells produced show the characteristics due
to this cytoplasmic constitution impressed

on it by a nucleus that is no longer present.

But in time the new nucleus asserts itself,

impressing its own constitution on the cyto-

plasm.
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Cytologicaii work during the first dec-

ades of the cell theory up to about 1875 was
mostly concerned with establishing the gen-

eral ideas regarding the cell and its role in

the organization of living beings. Modern
cytology begins with the discovery of cell

division, fertilization, and the chromosomes

and their role in cell division and fertiliza-

tion (Biitschli, Strasburger, 0. Hertwig,

Flemming, Van Beneden, 1875-81). These

basic discoveries led immediately to the

theory, most ingeniously derived by Roux
(1883) and elaborated in detail by Weis-

mann (1886), that the chromosomes are the

bearers of the materials which are respon-

sible for the transmission of hereditary

traits and that these materials, or deter-

miners, are arranged in the chromosomes in

linear order. Though 30 more years were

needed for the experimental proof of these

conceptions, they have ever since been fore-

most in the minds of cytologists, who actu-

ally worked mostly with the purpose of

elucidating the role of the chromosomes in

heredity. This work culminated in Boveri 's

first experimental demonstration of the cor-

rectness of the chromosome theory of hered-

ity through his brilliant analysis of the fate

of dispermic sea-urchin eggs. With the be-

ginning of the century the period of Men-
delian heredity set in. It is true that the

first development of Mendelism after its

rediscovery was almost completely in-

fluenced by geneticists who were opposed to

the chromosome-theory (Bateson, Johann-
sen). But those investigators who had a

proper cytological background remained
true to the Roux-Weismann theory, as they

had every reason for doing after Sutton had
shown the complete parallelism between
Mendelian behavior and chromosomal dis-

tribution; and still more so, when the dis-

covery of the sex-chromosomes and the cor-

rect understanding of their behavior had

shown that the genetic behavior of sex-

distribution which follows the type of a

Mendelian backcross, as first derived by
Bateson and Castle, is paralleled by the

special behavior of definite chromosomes.

Thus the idea of determiners, or genes, as

Johannsen proposed to call them, arranged

in linear order in the chromosomes and re-

sponsible for mendelizing traits, became
firmly established during the first years of

this century (except for the resistance of

Bateson and Johannsen, which broke down
only later under the pressure of the discov-

eries of the Morgan school). It was even

discussed (Boveri, Goldschmidt) under
which conditions a larger number of genes

than the haploid number of chromosomes

might mendelize, the solution being an ex-

change between homologous chromosomes.

It is generally known that the modern ex-

perimental foundation for Roux and Weis-

mann's classic theory of chromosomes and
genes was finally added by Morgan and his

group after the discovery of crossing over

and the consequent brilliant analysis (since

1910). The final proof of the chromosome
theory of Mendelian inheritance was fur-

nished (Bridges), the classic idea of the

linear order of the determiners in the chro-

mosome was put upon an experimental basis

(Morgan, Bridges, Muller, Sturtevant),

and a definite locus in the chromosome was
assigned to tne genes on the basis of their

cross-over values. Combining the genetical

facts with those found by the cytologists

regarding the structure of the chromosome
(Eisen, Montgomery, v. Winiwarter, Mc-
Clung, and many others), the chromosome
was conceived as a string of corpuscular

genes, arranged bead-like in a definite order.

It is this concept which we shall call here

the classic theory as developed from Roux
and Weismann to Morgan. If we look for

a comparable stage in the development of

56
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physics, we might say that the theory of

the chromosome had reached a stage repre-

sented in the history of physics by the

theory of the indivisible atom of my youth,

before Thompson, Rutherford, Planck, and
Bohr.

After this short introduction, the first

problem under the heading of our paper is

this : During the development of the classic

theory chromosomes were practically iden-

tified with chromatin, i.e., nucleic acid,

though different structural elements within

the chromosome were already known partly

since the earliest cytological work ("Pfitz-

ner's Korner," chromomeres, chromioles,

spiral thread). Boveri, for example,

thought of genes always in terms of chro-

matin, and Baur used the term chromo-

mere as late as 1929 as an equivalent of

gene. Our first problem, then, is to discover

the relation of the chromatin to the heredi-

tary material or genes. To be sure, cytolo-

gists working without special application to

genetics had long since distinguished be-

tween a chromatin of a general function in

nuclear and cellular affairs and the he-

reditary chromatin, trophochromatin and
idiochromatin (Riickert, Lubosch, Gold-

schmidt). I am sure that the facts

underlying this distinction (especially those

taken from oogenesis) will receive new sig-

nificance when they shall be reattaeked with

present day chemical methods. The same
applies to a set of facts of greatest impor-

tance which cytogeneticists of today have

completely forgotten : namely, chromatin-

diminution in nematodes and cecidomyids,

the sloughing off of chromatin in the ma-
turation divisions of lepidopteran eggs, the

unequal distribution of chromatin in the

oogonial divisions of Dytiscus, the forma-

tion of the odd nuclear vesicles in the eggs

of ants, and also the existence of the macro-

nucleus in Infusoria. The sheer mention of

such facts involves a whole program.

Returning now to the problem of the

chemical constituents of the chromosome,

there has been considerable theorizing in

face of the fact that exact tools for an attack

have become available only recently. But
it seems as if some of the views derived

from theoretical consideration did not fall

far off the mark. As long as 25 years ago

I pointed out that the always chemically

identic nucleic acid must play some general

physico-chemical role in regard to the genie

substance. My idea was that the chromatin

is a kind of ground-substance which is able

to adsorb definite numbers of gene mole-

cules, thus keeping these constant and
simultaneously accounting for the equal

division of the gene. Though the details

of this hypothesis are certainly wrong, the

general trend of ideas has recently taken

the same direction (see below, Caspersson

and Schultz). It was Koltzoff who first

assumed that the chromosome contains a

genomatic protein-core surrounded by
chromatin or nucleic acid. When Meyer
and Mark discovered that fibers are made
up of micellar aggregates of long chain

molecules, I pointed out that such a struc-

ture would also furnish a good model for

the genie substance, an idea which soon was
taken up also by Koltzoff. This assumption

appears again in the first strictly chemical

theory of chromosome structure developed

by Wrinch, who assumes a core of micellar

bundles of different polypeptide chains,

attached serially to each other and held to-

gether by bonds to the free valencies of

nucleic acid. The molecules of thymo-

nucleic acid are thus assumed to be ar-

ranged, in regard to the core, as the warp
in a tissue to the woof. This latter concep-

tion has meanwhile turned out to be errone-

ous. Signer, Caspersson, and Hammarsten
showed that thymo-nucleic acid (chroma-

tin) is a highly polymerized compound with

long molecular chains. Astbury and Bell

found, by X-ray analysis, that long chains

with a period similar to that of polypeptids

are involved, and W. J. Schmidt found also

by polarimetric methods an arrangement

parallel to the long axis of the chromosome.

There is further the information gained by

Caspersson that the nucleic acid is found

only in the chromomeres and that it seems

to be synthesized there in the prophases of

mitosis. The actual chemical relation be-

tween the nucleic acids and the protein-core,

which latter is assumed to be the actual
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hereditary substance, has only recently been

attacked by Caspersson and Schultz. They
find significant changes in the quantity of

nucleic acid paralleling certain genetic and
cytological facts. They conclude therefore

that the nucleic acid is concerned with the

function and the reproduction of the gene,

the latter process being a polymerization

followed by depolymerization. (The value

of these conclusions is unfortunately im-

paired by the unproved and improbable

assumption that the mottling effect of the

eyes, which furnishes the genetic material,

is the result of a loss of genes in develop-

ment.)

The most important problem, however,

has not yet been attacked by direct chemi-

cal methods, namely, that of the constitu-

tion of the gene-string. The classic theory

requires a string of many hundreds of dif-

ferent units, each of which is at least of

the order of one molecule, and of a sub-

stance different from that of all the others

;

these molecules must be held in place by
some structure. It ought to be possible to

prove or disprove such an assumption. An
old and recently revived modification of the

classic theory assumes that the gene-string,

or chromonema, is a single giant chain mole-

cule to which all the genes are attached as

sidechains (Castle, Renner, Koltzoff, De-

merec). Improbable as such an idea is,

as well from a genetical as from the chemi-

cal point of view, it might be possible to test

it. But it is also possible, as we shall see

later on, that the chemical constitution of

the proteinic core may be considered as a

single unit of definite stoechiometric prop-

erties along its axis, i.e., a giant chain mole-

cule or a micellar bundle of such molecules

with no room left for individual genes. All

these and eventually other possibilities

ought to become accessible sooner or later

to an attack with the ingenious methods now
available, and cytologists and geneticists

will have to adapt their ideas eventually to

the findings of the physicist and chemist.

Personally I am convinced that the solution

of this all-important problem will be has-

tened if the physicists and chemists working

in this field will stop looking for particulate

genes, of molecular (or even submolecular)

order, the very existence of which is becom-
ing more doubtful daily, as we shall see

further on.

In this connection, I should like to draw
the attention of those who wield the physico-

chemical tools for an attack upon our prob-

lem to a remarkable cytological fact which
is generally disregarded in the discussion of

our problem. At the time when I was my-
self a staunch adherent of the classical

theory of the gene, I was always puzzled by
the fact that the chromosomes of all ani-

mals and plants, including Protozoa and
Protophyta, which show clearly visible chro-

mosomes, are very much alike. Whatever
small differences exist, in all decisive points

the completely stretched chromosomes are

alike in structure as well as in the order of

magnitude of their dimensions. I might

put a slide of the chromosomes of the pro-

tozoan Monocystis (Gregarina) side by side

with slides of some animals and plants and
no one could point out any essential differ-

ence. Since the days of Roux it is assumed
that this type of threadlike chromosomes

takes its raison d'etre from the necessity of

exact division of the material of heredity.

The theory of the gene is based upon ex-

actly the same point of view. Therefore,

there would not be any sense to the fiber-

like form of the chromosome if its length

were not roughly proportional to the num-
ber of genes therein. Actually the well-

known maps of the Drosophila chromosomes
bear witness to this conclusion. From this

we must conclude that the number of genes

is approximately equal, as far as order of

magnitude is concerned, in some chromo-

somes all over the animate world. This

puzzle disappears completely if the chromo-

some itself is a chemical unit which may
show any amount of differential chemical

complexity in different chain molecules of

similar length.

These last remarks lead to the next chap-

ter of our discussion. If chemical investi-

gation has not yet furnished anj^ informa-

tion regarding the so-called gene-string,

what other information can we derive from
experimental facts ? As everybody knows

—
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though it is frequently forgotten—the

classical conception of the gene is an extra-

polation from three main facts: (1) muta-
tion, (2) the localization of mutation at a

definite locus in the chromosome, and (3)

the possibility of reshuflfling these loci.

From these facts the inference is drawn
that a particle, located at the normal locus,

plays a major role in the control of normal
development of the traits which are af-

fected by mutation. The process of muta-
tion, then, is assumed to change chemically

this particle, the gene, and the normal gene

becomes a mutant gene. Mutation, there-

fore, might furnish information regarding

the nature of the gene. Actually, the solu-

tion of this great problem is already claimed

in certain quarters : it is claimed that the

facts relating to the effect of radiation upon
mutation-rate have already solved the prob-

lem. Timofeeff-Ressowsky, Stubbe, and the

physicist Jordan repeat over and over

again, even in semipopular books, that it

has been proved that the gene is a single

molecule, and Kiihn has gone so far in a

recent presidential address as to say that

one of the great results of collaboration be-

tween biologists and physicists is the proof

that the gene is a single molecule. Such
statements, backed by the reputation of

well-known scholars, are most regrettable,

as they can be made only if the entire devel-

opment of genetics during the past seven

years is neglected. The situation is this:

When Muller discovered the production of

mutations by X-rays, and measured the

quantity of the effect by his ingenious CLB-
method (lethal mutations in the X-chromo-
some are recognized by their effect upon
the sex-ratio) he was perfectly entitled to

assume that he measured the rate of gene-

mutations. Then came Hanson and Heys'
discovery that the rate of X-ray induced

mutation is independent of the wave-length

but directly proportional to the amount of

ionization produced by the dosage. This

fact, confirmed by many others, together

with a few measurements made by Timofeeff-

Ressowsky of the temperature coefficients of

the rate of mutation furnished the physicist

Delbriick with the material for a theoreti-

cal analysis. The result was that it must
be assumed that a single electronic hit pro-

duced the effect, the mutation. It was
further concluded that this hit produces, in

a single elementary process, a definite rear-

rangement within a molecule if a point is

acted upon which is capable of such a rear-

rangement. Therefore the proper model
for a gene would be a stable compound of

atoms, i.e., a single molecule. (At the end of

the paper, however, a little loophole is left,

saying that maybe the whole chromosome is

a big atomic compound with many rather

autonomous subgroups.) It is evident that

Delbriick, who himself spoke always of a

model and never claimed to have proved
that the gene is a molecule, based his analy-

sis upon the assumption that the basic data

furnished him by geneticists were con-

cerned with gene-mutations. But already

this assumption had begun to crumble.

Muller, himself, soon followed by many
others, found that X-rays produce also

chromatin-rearrangements. Since then it

has become more and more clear by the

work of Muller, Prokofiewa, Demerec,
Sokolow, and many others that the majority

of X-ehromosome lethals produced by
X-rays are chromatin rearrangements and,

therefore, that conclusions based upon the

quantitative material mentioned above ap-

plied to chromosome-breaks and not genes.

But not enough with that. It was also

shown that the rule of proportion to dosage

is true also for actual chromatin rearrange-

ments (Belgowsky, Muller). Finally, it

appeared as well in genetic experiments

with special methods (Muller, Bauer) as in

purely cytological X-ray work (Sax, Catche-

side, et al.) that the rate of translocations

produced is such a one that the maximum
rate of genuine gene mutations which could

possibly be claimed after X-radiation {i.e.,

mutations for which a chromatin rearrange-

ment can not yet be demonstrated by cyto-

logical methods) shrinks into utter insig-

nificance. Today it is safe to say that the

predominant, if not the only, action of

X-rays upon the hereditary material is to

produce breaks in the chromosomes, with

consequent rearrangements of the chromo-
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some material. How a hit produces a break

and how the two breaks necessary for a re-

arrangement are produced are much mooted
questions of great theoretical importance.

There are also additional details and some
discrepancies regarding the relation of

dosage to breaks. But for the point under
discussion the all-important fact is that

X-raying seems, as some authors put it, a
specific for production of chromosome
breaks. I should go even as far as to say
that a discovery of these facts prior to the

discovery of mutation would have strangled

the particulate gene concept before it was
born. There is no question about the im-

mense importance of the facts revealed by
X-ray work. But if we are asked what in-

formation they have furnished regarding
the nature of the gene (in the classical

sense of a discrete body of at least molecular
constitution as well as in the sense of a
specific sidechain), the only objective an-
swer which can be given is: nothing what-
soever. Nay, it may be said even that the
X-ray work has furnished some of the most
powerful arguments against the actual ex-

istence of the gene as a discrete body.
Mutations may be also induced by ultra-

violet rays and by chemicals (Altenburg,
Stadler and Uber, Noethling and Stubbe,
Muller and Mackenzie, Sakharoff, et al.).

Authors who studied these mutants cyto-

logically (or genetically) found that here
chromatin-rearrangements are very rare
and that the mutants must be classified

mainly as point mutations (point mutations
meaning that no rearrangements are visible

with present-day methods, wherefore they
are assumed to be the real gene mutations).
This fact has now received a significance

which points to important future develop-
ments. Knapp, Reuss, Risse, and Schreiber,

working with monochromatic ultraviolet

rays of different wave-lengths, made use of

Warburg's famous method of concluding
upon the chemical nature of a substance
from its spectrum of action. It turned out
that in the liverwort Sphaerocarpus the rate

of mutations produced by ultraviolet light

is different for different wave-lengths, the
maximum being at 265 mp. But this is the

point of maximal absorption for thymo-
nucleic acid, which substance again is sup-

posed to be contained in the chromomeres.
What conclusions may be drawn from this

important fact will depend upon further

work. But I am sure that decisive insight

will be gained from it.

Still more important is Stadler 's recent

work, which includes also the same discov-

eries for maize as just mentioned for Sphae-

rocarpus. He found a surprisingly high

frequency of terminal deficiencies in addi-

tion to the point mutations. This means
production of single breaks by the less

crude action of ultra-violet radiation as

compared with X-rays. One might use

this result in favor of Stadler 's and Sere-

brovsky's former view that all point-mu-

tants are small deficiencies. But the facts

might also suggest that point mutations

are in fact breaks which result in a pattern

change, in this case a subdivision of a

longer chain into two smaller ones. We
shall mention below facts which point in the

same direction. It is certainly too early for

definite conclusions, but such facts and

their possible meaning have to be kept in

mind.

When it was found that most of the

X-ray induced lethals are chromatin rear-

rangements (deficiencies, inversions, trans-

locations), it was stated simultaneously by
the same authors that most of the natural

(spontaneous) lethal mutations, as well as

visible ones, did not show any detectable

chromosomal rearrangement. This, then,

turns our attention to the much-neglected

topic of spontaneous mutation in its bearing

upon our problem, chromosome and gene.

To be sure, there is among the natural mu-
tants of Drosophila quite a number which
turned out to be the effect of chromatin re-

arrangements, and with improved technique

their number is constantly increasing. But
it is safe to say that the majority of re-

cessive mutants do not exhibit recognizable

chromosome rearrangements, though it must
be kept in mind that some types of very
small rearrangements may be invisible in

the salivary chromosomes of Drosophila or

in the chromosomes of maize on account of
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normal pairing. (These are thus far the

only objects in which such a study can be

made.) But there have come to light some
new facts regarding mutation which are

bidding fair to throw light upon the nature

of those mutations which are called point

mutations because no chromosome break has

been discovered, as yet, at their locus. Mu-
tation was always assumed to be a rare hap-

hazard process, occurring at random in one

or another chromosome at different times of

the developmental cycle. During the past

ten years, however, a series of cases of mass
mutation, closely paralleling each other in

their details, have been found. The first

case found by myself was unfortunately not

recognized as such, as it happened in a tem-

perature-experiment and was attributed to

the action of heat, but wrongly so, as can be

shown from the pedigrees. But two more
parallel cases have since been found in the

same Drosophila line (Plough and Holt-

hausen, Demerec), two more by the present

author in different lines and one by Vala-

dares, again in a different line. In addi-

tion, a statistical study of mutation in Dro-

sophila on a large scale (Spencer) has

revealed that mutation occurs not at ran-

dom but in clusters. Looking for some
feature in common to all these cases we
realize that in three of the cases the line

which produced mass mutation contained

major chromatin rearrangements, translo-

cations, and inversions. The three other

cases are derived from Florida stock which

since was found to contain a large inversion.

In one of my cases the complete history is

known and the analysis (not yet finished)

shows that with the process of mass-muta-

tion the previously present chromatin rear-

rangements (very small ones, but detectable

in the salivary glands) had changed.

Though the analysis is not yet completed,

everything points to very small transloca-

tions, inversions, duplications as the actual

nature of some recessive mutants. As
translocations are generally considered to

arise through illegitimate crossing-over, one

might assume that the rearrangements

which prevent legitimate crossing-over (in-

versions, translocations) tend to increase

the tendency for illegitimate ones. I am
fully aware that this statement is not as

concrete as it ought to be, but I hope that

the time is not too distant when it will be

specified in detail. (Since this was written

another case of high mutability accom-

panied by the presence of rearrangements

in the mutable stock has been described by
Tiniakov.)

There is an additional very interesting

fact which strongly suggests the correctness

of this interpretation. Beadle described in

maize a mutant locus, sticky, which causes

some physical condition in the cell which re-

sults in a tendency of the chromosomes to

stick together and to break irregularly.

Therefore in the presence of this mutant
locus, also, the number of translocations

increases immensely and simultaneously the

number of regular mutants. Interpreting

this fact from the standpoint of the classic

theory of the gene, one has to assume that

one of the functions of the mutant locus,

sticky, is to make other genes mutate. Ac-

tually this (to my mind erroneous) conclu-

sion was drawn and the same was also done

for some of the other cases of mass-mutation

(Demerec), though without any proof. (I

wonder what the function of the normal

allele of the mutant gene for mutation

would be. The normal allele of white eyes

is supposed to control normal eye color or

take part in its control, as evidenced by
deficiencies at all so-called hypomorphic
loci, if I accept the explanation in terms of

the classic theory for argument's sake.

Logically, then, the allele of the gene for

mutation would prevent mutation.) But it

seems rather obvious in the ** sticky" case,

that the same stickiness which produced the

translocations also produced the mutations.

In other words, the mutations were not

chemical events within genes but mechan-

ical changes in the chromosomes, i.e.,

changes of pattern alone. Facts are indeed

beginning to accumulate which strongly

support such an interpretation. I mention

the claim that induced chromosome breaks

are most frequently located in sections of

the chromosomes, which are also known for

a high frequency of point mutations (Timo-
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feeff). Further the reciprocal experiments

of Sitko might be quoted, showing that the

frequency of induced point mutations is

higher near preexisting breaks. In passing

I might point out that one of the methods of

increasing the rate of mutation, namely

aging of seed (Nawashin) fits much better

into such a viewpoint than into any other.

Finishing this chapter we might say that,

although this line of work is still in its in-

fancy, it points in the same direction as the

results of the foregoing chapter did : namely,

that a mutated locus (acting in the over-

whelming majority of cases as a disturber of

normal development with the resulting

monstrosity called a mutant) is in fact a

change in the minute patterns of the parts

of a chromosome, a rearrangement or pat-

tern-change, and not a change within a

discrete particle of molecular order. The
same applies, of course, to submolecular

units such as sidechains.

We come now to another group of facts,

almost exclusively analyzed in Drosophila,

which strongly point in the same direction,

facts usually described under the term posi-

tion effect. One of the standard dominant
loci, in Drosophila, used in all elementary

class work is Bar-eye, the prototype of a

dominant "gene." A considerable time

ago Sturtevant found by an admirable

genetic analysis that one of the alleles of

Bar, ultrabar, is in fact a so-called Bar-

gene, represented twice in the same chromo-

some, and so a double-Bar. This made it

possible to compare two so-called Bar-genes

located in the same chromosome side by side

with the same two opposite each other in

different chromosomes. The effect of the

two constellations was a different one, and
this was called a position effect. The term
has since been used for all cases in which a

change in the chromosomal pattern without

a change within an individual gene pro-

duces some visible effect. In order to make
these cases conform to the conception of

position effect and to explain them in terms

of genes, it was assumed that the gene inter-

acts with its direct neighborhood in func-

tioning and therefore functions differently

in a new neighborhood (Muller, Offerman).

Aside from the difficulties which this idea

would encounter if worked out in concrete

chemical terms, it actually does not work
in the majority of cases which were found
since, including the Bar-case itself. I must
confess that I was very skeptical towards

the actual existence of the position-effect,

when it first became known. The reason

was that, being a convinced supporter of the

classic theory of the particulate gene, I could

not believe in a phenomenon which would
force us to change or even abandon this

theory, a necessary consequence which I

realized from the beginning. But since

that time numerous such pattern-effects, in-

explicable in terms of genes have been

found. Let us select a few cases of different

types from the almost weekly increasing list

of pertinent facts, and state in advance that

no type of so-called genie action is known
which does not also occur in the form of

position effect.

There is first the Bar-case, representing

the type of action which is usually ascribed

to dominant genes. It is known to-day

(Bridges, Muller) that Bar is actually a

duplication of a small section of the chromo-

some and its multiple allele ultrabar a trip-

lication of that section. Then it was found
(Dobzhansky) that a translocation of a

piece of another chromosome into the Bar
region also produces the effect Bar-eye.

Finally, the school of Dubinin found a large

series of very different translocations with

one break at the Bar-locus, or nearby, or

even at a considerable distance from it,

which always produced the Bar effect.

These facts exclude, of course, an interpre-

tation in terms of gene-neighborhoods, for

these are different in any individual in-

stance; and, as a matter of fact, it would
require quite a bit of contortionism to find

in these facts room for an actually existing

Bar-gene.

A very important point ought to be added
to this discussion. Sturtevant, who is cer-

tainly not suspected of heterodox views re-

garding the gene, was forced to conclude

from his old genetic analysis of the Bar
case that the "Bar-gene" has no wild-type

allele. This rather prophetic conclusion is
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exactly the same as that which we must
draw now for all actions of chromatin re-

arrangements (position effects). For all

these the normal allele is not a gene, but

the normal pattern of the chromosomal sec-

tion in question or of the whole chromosome
as the case may be (see the following exam-

ples). The normal allele, which is an ex-

trapolation from the existence of the mutant
locus, is, then, not existing in cases of

position effect, and not existing at all if

mutation should turn out to be position-

effects altogether, as I am expecting.

Let us take now another case elaborated

by Muller and others involving a standard

recessive "gene" scute, which changes the

bristles of the fly in definite ways. Here
again a number of alleles exist, quite a few
of which have been shown to be inversions,

very small and very large ones, with one of

the breaks in the neighborhood of the scute

locus at different points, and one also a

translocation. There is a certain amount
of specificity of action for this group of

similar inversions, but, generally speaking,

one might say that whenever a break oc-

curs in this chromosome segment, the

effect is a reduction of bristles. There

is now a nearby locus, called achaete,

which also reduces bristles, and another one.

Hairy-wing, which increases bristles. The
latter has now been found to be a small du-

plication, comparable to Bar (Alekhanian,

Demerec and Hoover). In other words,

there is a rather small segment of the X-
chromosome which influences adversely nor-

mal bristle development, whatever happens
to it in the form of pattern changes.
(* 'Pattern" in this discussion always means
linear pattern along the chromosome, which
is changed by breaks and their conse-

quences, in form of inversion, translocation,

or duplication of parts.) I may add at

this point that it is typical for the genetic

structure of the chromosomes in Drosophila

that at many points (Jones has counted

over 50) clusters of a number of mutant
loci are found which have a similar effect

upon the phenotype, just as in the case

under discussion. But only a few of such

chromosomal sections of different size have

thus far been studied in regard to the action

of breaks, as was done in the example just

reported. (Another such section is near

yellow.

)

A frequent t5^pe of genie action is the

enhancing or inhibiting effect of so-called

modifiers. Here is an example for a par-

allel position effect. The so-called domi-

nant mutant Beaded in Drosophila produces

a slight nick on the wing-margin in only a

few per cent of the individuals. If an in-

version is present in the sister chromosome,
whether long or short, near or away from
the Beaded locus, the Beaded action is en-

hanced to high grade scalloping in up to

100 per cent of the flies (Goldschmidt and
collaborators). Here the neighborhood of

the genes is not involved at all, but a gen-

eralized effect upon development which is

caused by different changes of pattern in

another chromosome. In this case the

sister chromosome is involved. But there

are also cases where the effect is produced

by rearrangements in non-homologous chro-

mosomes. There are, for example, in the

second chromosome of Drosophila a number
of alleles producing a definite effect upon
wing venation, some of which are known
deficiencies. The effect of each of these

separately, as well as of their compounds,
is considerably enhanced if a translocation

from the third to the first chromosome is

present (Goldschmidt and collaborators).

Another frequent type of modifying
"genes" are those which affect the domi-
nance of a definite locus. Dubinin found
that the recessive action of cubitus inter-

ruptus in the fourth chromosome of Dro-
sophila becomes dominant in the presence of

any translocation between this and the

Y-chromosome. We found that the reces-

sive locus vestigial becomes more or less

dominant in the presence of many defi-

ciencies, inversions and translocations in

other chromosomes under certain conditions

(Goldschmidt and Gardner).

Only one more rather strange position-

effect may be mentioned here. A mutant,

mottled (eyes and pigmented membranes)
was found by Muller in Drosophila. It has

been shown since that this mottling is
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caused by a number of pattern changes in

the chromosomes, especially translocations,

provided that one break is near the white

locus in the X-chromosome (Muller, Pat-

terson and collaborators, Schultz and oth-

ers). Griffen and Stone have produced

new chromatin rearrangements from such

cases by X-raying, which show as visible

effects many different kinds of mottling,

including different colors. It ought to be

kept in mind that the white locus which is

near these chromosome breaks tends to pro-

duce numerous multiple allelic color mu-
tants and further that in one of the cases

of spontaneous mass mutation, referred to

above, a series of these alleles appeared

(Goldschmidt).

But this is only a small part of the facts

regarding patterns which result in mottling

and other related effects. There is another

set of facts, too complicated to be reported

in detail in a short paragraph. "We empha-
size therefore only the points which are im-

portant for our discussion (work of Muller

et al., Dubinin et at., Schultz, Noujdin, Pat-

terson et al., and others). It is known that

the chromosomes contain special regions of

heterochromatin. In Drosophila they are

usually called inert regions because typical

mutant loci are not found there. There is

a large inert region in the X-chromosome
(beside others), and the Y-chromosome con-

sists of this inert material. It is this mate-

rial which has to do with some remarkable

pattern-effects. If parts of this material

are transferred to other regions of the chro-

mosome by means of inversions, the result

is a developmental mosaicism for the effects

of loci brought in contact with the inert

material. These effects are different for

different regions of the inert material, and
there are indications that this material is

organized into larger blocks. But also the

opposite effect is observed, namely, the in-

hibition of an otherwise present genetic

mosaicism. It is claimed further that there

is a proportionality between the amount of

transferred inert material and the quantity

of the effect. This proportionality is espe-

cially important in the cases in which the

amount of heterochromatin determines the

amount of dominance or recessiveness of a

locus (Noujdin). (We point here, by way
of comparison, to the other above-mentioned

position-effects influencing dominance.)

This dominance shifting effect of the inert

material, by the way, is combined with the

production of mosaicism. The same pat-

tern change further produces the phenotype
of different multiple alleles of the gene in

question (see above Griffen and Stone).

There is further an embryological relation

between the mosaicism and the rate of dif-

ferentiation (Noujdin, Surrarer), a relation

which also is otherwise characteristic of

mutant action as well as of some other posi-

tion effects (Goldschmidt). We add, finally,

that the known genetic actions of the Y-
chromosome (Stern), usually described in

terms of alleles of something within the

X-chromosome (suppression of bobbed,

etc.), are actually, as far as information

goes, actions of whole blocks of this chro-

mosome.

Before we state our conclusions, which
are based upon an immense material of

which a selection has now been presented,

we may be permitted to point finally to one

important group of facts which have never

been discussed in the light of these recent

developments, but which might in the fu-

ture become of decisive importance for our

present problem. I mean the facts regard-

ing the sex-differentiating mechanism. It

has been proved now for almost thirty years

(by the Lymantria work of the author) that

sex-determination is the result of a balance

between male and female determiners, and
that the X-chromosomes control the two
alternatives of this balance by providing

one or two sats of determiners of one sex,

those of the other sex being constant. There

has since been a good deal of discussion re-

garding the question, rather unimportant

in itself, whether there are single sex-genes

or multiple sex-genes involved in this de-

cision. This problem has reached a con-

dition of impasse, as both sides (Gold-

schmidt and followers ; Bridges and follow-

ers) believe they have proved that the other

side has misinterpreted its experimental

evidence. (There are only two direct at-
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tacks upon the problem existing—Moewus'
claim of a single sex-gene in the Flagellate

Chlamydomonas and Hofmeyr's data on

crossing over between a sex-determiner and
other loci in Papaya.) But very recently

two important facts have come to light. The
first is that all loci of the X-chromosome in

Drosophila have now been covered by dupli-

cations in triploid intersexes (Bedichek)

without finding a sex-shifting locus. The
other is Knapp's proof for the liverwort

Sphaerocarpus that some X-chromosome
segments of very different length, produced

by radiation, shift the sex in the clear-cut

alternative, which means that the smallest

of the fragments contains all the properties

for the decision of the sexual alternative

which are located in the X-chromosome.

The latter fact shows conclusively that in

this case no other sex-genes are littered over

the sex-chromosome, whereas Bedichek 's

case proves only the absence of a single sex-

determining locus, without giving informa-

tion about an eventual multitude of them.

(The latter point has been discussed earlier

by Goldschmidt.) These facts then raise

the question in connection with our present

discussion, whether or not both sides to the

old discussion are wrong. Could it not be

that there are no sex-genes, one or many,
but only an action of the whole chromosome,

or in other cases of a segment thereof, in

the form of what we discussed as a pattern-

effect? I realize that this question appears

absurd or even ridiculous to the orthodox

geneticist, who believes that the X-chromo-
some is a long string of genes, some of which

affect eye-color and wing-structure, etc.,

others in between being concerned with sex-

determination. Therefore, an action of the

whole cannot be distinguished from an
added action of the individual genes, ac-

cording to their conception. But once the

idea of the corpuscular gene is discarded,

our question ceases to be absurd and even

assumes a very important meaning. The
future will bring the answer.

Thus we have reached the point at which
we may draw conclusions from the selection

of material upon our problem which has

been presented. The most general conclu-

sion is that the entire recent development of

genetics leads away from the classic theory

of the particulate gene which reproduces

itself and plays its own independent

(though cooperative) role in controlling the

processes of development. I know that

there are many geneticists who realize this,

but prefer to try first a broadening of the

conception of the gene which would make
it possible to pour new wine into the old

bottles (Muller, Stadler). I think this is

patch-work which cannot last and that the

body of facts already available justifies a

radical change in our conception of the

genetic structure of the chromosome. This

does not mean that everything is already

perfectly clear, or that I do not realize the

amount of work which has to be done to

clear up every point. But I think that

such work is more likely to lead to success

if its direction is clearly recognized and if

it is not chained to an outgrown theory. I

think that the crudeness of the explanation

of position-effect in terms of genes and the
*

' genes for mutation '

' are a sufficient warn-
ing. The direction which is indicated by
the facts which were reported (and whole

groups of facts have not been mentioned

because offering indirect evidence only) is,

in my opinion, the following : Apart from
the chemical interactions between the thy-

monucleic acid and the proteinic heredi-

tary material, which is not yet understood,

the chromosome is in many respects a unit

in a chemical sense and acts as such. There
may even be concerted actions of more than

one chromosome. This action of the chro-

mosome as a whole is bound (to what extent

we do not know) to the normal serial pat-

tern of the chromosome, just as the chemical

properties of a chain molecule are deter-

mined by its serial pattern of radicals. A
disturbance of the serial pattern changes

the normal action into another one. But
there is in addition a more or less localized

action of smaller or larger sections or blocks

of the chromosome. Any change of serial

pattern within these sections produces again

a definite abnormality of development, with

a possible variability of the effect, accord-

ing to the type of the new pattern. We do
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not yet know what the lower or upper size-

limits of these sections are, as only a few

have been analyzed. But eertaixily these

sections must have a certain amount of in-

dependence within the chromosome (they

each contain a number of the known loci)

as their actions can be recombined or cov-

ered by duplicated segments to a certain,

but not yet known, extent. But there are

a number of facts known from both these

fields which can be interpreted as showing

that the independence is only limited, and
that the changed action of the sections (the

mutant and/or position effect) is in some

respects also controlled by the pattern of

the whole chromosome. It is extremely

probable that these blocks are characterized

chemically by something which is a typical

ingredient of the general chemical pattern

of the chromosome, recurring at many
points (model : presence of a definite side-

chain). The facts which point to the latter

conclusion are usually hidden behind genet-

ical terminology. (An elaborate terminol-

ogy, deeply driven into the mind of the

geneticist, is a great check on progress, be-

cause it makes it difficult to think in other

terms; the terminology is frequently mis-

taken for a basic insight.) If we take

Drosophila as an example, the great major-

ity of mutants may be divided into a few
groups of identical or very similar predomi-

nantly pathological action, e.g., shortening

of bristles, roughening of eyes, scalloping of

wings, intensifying or diluting of eye colors,

etc. If this action is localized at different

loci, each locus carries a different name for

the respective mutants, though they might
not be distinguishable at all or only within

an overlapping range of variation (if the

multiple alleles are included in the com-

parison). Only in one case a single name

has been given to a large group of mutants,

the minutes, because a special combination

of effects characterize them all. Many ele-

mentary facts of this type will assume a

very different meaning if reconsidered

apart from the theory of the gene.

These, then, are the facts and the conclus-

sions to be derived from them, all pointing

in the same direction—the decisive impor-

tance of the serial pattern of the chromo-

some and its blocks of different sizes (in

some respects independent), containing a

smaller or larger number of loci. The
theory of the particulate gene, as derived

from mutation, will have to disappear and
make way to a new conception. We have

indulged in other places in speculating

about a possible chemical model for the new
conception. Let us refrain here from such

speculation, which certainly would have to

run abreast of the actually known facts.

The program of this symposium requires

to keep in mind the parallel with the devel-

opment of knowledge in the physical world.

It is my opinion that the classic theory of

the gene corresponds to the conception of

the indivisible atom of old physics. Genet-

ics has outgrown this, I hold, and finds

itself in a condition parallel to that of phys-

ics immediately before Rutherford. I am
sure that our Rutherford stage will soon be

reached and then we shall be ready for our

Planck and Bohr. I am sure that their

model of the hereditary material will be

the model of the chromosome and not of the

gene. But already at the present point of

development the facts must be faced clearly,

whether they are considered as welcome or

as embarrassing. Nothing is gained by
hiding the head in the sand, or by erecting

sign-boards "Verboten," or by calling

names.
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As long as the biologist remained wholly

or chiefly an observer of organisms, living

or dead, he was often so impressed by their

constancy of spatial and chronological

order and pattern that he inclined to re-

gard them as in some way predetermined

and independent of environmental factors.

Even after the concept of specific vital

energy was discredited and the principle

of evolution was established, predetermi-

nistic theories were still advanced and
widely held. Development was often con-

ceived as a sort of construction period with

heredity as the constructor. When con-

struction had proceeded to a certain stage

the organism began to function in relation

to an external world. It is of interest that

Willhelm Roux, who played so important a

role in the application of experiment to

problems of animal development, held es-

sentially this view.

Development of the experimental method
in the field of zoology and animal physi-

ology, largely within the past fifty years,

has played no small part in altering our

conceptions of living things. As experi-

mentation has extended its field and has

become more accurate and analytic, we
have found it increasingly difficult to

separate organism and environment. It

has become evident that we know living

things, from the cell to man, only in rela-

tion to an environment, either organismic

or external, and cannot conceive them apart

from that relation. "We are now pretty well

agreed that, so far as the individual is

concerned, what we have called heredity is

the sum total of potentialities of structure

and function; that is, of behavior in the

broadest sense, implicit in the physicochemi-

cal constitution of the protoplasmic system

from which that individual develops; that

for realization of any of these potentialities

as the structure and function of an indi-

vidual in development, certain relations to

environment, either of the parent organism

or external environment, are essential ; and
that with different environments different

potentialities are realized. Here we are

concerned only with questions of realization

of potentialities in actual development and
in relation to an external environment.

Considering the cell as a living indi-

vidual, we find as the most general charac-

teristic of its pattern a difference of some

sort between surface and interior, a sur-

face-interior pattern. The protoplasm ad-

joining the external medium is usually

visibly, as well as physically, and probably

to some extent chemically, different from

the interior. The so-called plasma mem-
brane is perhaps in some cases no more

than a monomolecular or micellar film with

molecules or particles definitely oriented in

relation to the surface; from this it ranges

to a visible morphological surface layer.

It is not, however, a dead covering of the

cell, but is as much alive as any other part.

Beneath this an ectoplasm or cortex may
differ in structure and behavior from

deeper regions. In unicellular organisms,

morphological differentiation is limited to

the ectoplasmic or cortical layer. That sur-

face-interior pattern originates in direct

relation to external environment appears

evident. The transformation of entoplasm

into ectoplasm by exposure to the external

medium in consequence of section is a char-

acteristic occurrence in Protozoa and many
other cells. There is apparently a trans-

formation in both directions in amoeboid

movement. In some animal eggs, notably

those of ctenophores and ascidians, the ecto-

plasm becomes so stable that it retains its

distinctive characteristics even though re-

moved from the surface by developmental

67
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activities, and plays a definite role in dif-

ferentiation.

Nucleoplasm, whether in the form of

more or less scattered granules as in some
primitive cells, or as a definite nucleus sur-

rounded by a membrane, apparently origi-

nated under conditions existing in the cell

interior. At present it appears that nuclear

material is synthesized only in the interior

of a cytoplasmic mass. The nucleus, then,

appears to be more or less isolated from
external environment except through the

mediation of cytoplasm.

Even though we may not agree fully

with the view advanced by Just in his

recent book on the biology of the cell sur-

face that the ectoplasm is the all-important

part of the cell, it is evident that the cell-

surface possesses properties important for

the life of the cell. The plasma membrane
often appears to be more or less elastic,

either in consequence of surface tension or

structurally, and so may be a factor in de-

termining form of the cell. It carries an
electric charge and a double electric layer

—a membrane polarization, results from
accumulation of ions of opposite sign on or

near its external surface separating it from
a fluid medium.

It is more or less semipermeable ; that is,

it permits passage of certain substances or

ions exclusively or more readily than

others. The permeability for particular

substances differs in different cells. In

spite of the enormous amount of work on
permeability, we do not know in most cases

exactly how particular substances penetrate

into living cells, nor do we know to what
extent results obtained with certain kinds

of cells are of general significance. Vari-

ous hypotheses have been advanced : pres-

ence of a lipid layer and penetration of

substances dependent on their partition

coefficient between it and an aqueous
medium ; the membrane a mosaic of lipid

and water-containing regions, permitting

penetration of fat-soluble substances in the

lipid regions, water-soluble substances in

other regions; penetration by chemical re-

action with constituents of the membrane;
entrance through pores; penetration de-

termined by electric charge of membrane
and of ions concerned, and penetration by
adsorption on membrane particles.

The semipermeability of the cell surface

mediates and controls the material ex-

change between the external world and the

cell interior, but it is by no means inde-

pendent of external environment. It is

altered by change in temperature, by radi-

ation, by the electric current, by the chemi-

cal constitution of the medium, and ap-

parently often by mechanical alteration

such as stretching. Moreover, it does not

determine all relations between cell and
environment. Change in temperature may
alter permeability, but its effect on rate of

metabolic reactions is not dependent on
permeability. Action of the penetrating

radiations on the cell interior is indepen-

dent of the permeability of the cell surface.

Permeability is not the essential factor in

the effects of lack of oxygen or of certain

ions.

The surface-interior pattern is not the

only pattern of differentiation appearing

in the cell. The single cell may become an
organism or a part of a multicellular or-

ganism with patterns of development re-

ferable to an axis or axes superimposed on

its surface-interior pattern. These patterns

are variously designated as polarity, radial

or bilateral symmetry, ventrodorsality,

dorsiventrality, etc. The question as to

how they originate is of fundamental im-

portance to our conception of living or-

ganisms. Do they persist from one cell

generation to another, having originated

once for all at some past time? Do they

arise autonomously in the cell or cell mass
through action of the genes or otherwise?

Or are they fundamentally behavior pat-

terns; that is, reactions to conditions ex-

ternal to the protoplasm concerned? That
at least certain of them can be established,

altered, or obliterated by external environ-

mental factors is evident from various lines

of experiment. A few examples will serve

to show something of these relations to

environment.

Living protoplasms are irritable; that

is, they react or respond by certain changes
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in physiological condition to external or

physiological factors which we call stimuli.

There is, however, no agreement as to what
constitutes a stimulus. For some it is any
condition external to the cell concerned,

acting temporarily or continuously, which

produces a definite change or response in

the cell. Many developmental physiologists

speak of formative stimuli; according to

this definition gravity is a formative stim-

ulus for certain plants and even an anes-

thetic might be regarded as a stimulus. At
the other extreme of definition, a stimulus

is a relatively sudden action of an external

energy on the living system or some part of

its surface, bringing about an activation

which we call excitation. According to

this concept, the stimulus is merely an initi-

ator, a sort of trigger-action, and the char-

acter and energy of reaction depend on

the specific constitution, the physiological

condition, and the structural differentiation

concerned, not on the energy of the

stimulus.

We have learned something about the

nature of excitation, but much remains to

be learned. According to a theory widely

held at present, it involves a reversible in-

crease in permeability, a depolarization of

the cell membrane, and an accelerated

metabolism. Change in the colloid sub-

strate and release of calcium have also been

postulated as the essential factors. Excita-

tion appears to be primarily a matter of the

cell surface and to be dependent on the

character and condition of the superficial

cytoplasm.

Irritability or excitability involves more
than direct reaction to an external stimu-

lus. Living protoplasms are able to trans-

mit or conduct excitation from the region

directly affected by the external stimulus

to other regions of the same cell, to other

cells or cell groups. Transmission or con-

duction apparently occurs because a region

excited by an external stimulus becomes a

stimulus to adjoining regions, whether in

consequence of electrical changes involved

or in other ways need not concern us here.

The secondarily excited regions stimulate

others, and because excitation is in general

followed by a refractory period during
which the region concerned cannot be again
excited, excitation may be transmitted as a
wave, radially in absence of a definite path
or along a structural path, such as nerve,

in a definite direction. In protoplasms
without differentiated conducting paths,

excitation usually undergoes a decrement
in intensity or effectiveness with increase

in distance from the point of origin, and at

a greater or less distance dies out. In
other words, an excitation-transmission gra-

dient results from the primary excitation.

Since such an excitation-transmission

gradient may extend over protoplasmic

regions or cells which were not in any way
different from each other before the pri-

mary excitation, it represents a new pattern

of intergration and control superimposed
upon the surface-interior pattern. In
other words, integration and control on an
organismic scale by an excitation-transmis-

sion gradient are possible without any pre-

existing organismic pattern except a sur-

face-interior pattern. For integration and
control on the organismic scale by produc-

tion and mass transport of specific chemical

substances to take place, some degree of

temporary or permanent differentiation of

producing and reacting regions must al-

ready be present.

Excitation is commonly regarded as com-

pletely reversible after the exciting factor

ceases to act, and in the highly differenti-

ated organs of excitation, nerve and muscle,

from which our concept of excitation is

largely derived, it certainly approaches or

attains complete reversibility. However,
we often find that external factors, some
of which excite when acting suddenly in

sufficient intensity, may, with local or dif-

ferential action of a certain range of in-

tensity and continuing for a certain length

of time, determine in a cell or cell mass
regional changes and differences which per-

sist as a physiological developmental pat-

tern, a so-called polarity or symmetry,
which constitutes the foundation for a pat-

tern of differentiation. In their early

stages these patterns appear to be quantita-

tive gradients involving the basal metabo-
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lism of the cell or cells concerned. Some of

the external factors which determine such

patterns in one kind or another of proto-

plasm are: differential ilUumination by
visible light, definitely directed electric

current, a gradient of oxygen content or of

hydrogen-ion concentration. The resulting

patterns persist after the external differ-

ential has ceased to act. In any case the

external factor can be regarded only as

initiator; the characteristics of the estab-

lished pattern are determined by the con-

stitution and condition of the protoplasm

in which they appear. In many of the

simpler animals a new developmental pat-

tern may result from a transverse section

of the body, from a partial section or even

from a local wound sufficient to produce a

certain degree of cell activation. Here
there is unquestionably excitation, but the

possibility of production of specific sub-

stances at the wound and their transport

to other regions also exists. The result,

however, is a gradient of greater or less

length which, in its physiological character-

istics and as a basis for development and
differentiation, appears to be exactly like

that resulting from an external gradient of

oxygen concentration or from directed

electric current. At any rate, it is beyond

question that a purely quantitative external

differential or a local activation can deter-

mine in a cell or cell mass a pattern which

becomes the basis for organismic differen-

tiation. A few examples will serve to

illustrate the fact.

It has long been known that the pattern

of branching and even the polarity of vari-

ous algae can be determined by differential

illumination. One of the most interesting

cases is the egg of Fucus and related forms.

Here light is apparently an inhibiting fac-

tor, for with directed illumination the first

visible evidence of developmental activity,

the primary rhizoid outgrowth, occurs on
the less illuminated side. However, the

polarity of this egg can be determined by
other external differentials. Lund found
electric current effective in a certain range

of density and action period. In groups

of eggs lying close together the rhizoids on

each develop toward the center of the

group. More recently Whitaker has shown
that the polarity of this egg can be de-

termined by a hydrogen-ion-concentration

gradient, the rhizoid developing either at

the high or low end of the external gradi-

ent, according to range of concentration.

Also increase of hydrogen-ion concentration

to a certain limit increases the group effect.

Centrifuging may also be effective when
the displaced egg contents are not too

rapidly redistributed, the rhizoid develop-

ing centrifugally. In eggs remaining elon-

gated after deformation in a capillary tube

the rhizoid develops at or near one end of

the long axis, but with increased hydrogen-

ion concentration the gradient between free

surface and surface in contact becomes more
effective than the deformation, and the

rhizoid may develop from the region in con-

tact. Lowrance, working with a tempera-

ture gradient, found the rhizoid developing

on the warmer side. Various methods show
the presence of a gradient in the egg, at

least as soon as the rhizoid outgrowth be-

comes evident, with the tip of the rhizoid

indicated as the high end.

In animal eggs the foundations of de-

velopmental pattern are laid before the

eggs are isolated from the parent body,

presumably during the ovarian develop-

ment of the oocyte. At present we are

unable to substitute controlled external

factors for the ovarian environment during

the oocyte stage, but it is possible with

many animal species to alter or obliterate

the pattern established and to determine

new patterns in the course of development,

or even in adult individuals by means of

external differentials.

In the development of the multicellular

organism the single cell becomes merely a

part of a development pattern on a larger

scale. This pattern is characterized by
axiate spatial and chronological orders,

whether the developing system is a bud,

an isolated piece, an embryo or an organ

system. The axis concept is, of course,

merely a convenient abstraction. The ac-

tual pattern may be meridional rather than

linear, present only in the superficial cyto-
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plasm of an egg, or iu a certain cell layer

of an embryo.

In the earlier stages of axiate develop-

mental pattern differences in rate of de-

velopmental activities are very generally

evident to direct observation at different

levels of the polar axis and often of other

axes. Graded differences in rate of res-

piration, rate of reduction of vital dyes

in low oxygen, susceptibility to external

agents, and other lines of experimental evi-

dence, all agree in showing the presence

of quantitative physiological gradients as

characteristic features of such pattern in

many organisms. In axiate pattern in its

simplest terms, as in buds, certain recon-

stitutions of isolated pieces or cell aggre-

gates, we can find no evidence in early

stages of anything more than these quanti-

tative gradients, and it is possible to estab-

lish new patterns by means of quantitative

gradients of environmental factors. Ap-
parently specific differences in substance

and metabolism arise gradually at different

levels of such physiological gradients. In

a system so complex as a living protoplasm,

differences in concentration of oxygen, nu-

tritive substances, water, ions, the various

products of synthesis and catabolism, dif-

ferences in the colloid substrate, and in-

terrelations of different levels along a

gradient initiated as purely quantitative,

provide ample basis for the origin and
development of specific or qualitative dif-

ferences along its course. In fact, it is

difficult to believe that such a gradient,

even though primarily quantitative in

origin, remains so for any considerable

period of development; but it does appear
that quantitative differences may remain
predominant for a longer or shorter time

during development. The gradual prog-

ress of so-called determination and of dif-

ferentiation of parts along an axis suggests

the gradual origin and development of

qualitative chemical differences in relation

to an earlier pattern in which such differ-

entiation has not occurred. It may also be

pointed out that a gradient may be an
essential factor in determining activation

of different hereditary potentialities, or

genes, in different cells at different levels

of it.

The assumption that developmental pat-

tern in its simplest terms is always to be

found in the egg is at least misleading: it

may or may not be the case. In some
animal eggs there is at present no evidence

of anything more than quantitative grad-

ient pattern at the beginning of embryonic

development, but complete proof that noth-

ing more is present is lacking. Other eggs

show various degrees of regional cytoplas-

mic organization or differentiation, though

a quantitative pattern may also still be

present. It does not follow, however, that

the differentiation of the egg is an essential

or primary feature of the developmental

pattern of the species concerned. The as-

cidian egg, for example, shows a consid-

erable degree of cytoplasmic organization,

but this apparently represents a stage in

development of pattern in the egg cell

rather than a fundamental feature of as-

cidian developmental pattern. An ascid-

ian can develop from buds of different

origins, from pieces of stolen or body iso-

lated by section, and from the cell aggre-

gates often called winter buds. What we
know at present concerning these forms of

development affords no ground for believ-

ing that all or any of them have patterns

similar to that of the egg at the beginning

of embryonic development, but it is evident

that all of them acquire in some way the

essentials of ascidian pattern, and those

essentials appear to be gradient patterns

originating in the relations of the systems

in which development occurs to their or-

ganismic or extraorganismic development.

Only by experimental analysis and com-

parison of the patterns of the different

forms of development, their beginnings,

and their relations to environmental fac-

tors can we hope to distinguish the funda-

mental factors of developmental pattern of

a species from the features incidental to

a particular form of development.

According to species, stage and form of

development, region of body, relation to

other parts and to external environment,

the developmental fates of particular cells
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in a multicellular organism may be more
or less stably predetermined or dependent

on conditions outside themselves, either

within or external to the organism. Here
we are concerned only with dependence on
external factors.

The determination of a new axiate pat-

tern and development of a new individual

in coelenterates, flatworms and annelids by
the cell activation following transverse sec-

tion of the body, or in some cases partial

section or a local lacerated wound, are

familiar to every student of reconstitution.

In all these cases the cells primarily acti-

vated by the injury resemble a region of

primary excitation: first, in that they are

activated ; second, in that they determine a

gradient in physiological condition extend-

ing over a greater or less distance. At
particular levels of this gradient certain

organs differentiate. The activated cells

which give rise to the apical region of the

hydranth in the hydroid, the head in the

planarian and annelid constitute an in-

ductor. The hydroids Corymorpha and
Tubularia are excellent examples of this

form of development. When the naked
cylindrical stem or hydrocaulus of Cory-

morpha is sectioned transversely, reduc-

tion of methylene blue or Janus green in

low oxygen indicates an intense activation

of cells adjoining the cut end, even after

the rapid closure of the wound, and a

gradient of decreasing rate of dye reduc-

tion more intense than that present in the

intact stem extends from this region over

a distance of one to several centimeters,

according to experimental conditions. The
new hydranth develops from the higher

levels of this gradient, the two sets of ten-

tacles appearing at certain levels within

the region of the hydranth primordium.
The point of chief interest in the present

connection is that we can control and vary
the length of this gradient by external fac-

tors and so determine the scale of organi-

zation of the hydranth and the develop-

mental fates of cells at particular levels.

By means of inhibiting agents, cyanide,

various anesthetics, low oxygen, low tem-

perature, etc., it is possible to determine

that the gradient following section shall be

short, the two sets of tentacles localized

nearer the end and nearer each other and
the resulting hydranth small. Without ex-

perimental inhibition, with high oxygen,

with elevation of temperature, the new
gradient is longer, its upper parts repre-

sent higher physiological levels and the

hydranth primordium is longer, with its

tentacles localized at greater distances from
the end and from each other; that is, the

hydranth is organized on a larger scale.

Here the differentiations in development

of cells at different levels of the stem are

altered and determined through their posi-

tions in the gradient by quantitative dif-

ferences in external environment. In plan-

arian reconstitution scale of organization

and the developmental fates of cells at par-

ticular levels of the piece can also be

altered experimentally by external factors

which decrease or increase the activation

of the cells adjoining the cut end of the

piece from which the head develops and
so alter the height and length of the in-

duced gradient. Scale of organization in

annelid reconstitution can probably be al-

tered in the same way, but the necessary

experiments are still to be performed.

In various hydroid species the activation

at both ends of an isolated piece is often

sufficient to induce hydranth development.

By means of electric current, by difference

in oxygen content or of hydrogen-ion con-

centration at the two ends of a piece it is

possible to determine hydranth develop-

ment at one end or the other.

In development of the hydroid under

natural conditions one end of the polar

axis, the high end of the polar gradient as

indicated by respiration, dye reduction,

and differential susceptibility, becomes the

hydranth; the other end gives rise to one

or more stolons or holdfasts, each of which

is a gradient with high end at the tip, but

of course a gradient of different kind from

that of the hydranth-stem axis. Some hy-

droid species removed from natural condi-

tions to standing water in the laboratory

lose their hydranths in a few hours and
develop stolons in place of them, even from
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apical regions, but if returned to flowing,

well-aerated water, the stolon tips become

hydranths. Similarly, cut pieces with all

hydranths removed develop only stolons in

standing water, but reconstitute hydranths

and stems in flowing aerated water. Here
what we may call the physiological level

(determined by difference in oxygen

supply) determines different lines of dif-

ferentiation—with low oxygen, the stolon

with persistent growing tip, and with high

oxygen, the rapidly differentiating hy-

dranth with sensorimotor reactivity. In

other species, less susceptible to low oxy-

gen, stolon development in place of hy-

dranths can be induced by various depress-

ing agents, cyanide, anesthetics, etc., and
transformation of stolons into hydranth-

stem axes by return to water.

A striking characteristic of axiate pat-

tern in the earlier stages of development,

and in many of the simpler organisms

throughout life, is a quantitatively differ-

ential susceptibility of cells at different

levels to a large number of chemical and
physical agents. This susceptibility is to

a high degree non-specific for certain

ranges of concentration or intensity of

different agents; that is, susceptibility de-

creases in the same direction with the dif-

ferent agents. In general, the higher

levels of a gradient pattern, that is, those

characterized by greater developmental

activity, higher rate of respiration, dye
reduction, etc., are most susceptible to in-

hibiting, toxic, or gradually lethal concen-

trations or intensities. This has been

found to hold for various organisms with

anesthetics, cyanides, various salts, strong

and weak bases and acids, several alkaloids,

vital dyes, increased and decreased osmotic

pressure of aqueous medium, visible light

with photosensitization by eosin, ultra-

violet. X-rays, radium, extreme tempera-

tures, lack of oxygen, and in a few cases

supersonic vibrations. Obviously the agents

do not all act on living protoplasms in the

same way; they do not all inhibit respira-

tion or oxidations directly. How then is

the absence of specific regional effects to be

accounted for? The interpretation which

suggests itself is briefly this: the axial dif-

ferences on which differential susceptibil-

ity depends are predominantly or wholly

quantitative gradients; granting this, we
may expect that any interference with or

disturbance of such a system by an ex-

ternal action above a certain threshold, but

not immediately destructive of the whole,

affecting any essential component or ac-

tivity, will result in a gradient of effect

corresponding in general to the gradient

of rate of change constituting the life of

the system. Such interference with living

protoplasmic systems usually results in

toxic effect, retardation or complete inhi-

bition of development, and if extreme, in

death. With proper experimental proce-

dure all these effects give evidence of dif-

ferential susceptibility. This axial differ-

ential in effect of external agents makes
possible differential modifications of form

and proportions in development and al-

teration of the course of differentiation and

the developmental fates of cells.

In differential inhibition of development

the higher levels of gradient pattern are

most inhibited. In a simple apicobasal or

anteroposterior gradient apical or anterior

regions are most inhibited, basal or pos-

terior least. The most inhibited regions

are not only relatively small in size, but

their differentiation is also inhibited more
than that of less susceptible regions, and
differentiation which normally occurs in a

certain region may be shifted to another,

but in general results are to a high degree

definite, orderly and reproducible. In the

echinoderm embryo, entoderm develops

from the lower levels of the primary grad-

ient, ectoderm from the upper levels.

"With differential inhibition, cells which

would normally be ectodermal become en-

toderm; even the whole prospective ecto-

derm may become entoderm with sufficient

depression or inhibition.

Developmental evidence of axiate pat-

tern can be decreased and even completely

obliterated by leveling down the gradient

concerned through differential inhibition.

The ventrodorsal or dorsiventral pattern is

usually obliterated with less extreme inhi-
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bition than the polar pattern. Echino-

derm larvae with ventrodorsality thus ob-

literated become completely radial forms

and never show any indication of ventro-

dorsal differentiation. With obliteration

of all axiate pattern, the organism remains

spherical and even after recovery follow-

ing return to natural environment shows

no axial differentiation, though it may re-

main alive for a long time. Embryonic
stages of certain hydroids, however, after

being made anaxiate in this way can ac-

quire a new axiate pattern by resting

undisturbed on the bottom of the container.

Hydranth and stem develop from the

upper, holdfast from the surface in con-

tact, probably in consequence of the oxygen

gradient.

Interesting mediolateral differential in-

hibitions occur in various animals from

planarians to vertebrates. The normal

planarian head is triangular with two

bilaterally localized ganglionic masses con-

nected with each other, two eye spots

dorsal to them and a sensory lobe or

auricle at each side of the base of the tri-

angle. With increasing degrees of inhibit-

ing action, inhibition of head development

progresses from median to lateral regions

in pieces undergoing reconstitution. Eyes
and ganglia show all degrees of approxi-

mation to the median plane even to a single

median eye (cyclopia) and a single median
ganglionic mass. With a greater degree of

inhibition the median tip of the head is

reduced, the lateral lobes develop more or

less anteriorly, also approximate the me-

dian plane, or a single median lobe de-

velops. The still more inhibited head is

anophthalmic with only a rudiment of

ganglion and a single median sensory lobe

or none, and finally differential inhibition

results in a completely acephalic form. It

is a point of particular interest that these

differential inhibitions do not specifically

eliminate particular organs, but eliminate

regions progressively from median to

lateral, with whatever parts of cephalic

ganglia, eyes, etc., are normally localized

in these regions.

Essentially similar continuous graded

series of head forms occur with differential

inhibitions increasing in degree in the em-

bryos of fishes, amphibia, and the chick.

With increasing degrees of inhibition, bi-

lateral organs of the head, the nasal open-

ings, the suckers of the anuran, and the

eyes, appear progressively nearer the me-

dian plane, develop as fused or single

median organs, or fail to appear ; the brain

is correspondingly differentially inhibited,

and with extreme inhibition acephaly may
be approached or attained. To what extent

these vertebrate inhibitions are due to dif-

ferential inhibition of the inductor under-

lying the ectoderm or to inhibition of

ectoderm need not concern us here; how-
ever, the susceptibility of the inductor does

decrease laterally from the median region.

The important point is that the inhibitions

represent continuous graded series of dif-

ferential effects which are not specific for

a particular inhibiting agent.

In the cephalopod embryo a correspond-

ing series of head forms with approxima-

tion of eyes, cyclopia, anophthalmia, and
parallel elimination of other parts of the

head progressively from median to lateral

regions results from differential inhibition.

Although there is nothing that can be

called a head in the sea urchin larva, dif-

ferential inhibitions of development iden-

tical in principle with respect to the

gradient pattern present occur with all

agents used thus far. In early stages in-

hibition decreases from the apical region

basipetally; the oral lobe of the pluteus

larva, a differentiation of the apical region,

is decreased in size, not fully differen-

tiated, or may be completely absent while

basal regions approach normal. A ven-

trodorsal differential, decreasing laterally

from the median ventral region is also

present. Under natural conditions two

arms with calcareous skeletal rods develop

diverging at a slightly variable angle right

and left from the basal ventral region.

With increasing action of inhibiting agents

the angle between the arms decreases, they

are approximated to the median plane, be-

come parallel, develop as a single median
arm with double skeleton or entirely single,
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or arms are absent and the larva may de-

velop as a completely radial form. The
inhibition series of the sea urchin arms and
the planarian cephalic lobes are closely

similar. The starfish larva differs in form,

but shows similar apicobasal and ventro-

dorsal differential inhibitions. In later

larval stages of the starfish the dorsal side

of the foregut shows increased rate of dye

reduction and increased susceptibility as

the foregut extends ventrally to the mouth
region. Normally the coelomic pouches

develop right and left from the wall of the

foregut, but with differential inhibition of

the dorsiventral pattern present at this

stage the two pouches arise nearer the

dorsal mid-line, are more or less fused, a

single median dorsal pouch develops, or

coelom development and extension ven-

trally of the foregut are completely

inhibited.

All of these differential inhibitions, as

well as many others, are similarly related

to gradient patterns shown by other

methods to be present at the develop-

mental stages concerned. They all consti-

tute continuous graded series of modifica-

tions without evidence of specific relation

to particular organs ; even those organs are

differentially inhibited. No death or loss

of cells is involved in these cases. De-
crease in development or absence of parts

is not due to absence of specific cells but

to decrease or obliteration of the gradient

pattern by environmental factors.

There is another very interesting aspect

of differential susceptibility. "With certain

lower ranges of concentration or intensity

of action of inhibiting agents, differential

inhibition is of course less extreme and
may be followed after a longer or shorter

time, even with continued exposure to the

agent, by secondary differential modifica-

tions of development opposite in direction

from the primary differential inhibition.

These result from differential tolerance or

differential acclimation or conditioning;

that is, acquirement of increased toler-

ance, and after return to natural envi-

ronment similar modifications result from
differential recovery. In these secondary

modifications the regions primarily most
inhibited are most tolerant, become accli-

mated or conditioned to the agent most
rapidly or most completely, or on return

to natural environment recover most rap-

idly or completely; they may become rela-

tively or even absolutely larger than in the

normal animal and are relatively over-

developed.

For example, secondary modifications of

the planarian head, differentially inhibited

to cyclopia, which occur with differential

conditioning or recovery, consist in the

following: two additional eye spots which

are normally localized right and left; the

ganglia approach normal; and the median
head region often develops into an elong-

ated proboscis-like outgrowth with sensori-

motor differentiation, something not found

in any planarian under natural conditions.

With concentrations or intensities of ex-

ternal agents lethal in the course of a few

minutes to a few hours, death of the plan-

arian progresses from the head posteriorly.

With certain lower ranges of the same

agents animals may live and remain intact

for some days or even two or three weeks,

but with death finally beginning poster-

iorly and progressing anteriorly. In these

cases death may cease at a certain body

level because regions anterior to this have

become conditioned to the agent and con-

tinue to live in it indefinitely. Still later

a new posterior end may regenerate and
remain alive in the same environment that

killed the original posterior end.

Secondary modifications of the sea-urchin

larva give forms with relatively enormous

oral lobe, small body, and angle between

arms increased up to 180 degrees. Rela-

tively megacephalic fish embryos and am-

phibian tadpoles may be produced in this

way. As might be expected, it is the higher

levels of the gradients present which are

most tolerant, become most rapidly con-

ditioned to, or recover most rapidly or

most completely from, the inhibiting action

of the agents. The degree and rate of

conditioning and recovery differ widely

with different agents. For example, with
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ethyl alcohol and with certain ranges of

increased and decreased hydrozer-ion con-

centration, differential conditioning and re-

covery occur rapidly; with cyanide and
many other agents, more slowly. Fre-

quently when a certain region is inhibited

in early stages of development, an organ

which would normally develop from it de-

velops from a less inhibited region; with

differential conditioning or recovery an

organ may involve other cells in addition

to those normally concerned.

With progress of development new gra-

dient patterns or systems appear in definite

relation to the earlier patterns. These

doubtless differ as from earlier gradients,

as regards character of reactions, but

within each such system the differences are

probably at first predominantly quantita-

tive and differential modifications are pos-

sible. Later specific differentiations may
appear in relation to the gradient pattern.

Various axiate organs apparently follow

some such course of development. They
arise at a certain level of a more general

gradient pattern, often as buds in which

we can find nothing but a quantitative

gradient pattern decreasing from a center,

and later differentiation may occur within

this pattern, but until it has attained a

certain stage its course is alterable by
external factors.

In conclusion, it may be suggested that

organismic patterns, whether of a single

cell or a multicellular system, represent in

origin the most general behavior patterns

of living protoplasms, their most general

responses to environmental factors, either

external or within other organisms. Even
in those cases of fission in Protozoa and
Metazoa and of reconstitution of pieces iso-

lated by section in which a part of the

parental pattern becomes the basis for de-

velopment of the new pattern, the partial

pattern is altered by the altered conditions

associated with fission or experimental iso-

lation of the piece. Moreover, we know
that it can be further altered experi-

mentally in many cases. As noted above,

it is now generally held that embryonic

developmental pattern originates in rela-

tion to environmental factors within the

parent organism, and it, too, can be modi-

fied experimentally. According to this

view, the organism itself and the differ-

entiations of its cells represent behavior

of living protoplasms no less truly than

do the reactions of the adult organism

which the patterns of differentiation make
possible.
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It may not be inappropriate in begin-

ning this discussion to refer to a passage

from Psalm 139, which seems to be ger-

mane to the subject.

14. I will praise Thee; for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made : marvelous are Thy works

;

and that my soul knoweth right well.

15. My substance was not hid from Thee, when
I was made in secret, and curiously wrought

in the lowest parts of the earth.

16. Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being

unperfect ; and in Thy book all my members
were written, which in continuance were

fashioned, when as yet there was none of

them.

There are several remarkable things

about this text. First, it refers to de-

velopment as a personal experience; and,

indeed, all of us have been through it.

This in itself should arouse our curiosity,

but unfortunately we have no recollection

of the adventure. It is also to be noted

that the process of development is de-

scribed here as a sort of epigenesis. ''And
in Thy book all my members were written,

which in continuance were fashioned, when
as yet there was none of them." It does

not picture development, in the naive

manner, as a mere unfolding or ^'evolu-

tio" of something already present.

While this symposium deals with the cell

in all of its aspects, the topic assigned to

me, "Cellular Differentiation and Internal

Environment," clearly concerns the de-

velopment of the organism and implies that

the treatment of the subject should be in

terms of the cell as a unit. With this I

am wholly in agreement, for in my opinion

none of the attacks that have been made
upon the cell theory have shaken it to any
appreciable degree.

1 The lecture was illustrated by numerous lan-

tern slides.

It seems to be a characteristic of the

human mind to describe the phenomena of

nature in terms of units or particles.

Physics, chemistry, and crystallography

have all profited immensely by this device,

even though modern physics tells us that

nature cannot be fully described in such
terms alone. Such theories are oversim-

plifications and are sooner or later modi-

fied; witness the atomic theory of the 19th

century. But it may be doubted if science

can advance without the aid of over-simpli-

fied hypotheses.

The cell theory differs from other par-

ticulate theories in the circumstance that

the units can actually be seen under the

microscope and sometimes even by the

naked eye. Each unit is composed of two
main constituents—nucleus and cytoplasm.

However, the fact of individual visibilitj^

does not mean that there are no difficulties

or uncertainties connected with the theory.

One of the notions that has frequently

aroused opposition is the concept of the

organism as a cell state made up of quasi-

independent or autonomous units, the cells.

The inadequacy of this concept was empha-
sized by Conklin, who declared that there

is something in the organization of the

individual that makes it more than the sum
of its parts. While this statement in itself

may be unobjectionable, the mystical haze

that often surrounds the word "organiza-

tion" has no place in science.

I doubt if there is any astute and serious

observer who thinks of particulate units at

any level as wholly independent of one

another. The relations of the particles are

part of the system, and it is their behavior

in relation to one another that constitutes
'

' organization.
'

' These relations are amen-
able to experimental investigation and are

usually expressed in some kind of a con-
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figuration. This occurs at all levels, and
may concern electrons, atoms, molecules,

cells or individual organisms. No particle

or unit can be wholly understood or its

behavior predicted unless its reactions with

others are taken into consideration. The
cell theory of the organism concerns, then,

not only the cells as independent units but

also their structural and functional rela-

tions to each other.

Whitman's notable essay on ''The In-

adequacy of the Cell Theory of Develop-

ment" (1893) is often cited as opposed to

the cell concept of the organism. How-
ever, this paper is in essence a plea for

the recognition of a microstructure as the

basis of organization, and is in no sense

the negation of the cell as a living unit,

although "cellular interaction" as an ex-

planation of formative processes, is sum-

marily dismissed as a term of reference.

"If the formative processes," says Whit-

man^ "cannot be referred to cell-division,

to what can they be referred? To cellular

interaction? That would only be offering

a misleading name for what we cannot ex-

plain; and such an answer is not simply

worthless, but positively mischievous, if it

put us on the wrong track. Loeb 's experi-

ments in heterogenesis [heteromorphosis?]

furnish a refutation of the interactive

theory. The answer to our question may
be difficult to find, but we may be quite

certain that when found it will recognize

the regenerative and formative power as

one and the same thing throughout the

organic world. It will find, as Wiesner

has so well insisted, a common basis for

every grade of organization, and it will

abolish those fictitious distinctions we are

accustomed to make between the formative

processes of the unicellular and multicellu-

lar organisms. It will find the secret of

organization, growth, development, not in

cell-formation, but in those ultimate ele-

ments of living matter, for which idiosomes

seems to me an appropriate name."
The cell theory may be subjected to

various experimental tests of its adequacy,

many of which have been devised since

2 Op. cit., p. 657.

Whitman wrote his essay. In the sense of

those who emphasize "organization" as

the chief characteristic of living creatures,

"inadequacy" may be measured to a lim-

ited extent by the differences in behavior

between cells associated in the organism

and those acting alone or in small groups.

This has been done by means of tissue cul-

ture and other types of isolation, including

separation of blastomeres. A cell from
the neural tube of an embryo, isolated in

a suitable medium, forms a nerve fiber,

and a presumptive heart cell may develop

striations and beat rhythmically by itself

(Burrows, 1912) . However, the nerve fiber

does not function as such without connec-

tions, and the heart muscle cell does not

form an organ that pumps blood. On the

other hand isolated blastomeres may give

rise to a whole organism. Thus a cell,

when isolated, may do either more or less

than it would presumably have done if

left in normal relations to its associated

elements.

That isolated cells often achieve so little

is no indication of limitation in what they

can do, since the conditions under which
they are isolated are too restricted. Until

such cells are tested under a great variety

of conditions, or better still, under all such

as are possible, their full capacity will not

be known.

One of the more concrete matters of

disagreement over the cell theory concerns

the mode of connection between cells in the

organism. Are they completely separated

from each other by membranes or is their

internal substance or cytoplasm contin-

uous? Much importance hai5 been at-

tached to alleged protoplasmic bridges be-

tween cells and to the supposed syncytial

nature of the tissues. Adam Sedgwick

(1894) once described the vertebrate em-

bryo as an organism with nuclei lying in

a continuous reticulum, using this miscon-

ception to bolster up an erroneous theory

of the histogenesis of the nerve fiber. That

this question is not of such fundamental

importance as some would attribute to it is

shown by many considerations.

While the eggs of insects and many other
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arthropods proceed through their early de-

velopment as syncytia without cell mem-
branes, the cells in other embryos are from
the first sharply divided from one another.

There may be regional cytoplasmic differ-

entiations in single cells that are as sharply

defined as cells are from one another, but

as division proceeds the various regions

become separated from one another by the

cell walls.

Certain tissue elements, such as striated

muscle fibers in vertebrates and arthropods,

are multinucleate and surrounded by a

common membrane. Connective tissue cells

are often described as forming a syn-

cytium, but their ability to move about in-

dependently and the difficulty of resolving

optically the delicate connections between

fine cell processes invite caution in accept-

ing this interpretation. Cells growing, in

culture media outside the body have thrown
light upon this question. While fibro-

blasts, muscle cells, neuroblasts have often

been described as forming syncytia, it has

been shown that supposed nerve nets may
often be resolved later by separation of

the apparently fused processes (Harrison

1910; Levi 1917).^ Similar observations

have been made on mesenchyme (Lewis

1922) and heart muscle (Levi 1925).

Viewed pragmatically, the experimental

analysis of the processes of development is

greatly facilitated by considering the em-
bryo as made up of discrete units asso-

ciated with each other in various degrees

of intimacy.

In relation to development, the most im-

portant fact in connection with the cell

theory is that each organism begins its

independent existence as a single cell,

which, barring parthenogenesis, is the

product of fusion of two unlike cells, one

derived from the body of each parent.

This is the narrow bottle-neck through
which we have all passed, the book in

which all our members were written, when
as yet there was none of them.

Since every organism develops in a cer-

tain environment within rather narrow
physical limits, its developmental processes

can be properly considered only in relation

3 For the contrary view see Bauer (1932).

to this environment, as Child has already

emphasized. In arranging this symposium
Taylor has distinguished between external

and internal environment, and has left to

me the task of interpreting the meaning
of the latter. I shall therefore define the

internal environment of a cell as the sum
of all those factors with which it is in

relation that lie within the organism but

outside of the cell in question. These fac-

tors affecting the differentiation of the cell

change with the successive phases of the

development of the organism.

Strictly speaking, a single cell has only

an external environment. However, the

germ cells that unite to form the fertilized

egg do have in a certain sense an internal

environment inside the body of the parent

organism. When they are cast loose they

cease for a time to have such an environ-

ment, and it is only after cleavage begins

that the resulting cells acquire a new in-

ternal environment in their sister cells.

For a short period this is the only internal

factor that counts, there being as yet no

general milieu interieur. However, during

this period, which in the vertebrate embryo
includes segmentation, gastrulation and
neurulation, the most important differenti-

ations occur. Later, after the establish-

ment of a circulating medium and the

primitive nerve paths, an internal environ-

ment of the ordinary sort is again present.

The ovum, as it grows, acquires a large

amount of cytoplasm which enters into the

composition of the embryo, though much
of the material may be mere inclusions of

a purely nutrient nature. So long as the

egg is part of the maternal body, its exact

relations to the contiguous cells of the

parent organism, and, secondarily, to the

circulating medium are of prime import-

ance in setting up its organization or con-

figuration. At this time the egg is either

attached to the maternal tissues at one pole

or is tightly enclosed in a capsule lined by
follicle cells. In many, if not in all cases,

but especially in those of the first group,

the material is laid down in the egg around

a polar axis but with marked gradients

along this axis, by which a visible polarity

is established in the egg. The nucleus lies
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on this axis but usually excentrically

placed with reference to the egg as a whole.

Substances emanating from the nucleus

may therefore act vectorially on material

entering the egg from without.

At maturation, when a large amount of

fluid is discharged from the nucleus into

the cytoplasm, and accompanying or fol-

lowing the entry of the sperm, a major
commotion occurs, during which there is a

lively streaming of cytoplasmic materials,

resulting in their partial rearrangement.

After this many eggs become visibly bi-

laterally symmetrical, while others show a

clear asymmetry. It is at this period that

the egg loses its original internal environ-

ment and is discharged either to the ex-

terior or to the oviduct of the maternal

parent, where a greater or lesser part of its

development may take place.

The polar differentiation acquired while

the egg was part of the maternal organism

may last in part through maturation and
fertilization in spite of the streaming and
rearrangement that occurs then. After

fertilization the new arrangement of ma-
terials follows a certain pattern peculiar

to the species, as is well exemplified in the

eggs of ctenophores, molluscs, annelids,

and ascidians, though less definitely marked
in many other forms. When cleavage oc-

curs the resulting cells are thus already to

a certain extent differentiated from one an-

other, as measured by what they do in form-

ing the primitive organs of the embryo.

Little is known with regard to how these

differentiations come about, but it may be

assumed that they are related in some way
to the physico-chemical properties of the

material entering into the composition of

the egg and to the direction from which
they enter it. Of first importance in this

connection are the protein molecules, which
to the best of our knowledge are polarized

and asymmetric. They would thus tend to

orient themselves within the cell as they

increase. Other substances, either com-
bined with the proteins or separate, would
tend to concentrate near one or the other

pole of egg according to their electrical

charge.

While the asymmetry of protein mole-

cules does not preclude them from combin-

ing to form crystals of high degree of

symmetry, as in the case of pepsin, it may
be assumed that, in some way related to

this molecular asymmetry, there arises

sooner or later in the development of the

embryo a macroscopic asymmetry, which
characterizes most if not all organisms and
is merely masked by a superficial bilateral

or radial symmetry.

Superposed upon the polar arrangement
there are also differences between cortex

and deeper portions of the egg cytoplasm.

This, too, may be due primarily to molec-

ular orientation at the surface. In this

cortical or ectoplasmic layer, which is

usually free from inclusions, we probably

have the characteristic protoplasm of the

species in its purest form. The behavior

of this material in early stages of develop-

ment, i.e., during maturation and segmen-

tation, has been followed by many ob-

servers in a great variety of eggs, since

G. F. Andrews (1897) first described the

amoeboid spinning movements in the cor-

tical layer of starfish and sea urchin eggs.

In the eggs of Bero'e a very peculiar

streaming of this layer takes place during

cleavage (Spek 1926). Everything points

to the importance of this cytoplasmic con-

stituent in the early processes of develop-

ment (Just 1939).

The use of the term protein molecule in

the foregoing requires some further ex-

planation. As stated by Chambers, the

proteins extracted from cells or those in

dead cells are different from living proto-

plasm and are doubtless much less complex
in their configuration. Such arrangements

as occur in the living are upset at death

or by the chemical processes used in sepa-

rating the constituents known as pure pro-

teins. These changes are, so far as we
know at present, irreversible, so that study

of the properties of pure proteins alone

can never give an adequate picture of liv-

ing protoplasm, though knowledge of these

substances is essential to an understanding

of it.

Both the arrangement of materials in
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the ovarian egg and the later arrangement

assumed after maturation and fertilization

show regional differences, which must be

the result of a sorting out process. This

requires energy and, according to some,

even intelligence. It may be related in

some way to the bioelectric potentials of

both the ovum itself and the surrounding

maternal tissues.

In the orientation of the protein mole-

cules of the egg cell, due to their dipole

character, a paracrystalline configuration

is set up, and large numbers of molecules

of water and electrolytes enter into definite

relation with it. There are also associated

carbohydrates and lipoids. Some of the

material is built up into the living proto-

plasm, and the composition of this proto-

plasm shows regional differences corres-

ponding to the main axis of the egg. The
ground cytoplasm of the egg varies along

this axis, retaining throughout, however,

the configuration characteristic of the

species. In addition to the material that

becomes a part of the ground cytoplasm

there is also other material which forms

aggregates that do not enter into the com-

position of the cytoplasm so intimately but

take on granular or vesicular form and
constitute visible inclusions, such as pig-

ment granules, oil droplets, mitochondria,

and yolk.

The inclusions are also re-distributed in

a definite way after fertilization and since

they are parcelled out to particular cells

which give rise to particular organs, they

have often been termed organ-forming sub-

stances. Experiments in centrifuging eggs

show, however, that they usually play no
such role, for they may be distributed

very abnormally by this treatment without

producing abnormalities in the resulting

embryo.

In accordance with the foregoing, the

polarity of the egg may be based upon
three factors, the dipole character of the

protein molecules and their resultant ori-

entation, regional gradational differences in

the composition of these molecules, and
regional differences due to cytoplasmic in-

clusions. The first is a polarity of orien-

tation (Richtungspolaritdt) , the third a

polarity of stratification {Schichtungspo-

laritdt) (Boveri 1901; Driesch 1908; Przi-

bram* 1913), while the second is a polarity

in which probably both orientation and
stratification are concerned. The position

of the nucleus in the cytoplasm also has a

definite relation to the polarity of the egg.

According to the hypothesis here adopted,

the polarity of the egg, and hence that

of the resulting organism, is referable pri-

marily to the orientation of large mole-

cules, the arrangement of which is deter-

mined in relation to their internal environ-

ment within the maternal body as well as

by their mutual relations. The asymmetry
of the organism may likewise be assumed
to follow ultimately from the asymmetric
configuration of the molecules. "While these

relations are normally fixed, they may,
however, be inverted by external factors,

as in the production of situs inversus

(Spemann 1906; Pressler 1911) or in the

inversion of the polarity of the Fucus egg

by means of directed light and other phys-

ical factors (Whitaker 1931, 1936).

While the correlatives of the form and
structure of the adult organism are to be

sought in the molecular characteristics of

the substances composing the egg—and
these must be considered as persisting

throughout all stages of development—

a

more definite macroscopic topographic re-

lation between egg and organism than ex-

isted before is entered into after the

streaming that follows maturation and
fertilization comes to repose. To what ex-

tent this secondary arrangement is corre-

lated with the differentiation of the em-

bryo is a question to which many have

addressed themselves. There is much
variation in the answer according to the

species of egg studied.

Rapid changes take place in the egg cyto-

plasm during maturation and fertilization

and immediately thereafter. If fragments

are removed from the egg in the early part

of this period, the embryo may develop

without defect except in size, especially

when the egg is cut vertically, i.e., parallel

4 Op. cit., p. 35.
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to its axis. As the time interval between

fertilization and removal of the fragment

increases, the defects become more marked

and more specific. These statements are

based upon experiments with eggs of

nemerteans (Wilson 1903; Zeleny 1904),

Dentalium (Wilson 1904) and ascidians

(Dalcq 1932). One of the most striking

cases of defect after removal of portions

of the cytoplasm of an unsegmented egg is

found in the ctenophore, Bero'e ovata

(Driesch and Morgan 1895; Fischel 1903;

Yatsu 1912). In this form there is a

definite relation between the position and
the amount of the cytoplasm removed and
the number of rows of swimming plates

present in the embrj^o which develops from
the remainder.

Experiments of this kind show that there

are regional differences in a given egg and
also differences between species of eggs with

respect to their germinal localization.

There is likewise variation in the extent to

which defects in the early stages of develop-

ment may be made up by the material that

is left, and this holds both for the unseg-

mented egg and the egg which has under-

gone cleavage. Driesch thought all cells of

the sea urchin blastula to be alike, as

measured by what they can do in the

course of development (prospective po-

tency), and that what they actually do is

a function of their position in the whole.

On the other hand, gastropod, annelid,

ctenophore and ascidian eggs have been

characterized as mosaics, in which the role

of the constituent cells is fixed from the

beginning and cannot be changed. Cleav-

age has correspondingly been described as

indeterminate or determinate and the

course of development in the respective

classes as regulatory or mosaic.

It is obvious that eggs do differ in this

respect, but no egg is wholly in either class.

If mosaic development were the rule my
theme would end here, for subsequent
changes in the embryo would then take

place according to the initial structure of

the germ, and could not be modified by the

internal environment.

In the egg of the molluscs, Ilyanassa

(Crampton 1896), Dentalium and Patella

(Wilson 1904, 1904a), each cell when sepa-

rated from the rest gives rise to just what
it would, were it left in place in the embryo.

Here, then, the internal environment of

blastomeres may be assumed to have no ef-

fect on differentiation. Wilson found, how-
ever, that each fragment of an unfertilized

egg, when divided vertically and fertilized,

develops into a whole larva, thus showing-

regulation within the single cell. On the

other hand, removal of the polar lobe re-

sults in a deficiency of the apical organ and
the post-trochal region that is not made up.

The case of Tubifex, an oligochaete, which

like the gastropods and scaphopods has a

spiral cleavage and a mosaic development,

is nevertheless interesting in showing a con-

siderable amount of regulation under cer-

tain conditions (Penners 1924, 1925).

When the polplasm is divided equally at the

first cleavage, which takes place frequently

as a result of low temperature, both cells

contain teloblast material and the result is

a double embryo (duplicitas cruciata).

When the AB cell is killed by ultraviolet

radiation, the CD half, and probably also

the D-quarter when all three remaining

cells are destroyed, give rise to whole

embryos. The above facts imply consider-

able powers of regulation in these eggs with

highly determinate cleavage and also that

in such eggs the cells constituting a mutual
internal environment do normally restrict

the activity of neighboring elements.

The ascidian egg, which according to

Conklin (1905, 1905a, 1911, 1931 ) holds to

a very rigid cleavage mosaic, shows con-

siderable lability before fertilization. It

may then be deprived of large amounts of

cytoplasm and still develop normally

(Reverberi 1931; Dalcq 1932). Even two

complete embryos, one of which is mero-

gonic, may sometimes be obtained from a

single egg. There is, however, indication

of bilateral symmetry at this early stage.

Evidences of regulation in the fertilized

egg have been found by v. Ubisch (1938),

who describes the development of a single

giant larva from two fused eggs. In em-

bryos derived from one of the first two
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blastomeres there may also be a restricted

regulation, as shown by the movement of

myotome cells around the tip of the noto-

chord to the defective side (Cohen and
Berrill 1986). Evidence of induction of

cerebral vesicles with sensory cells by
means of certain underlying cells has also

been obtained (Rose, 1939 ; Vanderbroek,

unpublished^), v. Ubisch (1939), how-

ever, failed to find such induction in

Ascidiella.

Again, in Clavelina, which probably also

develops through a strictly "determinate"

cleavage, there are certain totipotent re-

serve cells which enter into the winter buds
in unorganized clumps and later give rise

to new ascidiozooids (Spek 1927; Brien-

Gavage 1927). In regeneration also, the

several types of cells and tissues show much
lability in their powers of differentiation.

These facts indicate that the strictly mosaic

cleavage pattern is only of temporary sig-

nificance as far as germinal localization is

concerned. There is a possibility that it is

due to nothing more fundamental than the

peculiar aggregate state of the cytoplasm at

the time.

Likewise in the ctenophore egg, which
also undergoes determinate cleavage, there

are evidences of regulatory development in

the formation of the aboral sense organ and
the gastral pouches (Driesph and Morgan
1895). Chun's (1892) observations on the

later stages of development indicate that

the partial larvae which develop out of

separated blastomeres are transformed by
a mode of "postgeneration" into whole
ctenophores.

While the three best known types of

"mosaic" eggs thus show that "determi-

nate" cleavage may lead to an embryo
having some lability with respect to differ-

entiation, an examination of the so-called

"regulation" eggs shows, on the other

hand, a considerable degree of localization

within the cytoplasm. In the Hydromedu-
sae {Clytia, Laodice) single blastomeres of

the eight-cell stage may give rise to a whole
organism (Zoja 1895-6). However, in

many hydrozoan eggs there is a concentric

5C/. Daleq (1938), p. 104.

stratification with definite ectoplasmic and
endoplasmic layers, so arranged that each

of the early blastomeres receives both sub-

stances, and it is only later that cells of

pure ectoplasm or pure endoplasm arise by
cleavage parallel to the surface.

It was with reference to the sea-urchin

egg that the complete totipotence of indi-

vidual blastomeres was first maintained.

This interpretation goes back to Driesch

(1891, 1892), who found that blastomeres

isolated in the two- or four-cell stage, while

segmenting as fractions, close over in the

blastula, gastrulate normally and give rise

to normal plutei of reduced size. Later

Driesch claimed that even single blasto-

meres of the 32-cell stage would gastrulate

and he showed conclusively that two eggs

or blastulae could be fused together so as

to give a single normal embryo. However,

the sweeping conclusion drawn by Driesch

(1894, 1929") from the above facts, that

"the prospective value of any blastula cell

is a function of its position in the whole"

does not hold. The experiments on which it

was based were not sufficiently controlled

to warrant the conclusions, nor were the

methods available at that time adequate to

carry out the requisite experiments.

Driesch 's generalization implies that cells

in their differentiation must be subjected

to the action of surrounding cells, their

internal environment. That is, the term
'

' position
'

' means their location with refer-

ence to other cells. However, the gastrular

invagination begins at a certain point on

the spherical blastula, and surrounding

cells are carried in with it ; this must mean
either that there is something peculiar to

the cells at that point, which is contrary to

Driesch 's hypothesis, or that the point is

determined by environmental factors of an

accidental nature. The latter alternative

is highly improbable.

It remained for von Ubisch (1925, 1925a,

1931, 1933, 1933a, 1936, 1939) and Horsta-

dius (1928, 1935, 1937, 1938, 1939), by
means of ingenious devices, to explore the

ways in which blastomeres act upon one

another in gastrulation and in various proc-

6 Op. cit., p. 55.
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esses of differentiation. The methods used

are similar to those first successfully em-

ployed with amphibian eggs, i.e., transplan-

tation and vital staining, besides methods

of separating individual blastomeres and
parts of older embryos with due regard to

the exact origin of each cell or cell group

used in the experiments.

The sea-urchin egg shows graded differ-

ences along its main axis, about which the

cytoplasmic substances appear superficially

to be radially symmetrical (Boveri 1901a).

The polar axis is not shifted by centrifug-

ing but its degree of fixity is a matter of

dispute. Tennent, Taylor and Whitaker

(1929) claim that in Lytechinus it may be

shifted by cutting the egg, while Horstadius

(1937) finds that in the egg of Arhacia it

is fixed. Development of egg fragments

shows, too, that even in the unfertilized egg

there is a considerable degree of cyto-

plasmic localization. While the eggs of but

few echinoderms have actually been shown
to be bilaterally symmetrical, with dorso-

ventral polarization, this is probably true

for the group generally, though the plane

of symmetry may be shifted and the polar-

ity of the dorso-ventral axis fixed by such

external factors as stretching (Boveri 1901;

Lindahl 1932), centrifugation (Runnstrom
1926; Lindahl 1932a; Pease 1939) or chem-

icals (Lindahl 1932). However, the details

are not all in agreement. When the egg of

Dendraster, the Pacific Coast sand dollar,

is centrifuged, the centripetal pole is found
to lie on the ventral side though frequently

not in the median plane. Pease concludes

from his experiments on this form that two
factors are concerned in fixing the dorso-

ventral axis, one, located in the cortical

layer, which is not movable, and the other,

located in the endoplasm, which may be

shifted by centrifuging. The direction of

the axis, and with it the median plane, is

the resultant of the interaction of the two
factors, the ventral side being in the region

of maximum reactivity. When eggs are

cut in the frontal plane during cleavage

stages, the dorso-ventral polarity is re-

versed in the dorsal half (Horstadius and
Wolsky, 1936). The bilateral symmetry of

the embryo usually first becomes visible

when the primary mesenchyme cells group
themselves on the two sides, prior to laying

down the larval skeleton, in response to

stimuli emanating from the ectoderm

(Driesch, 1896).

By means of isolation and grafting ex-

periments Horstadius (1935) has made an
exhaustive analysis of the action of the

material in the successive layers along the

primary axis of the egg. Of great interest

are the cases in which the segmenting egg

of from 16-24 cells is divided "horizon-

tally" by tiers, which are allowed to de-

velop by themselves or in various com-

binations. The results show that the

combination must contain material from
both the animal and vegetative regions of

the egg in proportions that do not deviate

too far from the normal. An animal half

of the egg or the uppermost tier of cells

in the animal hemisphere gives rise to a

blastula in which the apical tuft of stiff

cilia is much enlarged. If micromere cells

from the opposite pole are added, the tuft

is reduced to proper proportions and a nor-

mal small pluteus may develop. In fact,

two normal plutei may be obtained from
a single egg after horizontal division, pro-

vided the middle part is left intact and the

micromeres are joined to the "most ani-

mal" cells. This involves a considerable

amount of regulation, in which particular

cells give rise to structures quite different

from those they would normally form.

Animal (ectodermal) cells may be endo-

dermized by the presence of micromeres,

and a certain amount of vegetative material

is necessary to inhibit the spread of the

apical tuft. On the other hand some ani-

mal material is necessary for gastrulation

to take place.

In such processes of differentiation there

must be a lively reaction between the

changing cell and its internal environment

of other cells. This must either take place

through direct contact, as when the micro-

meres induce presumptive ectoderm to in-

vaginate (gastrulation), or be mediated by
substances diffusing through the blastocoele

from cells at a greater distance, e.g., in the
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inhibition of the spread of the apical tuft

by the presence of micromeres at the op-

posite pole. In contrast with the mosaic

eggs referred to above, the sea-urchin egg

gives much more evidences of interaction

between parts after development has

started, but there is no such complete

isotropy in the sea urchin egg as Driescli

supposed. The material of the vegetative

portion of the egg is different from that of

the animal portion, and some of each is

necessary for normal development.

According to the Runnstrom-Horstadius
theory, there are in the egg two material

gradients oriented in opposite directions;

one diminishes as the other increases from
one pole to the other. At the animal pole,

the "most animal" region of the egg, the

power to form structures characteristic of

that region is most intense; at the vegeta-

tive pole, the
'

' most vegetative '

' region, the

power to invaginate and form structures

normally arising there (archenteron, mes-

enchyme) is at a maximum. When any
portion of the egg is cut out there is a

tendency toward a rearrangement of these

materials so that the gradients are restored

approximately to their original scale. Be-

fore the third (equatorial) cleavage mem-
brane is established this might take place

by rearrangement of coarsely particulate

material, but the fact that the phenomenon
occurs even after the egg is divided into

many cells indicates that the reestablish-

ment of the gradients after disturbance is

brought about by subtler changes in the egg
materials.

While there are many processes in the

development of the sea urchin that are

either of a self-regulatory character or are

dependent upon the internal environment
for realization, the marked regional differ-

ences in the several layers of the egg as

regards their powers of differentiation show
that the mosaic quality of this egg is not

negligible.

The amphibian egg, thought by Roux
(1888) to be the archetype of mosaic de-

velopment, is now known to be about as

regulable as the sea-urchin egg. However,
all amphibian eggs that have been studied

show a certain amount of germinal locali-

zation at the time cleavage begins—a corti-

cal layer, the gray crescent, and peculiar-

ities of yolk and pigmentation in the two
hemispheres. These eggs are enclosed in a

tight membrane and are very fluid, so that

removal of parts of the unsegmented egg
by pricking to test their function in de-

velopment has not yielded results that can

be clearly interpreted (Brachet 1923). On
the other hand, the effects of separation

and rearrangement of cell constituents by
means of the centrifuge and by gravitation

(inversion of eggs) have given results of

interest.

When the egg of a frog is turned there

is a marked rearrangement of constituents.

The cortical layer, which holds most of the

pigment, and the main part of the gray
crescent remain in position, and the main
mass of heavy white yolk rotates as a unit.

The position of the dorsal lip of the blasto-

pore in such eggs indicates that it is formed
in definite relation to the gray crescent

(cortical field) and the yolk mass (Weig-

mann 1927; Dalcq and Pasteels 1937). In

other words, turning the egg does not result

in indiscriminate mixing of the elements

but in an orderly rearrangement, which
may be such that a normal embryo may de-

velop from it. When the egg is inverted

in the two-cell stage the rearrangement

takes place independently in the two cells.

This may result in the formation of two
separate dorsal blastoporic lips followed by
the development of a twin embryo (Schultze

1894). All of this goes to show that even

in the earliest stages, development is af-

fected by the interaction of cell constituents

according to an orderly topographic ar-

rangement. The internal environment of

the cell constituents within the cell thus

plays an important role. The nature of

the reactions is, however, in total obscurity.

The amphibian egg shows perhaps better

than any other the combination of mosaic

and regulative qualities. The normal
scheme of germinal localization has been

mapped in great detail by vital staining,

first applied in a wholly satisfactory and
exhaustive way by Vogt (1925, 1929). The
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areas determined by this means are, how-

ever, not organ-forming areas in the strict

sense, for practically any piece of the egg

of sufficient size may, if isolated or placed

in new position, give rise to more than it

would have—or at least to something dif-

ferent—had it been left in place. This is

shown by many types of isolation and re-

combination experiments (Bautzmann 1929

;

Holtfreter 1929, 1931, 1938).

It has been shown beyond doubt that the

egg after fertilization has a bilaterally

symmetrical structure, which may, in fact,

even be antecedent to fertilization. When
the first cleavage furrow divides the egg
approximately in the plane of symmetry,

which is the presumptive median plane of

the embryo, separation of the blastomeres

is followed by the development of each into

a complete embryo (Ruud 1925). The co-

blastomere of the two-cell stage therefore

constitutes an internal environment which,

if present, restricts its mate to forming half

an embryo. Here, however, the regulative

process may be little more than a flow of

materials within the single remaining cell,

for a dead cell, if not removed, may have

the same effect as the living cell (Roux
1888). The amphibian egg contents are

very fluid and in them there is obviously

not the same hindrance to flow as in

ascidian eggs. When the first cleavage is

at right angles to the plane of symmetry,
it divides the germinal material into pre-

sumptive dorsal and ventral halves. The
former, when separated from the rest of

the egg, has sufficient power to readjust its

internal arrangement to form a normal
whole embryo. The latter, which contains

no gray crescent material, lacks this power
and forms a very defective '^Bauchstiick"

or ventral piece, which is without notochord

and nervous system. Some readjustment

of material takes place in this piece too,

but it is insufficient to produce a normal
embryo. An essential constituent is want-

ing. Two eggs fused together in the two-

cell stage may form either a single normal
embryo of large size or double or multiple

monsters, according to the relative position

of the gray crescents in the combination.

This, likewise, shows the power of adjust-

ment of the egg substance and the limita-

tions imposed upon it by cytoplasmic dif-

ferentiation (Mangold and Seidel 1927).

Even through the blastula stage the two
lateral halves of the newt embryo retain the

ability to readjust and form a complete

embryo after separation (Spemann and
Falkenburg 1919; Ruud and Spemann
1922), except that the side originally

turned toward the other cell may be de-

fective. The right-hand partners in pairs

of twins produced in this way may have

their asymmetry (situs viscerum) reversed.

Regional areas along other axes of the

blastula become more and more specialized

as development proceeds, but at the same
time show much dependence upon sur-

rounding parts (internal environment) for

their proper differentiation.

The most striking case of dependent dif-

ferentiation is that of the central nervous

system, which is formed in the outer layer

of the embryo by reaction with the material

underlying it, which is turned in during

gastrulation. This material, because of its

marked general effect upon the develop-

ment of the embyro, has been termed the

organizer by Spemann (1924, 1927), its

discoverer. The material which is invagi-

nated and which acts upon the overlying

tissues forms the pharyngeal roof, head
mesenchyme, axial musculature and noto-

chord.

Several of the earlier experiments lead-

ing to the conception of the organizer are

the following: (1) When two newt's eggs

are divided down the midline in the blastula

stage and the two right halves or the two
left halves are grafted together, so that the

two half dorsal lips are not exactly opposite

one another and point in opposite direc-

tions, each one forms or organizes a whole

embryonic axis with the incorporation of

adjacent material from the other half, and
double embrj'-os result. (2) When half the

dorsal lip and adjacent material is grafted

into another less specialized region of the

embryo, it invaginates and reacts upon its

surroundings so as to produce a whole new
embryonic axis in the host organism. (3)
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Pieces of presumptive ectoderm and pre-

sumptive neural plate, when interchanged

in the blastula or early gastrula, develop

in harmony with their new surroundings

(Spemann 1918). (4) Pieces of presump-

tive ectoderm, when grafted into the dorsal

lip of the early gastrula, acquire the prop-

erties of the latter and are able to act as

organizer material (Spemann and Geinitz

1927).

What it is that gives the organizer cells

these properties, which are so effective as

an internal environment to the overlying

cells, and what the nature of the reaction

in the surrounding tissues is has not been

ascertained. Spemann (1931a) himself ex-

perimented with organizer material the

structure of which had been destroyed.

Later Holtfreter (1933, 1933a, 1934) dis-

covered that a great variety of animal tis-

sues both adult and embryonic and from
almost any phylum could, when placed in

the blastocoel so that it ultimately came to

lie under the ectoderm, stimulate the forma-

tion of a thickened area (neural plate) in

the overlying tissue, which might fold over

and close in as the neural tube does.

Even pure chemical substances held in an
agar matrix may have a similar effect.

There is a difference, however, between the

response to living normal organizing ma-
terial and that to dead material, the former
stimulating the formation of a complete

neural plate and tube with normal re-

gional differences, while the latter produces
simply a thickened plate which may close

to a tube without, however, showing such
regional differentiation.

Much effort has been spent to find out

the nature of the chemical substance that

produces these effects, and several differ-

ent conclusions have been tentatively

reached. The fact that certain embryonic
tissues which have no organizing effect

when living do so act when dead has led

to the view that the substance responsible

for the effect is free only in the active

regions but exists in a bound condition in

other parts of the embryo. Needham,
Waddington and co-workers (1935, 1938)

have isolated sterol derivatives from the or-

ganizer and have found that synthetic

sterols when applied in an agar matrix do
induce the formation of neural-plate-like

structures. Another fact that may be of

significance is the occurrence of an intense

carbohydrate metabolism in the organizer

(Woerdeman 1933; Heatley and Lindahl

1937; Boell et al. 1939; Brachet 1939).

Differences between the action of the

natural organizer in its normal position and
that of dead material and chemical sub-

stances may be due to the circumstance that

the former is distributed in a gradient hav-

ing different local concentrations. Another
factor that may have some influence is the

possible variation of the intensity of action

with respect to time. A normal induction

might be achieved only through the action

of a living system, because this might re-

quire the action to start with a low in-

tensity, increase to a maximum, and then

taper off; or it might require several

cycles of variation in intensity, which dead
material could not afford. Regional differ-

ences in the reacting material must also be

taken into consideration, as shown by the

different respective reactions of presump-
tive head and trunk regions to similar im-

planted organizer material (Spemann
1931).

"What happens in the ectodermal cells

that become transformed into neural plate

is of much importance in any theory of

organizer action but it is almost totally un-

known. The neural plate contains rela-

tively more water than the embryo as a

whole (Glaser 1914), and it seems to be the

inner portions of the neural plate cells that

are the most swollen. We might assume,

then, that the organizer produces a chemi-

cal change, which leads first to an orien-

tation of particles that makes the cells

columnar, followed by a greater hydration

of the protein lattice localized in the basal

halves of the cells. This would lead to

the folding of the plate to form a groove

and its ultimate closing into a tube. The
changes underlying the process would thus

be of a chemical and paracrystalline nature.

It must also be borne in mind that the

agencies effecting the differential changes
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in the central nervous system are hetero-

geneous in composition. Underlying the

fore brain is the pharyngeal roof and some

mesenchyme, and under the rest of the

brain and spinal cord the notochord oc-

cupies the midline with the myotomes on

each side. All of these factors are known
to have a specific effect on the overlying

neural plate (Lehmann 1926, 1928, 1938).

Since the word "organizer" connotes a

master regulator which creates the organi-

zation, and since there are in the course of

development many actions of the same

general character that could hardly be ac-

corded such a role, it is perhaps more ap-

l^ropriate to use the word "induction" to

denote processes of this kind. Outside the

area of the central nervous system there are

many other ectodermal organs—balancer,

gills, hypophysis, etc.—that are dependent

upon other structures for their differenti-

ation. Whether the ectodermal structures

just referred to arise in situ through some

localizing factor in the ectoderm itself, or

whether they are produced by reaction

with the underlying tissue is still uncertain

in some cases.

An experimental study of the develop-

ment of the ear shows that, beginning with

the late gastrula or early neurula stage, at

least four factors are concerned in its

differentiation (Harrison 1935a, 1938a).

Three of these lie within its internal en-

vironment. The cellular material is, as is

well known, supplied by the ectoderm.

While an ear vesicle may arise from any
ectoderm of the gastrula, in the early

neurula stage the cells of the auditory

placode, out of which it normally develops,

are already predisposed toward ear forma-

tion (otogenesis). The underlying meso-

derm is still involved at this time and it is

probably this layer, acting at a still earlier

stage, that has induced the just mentioned
condition in the ear placode. A second ef-

fective factor in the internal environment

of the developing ear is a certain spot in

the hind brain region of the neural tube

with which the ear placode is brought into

contact as the neural folds rise and close

over. A fourth factor is the position in the

embryo in which the ear vesicle develops.

By means of grafting experiments all of

these factors have been varied, but the re-

sults do not indicate that they singly have

any markedly specific role to play, except

that the hind brain seems to be significantly

associated with the development of the en-

dolymphatic duct and sac. The develop-

ment of a normal ear vesicle seems rather

to be dependent on a series of factors act-

ing in turn, and furthermore the orienta-

tion within the organism of at least two of

them—the ear placode and the myelen-

cephalon—have at the appropriate time an
effect upon the asymmetry of the ear that

develops.

Again nothing is known with regard to

the actual processes involved in the de-

velopment of this organ and the nature of

the action of one part upon the other.

There is evidence, however, that an orienta-

tion of some structural element of the ear-

plate cells takes place about the time of

closure of the neural folds (Harrison 1936).

There is a certain similarity between the

formation of the neural groove and that of

the auditory pit in that cells elongate in

a direction perpendicular to the surface

and a vesicle is ultimately folded off from
a plate. There are differences in degree of

elongation, in shape, and in the fact that

the neural folds rise above the surface,

while the auditory pit sinks in and the

folds remain even with the surface. One
might again assume a hydration in the pro-

tein lattice of the auditory cells and a con-

sequent change in the lattice spacing, with

a resulting change in the shape of the cells

which brings about a modification of the

shape of the rudiment from a plate to a

vesicle. Subsequent changes, which pro-

duce the internal ear or labyrinth out of a

simple vesicle involve complicated folding

and constriction of its walls. Certain con-

ditions in the internal surroundings, pos-

sibly the failure of the endolymphatic duct

and sac to develop, often bring about os-

motic disturbances in the vesicle, which

then swells considerably and becomes

cystic. Normal folding fails to take place

and the sensory areas develop incompletely.
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The induction of the crystalline lens by
the optic vesicle is another notable ex-

ample of dependent differentiation. This

case is complicated, however, by the fact

that in some species of amphibia and fish

the lens is capable of self-differentiation

without the influence emanating from the

optic cup. The natural conclusion to draw
from these facts is that the lens rudiment

itself includes the factors necessary to form
a lens and that the optic cup is needed in

some cases to set off the chain of reactions

that produce it out of its ectodermal rudi-

ment, while in other cases this specific

action is not required.

The amphibian limb is an organ that is

localized at least as far back as the gastrula

or perhaps even earlier, as shown by both

transplantation and defect experiments

(Detwiler 1929; Suzuki 1928). However,
it was found by Balinsky (1925, 1931,

1933), and later confirmed by others, that

by implanting in the flank of an embryo
such organ rudiments as ear placodes, nasal

placodes, pieces of brain or, in some cases,

even small pieces of celloidin, more or less

perfect limbs could be induced Here,

cells that would ordinarily form axial

musculature and mesenchyme on the flank

of the organism, are now activated to form
an appendage with all of the complex ar-

rangements in muscle, cartilage, bone, etc.,

that constitute a limb and are quite foreign

to that region. No satisfactory explanation

of this has been given.

All the reactions described in the fore-

going, with the possible exception of the

inhibition of the spread of the apical tuft

in the sea urchin, apparently take place

between cells that are in contact. When
neither the nervous system nor the circula-

tion is developed, it is indeed difficult to

imagine a reaction at a distance. Proto-

plasmic transmission is a slow process, and
there is in fact almost no evidence of re-

action between cells that are far removed
from one another in the early stages of

embryonic development. The clearest case

is a phenomenon observed by Twitty (1937)

in experiments in which small grafts (eyes)

from Triturus torosus were implanted in

amphibian embryos of other species. Such
grafts completely paralyze the host embryo
for a time, and this action takes effect be-

fore the circulation begins. It can only

be explained by the diffusion of the toxic

substance through the tissues of the host.

In growth, as well as in differentiation,

cells and cell groups are dependent upon
one another. The proportions of an organ-

ism are acquired through the maintenance

of the normal relative growth of its parts.

Delicate adjustments are here necessary,

but they are little understood, though

known to be governed by both genetic and
environmental factors. Rates of growth
are specific, and each organ or part has its

characteristic rate relative to that of the

whole. Relative growth rates are suscep-

tible to external and internal environmental

influences, though in a much less degree

than the general growth of the whole

organism.

The specificity of growth rates is strik-

ingly shown by grafting organs, such as

limbs and eyes, between different species

(e.g., Amhlystoma tigrinum and A. puncta-

tum) which grow at different rates.

Grafted organs retain their characteristic

rates and the result is an organism, often

grotesque in appearance, with a limb or an

eye that is either much too large or too

small for it. Such cases show that although

subjected to the circulating medium of the

host, congenital specific factors control the

relative growth rate of the graft (Harrison

1924, 1935).

Germ layer chimaeras in the case of

limbs, i.e., individuals in which either the

ectoderm or the mesoderm is transplanted

alone, show that the relative growth rate

of the appendage as a whole is governed

almost entirely by that of the mesoderm,

the ectoderm having very little effect upon
it. In the eye, however, both optic cup and
lens are concerned in maintaining the rela-

tive growth rate of the whole organ. Each
of these components stimulates or retards

the growth of the other, according to rela-

tive growth rates in the two species, so that

an eye of approximately correct internal

proportions, though still out of scale with
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the animal as a whole, develops out of

the heteroplastic combination. This effect

must be attributed to the mutual regulation

of growth and division rate of cells by their

associated cells constituting the internal

environment (Harrison 1929).

Within the nervous system there is much
interdependence in respect to growth and
differentiation between functionally associ-

ated nerve centers and between center and
end organ. Both hypoplasia and hyper-

plasia of centers have been observed, ac-

cording as connecting tracts are diminished

or increased in volume (Detwiler 1920,

1936; May 1933; Hamburger 1934, 1939).

A large eye, for instance, sends out a cor-

respondingly large optic nerve which stim-

ulates the mid-brain of the opposite side to

hyperplasia (Harrison 1929; Twitty 1932).

There are also influences emanating from
nerve centers that affect growth and de-

velopment of other organs, but this subject

is still largely controversial. One of the

most striking effects of this kind is the

tendency to atrophy or stoppage of growth
in muscles after severance of the nerve

supply. However, the initial differenti-

ation of muscle is not dependent upon its

connection with the nervous system (Har-

rison 1904; Hamburger 1928).

As stated above, there is almost no evi-

dence ihat regions which are far apart

affect one another during early stages of

development, but as soon as the circulation

and nervous connections develop, factors

influencing differentiation become effective

through these media. An exhaustive treat-

ment of this subject would include a large

part of the field of endocrinology, with all

of the complications involved in the origin

and control of secondary sex characters.

Since this would require space greatly in

excess of that available, I shall limit myself

here to a single topic, the development and
distribution of pigment.

Pigmentation in the lower vertebrates,

as well as in certain invertebrate forms, is

due to cells, known as chromatophores,

which are scattered in the mesenchyme
or concentrated on membranes surrounding

other organs such as blood vessels, fascia,

peritoneum and meninges. In amphibian
larvae many lie embedded between the epi-

dermal cells. The pigment of the early

embryonic stages is already developed in

the ovarian egg and is merely distributed,

mainly to the ectoderm cells, during seg-

mentation.

The pigmentary system of vertebrates,

both in its developmental stages and later,

is subject to a variety of influences—inter-

cellular, nervous, humoral and outer en-

vironmental (temperature and light).

Moreover, the several actions may be medi-

ated in different ways, either directly or

reflexly. The processes involved are there-

fore complicated, and much ingenuity has

been exercised in working out experimen-

tally the interplay of factors.

We are concerned here not with transi-

tory changes in pigment cells, which are

largely adaptive to external conditions, but

with quasi-permanent or irreversible trans-

formations involved in the development of

the pigmentary system. In the embryo the

prospective chromatophores are wandering
cells and hence their place of origin must
be ascertained before their distribution can

be understood.

It has now been established beyond doubt

that the neural crest is the principal, if not

the sole, source of pigment cells (exclusive

of the retinal tapetum) in at least two
classes of vertebrates, amphibians (Du-

Shane 1935) and birds (Dorris 1939). The
neural crest is a strip of cells lying between

the neural plate and the ectoderm, which

becomes separated from both of these struc-

tures either during or shortly after the

closure of the neural folds. The pigment

cells thus start from a position on the dor-

sal side of the spinal cord and wander from
there ventrally under the ectoderm and in

the interstitial tissue. Associated with pre-

sumptive pigment cells in the neural crest

are other cells destined to give rise to a

variety of tissues—visceral cartilages, mes-

enchyme, spinal ganglion cells, sheath cells,

sympathetic ganglia, chromaffine tissue.

This origin of pigment cells has been

demonstrated by means of tissue culture,

transplantation and defect experiments
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with both amphibian and chick material.

While the recorded observations deal

mainly with melanophores, the above prob-

ably applies also to the xanthophores,

which contain a diffuse yellow lipochrome

and to the guanophores containing granular

pigment with metallic luster.

When the cells of the neural crest start

out from their dorsal position, the potential

chromatophores are indistinguishable from
their accompanying cells. They are at first

without pigment and reach remote positions

in the embryonic body before showing their

differentiation. There is evidence that

many of them are not self-differentiating

but require activation by something derived

from other cells in order to produce pig-

ment (DuShane' 1935; Harrison 1938).

The above facts are shown by simple ex-

periments. When the neural crest is re-

moved bilaterally from the trunk region of

an amphibian embryo, the whole flank re-

mains without pigment. When neural crest

is transplanted to the abdominal region,

much pigment develops and spreads from
the site of the graft. Neural crest explanted

in vitro develops many pigment cells

(Dorris 1938 ; Twitty and Bodenstein 1939).

Pigmentation is frequently not diffuse

but is distributed according to patterns

that have definite relations to organs and
regions. By means of transplantation ex-

periments with embryos of three closely re-

lated species of Triturus and their hybrids,

Twitty (1936) has shown that such mark-
ings are the result of interplay of a multi-

plicity of factors, some inherent and some
environmental.^ The latter may be either

of the intimate cell-to-cell type or humoral.

The stripe along the dorsal margin of

the myotomes characteristic of larvae of

Tr. torosus is not formed when neural crest

of Tr. rivularis, which does not have stripes

but a much more extensive diffuse pigmen-
tation, is grafted in place of the neural

crest of the torosus embryo. Keciprocally,

neural crest of torsus forms stripes on riv^i-

laris. However, the stripes do not form in

the absence of the myotome ridge in either

7 Op. cit., p. 18.

8 See also Twitty and Bodenstein (1939).

species. Both grafting and tissue culture

experiments show that the rivularis neural

crest cells tend to spread much farther

from their seat of origin than do those of

torosus. This seems to be correlated with

the slowness of rivularis cells to differenti-

ate pigment as compared with cells from
torosus. Movement and differentiation are

in inverse relation to one another.

In the amphibian embryo the pigmentary
system is the first tissue that can be ob-

served to respond to hormonal action

through the medium of the blood. When
the hypophysis rudiment is removed in

early embryonic stages, the melanophores,

which begin to differentiate about the time

the circulation of the blood starts, do not

expand. The larvae acquire a silvery or

yellow appearance, according to species,

owing to the preponderance of other pig-

ment-bearing elements. This effect is pro-

duced primarily through the distribution

of the pigment within the individual

melanophores and in this respect is like the

adaptive color changes in organisms in re-

sponse to temperature, light and color of the

background. However, it has been shown
that continued absence of the hypophy-

sis results in the disappearance of some

of the non-melanophore pigment in the epi-

dermis, just as the presence of more than

the normal amount (by grafting super-

numerary hypophyses) produces an organ-

ism with more than the normal amount of

pigment, due partly to "expansion" of the

melanophores and partly to increase in the

non-melanophore pigment in the epidermis

(Blount 1932). The pigmentary system

thus may participate in more rapid changes

of a physiological nature and in slower dif-

ferentiating changes that may be more or

less permanent, both taking place as a re-

sult of hormonal action.

In manj^ organisms the pigment pattern

is very sharply defined and highly specific,

often in great detail, and in certain fishes,

amphibians and birds it is known to be as-

sociated with sex and sexual activity

through mediation of hormones. Experi-

ments have also shown that other endocrine

secretions and related substances, e.g..
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thyreoglobulin and thyroxin, have a marked
effect on the plumage of birds.

The feather is a complicated structure

and no complete understanding of the effect

of the internal medium upon its differenti-

ation is possible without detailed knowledge

of its development and growth. For the

present purpose, however, it will suffice to

say that the epithelial feather germ grows

from its base, the tip of the feather being

pushed out from within (Lillie and Juhn
1932). The more distal barbs are therefore

the older. The individual barbs grow like-

wise from the base, and their growth rate

is higher at first, i.e., when the tips of the

barbs are formed, and it gradually tapers

off. The barbs are attached obliquely to

the shaft so that a transverse bar on a

feather cuts successive barbs at different

levels. When a feather is plucked, it re-

generates from the remaining follicle in es-

sentially the same way as the original

feather develops. Thus it is possible to

carry out on adult birds experiments which
show the effect on the feather pattern of

substances circulating in the internal

medium.
The response to injections of thyroxin

is expressed by a dark pigment spot or

stripe on the brown or yellow feathers of

the brown Leghorn chicken. The same in-

jection, if the amount is appropriately

gauged, may affect individual feathers dif-

ferently according to their position on the

body of the bird. This is owing to certain

factors, which vary according to position.

The threshold of reaction and the rate or

amount of reaction are directly propor-

tional to the growth rate, and the latent

period is inversely proportional (Lillie

1932). Since these factors are different in

the individual barbs, the effect produced on
the feathers may vary all the way from a

narrow spindle-shaped black spot centered

on the shaft to a transverse bar, running

clear across the feather. As many as five

or six successive injections, if properly

spaced, may be recorded in this manner on

a single feather. The female sex hormone
has similar effects when injected into

capons. According to dosage and position

it produces brown spots or bars on feathers

that without treatment would have become
black, or it may produce whole brown
feathers. These hormones also affect the

form and texture of the feathers.

The natural barring of feathers, such as

occurs in the Plymouth Rock breed, is ap-

parently brought about in a different way
(Montalenti 1934). It is to be referred

rather to a rhythmic activity of the genes

in each feather follicle, the exact nature of

which is unknown. The fact that the same
phenotypic effect may be produced in such

different ways is of great interest.

Conclusion

The foregoing sketch, which makes no
pretense to completeness, calls attention to

some of the facts regarding the action of

the internal environment upon the differ-

entiation of cells, i.e., upon the process of

dependent differentiation in contradistinc-

tion to self-differentiation (Roux 1885).

With the growing mass of evidence for the

former and, hence, for the theory of epi-

genesis, an exhaustive treatment of the sub-

ject would extend far beyond the scope of

a single paper. So, bearing in mind the

examples given above, we may now review

the salient points in the theory of develop-

ment here presented.

The egg cell from which each organism

is derived is composed of protoplasm pecu-

liar to the species and different from that

of any other species. This substance is

laid down with collaboration of the nucleus

and in continuity with the tissues of the

maternal parent, perpetuating its specific

characteristics thereby. The growth period

of the ovum is thus an important one in

the development of the individual—one

that has been relatively neglected by the

embryologist.

The material is deposited in the egg ac-

cording to a certain configuration which is

oriented in relation to the surrounding pa-

rental tissues. This configuration must be

conceived as related to the molecular struc-

ture of the protoplasm, more particularly

to that of the proteins. Although the gross

pattern of the egg is much changed at the
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time of maturation and fertilization, the

new arrangement also is a function of its

molecular constitution and has a definite

topographic relation to the form of the

future organism.

Since cellular differentiation takes place

in the cytoplasm, we are concerned here

more directly with this constituent of the

cell, bearing in mind, however, that the

cytoplasm is accompanied and ultimately

controlled by the genie complex in the

chromosomes. Since the latter is presum-

ably the same for all cells of the organism,

differences between cells must arise through

interaction between the constant genom and
the locally variable cytoplasm, in which

they ultimately become visible.

In the sense that the organism is made up
of the same specific protoplasm as that oc-

curring in the egg, together with its prod-

ucts or differentiations, the characters of

the organism are predetermined in the

germ. The actual realization of these char-

acters, however, comes about during de-

velopment in a variety of ways. In the

so-called mosaic eggs, i.e., those with ''pre-

cocious segregation," to use Lankester's

(1877) term, local differentiation arises be-

fore cleavage and a minimum of modifica-

tion in response to internal environmental

factors is involved in subsequent develop-

ment. In other eggs the protoplasm long

remains labile with respect to its prospec-

tive differentiation, and in these many or-

gans of the embryo develop only through

the interaction between the cells producing
them and other elements in the internal en-

vironment, i.e., other cells and the internal

medium. In such eggs local predetermina-

tion is reduced to a minimum. Their mem-
bers in continuance are fashioned, when as

yet there is none of them.
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In the score of years following the pub-

lication of Charles Darwin's Origin of Spe-

cies, in 1859, two new lines of biological in-

vestigation profoundly influenced biolog-

ical thinking and brought the Cell Theory
in line with the concept of the evolution of

plant and animal types, especially the

latter.

The first of these was the increased at-

tention paid to the development of marine

animals, which brought under inspection

all of the invertebrate phyla. This resulted

in observations on the earliest stages of de-

velopment of the individual and clarified

the ontogeny of species belonging to many
phyla and classes on the basis of their cellu-

lar structure. Proponents of organic evo-

lution were quick to grasp the significance

of these findings which reenforced the germ
layer theory. It also gave evidence of the

widespread prevalence of morula, blastula,

and gastrula stages amidst a diversity of

types of cleavage. The evolutionary sig-

nificance of these similarities was formu-
lated in Haeckel's Gastraea Theory which
predicated the universality of these em-
bryonic stages in all phyla, classes, and,

indeed, species. It thus laid the foundation
for what may be called, for the purposes of

this discussion, the embryonic theory of the

evolution of the metazoan organisms.

Added force was given to this view by
Haeckel's further step in his modification

of Von Baer's law into his Biogenetic Law
that ontogeny repeats phylogeny. Herbert
Spencer's concept of evolution as a process

of change from homogeneity to heteroge-

neity still further popularized the concept
of the simplicity of primitive forms of life

and of differentiation among similar simple

cells of the organism as the normal path of

evolution of organisms.

Assistance rendered by the personnel of Works
Project Administration Official Project No. 65-1-
08-113, Unit CI, is acknowledged.

The second line of investigation was the

use of imbedding and sectioning of verte-

brate embryos which confirmed and ex-

tended the observations of the development

of living forms observed by marine zoolo-

gists. It made feasible and placed on a

firm foundation the extension of the Germ
Layer Theory and the Gastraea Theory to

the yolk-laden eggs of fishes, reptiles, and
birds and to the highly modified eggs of

mammals. It also expanded and verified

the relatively great simplicity and early

similarities of the component cells of the

metazoan embryo. The general effect of

these findings was to establish the view that

the metazoan body was formed as a colony

of similar cells which later by histogenesis

became differentiated, instead of emphasiz-

ing that it was a single organism composed
of cells in interacting relations from the

beginning.

The early history of the discovery of cells

has also inadvertently lent itself to the idea

of the individuality, separateness, and in-

dependence of cells. The very word cell in

itself is based on this idea. It savors of the

medieval segregation of the monastic life

and of the solitary confinement of prison

walls. As a matter of fact, when the En-
glish physicist and engineer, Robert Hooke,

sectioned and illustrated the polyhedrons

of elder pith and designated them as cel-

lula, he was in truth merely viewing the

secreted walls of cellulose and lignin of

vegetable cells. This picture of the cell is as

far from the facts presented by Schleiden

and Schwann in their cell theory as dark

from daylight, but the name attached to

this unit of organization of living bodies

has held its place with an extraordinary

tenacity, doubtless because of its very uni-

tary basic significance. It has, however,

brought with it certain sequelae which dis-

tort the relations of cell and organism.

Thus we find the words, syncytium, for

98
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grouped cells without dividing walls, and
binucleate and multinucleate cells, so des-

ignated because there is no visible partition

of the respective zones of influence of each

of the nuclei. Thus Paramecium is habitu-

ally referred to in textbooks as a one-celled

animal and at the same time the two nuclei

are differentiated as sexual and somatic.

The culmination of this concept that sim-

plicity is a function of unicellular Proto-

zoa, and complexity of multicellular Meta-

zoa is the erratic idea that the Protozoa are

noncellular. Thus an extraordinarily com-

plicated Radiolarian with hundreds of ele-

ments in its skeleton and sixteen hundred
chromosomes in its single large nucleus

cannot be cellular; instead it is an organ-

ism. With comparable logic one should

postulate that the matured germ cell, and
the zygote after the fusion of the gamete
nuclei and before the first cleavage, are also

noncellular

!

This seeming incongruity of regarding a

single cell as also an entire organism was
singled out by the late Professor Whitman
who in his Woods Hole lecture (1894) on
The Inadequacy of the Cell Theory invited

attention to the fact that the Cell Theory
postulated that all organisms are composed
of cells, and that in this form it made no
provision for organisms in the initial one-

celled stage and none for unicellular Pro-

tista. In other words, what by definition is

only a part could never logically be the

equivalent of the whole. This led to a

modification of the definition of the cell to

the simple statement that the cell is the

structural and functional unit of organic

structure; and that conversely all organ-

isms are composed of one or more cells, and
furthermore, that normally at some period,

namely, the starting point of their life

cycles, all organisms exist as one cell. In

this stage, alike in the phylogeny of the

plant and animal kingdoms and in the

ontogeny or life cycle of the genetic indi-

vidual, the union of cell and organism in

one living entity occurs. The cell is at that

time merged in the organism and is the

whole of it; and conversely, the whole or-

ganism consists of but a single cell.

The physiological significance of the

small sizes prevalent among the cells of

plants and animals has a bearing on the

problem of cell and organism. The living

substance is characteristically acquisitive.

Growth is a sign of life and the metabolic

rate records the speed of living. Acqui-

sition is greatest in the earlier part of the

life cycle and slows down with age or ad-

verse conditions, such as the lowering of

the temperature below the optimum. The
substances stored in the cell as a result of

acquisition are sources of energy which in

the living organism can be transformed

into the activities of life only in the living

cell.

Since the initial stage in the life cycle of

all organisms is normally a single cell, we
may well ask why in the course of evolution

did not and does not the primal cell merely

increase in size and complexity and thus

create the larger organisms in the scale of

being and, in ontogeny, also increase the

zygote to adult size and complexity?

A survey of cell size in the Protozoa is

instructive in this particular. There ap-

pear to be rather definite limits in size and

volume beyond which these animals do not

go, and somewhat similar limits seem to

prevail among the Protophyta. Protozoa

as small as 2 to 3 |j are known among flagel-

lates and Sporozoa. Reduction in size fol-

lows with rapid succession of asexual repro-

duction by fission. Most Protozoa are less

than 100 |j in the largest dimension. A few

Dinoflagellata of attenuate form may reach

a length of 1500 p. Multicellular stages of

Protozoa, as a rule, are larger than unicel-

lular. Some multicellular Radiolaria form

colonies of up to five or more millimeters

in diameter.

The tissues of the Metazoa and Meta-

phyta exhibit limits in the sizes of their

constituent cells of approximately the same

order of magnitude as those in the more

primitive Protista, except for yolk-laden

ova, but even in these the amount of cyto-

plasm remains relatively small.

The relations of nucleus and cytoplasm

within the cells also exhibit certain limita-

tions which Richard Hertwig sought to ex-

press in his nucleocytoplasmic ratio. In

many cells the ratio of the volume of the
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cytoplasm to that of the nucleus is in the

order of magnitude of 1 to 25 to 1 to 50.

It is also obvious to students of embryonic

tissues that the rate of metabolism and

stage of growth affect this ratio. Pole cells

and primordial germ cells have proverbi-

ally larger nuclei than neighboring cells.

The shape of the cell and that of the nu-

cleus are also correlated. Both cell and

nucleus elongate in the same axis. Branch-

ing Suctoria have thread-like branching

nuclei in the axes of the cylindrical columns

which form the hydroid-like colony.

It is also obvious that the location of the

nucleus is correlated with the functional

activity of the cell rather than with the

spatial relations only. In a yolk-forming

oocyte the nucleus lies near the surface

next to the blood supply, not in the center

of the cell. In a budding filamentous alga

the nucleus lies at the point where the bud
is forming.

These basic and universal facts of size,

spatial relations, and relations to metabolic

activity, so evident in most cells, are in-

dicative of an equally general functional

principle, namely, that the activities of the

cell can only be carried on within certain

rather small limits of size. One of the many
factors involved in this by no means simple

matter is undoubtedly the ratio of the sur-

face of the nucleus to the volume of the

cytoplasm. In this ratio the nuclear mem-
brane and the peripheral chromatin are

directly involved. Peripheral chromatin

provides for intimate interaction of the

contrasted chromatin and cytoplasm across

the nuclear boundary. It is wont to be

more abundant in rapidly growing tropho-

zoites than in encysted stages. In premi-

totic phases of Amoeba the chromosomes are

lined up against the nuclear membranes
and split while in this position. In leuco-

cytes whose activity is great and whose life

may be brief the relatively large amount of

peripheral chromatin is noteworthy.

Since the surface of the nucleus increases

only in the ratio of the square while its

volumes of cytoplasm and nucleus increase

in the ratio of the cube it is mathematically

evident that an increase in the size of the

cell would decrease the relative contact of

nucleus and cytoplasm. The volumetric

units of cytoplasm increase at a higher rate

than the units of surface of the nuclear

membrane and thus the efBciency of the

nucleus with its contained chromatin and
genes drops rapidly with the increase in the

volume of the cell. The Protista are small

and tissue cells are limited to small dimen-

sions simply because the activities of living

demand, for efficient action, certain sur-

face-volume relations of nuclear membrane
to the enveloping cytoplasm in which all

structural differentiation and much func-

tional activity occur. It is equally obvious

that other factors enter into the functional

activities of the cell, such as temperature,

light, food, age, location, contacts, stimuli,

and past history, all of which may singly

or in various combinations accelerate or

diminish the metabolic rate and other

activities of living.

Since the living substance is by nature

acquisitive and the primitive one-celled or-

ganism increases its volume by growth,

there inevitably follows a lowering of effi-

ciency which is, however, restored by cell

division and a resumption of the optimum
surface-volume relations. It is therefore

of basic significance that asexual reproduc-

tion by fission is prevalent in the Protista,

among bacteria, and in primitive Protozoa

and Protophyta. In fact, it is the only

method of reproduction known among
these primitive forms. It is only among
the higher Protozoa and Protophyta that

sexual reproduction, based on proved meio-

sis, has as yet been detected.

If, then, in the course of the evolutionary

process, the organism is to acquire in-

creased energy and to add to its fourth di-

mension of time, it must have recourse to

an increase in the number of its working

mechanisms, the cells. This increase also

affords space, volume, and time for diversi-

fication in function among the units within

the organism.

We, therefore, turn naturally to the Pro-

tista for concrete evidence of the method

by which the primitive organisms have met

this problem of their evolution from the

unicellular to the multicellular state. Be-

cause of a greater familiarity with the Pro-
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tozoa than with the Protophyta, I shall

utilize information from the former rather

than the latter. The border line between

the two lies in the Flagellata in which the

two kingdoms, plant and animal, are

merged. It has been the custom for bota-

nists to regard groups containing species

with ehromatophores as in the plant king-

dom and for zoologists to return the com-

pliment by regarding all flagellates as ani-

mals. Morphologically the group is an

indivisible one. Some genera have species

on both sides of the fence and certain spe-

cies of Euglena belong to both and can be

shifted experimentally from one to the

other overnight. In the light their chromo-

plasts are green and their metabolism is

synthetic. In the dark in nutrient solu-

tions the chromoplasts turn to leucoplasts

and the metabolism becomes saprozoic. The
Dinoflagellata illustrate the intermediate

position of flagellates very amply. Many
of them have chromoplasts and a rigid cel-

lulose exoskeleton while a very large group,

less well known because of their fragile

bodies are completely holozoic, even can-

nibalistic, in their feeding habits, though
many of these animal representatives are

brilliantly colored. Still others have be-

come parasites in other Protozoa and in a

wide range of marine invertebrates.

Both holozoic and holophytic flagellates,

as well as all other classes of Protozoa, tend

to become multicellular, in the simplest

cases, only briefly at the onset of fission.

In not a few others the retention in the or-

ganism of the products of division is per-

manent in a body of characteristic form
and behavior. Symmetry and behavior

alike assert their organismic individuality.

The popular superstition that the Protozoa

are unicellular and the Metazoa are multi-

cellular is fostered by the over-simplifica-

tion required for uninstructed beginners

in biology. As a sheer matter of fact the

organisms in each group are both unicellu-

lar and multicellular, but the time spent in

each state may be quite different. All

Metazoa are unicellular in the gamete and
fertilized egg stages, and all Protozoa have
at least a brief existence in the multicellu-

lar state and some of them repeatedly re-

vert to it in the course of their complicated

life cycles. For example, the malarial par-

asite, Plasmodium vivax, living in the

stomach of the mosquito, in the outer walls

of the stomach, in the salivary fluid, and in

the red cells of blood of man, assumes the

multicellular condition in the sporoblast,

possibly retaining it during one or more
asexual fissions of that multicellular body,

and again in the multicellular trophozoite

in the red cell. It reverts to the unicellular

condition in the gametes, zygote, initial

trophozoite, in the oft-repeated merozoite

phases, and in the gametocytes. Through-
out this complicated life cycle the genetic

individual appears in a series of distinctive

unicellular individuals each of which
speedily becomes multicellular by growth
and cell multiplication within the body.

In a comparable manner, Paramecium
starts its life cycle as a single-celled zygote

nucleus in its great grandmother's cyto-

plasm, goes through division stages to an
eight-celled morula without cell boundaries
or cleavage of cytoplasm, differentiates

into sex and somatic cells, which are then

distributed by two binary fissions into the

two-celled adult. Yet all youngsters and
not a few oldsters continue to regard Para-

mecium as a unicellular protozoan. The
end result in the life cycle of certain Sporo-

zoa is a pansporoblast of six cells, 2 wall

cells, 2 thread cells, and 2 germ cells. For
purposes of dissemination to new hosts this

protozoan utilizes a multicellular body with

histological differentiation of tissues, of the

minimum possible number of cells to be

sure, but still along precisely comparable

lines to the processes of development in the

so-called multicellular Metazoa. The dif-

ferences between the Protozoa and the

Metazoa lie in numbers of cells attained

rather than in the principle of unicellular-

ity of the one and the multicellularity of

the other.

The purely temporary nature of the mul-

ticellular stage in the primitive flagellates

is well illustrated in the genus Trichomonas,

a parasite of the digestive tract of many
vertebrates and some insects. It forms by
repeated mitoses multicellular plasmodia of

sixteen cells, but each has the full equip-
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ment of mouth, axostyle, undulating mem-
brane, and parabasal body, and aach cease-

lessly struggles to rid itself of its encum-
bering mates. There is no unity in this

multicellular phase of Trichomonas. But
in Giardia, a two-celled bilaterally sym-

metrical organism with 4 pairs of flagella,

there are 2 permanent cross commissures in

its fibrillar system, and these afford a struc-

tural and functional coordination of the two
constituent cells so complete that no rever-

sion to the one-celled stage is known. No
sexual reproduction is known and fission

merely reproduces the parent two-celled

stage.

Another superstition widely counte-

nanced in elementary textbooks, seemingly

for purposes of enhancing the evolutionary

outlook, is the mistaken idea that the Pro-

tozoa are simple in structure as well as uni-

cellular. It is true that an amoeba or a

monad is relatively quite simple, but so was
a vertebrate egg prior to the discovery of

organizers. As a matter of fact, every class

of protozoans has evolved into great com-

plexities of structure. Evidences of this are

seen in the remarkable diversifications of

flagella among the flagellate parasites of

termites, showing enormous increase in

number, up to thousands ; diversification of

structure into internal axostyles, rods, and
spirals, and external flagella of different

orders, sizes, and structures; repeated sets

of neuromotor equipments without at-

tendant nuclei, nuclear multiplication, and
the evolution of various structural types of

multicellular bodies. Space does not permit

a discussion of the elaboration of skeletal

types in the Radiolaria and Foraminifera,

of skeletal and flotation devices in the Dino-

flagellata, and of fibrillar neuromotor sys-

tems in the Ciliata. Truly, the Protozoa are

indeed far from simple.

Now two significant features mark these

differentiations among the protozoan organ-

isms. The first is that many of them occur

within the limits of a single cell. A single

striking example of this is seen in that re-

markable dinoflagellate, Erythropsis, an
organism so unique that when R. Hertwig's
description was published in 1884 the ven-

erable Carl Vogt, in 1885, came out with a

tirade about the unwarranted "wissen-

schaftliche Irrthum '

' in which a young un-

named docent had found a Vorticella that

had eaten the eye of a rotten medusa, and
had foisted upon the biological world a

scientific lie which as Lord Bacon long ago

said would ride ahorseback while truth

would lag behind afoot.

This Erythropsis has not only the custom-

ary transverse low-spiraled girdle with its

included transverse flagellum and its pos-

teriorly directed longitudinal flagellum, but

it also has a contractile tentacle with circu-

lar and longitudinal muscle fibrils or myo-
nemes, and, as its name indicates, a red eye

composed of a laminated lens, a mobile

black pigment mass, and a red core, pre-

sumably the sensory organelle. It is car-

nivorous, even cannibalistic, in feeding

habits, and mirabile dictu, has but a single

nucleus. Some of the related holozoic dino-

flagellates have nettling organelles or nema-
tocysts of patterns comparable to those in

the Coelenterata, but the whole organism is

the cnidoblast.

Colony formation is rather widely preva-

lent among the Dinoflagellata. In its sim-

plest and more widely prevalent form this

is merely chain formation in which new
individuals are formed by repeated di-

visions putting daughter cells in place of

the mother cell. These chains usually are

temporary and soon break up into the con-

stituent individual organisms or cells.

They are most abundant in the marine

plankton about 4 a.m., for fissions occur

generally before daybreak.

One naked or unarmored dinoflagellate,

Polykrikos, habitually is found only in the

stage of a linear body of 2, 4, or 8 cells.

The ventral longitudinal furrow of each is

continuous with that of its neighbors, thus

forming for the organism a long ventral

mouth whose borders are plastic and send

out pseudopodia. By means of this large

mouth the organism captures other dino-

flagellates and metazoan ova as food, and
does it indifferently with 2, 4, or 8 cells.

The cytoplasm contains numerous nemato-

cysts formed by repeated outgrowths of the
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centrosome. These are reputed to be of aid

in the capture of prey.

The possession by dinoflagellates of this

peculiar assemblage of organelles, namely,

nematocysts, tentacles, eyespots, is sugges-

tive of at least an analogy to the Coelen-

terata. The resemblance is heightened by
the fact that the tentacle in Noctiluca and
Erythropsis is at the side or end of the

mouth, and functions in the capture of food,

as do also the nematocysts.

These examples bring us face to face with

the problem mentioned in the earlier part

of this paper, namely, the widespread ac-

ceptance of the embryonic method of evolu-

tion. In this view of evolution the multi-

cellular bodies of the Metazoa appear to

have evolved from the Protozoa by the

division of similar simple undifferentiated

cells to form morula, blastula, and gastrula

and later to become differentiated by cellu-

lar specialization in structure and function.

In the light of the differentiations evolved

among Protozoa, and their tendency to be-

come multicellular, it seems to the speaker

that another method than the embryonic

was the one followed in reality ; namely, evo-

lution from Protozoa to sponges and coelen-

terates by multiplication of nuclei in an
already differentiated cytoplasm. In this

ease development of the individual by the

embryonic route was secondarily acquired

and only tends to obscure the actual mode
of evolution of these two metazoan phyla

from the Protozoa.

To be specific, Polykrikos has indiffer-

ently 2, 4, or 8 cells. Its common mouth
and stock of nettling cells are used as the

organism has need. Its near relatives have
at least one tentacle per cell and some of

them add one eyespot. By a combination

in one organism of all of these organelles

with the tendency to multiplication of

nuclei, we arrive rather near to a primi-

tive coelenterate.

A similar suggestive relationship exists

between the craspedomonad flagellates and
the Porifera. The Craspedomonadina form
colonies of both dendritic and tabular form.

The typical collar is not a closed funnel as

figured, but in reality a coiled spiral formed

by a short attached flagellum of the undu-
lating membrane type with a slight overlap

above the mouth. Recent investigations

have shown that the collared cells of sponges

have a similar structure. Flagellates re-

lated to the Craspedomonadina form skeletal

structures, some of calcareous (Coccolitho-

phoridae) material and some of siliceous

(Silicoflagellata), and some craspedomonads
live in a lorica of a material resembling

elastin. The flagellates set the stage for the

arrival of the sponges in the drama of evo-

lution. Most of us well remember that

Saville-Kent 's great work on the Infusoria

included the simpler sponges.

The Protozoa have all the basic functions

of life to perform. They require organelles

for digestion, excretion, locomotion, sensa-

tion and transmission, as well as for the

capture of food and circulation of its di-

gested products, and the support and pro-

tection of the body. An extraordinary

variety of patterns of structure and adap-

tions in function has been evolved among
them. Throughout this great variety of

structural evolution of cytoplasmic prod-

ucts the number of nuclei present in the

organism does not seem to play any con-

spicuous part. Polykrikos and some other

multicellular forms seem to thrive equally

well with different numbers of nuclei. A
conspicuous example of this indifference to

the number of nuclei is seen in the little

volvocid colonial flagellate, Platydorina. It

is formed by a blastula-like ellipsoid of one

layer of cells which flattens with interpola-

tion of the cells of the two faces in a spirally

twisted plate of 16 or 32 cells with 3 or 5

posteriorly directed tails. It swims equally

well with either number in a spiral course

by coordination of the flagellar strokes of

the cells of the organism. A parasitic in-

fection sometimes breaks out in the organ-

ism and various individual cells are de-

stroyed, but no matter which cells are de-

stroyed the swimming continues in the same
pattern. Organisms with only a single cell

still continue to rotate, feebly to be sure,

for the motive power is reduced, but the

pattern of behavior is still that of the

organism.
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In view of this indifference of the proto-

zoan organism to the number of nuclei and

to the fact that increase in the number of

nuclei in the Protozoa, except in the matter

of sex and somatic cells, does not seem to

be the basis for the remarkable differentia-

tions evolved in the protistan organism, we
may infer that the path of structural and
functional evolution of primitive organisms

has been in the cytoplasm. The relation of

genes to this process is not different in prin-

ciple in the Protozoa and Metazoa. The
cytoplasmic differentiations in the absence

of sexual reproduction are transmitted, at

fission, with restoration of the missing half

as in the skeleton of the dinoflagellates, in

other flagellates and in ciliates with more

evidence of dedifferentiation and redifferen-

tiation. There is therefore in these primi-

tive organisms an inheritance of the ac-

quired cytoplasmic structures.

The transition from these primitive, pre-

sumably haploid organisms, to the diploid

with the emergence of sexual reproduction

seems to have occurred in the higher types

in the different classes of Protozoa quite

independently of one another. What ap-

pear to be encysted zygotes have been found

in a very few marine and in one fresh-water

dinoflagellate ; and sexual reproduction in

the classic form is definitely known to occur

in the Volvocidae. It is also definitely

proved to occur in the Foraminifera, but

remains to be proved in the Radiolaria,

while it seems to be universal in Sporozoa

and Ciliata. Sexual reproduction is, at

least as far as is yet known, wholly absent

in the more primitive Sarcodina and Flagel-

lata. Since both the Porifera and the Coel-

enterata reproduce sexually, it is presum-

able that they evolved from types of Flagel-

lata in which sexual reproduction had
already arrived.

Reverting again to the problem of the re-

lation of the Protozoa to the Metazoa and
to the method by which the latter evolved

from the former, we find two points of view

as to the method. According to the widely

prevalent view, the metazoan is formed as

a colony of unicellular Protozoa which later

differentiate as do the cells of the metazoan

embryo which in so doing repeat the ances-

tral history. Underlying this point of view

is the old concept of the wall of the cell as

an essential part and of structural separate-

ness of the cytoplasm associated with each

of the several nuclei, and still more basic is

the underlying philosophy that the cell is

the determining factor in the living body
and not that body itself, the organism as a

whole.

The second point of view regards the

organism as a whole as the determining fac-

tor and the individual cells as its product.

The organism is a living pattern of cellular

units, self-regulating and self-maintaining.

Cell boundaries are not an essential part

of the concept of the cell, although this idea

has the rigidity and persistence of masonry
wall. So long as the nucleus has a domain

of cytoplasm for interaction the construc-

tive activities continue. It is quite con-

ceivable that limits of such interaction may
shift, overlap, contend with neighboring

nuclei, and wax and wane with the impact

of external factors. The essential feature

of the individuality of the cell is not its

boundary, but a functioning set-up of

nucleus and cytoplasm.

The temporary independence of each

from the other is experimentally proved,

at least for the cytoplasm. Enucleated cells

continue to live and move as masses of pro-

toplasm capable of katabolic metabolism

but soon wear out. They do not form a new
nucleus. In fresh preparations of mucus
from the intestine of the frog, I have seen

Trichomonas, full of activity and ceaselessly

moving, with the nucleus with attached

neuromotor fibrillar structures consisting of

blepharoplast, axostyle, undulating mem-
brane and the full complement of flagella,

and with no visible shred of undifferen-

tiated cytoplasm attached thereto. This

species has the habit of dropping off bits of

cytoplasm from the posterior end of the

axostyle. In the instances observed, this

process had stripped the organism of all

cytoplasm except that part differentiated

into permanent structures and structurally

adherent to the nuclear membrane. This is

not, of course, strictly an isolated nucleus.
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Its fate is unknown but presumably it

would soon die for lack of synthetic power
to restore the cytoplasm by regeneration in

the absence of one member of the pair con-

stituting the cell, namely, the cytoplasm.

The evidence obtainable from structural

conditions observed in the Protozoa suggests

that our view of the evolution of the Meta-

zoa from the Protozoa must be broadened

so as to get rid of the idea of the union of

"noncellular" organisms to form a multi-

cellular one. In the life cycle of the organ-

ism both are alike unicellular and multi-

cellular and colony formation is only one

phase of multicellularity. Among proto-

zoans there frequently occurs the multipli-

cation of nuclei within the cytoplasm of an
already highly differentiated organism.

Such organisms are as truly multicellular

as is a Volvox with cellulose wall about the

cytoplasmic domain of each nucleus,

pierced, however, by intercellular proto-

plasmic bridges, suggestive of organismal

unity and integration.

This review of the emergence in the Pro-

tozoa of the beginnings of organ s.ystems is

in harmony with the epigenetic concept of

evolution. The elaboration of organ sys-

tems in the Metazoa utilizes the intracellular

achievements and the multicellular tenden-

cies of the Protozoa as foundations for

further evolutionary developments.

The adoption of the pattern or organ-

ismal concept of the living body in its early

evolution will serve a useful function in

clarifying our ideas of the evolutionary

process. It may afford us a more reliable

and truer picture of the similarities of

Protozoa and Metazoa and eventually en-

able us to discover more evidence of the

paths of descent and relationships emerging
from the extraordinarily diverse types of

organisms among the Protista.

A second function which the organismal

concept may afford the biological sciences

is to lay a sounder foundation for the

budding scientific discipline of ecology.

The organism as a whole is marvelously

adapted to its environment. It is linked to

it by indissoluble bonds, past and present.

The scientific analysis of these complicated

and continuing interrelations may be facili-

tated by regarding the organism not merely

as the sum of its individual cells, but as

essentially a pattern of interacting parts,

evolved even in the initial phases not by
summation but by integration.

This point of view has implications in

wider fields. It will establish etiological

factors in disease in true relations to the

organism and favor treatment of patients

rather than diseases. It may bring to agri-

culture, which is really only a phase of con-

trolled ecology, a new breadth and length

of view which will provide a sounder policy

of conservation of natural resources and a

wider perspective of the problems of distri-

bution. Analysis and synthesis are two in-

separable interacting modes of scientific

thinking; they are analogues of the nu-

cleus and cytoplasm of the cell. May
the next century of cellular biology com-

bine them in a balance of endeavor which

will afford unity, give impetus, and in-

sure progress in this basic field of the bio-

logical sciences.
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Theodor Schwann (1837), the founder
or co-founder of the cell theory, was, with

Cagniard Latour and Kiitzing, among the

first to attribute to a micro-organism, the

yeast, the vital function of producing alco-

holic fermentation. It seems far from ex-

cluded that his studies on the morphology
and development of this unicellular organ-

ism were of decisive importance in prepar-

ing his mind for the concept that there

exists but one general mode of formation

of all organized beings, which is the forma-

tion of cells as constitutive units^ (Schwann
1839, p. 197). In his discussion of the

forces through which constituents of the

environment and of the cells themselves

are changed, he mentions the process of

alcoholic fermentation as a specific and
clear-cut example of the idea that such

forces are attributes of the cells only.^

Such a connection would add another

1 '
' Die Entwicklung des Satzes, dass es ein all-

gemeines Bildungsprinzip fiir alle organischen Pro-

duktionen gibt, und dass die Zellenbildung jenes

Prinzip ist, und die aus diesem Satze hervorge-

henden Folgerungen kann man mit dem Namen der

Zellentheorie im weitern Sinne belegen.

"

2 '
' Ich habe es nicht vermeiden mogen, die

Gahrung als Beispiel anzufiihren, da sie die am
genauesten bekannte Wirkung der Zellen ist, und
am einfachsten den Prozess darstellt, wie er sich

im lebenden Korper an jeder Zelle wiederholt. Fiir

diejenigen iibrigens, welche die von Cagniard-La-

tour und von mir aufgstellte Tlieorie der Gahrung
noch nicht anerkennen, kann die Entwicklung aller

einfachen Zellen, namentlich der Sporen, als Bei-

spiel dienen, und es soil im Text aus der Gahrung
kein Schluss gezogen werden, der sich nicht auch
aus der Entwicklung anderer einfacher und ausser

Zusammenhang mit einem anderen Organismus
sich entwickelnder Zellen, namentlich der Sporen
niederer Pflanzen ziehen lasst. . . , iibrigens diirfte

die vorliegende Untersuchung iiber den Bildungs-

prozess der Organismcn viellcicht Einiges dazu
beitragen, auch der fraglichen Theorie der Gahrung
bei den Chemikern mehr Eingang zu verschaffen.

"

(p. 234.)

case to the already large number of

fundamental concepts which have resulted

from the study of micro-organisms and
their activities. I will discuss some of

these concepts and generalizations primar-

ily from the point of view of the biochemist.

No one will challenge the statement that

all living organisms have some general

characteristics in common by which they

can be recognized as living. Even though

it may be difficult to decide upon the true

nature of these characters—and the some-

times almost violent controversies on the

possible living nature of bacteriophage and
virus during the past fifteen years have

shown this sufficiently !—it may still be in-

ferred that the common characteristics in

their most elementary form will be met
with in the simplest of living organisms,

and it is not difficult to agree with the

remark of Rahn (1932) :

I believe that some of the principles of biology

can be found and studied only with the simplest

forms of life, and that general physiology has

much to learn from the physiology of bacteria.

This has already happened in no small

measure, and the prospects for continued

contributions of a fundamental nature to

this field of endeavor by studies on micro-

bial physiology are as good as ever.

The first important contribution to

physiology was contained in observations

which were made at a time when no one

could yet realize its vast consequences. In

his multifarious studies on microscopic

forms of life, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek
discovered, in 1680, the existence of organ-

isms living in the absence of air (Beijerinck

1913, 1921; Dobell 1932). Only after the

discovery of oxygen, at the end of the

eighteenth century, when Lavoisier stressed

106
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the fundamental significance of this gas as

the agent needed for the slow combustion
of organic matter—which is respiration

—

could van Leeuwenhoek 's contribution be

fully appreciated. But by that time it had
been forgotten, so that Lavoisier felt it safe

to conclude that oxygen was needed for life.

Still, van Leeuwenhoek 's discovery implied

a basic principle; and confirmation of the

occurrence of organisms living in the

absence of air was but a matter of time.

To the genius of Pasteur we owe the con-

cept of fermentation as the equivalent of

respiration, and "the consequence of life

without air," a concept which was based

entirely upon Pasteur's studies (1876) of

the activities of micro-organisms.^

The fundamental similarity of respira-

tion and its anaerobic counterpart of fer-

mentation soon became more generally

accepted. It will remain one of the great

merits of Max Rubner (1909) to have em-

phasized these two aspects of metabolism as

expressions of one and the same principle:

the means of providing the living organism

with energy. I need but refer to his pains-

taking and exhaustive studies on alcoholic

fermentation (1913) in which he estab-

lished so conclusively that in the absence

of air this process is the only detectable one

which can supply the organism with

energy. Thus Rubner brought to a close

that period, following Buchner and Hahn's
discovery of cell-free fermentation, during
which a number of scientists had begun to

look upon alcoholic fermentation as a pro-

cess completely divorced from the vital

activities and functions of a living organ-

ism.

In connection with the importance of the

chemical activities of organisms as a source

of energy, mention should also be made of

the brilliant hypothesis, advanced by Wino-

3 '
' En resume, la fermentation est un phenomene

tres general. C 'est la vie sans air, c 'est la vie sans
gaz oxygene libre, on, plus generalement encore,

e 'est la consequence d 'un travail cliimique accompli
au moyen d 'une substance fermentescible capable
de produire de la chaleur par la decomposition,
travail qui emprunte precisement la chaleur qu'il

consomme a une partie de la chaleur que la decom-
position de cette substance fermenteseible met en
Uberte."

gradsky (1887), that living organisms
might be able to utilize the energy released

in the oxidation of inorganic substances

(1888, 1891). If so, such organisms would
be able to get along with very much smaller

amounts of organic matter, most of which
is ordinarily respired away; the inorganic

substrate would here fulfill the same pur-
pose and function'* (Winogradsky 1887).

Nay, it would even be possible that living

organisms might exist which could use part
of the energy obtained from the oxidation

of inorganic substances for the conversion
of carbon dioxide into cell materials, a
process known until that time to happen
only in the green plants during illumina-

tion. This remarkably bold conception of

the existence of what has later been termed
the chemosynthetic mode of life was first

experimentally verified by Winogradsky 's

studies (1890, 1891, 1904) on nitrifying

bacteria, later by many other workers and
for a number of different groups of bac-

teria.5 (Cf., e.g., Knight 1936; Stephen-
son 1939).

It thus appears that the various types of

energy providing metabolic processes which
exist in addition to ordinary respiration

became known, one and all, through studies

4
'

' Betrachten wir einen dem gewohnlichen physi-

ologischen Typus angehorigen Organismus, so sehen
wir, dass von den complicirten organischen Ver-
bindungen, Kohlehydraten z. B., welche er ver-

braucht, nur ein Theil zum Aufbau seines Korpers
dient; der andere wird verathmet, zerstort, wobei
actuelle Energie disponibel wird. Und zwar ist der
letztere Theil constant grosser als der erstere,

manchmal unvergleichlieh grosser. Der grosste
Theil der organischen Stoffe wird also zum 6e-
winnen der fiir den Organismus nothigen Arbeits-

kraft verbraucht. Gerade der Verbrauch dieses

grossten Theiles fiillt bei den Schwefelbacterien
ganz weg. Die Energie beziehen sie ausschliesslich

aus dem Schwefeloxydations-Processe.

"

5
'

' Die ganze Zeit hindurch ging die Ent\vick-

lung wie auch die Oxydation sowohl im Lichte als

auch in vollstandiger Dunkelheit in bester Weise
vor sich, was wohl zu dem Schlusse berechtigte,

dass der Nitritbildner normal wachsen und kraftige

Wirkung in einem Nahrboden ausiiben kann,
welcher keine Spur von organischer Substanz ent-

halt. Daraus folgte aber mit Notwendigkeit der

Schluss, dass dieser Organismus die Fahigkeit

haben muss, Kohlensaure zu assimilieren und zwar
durch einen vom Lichte unabhangigen Prozess.

"

(Winogradsky 1904, p. 163.)
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on micro-organisms. The broadest gen-

eralization of the concept that living beings

require energy for the maintenance of life

as well as for growth would, consequently,

find expression in the following statement,

which might well be considered one of the

basic working hypothesis of the general

microbiologists, viz.

:

Any chemical process which, thermo-

dynamically, will proceed with the libera-

tion of free energy can he used hy some liv-

ing organism as the main or even as the sole

source for fulfilling its energetic require-

ments.

Whereas the problem of energy require-

ments was, from the start, a typical physio-

logical one, it soon aroused the interests

of the chemist. The conditions under

which the various reactions proceeded were

entirely different from those under which

similar chemical reactions would go on "in

vitro," and for some of the processes a clear

chemical analogon was entirely unknown.
Thus, with a view to studying and estab-

lishing the means by which such reactions

are accomplished by living organisms, the

chemists from Liebig on, influenced par-

ticularly by the ideas of von Bayer, Moritz

Traube, etc., have explored this field.

Though almost entirely theoretical in

the beginning, these researches have led to

an astonishingly rapid progress in our

understanding during the past 25 years.

And to the microbiologist it is indeed

gratifying to realize how important in this

development has been the part played by
studies on the chemical activities of micro-

organisms.

The first great contribution, the signifi-

cance of which can hardly be overestimated,

was the concept that biological reactions

should be considered as the final outcome
of a series of simple step reactions, chemi-

cally intelligible and proceeding in strict

succession. The concept is easily traceable

to von Bayer, but it was not until Carl Neu-
berg published his epoch-making studies on
alcoholic fermentation, later followed by
researches on various bacterial fermenta-

tion and oxidation processes, that the gen-

eral validity and applicability, as well as

the tremendous significance, of this hypoth-

esis became thoroughly established on the

basis of sound and far-reaching experi-

mental results (Neuberg and Kobel 1933).

Apart from the evidence in support of the

concept of successive step-reactions, this

work, later greatly extended by the re-

searches of Kluyver and his school (Kluy-

ver and Donker 1926; Kluyver 1931**), and
by Stephenson and her co-workers (1939),

has also yielded the important result that

in the most diverse processes there is a con-

siderable similarity in many of the inter-

mediate steps. This is true not only if one

and the same substrate is acted upon by
different organisms, but also for the de-

composition of different groups of sub-

strates.

Among the groups of substrates that

have been studied most extensively the

carbohydrates undoubtedly rank first. We
are now familiar with the notion that in

most cases a sugar molecule is attacked

first through the formation of phosphate

esters of the monosaccharides, which sub-

sequently undergo the more or less clearly

established cleavage processes. This phos-

phorylation, now recognized as of such

wide occurrence in plants and animals and
of such fundamental importance for sugar

metabolism, was discovered nearly 40 years

ago by Harden and Young (1932) as a re-

sult of their studies on alcoholic fermenta-

tion. It is also readily understandable that

Meyerhof (1937), one of the ablest investi-

gators of the sugar-breakdown processes,

has turned on many occasions to the micro-

organisms for experimental material. The
recent investigations of Stone and Werk-
man (1937, 1938) have furnished consider-

able support for the view that in bacterial

carbohydrate metabolism, which was not

studied previously from the angle of phos-

phorylations, the same intermediate pro-

ducts would also arise.

Most of the evidence in support of the

widespread occurrence of phosphoryla-

tions during sugar metabolism has been of

a somewhat indirect nature, based upon
studies with press juice in the presence of

more or less specific poisons which prevent

G For a complete bibliography (1939) see Chem.

Weelchlad, 36: 307-323.
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the rapid decomposition of phosphorylated

products. It is, therefore, important to

mention the recent work of Kruyk and
Klingmiiller (1939) which indicates that

the phosphorylation of sugar by the intact,

living yeast, and in the absence of sub-

stances which inhibit certain step reactions,

is highly probable.

The micro-organisms are, again, largely

responsible for the development of another

concept which nowadays plays such a gov-

erning role in biochemical thought. This

is the concept that fundamentally all chem-

ical activities of living organisms must be

considered as hydrogen transference reac-

tions. Originally advanced by Bredig

and, particularly, by Wieland (1932), this

hypothesis was developed on the basis of

analogies existing between the purely

chemical reactions of alcohol and of acetal-

dehyde with oxygen in the presence of

platinum or palladium catalysts, and the

oxidation of alcohol to acetic acid under
the influence of acetic acid bacteria. These

similarities led Wieland to postulate that

respiration consists primarily of a dehy-

drogenation of the respiratory substrate

with oxygen acting as the final hydrogen
acceptor, replaceable, however, by a num-
ber of other acceptors.

The general aspect of this theory of res-

piration has long been disputed by War-
burg, who stressed the function of oxygen-

activation by iron. But von Szent Gyorgyi

(1924), Fleisch (1924), and Kluyver and
Donker (1926) have ably defended the

thesis that Wieland 's and Warburg's the-

ories do not represent two fundamentally
different and irreconcilable points of view
but that, at least in respiratory (oxidative)

metabolism, they are complementary. In
the hands of Kluyver and his school Wie-
land 's concept has been expanded to its

broadest generalization : the comprehensive
survey of microbial metabolism made it

possible to formulate the viewpoint that

each one of the steps involved in all bio-

chemical processes can be represented by
one or more of the following fundamental
hydrogen transference reactions

:

AH + B ^ A + BH
AH.B -^ A.BH
AH.B-^A + BH
AH + B ^ A.BH^

It may here be added that the brilliant

investigations of Warburg (1937) have

recently proved the intrinsic correctness of

this general formulation. Even the en-

zymes that have so far been studied in this

connection behave like components of an
AH + B system (Warburg 1937).

The great value of this general point of

view has been demonstrated in clarifying

a large variety of metabolic processes.

Through its application it became possib^le

to consider several processes, which at first

sight seemed utterly unrelated, from a cen-

tral point of view. This, in turn, has led

to the development of a mode of thought

which tends to correlate the findings in a

diversity of fields and on a variety of ob-

jects. For this field of scientific endeavor

Kluyver has coined the name "compara-
tive biochemistry," and already this has

proved fruitful in many cases. A few
examples will illustrate its value.

It is well known that Knoop and Dakin
have developed the theory that in fat me-

tabolism the degradation of the fatty acid

proceeds by the so-called ^-oxidation

through which the carbon chain becomes

progressively shorter by 2 carbon atoms at

a time. In his general survey of this prob-

lem Knoop (1931) stated that the fate of

7 '
' This would mean that—apart from hydrolysis

and its reversion—the whole of biochemistry, the

complex of all biochemical changes brought about

by living cells, can be reduced to chains of volun-

tary primary reactions, each of which consists in a

coupled dehydrogenation and hydrogenation.

Since these oxido-reduetion reactions differ in

detail, we can summarize the essence of biochem-

istry in the scheme:

(I) AH +B^A + BH
(II) AH.B ^A.BH

(III) AH.B -^A + BH
(IV) AH + B^ A.BH

It mil be clear that, if we really accept this

hypothesis—and in my opinion quite a sufficient

number of arguments point to its correctness—it

must have an effect on our general outlook on
metabolic processes." (Kluyver, p. 91-92.)
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these 2 carbon atoms was entirely unknown.
Although it seemed probable that they

might be split off as acetic acid, there ex-

isted no experimental evidence to support

this view. This has recently been fur-

nished by investigations which superficially

bear no relation to the problem of 3-oxy-

dation.

Fatty acid decomposition by micro-or-

ganisms has been known to occur in a large

number of cases. In addition to organ-

isms which oxidize fatty acids in the pres-

ence of air, either completely or incom-

pletely, some special types are known
which carry out the degradation of such

compounds under anaerobic conditions.

Here, four groups stand out clearly. First,

a group of organisms exists that will bring

about a decomposition of fatty acids con-

comitant with a reduction of nitrates. The
second group consists of bacteria which re-

duce sulfate to hydrogen sulfide while de-

composing the organic compound (Baars

1930).

Both these processes can readily be con-

ceived as a step-wise dehydrogenation of

the fatty acid with either nitrate or sulfate,

instead of oxygen, fulfilling the function of

final hydrogen acceptor. In general, the

oxidation of the fatty acid seems to go to

completion in these cases. However, Baars

observed that acetate was formed during

the oxidation of butyrate, and later disap-

peared through further oxidation. From
experiments with propionate, under the in-

fluence of a strain incapable of oxidizing

acetate, where the end products agreed

quantitatively with the equation

CH3CH2COOH +

I H2SO4 CH3COOH +
COa + fHaS

the conclusion was drawn that the complete

dehydrogenation of fatty acids would pro-

ceed through the intermediate formation of

fatty acids with only one carbon atom less.

Obviously, this would be contradictory to

the Knoop-Dakin scheme.

But the inference is not necessarily cor-

rect. It would be entirely conceivable that

also a 3-carbon compound could be dehy-

drogenated by means of a (3-oxidation.

Whereas the Knoop-Dakin scheme in the

case of butyric acid would require the for-

mation of two molecules of acetic acid, it is

clear that in the case of propionic acid,

which has only three carbon atoms, one of

the products must be split off as carbon
dioxide. The evidence presented by Baars
does not, therefore, justify his conclusion,

and the formation of the theoretically re-

quired amount of acetic acid might equally

well be interpreted as in agreement with a

breakdown through [3-oxidation.

The third group of organisms comprises

the bacteria causing the methane fermen-

tation of fatty acids. In this fermenta-

tion, the fatty acids are converted into

carbon dioxide and methane, and the mech-
anism of this process has long been

puzzling. To the recent studies of Barker

(1936) we owe at least the first elucidation

of this curious process. It appears that it

is essentially similar to the previously dis-

cussed decompositions; the only difference

is that here the acceptor function is taken

over by carbon dioxide, which is conse-

quently reduced to methane. This could

be proved by studying the fermentation of

ethyl alcohol, which agrees quantitatively

with the equation

2CH3CH2OH + CO2 -^ 2CH3COOH + CH4,

all four compounds having been deter-

mined. If, now, this organism reduces

carbon dioxide in the presence of butyric

acid, it was observed that for every mole-

cule of butyric acid decomposed not quite

2 molecules of acetic acid were recovered.

Inasmuch as it could be shown that acetic

acid was also oxidized, it seems very prob-

able indeed that the process initially can

be represented by the equation (Barker

1936, p. 413)

2CH3CH2CH2COOH + 2H2O +
C02->4CH3C00H + CH4.

The last group of organisms capable of

decomposing fatty acids in a still different

manner is that of the purple bacteria. Par-

ticularly Gaffron (1933, 1935) and Muller

(1933) have shown that we are here deal-
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ing with micro-organisms whose metabolism

again seems to conform to the general reac-

tion scheme

AH + B -> A + BH,

in which the substrate AH which is under-

going dehydrogenation, may be a fatty

acid. The acceptor B can be either oxygen

or carbon dioxide. The metabolism in the

presence of oxygen has not yet been

studied extensively; but an important fea-

ture with respect to the fatty acid function

is that there is good evidence to show that

not all fatty acids are used through the

same enzyme system. For example it can

be demonstrated that two fatty acids as

closely related as acetic and propionic acid,

or propionic and butyric acid, behave as

if they were used independently of each

other. The same holds true for acetic and
formic acids. To mention an example: if

it takes a given number of organisms n
minutes to completely use a certain amount
of acetate, and p minutes to use a definite

quantity of propionate, the time required

for the utilization of both when added to-

gether is not (n + p) minutes, but consid-

erably shorter, frequently equal to or

approaching p, though never less. This

would imply that while the organisms are

using the acetate, they can simultaneously

use the propionate, or formate as well, and
frequently the rate at which the combined
substrates are oxidized is accurately the

sum of the rates at which the two acids are

used when given separately. Inasmuch as

the concentration of the individual acids,

in the range employed, has no effect upon
the rate of their utilization, this would
mean, in our present language, that,

although the enzyme system which decom-

poses the acetate is constantly saturated in

the presence of acetate, there is still

another enzyme system present which is re-

sponsible for the decomposition of pro-

pionate, and which works independently of

the acetate-decomposing system.

Through studies of this type in the

course of time it will be possible to gain

information, concerning the enzyme sys-

tems operative in the breakdown of related

substances. By a similar mode of approach

Sperber and Runnstrom (1939) have re-

cently made plausible the idea that pyruvic

acid and alcohol employ at least in part

the same enzyme system in the oxidation

mechanism of yeast.

The decomposition of fatty acids by
purple bacteria with carbon dioxide as ac-

ceptor is an example of a curious process,

because it is entirely dependent upon the

supply of radiant energy. It has been

shown that the purple bacteria perform a

sort of photosynthesis which differs from
that of green plants in two respects: (a)

The reduction of carbon dioxide is here not

accompanied by the evolution of oxygen;

(b) The process is completely dependent

upon the presence of certain oxidizable

compounds.

These facts were incorporated, ten years

ago, into a generalized formulation of

photosynthesis according to the equation

(van Niel 1930, 1931, 1936) :

2AH2 + CO2 -> (CH2O) + H2O + 2A.

This would leave room for the existence of

a number of different photosynthetic reac-

tions depending upon the specific hydrogen

donors AH2 which the different organisms

can use. The photosynthetic metabolism

of the purple bacteria has recently made
it possible to show that formic acid, long

considered by many investigators as the

most probable first intermediate product

in photosynthetic carbon dioxide reduction,

does not play this role, at least in bacterial

photosynthesis. It is true that many of

the purple bacteria can use formate; but

this might as well be explained as being

due to an AH2 function of the formic

acid. It has now become evident that

all strains which can use formic acid can

also utilize molecular hydrogen, a property

first established by Roelofsen (1934, 1935).

Conversely, the species which are incapable

of photosynthesizing with the last-men-

tioned gas do not attack formic acid either.

This correlation is reminiscent of similar

observations with other micro-organisms

(cf., e.g., Stephenson 1939, p. 96.) and

definitely indicates that the acid is used
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as H2A. The mere fact that there are

species of purple bacteria that cL,nnot use

formic acid at all indicates that in the

metabolism of such species formic acid

cannot replace carbon dioxide as the ulti-

mate hydrogen acceptor, and consequently

that for these strains a reduction of carbon

dioxide is not likely to proceed via formic

acid. From the point of view of compara-

tive biochemistry it is, then, equally pos-

sible that the carbon dioxide-reduction

mechanism employed by these species may
also function in the photosynthetic reac-

tions of other organisms.

"Comparative biochemistry" also shows

that the various photosyntheses are not

likely to function through a photo-activa-

tion of the H2A component. The fact that

the decomposition of H2A proceeds also in

complete darkness, but with oxygen as

acceptor rules this out. The peculiarities

of the fatty acid decomposition already

mentioned for mixtures, such as acetic and
propionic acid, hold good also for the

photosynthetic processes. Here again, at

suflSciently high light intensity, the rate

of decomposition of a propionic and acetic

acid mixture may equal the sum total of

the rates at which each of the components

is utilized. This would lead to the already

probable conclusion that the mechanism of

the H2A decomposition is independent of

the nature of the final acceptor, and, since

light is necessary only in case carbon diox-

ide acts in this capacity, it follows that

this mechanism functions without the co-

operation of radiant energy.

In view of the fact that many biochem-

ical processes are now known in which
carbon dioxide can be reduced in the dark,

it is even doubtful whether this compound
plays any direct part in the photochemical

reactions involved in photosynthesis; the

probability has to be seriously considered

that the reduction of this substance takes

place only after its incorporation into some
organic molecule, and as a result of reduc-

ing systems, active in the dark, but gen-

erated in the light (Thimann 1938; Gaffron

1939).

It will be clear that these few examples

have shown how ''comparative biochem-

istry" may aid in distinguishing essential

and general principles from secondary and
fortuitous phenomena, and how a variety

of processes which are at first sight entirely

unrelated can be regarded from a central

point of view. The occurrence of the al-

most unlimited variety of metabolic reac-

tions among micro-organisms makes it

possible to formulate ever more clearly

such general principles; but this fact also

enables the investigator to select for bio-

chemical and physiological problems such

organisms as show the phenomenon under
investigation in its simplest form, unen-

cumbered by the simultaneous occurrence

of various side-processes.

This is clearly brought out by the rela-

tionships that have recently been discov-

ered between various growth factors for

micro-organisms, the vitamin requirements

of the higher animals, and the important

enzyme systems operative in biochemical

reactions. The intensely interesting studies

of the Lwoffs and co-workers, as well as

those of Knight et al., have made it evident

how much can still be learned from studies

on microbial metabolism, and how pro-

found an influence such studies may have

on the problems of the general physiologist

and biochemist (Lwoff 1938).

One of the simplest systems may here be

mentioned briefly to demonstrate the pres-

ent trends. For many years it has been

known that common molds, as well as

well as higher plants, require small

amounts of copper for normal growth.

The recent investigations of Kubowitz

(1937), which have proved the existence

of copper-proteids as oxidizing enzymes in

plants, make it plausible that it is for the

elaboration of such enzymes that the cop-

per is needed. Bortels (1930, 1936) found

that the free-living, nitrogen-fixing organ-

ism, Azotohacter, requires small amounts

of molybdenum. This fact, amply corrob-

orated (Kluyver and van Eeenen 1933;

Burk and Horner 1935; Krzemieniewski

and Kovats 1936; Kovats 1938), has led to

the supposition that some molybdenum-
containing bio-catalyst may be needed by
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the organism for the specific purpose of

converting molecular into combined nitro-

gen. The studies of Steinberg (1937),

from which it appears that the common
mold Aspergillus niger also needs traces of

molybdenum, particularly when grown in

nitrate media, combined with the studies

by Arnon (1938), which show the same
needs for higher plants, generally growTi

with nitrate nitrogen, all point in the di-

rection that for the reduction of nitrogen

compounds some molybdenum catalyst is

necessary. Observations like these may
ultimately lead to the isolation of the

catalyst, which, in turn, would materially

aid in studying the mechanism of nitrogen

fixation. Kuhn (1938) has recently re-

ported the formation by micro-organisms

of a specific compound, borocitrin, appar-

ently closely related to the flavin pigments,

and like these capable of undergoing rever-

sible oxidation-reductions. The produc-

tion of this substance is strictly dependent
upon the presence of boron in the culture

medium, and the elucidation of its physio-

logical function may be expected to throw
considerable light on the necessity as well

as on the role of boron which has been
established as one of the essential elements

for plant growth (Hoagland 1937).

The relations between organic "growth
factors," vitamins and enzymes also is

obvious in many cases. The recent studies

by various investigators have conclusively

shown the vitamin nature of the active

(prosthetic) groups of a number of the

most important enzymes. To make this

clear, it may suffice to mention the studies

on vitamin Bj (Aneurin) and its pyro-

phosphate derivative, which is identical

with the prosthetic group of the enzyme
carboxylase; those on vitamin B2 and its

relation with the "yellow enzymes" of

which it is the prosthetic group ; and the

studies on the anti-pellagra vitamin which
is identical with nicotinic acid amide, the

most important part of the prosthetic

groups of the dehydrogenases. The rela-

tionships in other cases are clearly indi-

cated. I need here but refer to vitamin A
and the existence of a reversible "enzyme-

system" of a similar chemical nature in

the retina (Wald 1935) ; to the spectacular

studies of Moewus et al. (Moewus 1938;
Kuhn, Moewus and Jerchel 1938), from
which it appears that only one molecule of

crocin per cell might induce the activity of

flagellae in Chlamydomonas eugametos,

and that the methylesters of cis- and trans-

crocetin in somewhat larger quantity and in

different proportions cause either the male
or the female gametes to become capable of

conjugation ; and to the recent isolation and
identification of vitamin Bg (Harris and
Folkers 1939) as a simple pyridine deriva-

tive. These illustrations suggest future

discoveries of as many more enzyme sys-

tems at present unkno^vn.

In this field the micro-organisms likewise

may be of great significance. It is possible

now to use them for rapid and inexpensive

assaying of vitamins (Snell and Strong

1939), and they may serve as material for

studying the particular phases of metab-

olism in which vitamins, with as yet little-

known functions, operate. Lwoff and co-

workers, and Knight et al. have published

some fine examples of studies of this kind.

So far this discussion may have shown
how experiments with various types of

micro-organisms have contributed towards

the development of fundamentally impor-

tant problems and viewpoints in physi-

ology and biochemistry. Although the

details of many of these processes have

not yet been satisfactorily and completely

worked out, the great lines and general

principles are clearly evident.

The preceding review has dealt prima-

rily with the breakdown processes in metab-

olism. Studies on micro-organisms should

also yield much information on synthetic

reactions. From the end of the 19tli cen-

tury on, the connection between anabolic

(sjmthetic) and catabolic (breakdown) re-

actions has been conceived as an energetic

one. With the realization that the cata-

bolic processes can more or less satisfac-

torily be interpreted as the final result of

a succession of chemically simple step re-

actions, the question of the mechanism of
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the energy transfer during anabolism has

come to occupy an increasingly important

place.

The most appealing concept of such a

mechanism so far expressed is the one in

which the catabolic process leads to the

formation of products from which a direct

synthesis of building stones of the cell con-

stituents would be possible by means of

(thermodynamically) spontaneous reactions

(Kluyver and Donker 1926 ; Kluyver 1931

;

Knoop 1931). Experimental evidence in

favor of this hypothesis is certainly not

lacking. In the first place one might
point out that among the typically cata-

bolic processes synthetic reactions are like-

wise far from rare. Some specific ex-

amples are the formation of 4-carbon from
2-carbon or 3-carbon compounds, such as

acetylmethyl carbinol from acetaldehyde

or from acetic acid (Reynolds and "Werk-

man 1937) and of succinic acid, presum-
ably from a 3-carbon acid and carbon diox-

ide (Wood and Werkman 1936; Elsden

1938). More striking is the production of

large quantities of caproic acid from ethyl

alcohol during the methane fermentation

of the latter substance (Barker 1937).

The importance of this conversion is that

it shows how readily a synthesis of a 2-

carbon to a 6-carbon compound can be
achieved as a result of catabolic activity.

Long before this demonstration the for-

mation of fatty acids as a result of con-

densations of a 2-carbon compounds had
been proposed, mainly based upon the

studies by Hahn and Kinttof (1925) on
the formation of fats by the yeast Endo-
myces vernalis. The recent chemical syn-

thesis of stearic acid at low temperatures
by condensation of crotonic aldehyde and
reduction of the resulting unsaturated
aldehyde (Kuhn, Grundmann and Trisch-

mann 1937) lends considerable weight to

the idea that fatty acids do originate

through a condensation process of alde-

hydes. Reichel and Schmid (1939) have
added the important observations that

Endomyces vernalis is capable of produc-
ing condensation products only from un-

saturated aldehydes ; the saturated ones are

converted into the corresponding fatty

acids. With a mechanism available by
which unsaturated higher aldehydes can

be formed, the synthesis of fatty acids

would, then, not offer serious difficulties.

The mechanism for this production would
thus be the gradual breakdown of the or-

ganic substrate which is being attacked in

catabolism, with the formation of inter-

mediate products from which a direct

spontaneous synthesis is possible.

The spontaneous synthesis of amino acids

on an equal basis from keto- or unsatu-

rated acids and ammonia is an established

fact. It has been shown to occur chem-

ically (Knoop and Oesterlein 1925, 1927)

as well as biochemically, under the influ-

ence of enzyme preparations from Pseudo-

monas fliiorescens (Virtanen and Tarnanen
1932) and of yeast (Haehn and Leopold

1937).

These examples may show that in a few
cases there is not necessarily a qualitative

difference between anabolic and catabolic

reactions in the sense that only the latter

would occur as thermodynamically spon-

taneous reactions. Given the proper initial

substances, these anabolic, synthetic proc-

esses also take place spontaneously. And
one is thus led to consider the possibility

that catabolic processes are not as impor-

tant in supplying the energy for various

vital activities as they are in furnishing

the raw materials from which the assimila-

tory processes take place as "modified"

catabolic reactions. Such a concept is sup-

ported remarkably well by a number of

recent studies.

In the first place, a theoretical conse-

quence of this point of view would be the

existence of a stoichiometric rather than

of an energetic relationship between the

possible synthetic and the breakdowTi reac-

tions. For if a substrate were available to

assimilatory reactions only after it had
given rise to e.g., acetaldehyde, then the

maximum possible assimilation would de-

pend upon the maximum producible alde-

hyde, rather than upon the amount of

energy liberated during the conversion of

the substrate into acetaldehyde.
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The first important contribution to this

problem concerning the relationship be-

tween catabolism and anabolism was made
by Barker (1936), who showed that of a

number of simple oxidation substrates,

such as ethyl alcohol, glycerin, the lower

fatty acids, or glucose, only a small pro-

portion of each substrate is actually burned

to carbon dioxide and water by the color-

less alga Prototheca zopfii. Though con-

stant for each substance, this proportion

varied between about 20 and 50 per cent of

the total available carbon for different com-

pounds. The experimental results made it

seem probable that during the oxidation

of the substrate the remainder, comprising

80 to 50 per cent of the carbon, was con-

verted into some cell material of the ap-

proximate composition of a carbohydrate,

and possibly of the nature of a storage

product.

Similar experiments with different Spi-

rillum species acting upon a variety of

simple respiration substrates soon led Gies-

berger (1936) to the conviction that this

phenomenon is far from rare ; that, in fact,

it might well turn out to be a generally

occurring phenomenon. Giesberger also

drew the conclusion that under normal
conditions and even with non-growing or-

ganisms assimilation is apparently insep-

arable from respiration, and that the pri-

mary aim of respiration would be the

production of assimilatory substances; the

evolution of carbon dioxide during respira-

tion might thus be considered as an
accessory phenomenon and representing a

waste product of the main reaction.

Clifton (1937) and Clifton and Logan
(1939) further extended these studies, first

by showing that the phenomenon in general

holds good for Pseudomonas calco-aceiica

and for Escherichia coli, and second by
demonstrating that substrates can be com-

pletely oxidized without the apparent for-

mation of assimilatory products in the

presence of certain poisons, particularly

a-dinitrophenol and sodium azide. The
work of Winzler and Baumberger (1938)

then established the same situation in the

case of yeast, that of Doudoroff^ for

strains of hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria.

Hence there seems to be very little doubt
that such syntheses as have been reported

here are very general in their occurrence.

But the mechanism of this assimilation is

still largely unsolved; even the most im-

portant stages are a matter of speculation.

The different types of micro-organisms,

have yielded results which are far from
uniform. As an example, the following

tentative equations developed in the previ-

ously mentioned studies, may be presented

:

8 Unpublished results.

Oxidation of Acetate

Organism
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These equations would imply that,

although the same product (CH2O) is

formed in all cases, the extent of its for-

mation may vary considerably. However,

one must bear in mind that these equations

are only first and somewhat rough approxi-

mations. The nature of the assimilation

product is unknown; it is certain that it

does not consist exclusively of carbohy-

drate, at least for Spirillum serpens where
Giesberger has ascertained the formation

of volutin. And thus it is conceivable

that different organisms may elaborate dif-

ferent assimilation products, and hence

that also the more intimate mechanism of

their synthetic reactions is not identical.

Of great significance is the fact that

Clifton and Logan (1939) have demon-
strated the assimilatory reactions to be

functions of the chemical constitution of

the respiration substrate rather than of

the available energy. Their results have
shown that the assimilated fraction of

lactic and of pyruvic acid is exactly the

same on the basis of the number of carbon
atoms; the same holds for succinic and
fumaric acids:

CH3CHOHCOOH + 2O2 ->

(CH20)+2C02 + 2H20 (1)

CH3COCOOH + li02 -^

(CH20)+2C02 + H20 (2)

COOHCH2CH2COOH + 2^02 -»

(CH20)+3Cd2 + 2H20 (3)

COOHCH = CHCOOH + 2O2 -^

(CH20)+3C02 + H20 (4)

Now the energy liberated in reaction (1)

is certainly considerably greater than that

set free in (2), just as that of (3) exceeds

the yield of (4). Also, the caloric effect

of (3) is definitely larger than that of (1).

And yet, from these four compounds it is

always only one carbon atom of each sub-

strate molecule that becomes incorporated,

at least temporarily, into the cell material.

Such results are, however, understandable

if it is assumed that during the stepwise

dehydrogenation of the four compounds
only one intermediate product originates

from which the occurring synthesis is pos-

sible. It is clear that in the case of the

four substrates here discussed such a
mechanism is not at all improbable; their

gradual degradation can readily be formu-
lated in such a way that one molecule, e.g.,

of formaldehyde, arises from one molecule

of each one of the raw materials. Hence,

if the synthetic reactions would function

through a condensation of formaldehyde,

the experimental results would fit in re-

markably well with such an assumption.

Different organisms may well use differ-

ent intermediate products for synthetic

processes. But also the gradual degrada-

tion of the substrate may, under the influ-

ence of specific agents, proceed by a dif-

ferent path. Thus, referring to the above-

mentioned differences in the assimiliatory

"efficiency" of e.g., Prototheca zopfii and
Escherichia coli, in the respiration of ace-

tate, it would be possible to formulate the

occurring reactions as follows:

CH3COOH -^ CH2OHCOOH -^

CHOCOOH ^ CH2O + CO2 (5)

HOOCCH3 + H3CCOOH -»

HOOC.CH2.CH2.COOH (6)

Reaction (5) might represent the step-

wise oxidation of acetic acid under the in-

fluence of Prototheca; each molecule of the

substrate gives rise to the formation one

molecule of CH2O. If, however, the dehy-

drogenation of acetic acid by Escherichia

coli were to proceed by way of succinic

acid, as shown by equation (6), then one

molecule of CH2O would result from the

oxidation of two molecules of acetate, on
the basis of equation (3).

These reflections do not aim at prema-

turely proposing hypothetical mechanisms
for the synthetic processes; they are given

here to show how the general idea of a

strictly chemical mechanism for assimila-

tory reactions seems to fit the available

experimental data better than one based

primarily on energy. They also indicate

how difficult it may be at the present time

to interpret correctly efficiency determina-

tions based upon measurements of the

energies involved without an accurate

knowledge of the internal mechanism.
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If it is remembered that the study of

these synthetic processes is as yet limited

to a very small number of investigations,

carried out only during the last three

years, it is not surprising that our knowl-

edge is still most imperfect and in so in-

cipient a stage. Considering the develop-

ment in the other fields of biochemical

research, there is, however, reason to be-

lieve that the anabolic phase of metabolism

w^ill soon become as fruitful a field of in-

vestigation as catabolism has been during

the past quarter of a century. I should

like to stress the importance of micro-

organisms for such studies; the variety of

organisms is so large, and one may expect

to find so many individual differences that

the approach from the viewpoint of com-

parative biochemistry promises a vastly

increased possibility to survey the ele-

mentary processes.

Here I may end this cursory review of

the basic principles upon which biochem-

ical thought rests today. I hope to have

succeeded in showing how a study of the

behavior of micro-organisms has aided in

the formulation of these principles; how
"comparative biochemistry" has come to

occupy an important position.

Science rests upon the firm foundation

of observation and experimental results,

i.e., upon reproducible facts. But the

progress of science, even though bound to

the recording of such observations, is itself

due to the gradual development of hy-

potheses. It is the great generalizations in

which observational data on many appar-

ently unrelated groups of phenomena are

linked together into comprehensive points

of view—our working hypotheses and
theories—that mark the stepping stones by
which our scientific outlook has developed.

A century ago Schwann, in formulating

one of these broad generalizations, com-

mented upon the fortunate circumstances

which had led to an increasing unification

of the scientific outlook. This unification

has not come to a standstill; the side-by-

side growth of the various branches of

scientific endeavor and discovery has led,

and is still leading, towards a mutual

fertilization, and we can unhesitatingly

subscribe today to Schwann's statement

(1837) :

Es ist ein wesentlicher Vorzug unseres Zeitalters,

dass die einzelnen Disziplinen der Naturwissen-

schaften in immer innigere Vereinigung miteinan-

der treten, und gerade dieser weehselseitigen

Durehdringung und Erganzung verdanken wir

einen grossen Theil der Fortschritte, welche die

Naturwissenschaften in der neuesten Zeit gemacht
haben.
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THE STRUCTURE OF VIRUSES^

By W. M. STANLEY
DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL AND PLANT PATHOLOGY, THE ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE

FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH, PRINCETON, N. J.

The atomic theory of matter, the germ
theory of disease, and the cell theory of

life may appear at first to be quite diverse

and unrelated. However, it will be my
purpose not only to present the recent ad-

vances in virus research, but also to indi-

cate that the successful continuation of

this work may be dependent upon an in-

timate knowledge of the three theories just

mentioned and even, perhaps, upon their

integration into a new and unified philos-

ophy. The atomic theory, which was prob-

ably first stated before 1000 B.C., has been

subjected to continual modification in detail

as a more exact knowledge of atomic struc-

ture has been gained, yet the original and
basic concept of matter as a discontinuous

rather than as a continuous or homogeneous
phase has remained unaltered. The germ
and cell theories have been subjected to less

modification than has the atomic theory,

perhaps because of their more recent

origin ; with time and new knowledge, it

would not be unexpected if they too should

require further alteration. It is an un-

fortunate fact that knowledge gained be-

fore its due time frequently results in a

strong desire to overthrow useful theories,

and it is only later, following understand-

ing, that reconciliation and accord are

achieved. For example, it is known that

many present-day facts are entirely incon-

sistent with the atomic theory as stated by
Dalton in 1808, yet the evolution of the

theory has been such as to account for

these facts and to provide today a valid and
coherent atomic theory. The newer know-
ledge of viruses may appear inconsistent

with present-day theories, yet there is every

reason to believe that a more complete

understanding of the structure or architec-

1 This lecture was adapted from an article by
the writer which was published with an extensive

bibliography in Physiological Reviews^ 19 : 524

(1939).

ture of viruses will permit the blending of

hypotheses and facts into a unified phi-

losophy without the overthrow of time-

honored theories.

The word "virus" was originally used

only in the singular and meant a poison

such as a snake venom. Later it was used

to denote infectious disease-producing enti-

ties without regard to their nature, and
more recently it has been applied only to

those infectious agents capable of passing

through filters that retain ordinary bac-

teria. Todaj^, properties ascribed to viruses

include not only their ability to pass

through fine membranes but also a set of

general properties which emphasize the in-

timate relationship that exists between

viruses and their host cells. Among these

properties is the fact that viruses repro-

duce, but only within certain living cells;

the fact that during reproduction they may
change or mutate ; the fact that many virus-

infected cells contain inclusion bodies; and
the fact that most virus diseases (but not

all) are followed by a lasting immunity in

recovered hosts. Tobacco mosaic, the first

virus discovered, was shown to be filterable

by Iwanowski only 47 years ago and was

recognized as a new kind of infectious

agent by Beijerinck 41 years ago. Other

viruses which have been recognized since

then include those responsible for the foot-

and-mouth disease of cattle, louping ill of

sheep, hog cholera, rabies, dog distemper,

fowl pox, smallpox, psittacosis, yellow

fever, St. Louis encephalitis, horse encepha-

litis, poliomyelitis, fever blisters, certain

types of tumorous growths in fowls and
other animals, various yellows and mosaic

diseases of plants, and even for the produc-

tion of unusual colors in the flowers of

plants, which in tulips is called tulip break.

Still more viruses are being discovered

from time to time.

120
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It should be emphasized that viruses were

first recognized and have continvied to be

recognized only by means of their biologi-

cal activity, that is, by the diseases which

they cause. They were regarded merely as

infectious disease-producing principles, and
with the exception of viruses of the ele-

mentary body type which are as large as

accepted organisms, attempts to isolate a

virus in tangible form had resulted in fail-

ure ; hence little or nothing was known of

their true nature. An element of mystery

tended to surround them, and they were

regarded variously as invisible forms of

ordinary bacteria, as Protozoa, as some new
type of invisible living orgaiiism, as en-

zymes, as unusual products of cellular

metabolism, as toxins, and as different kinds

of chemical principles. However, because

viruses were known to reproduce and- to

mutate, and because of certain other prop-

erties, most of the workers in the field con-

sidered viruses to be living organisms some-

what similar to the bacteria. A new
viewpoint became possible in 1935, follow-

ing the chemical isolation of a material

from mosaic-diseased plants, which ap-

peared to be a high-molecular-weight pro-

tein and which was distinguished by the

fact that it possessed the properties of to-

bacco mosaic virus. This material could be

crystallized in the form of long, thin

needles. When carefully prepared it was
found to be homogeneous in the Svedberg
centrifuge and in the Tiselius electrophore-

sis apparatus. The material first isolated

was referred to as a globulin because of its

solubility characteristics and because no
phosphorus was found in the samples which
were first prepared for analysis. Later the

material was found to contain about 0.6 per

cent phosphorus, and after the isolation of

nucleic acid from purified preparations al-

most simultaneously by Bawden and Pirie

and by Stanley, the view was advanced by
the former workers that the material was a

nucleoprotein. Subsequent work from both

laboratories has substantiated this view^ and
the material is now generally accepted as a

nucleoprotein, although it should be recog-

nized that it differs markedly from the

ordinary nueleoproteins composed of nucleic

acid and protamine or histone. The dis-

covery of this material was followed by the

isolation (by the same or similar chemical

methods or by means of differential centri-

fugation) of similar high-molecular-weight

nueleoproteins possessing the properties

respectively of aucuba mosaic, enation

mosaic, tobacco ring spot, latent mosaic of

potato, severe etch, Shope rabbit papilloma,

bushy stunt of tomato, cucumber mosaics

3 and 4, and tobacco-necrosis viruses, and
of a staphylococcus bacteriophage. The
presence of high-molecular-weight protein

material in very active preparations of

chicken tumor I, equine encephalitis, and
foot-and-mouth-disease viruses has also

been demonstrated, although Claude's iso-

lation of a fraction from normal chick

embryo that is quite similar to the purified

chicken tumor I preparation casts some
doubt upon the significance of the results

in the cases of the first two viruses. The
isolation of the different high-molecular-

weight nueleoproteins was of importance

because at last tangible materials possess-

ing quite definite physical and chemical

properties were available for study, and
thus the possibility was offered of corre-

lating virus activity with such properties.

Although some of the mystery surrounding

viruses was removed by the isolation of the

nueleoproteins carrying virus activity, the

isolation really represented but a small step

towards the solution of the problem of the

ultimate nature of viruses. Protein struc-

ture may be expressed in many different

ways, as in hormones, enzymes, toxins, re-

spiratory materials, and perhaps as in

chromosomes and as in protoplasm, and,

since practically nothing is known about

protein structure, the addition of viruses to

this diverse group aided but little in the

establishment of their true nature. All

viruses appear to have a high molecular or

particle weight; yet this fact alone cannot

be used as a criterion of virus activity, for

some of the virus nueleoproteins may be

inactivated by appropriate treatment with-

out changing their size greatly. However,
no entity having a size smaller than that
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corresponding to a molecular weight of

about 400,000 has been found to possess

virus activity; hence it is probable that a

certain amount of structure may be neces-

sary to support such biological activity.

At the present time, the solution of the

virus problem appears to be in the elucida-

tion of the structure which is peculiar to

materials carrying virus activity. This

problem is more complex than that involved

in protein structure as such, for, of the virus

materials so far isolated, none has been
found to yield only amino acids on hy-

drolysis. The simplest appear to be com-
posed of protein plus nucleic acid ; the more
complex, of protein, nucleic acid, and car-

bohydrate ; and the most complex, of ma-
terials indistinguishable from those found
in bacteria. These results may be inter-

preted as indicating that viruses are pro-

tein or protein-like in nature; but there is

little justification for the tendency to ac-

cept the results as demonstrating unequivo-

cally that viruses are non-living and are

merely ordinary protein molecules similar

to egg albumin. Although the physical and
chemical properties of the virus nucleopro-

teins are similar to those of ordinary pro-

teins, the biological properties are quite

different; and it is because of the virus

activity, which implies the ability to multi-

ply and to change or mutate, that it is

difficult to conclude that they are ordinary

protein molecules. Despite this difficulty,

the virus nucleoproteins which have been
found to have the chemical and physical

properties of molecules will be referred to

as molecules. Others may wish to refer to

these same particles as organisms or cells,

but the question of nomenclature is of sec-

ondary importance, as will be indicated

later. The virus activity is undoubtedly a
consequence of the unique architecture of

the materials that have been isolated, but
before proceeding with such an assumption
it is necessary to ascertain whether or not
it can be demonstrated that the virus prep-

arations are essentially pure and that the

virus activity is a specific property of the

major component. This demonstration is

dependent upon the correlation of chemi-

cal and physical properties with activity;

hence virus activity and its measurement
become all-important and must, therefore,

be considered.

The most characteristic and at the same
time the most important property of viruses

is their biological activity, their infectious-

ness or ability to multiply or reproduce

when introduced into certain living cells.

It is this property that resulted in the

original discovery of viruses, and it is this

property, more than any other, that has

caused viruses to be regarded as elementary

living organisms, for the ability to multiply

within an essentially non-specific and vari-

able environment has been generally con-

sidered to be one of the essential character-

istics of living organisms. This property

also distinguishes viruses from ordinary

protein molecules, such as those of egg
albumin and of hemoglobin, or even from
the biologically active enzyme proteins,

such as pepsin or trypsin, which have the

ability of multiplication in that they can

cause the autocatalytic conversion of spe-

cific precursors to pepsin and trypsin. It

may be noted here that if specific inactive

virus precursors should be found, the virus

reaction would then resemble that of the

enzymes, pepsin and trypsin.

During most of the early work with

viruses no attempt was made to measure
virus activity quantitatively. The activity

determinations were merely qualitative and
were made to determine whether or not a

given preparation could cause infection.

In these tests a number of animals or plants

were inoculated, and the appearance of dis-

ease symptoms was used as an indication

of the presence and transfer of virus. At-

tempts to make this method quantitative

were successful only to the extent that

tenfold differences could be detected. The
inability to titrate accurately and to follow

the major portion of the virus was a great

handicap to the earlier workers. However,

as a result of the discovery by Holmes in

1929 that tobacco-mosaic virus caused local

lesions on the leaves of certain plants about

two days after inoculation and that the

number of such lesions could be used as an
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index of the amount of virus applied, a

very accurate method for estimating the

concentration of this virus was developed.

By means of this method differences in

virus concentration of 10 per cent or

greater can be detected without undue
effort. The fact that tobacco-mosaic virus

can be titrated accurately made possible

the correlation of virus activity with the

chemical and physical properties of the

protein. This was of paramount impor-

tance, because the demonstration, beyond

a reasonable doubt, that the virus prepara-

tions (or at least the major component in

each of the preparations) actually consisted

of virus, and the further consideration and
the acceptance of the purified preparations

as virus were directly dependent upon such

work. Although much of the work done

since the isolation of the purified virus

preparations has been devoted to a study

of this problem, there will be presented

here briefly only the more significant re-

sults, most of which have been obtained

with tobacco-mosaic virus. This virus has

one of the widest host ranges known, for 46

different species of plants, representing 14

widely separated families, are susceptible

to the mosaic disease. Although attempts

to obtain purified preparations from all of

these have not been made as yet, it is of

considerable significance that virus prepa-

rations possessing essentially the same
chemical, physical, and biological proper-

ties have been obtained from different

batches of diseased Turkish tobacco. Bur-

ley tobacco, tomato, phlox, spinach, petunia,

and nightshade plants. This is a definite

indication that infection of widely differ-

ent hosts with the same virus is followed

by the production in these different hosts

of the same nucleoprotein, a material which
is characteristic not of the host but of the

disease. The yield of nucleoprotein ob-

tained was found to vary widely depending
upon the host, for Turkish tobacco plants

gave a yield of 2 to 3 mg of purified virus

per cc of juice, tomato plants about 1 mg
per cc, and spinach and phlox plants con-

siderably less than 1 mg per cc. It should

be noted that some of these plants, such as

phlox and spinach, are far removed from
the tobacco family. For example, no sero-

logical relationship was found by Chester

between the protein from normal tobacco

plants and that from normal phlox plants.

The fact that on infection these two differ-

ent plants foster the production of the

same virus is an indication that virus is

not produced by the simple polymerization

of serologically active normal proteins.

There is good evidence that viruses oc-

casionally change or mutate during produc-

tion in a host and give rise to new strains

which may be isolated, grown, and studied

apart from the parent virus. Many strains

of tobacco-mosaic virus are recognized and
to date 4 of these have been isolated in

purified form. Preparations of strains of

the same virus have been found to have

somewhat similar general properties, yet it

was found that it is possible to distinguish

each of the 4 preparations by means of

definite and characteristic chemical, physi-

cal, and serological properties. This find-

ing is of considerable importance, for it

indicates that when a virus changes or

mutates, the change is accompanied by the

formation of a new and slightly different

nucleoprotein. Furthermore, the concen-

tration reached in a given host was found
to vary widely with the strain of virus.

The amounts of the different purified

viruses obtainable from a given quantity of

starting material have also been found to

vary widely. For example, some batches

of badly diseased Turkish tobacco plants

have been found to contain one part of

virus per 200 parts of fresh green plant

material, whereas Turkish tobacco plants

diseased with cucumber-mosaic-1 virus con-

tain only about one part per million as

virus. Beard and Wyckoff obtained about

one part of papilloma virus per five

thousand parts of the starting material

(based on the whole rabbit), and Northrop

estimated that the crude culture of the

staphylococcus with which he worked con-

tained about one part per million as bac-

teriophage. It should be recognized, there-

fore, that the amount of virus occurring in

a host may vary tremendously, depending
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upon the virus and the host, some viruses

occurring in amounts as great as a part

per 200 and others iij amounts as small as

a part per million, with the possibility that

other viruses may occur in still smaller

amounts. In those cases where it has been

found impossible to isolate weighable

amounts of virus, or to demonstrate the

presence of virus by immunological reac-

tions, it is possible that the virus was ex-

tremely unstable or existed in such great

dilution that it escaped detection by means
other than activity measurements. The
purified preparations of the various viruses,

such as latent mosaic, tobacco ring spot,

bushy stunt of tomato, and the Shope
rabbit papilloma viruses, and a staphylo-

coccus bacteriophage, have been found to

have quite different and highly character-

istic chemical, physical, and serological

properties. It may be concluded, therefore,

that the different viruses, as well as the

various strains of a given virus, reach

widely different concentrations in their

hosts, and that the respective purified prep-

arations possess definite and highly charac-

teristic chemical, physical, and serological

properties which may be correlated with

the biological or virus activity.

The purified viruses that have been iso-

lated have been found to consist largely of

protein which is susceptible to digestion

with certain proteolytic enzymes and which
may be denatured by appropriate treat-

ment. In every instance so far studied,

the digestion or denaturation of the protein

has been accompanied by the loss of virus

activity and, in general, the rate of diges-

tion or of denaturation and the rate of loss

of activity have paralleled each other, al-

though in certain instances the inactivation

reaction was somewhat the more rapid of

the two. The studies have included denatu-

ration by acid, alkali, heat, dodecyl sulfate,

urea, etc. It should be noted that the puri-

fied preparations of the different viruses

were found to be stable only over certain

ranges of hydrogen-ion concentration which
were definite and characteristic for each

virus. In most instances, at the same pH
that caused loss of activity, there occurred

a break-up of high-molecular-weight ma-
terial that could be demonstrated by means
of the analytical ultracentrifuge. It has

also been found possible to inactivate some
virus preparations, such as those of tobacco

mosaic, cucumber mosaics 3 and 4, and la-

tent mosaic, with nitrous acid, hydrogen
peroxide, formaldehyde, or ultraviolet

light without the accompanying gross

change in properties that is usually re-

ferred to as denaturation. The general

chemical, physical, and serological proper-

ties of the inactivated preparations are very

similar to those of active preparations.

For example, in the case of tobacco mosaic

the preparation still consists of a high-

molecular-weight nucleoprotein which may
be crystallized and which reacts specifically

with antiserum to active virus. Should it

prove possible to inactivate a virus with

but a very slight change in its makeup, it

is possible that very sensitive chemical or

physical tests might be necessary in order

to detect the change. However, despite the

great similarity in general properties, in

every case yet studied it has been possible

to demonstrate that the inactivation was
accompanied by a measurable change in

one or more of the chemical, physical, or

serological properties of the preparation.

In the treatment of tobacco-mosaic virus

with formaldehyde, the inactivation was ac-

companied by a decrease in amino nitrogen

as measured colorimetrically or by means
of the Van Slyke gasometric method, and
by a decrease in the color developed by
Folin's phenol reagent. Of considerable

importance in connection with the correla-

tion of chemical with biological properties

are the facts that it w^as found possible to

reactivate the formolized virus, and to dem-

onstrate that the reactivation was ac-

companied by an increase in amino nitro-

gen, as measured by the color developed

with ninhydrin, and also by an increase in

the color developed with the phenol rea-

gent. This correlation indicates that the

virus activity is a property of the nucleo-

protein and provides information concern-

ing the structure necessary for activity.

The action of 36 per cent urea in 0.1 M
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phosphate buffer at pH 7 on tobacco-mosaic

virus has been studied in detail, and the

virus was found to be rapidly disinte-

grated into low-molecular-weight protein

components free of nucleic acid, with loss

of virus activity, serological specificity, and
ability to show stream double refraction.

The denaturation was accompanied by the

appearance of sulfhydryl groups, as indi-

cated by a positive nitroprusside reaction,

and the low-molecular-weight protein which

was formed was soluble in water but in-

soluble in 0.1 M or more concentrated salt

solutions.

The fact that the virus preparations that

have been isolated have consisted essenti-

ally of high-molecular-weight protein ma-

terial has been utilized in still another type

of experimental approach. The materials

can be sedimented from solution by means
of a high-speed centrifuge because of their

unusually high molecular weight, and, since

they are protein and have an isoelectric

point, the sedimentation of negatively

charged protein, of positively charged pro-

tein, and of neutral or uncharged protein

can be studied. In the case of tobacco-

mosaic virus, it was found that regardless

of the charge the protein and the agent

carrying the virus activity sedimented at

exactly the same rate. This is good evi-

dence that the activity is a property of the

protein, for, if the activity were due to a

small amount of some material of a differ-

ent size mixed with the protein, it is obvi-

ous that under one of the conditions cited

the mixture would have been separated and
the activity would not have been found
with the high-molecular-weight protein.

By the high-speed centrifugation of mix-

tures of tobacco-mosaic virus with egg

albumin, globin, trypsin, or pepsin, it w^as

found possible to separate the character-

istic high-molecular-weight nucleoprotein

with unchanged activity. Gratia and Manil
obtained similar results with mixtures of

tobacco-mosaic virus and a bacteriophage.

Neurath and Saum, using the refracto-

metric method of Lamm, found the diffu-

sion constant of chemically purified to-

bacco-mosaic virus to be about 3x10"*

square cm per second, and Frampton, using

the same method, obtained a value of 2.1 x
10~^ square cm per second. The diffusion

constant obtained by Hills and Vinson by
means of the Northrop-Anson diffusion cell

is probably far too large, since these work-

ers did not use sufficient electrolyte to eli-

minate the accelerating effect of small ions

on the virus. In most of their experiments,

virus was permitted to diffuse from a dilute

electrolyte solution into distilled water, and
in the remaining experiments, from a

trypsin solution into a trypsin-free solu-

tion. Purified preparations of tobacco-

mosaic virus have been subjected to a care-

ful immunological study; when sufficiently

purified it was not found possible to detect

material other than the virus protein even

by the sensitive precipitin and anaphylactic

tests. Evidence of a different nature but

also indicative of homogeneity was provided

by the results obtained by means of the

analytical ultracentrifuge and the electro-

phoresis apparatus, for in each case a single

sharp boundary characteristic of a single

molecular species was obtained. It was
found impossible to separate virus activity,

from protein by filtration through collodion

or other types of filters. The ultraviolet-

light-absorption spectrum of purified to-

bacco-mosaic virus preparations was found

to agree essentially with the destruction

spectrum of virus activity, thus indicating

a close relationship between the two.

A great amount of experimental work on

the purified virus preparations has already

been completed, and an even larger volume

is now in progress. Still more viruses are

being obtained in purified form from time

to time and ever-increasing amounts of the

ones already purified are being made avail-

able for experimentation. In all of the

work that has been reported to the present

time, or that is known to me, not a single

bit of experimental evidence has been ob-

tained that is incompatible with the idea

that the various purified and unaltered

virus preparations, or at least their chief

components, actually consist of the active

agent. On the contrary, there is an im-

posing array of evidence which indicates
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that several of the viruses have been iso-

lated in an essentially pure form, and that

the biological activity is a specific property

of the respective nucleoproteins. There is

always the possibility that the virus ma-
terials may represent a unique situation

and that there is something which has not

been comprehended as yet. However, it

seems to me that the time has arrived when
it can be said that virus activity is a spe-

cific property of the nucleoproteins with es-

sentially the same degree of assurance as

when it is said that the properties of water
are those of the water molecule or that the

hormone properties of insulin belong to the

protein molecule known as insulin. On the

basis of information now available, there-

fore, it may be concluded, that the different

nucleoproteins represent the respective

viruses in essentially pure form. The chem-
ical makeup of these active materials thus

becomes of importance. Quantitative chem-
ical analyses of several of the viruses have
been completed and in general they contain

about 50 per cent carbon, 7.5 per cent hy-

drogen, and 16 per cent nitrogen, together

with a little sulfur and phosphorus. No
lipoid or fat has been demonstrated in the

smaller viruses or in the plant viruses, but
it has always been found in purified prepa-

rations of vaccine and chicken-tumor vi-

ruses. Although much of the lipoid is re-

movable, it has not been determined
whether all of the lipoid can be removed
without loss of virus activity. In the case

of the chicken-tumor agent, attempts to re-

move the final 5 per cent of the lipoid re-

sulted in inactivation. It is possible, there-

fore, that lipoid may represent an integral

component of these viruses. MacFarlane
and Salaman have reported that purified

vaccine virus shows phosphatase and cata-

lase activities but not dehydrogenase ac-

tivity, and they consider that the enzymatic
activities are specific properties of the

virus. No other purified virus preparation

has been reported to have such enzymatic
activity. Rischkov found purified tobacco-

mosaic virus to have none of the ordinary
enzymatic activities.

In the immediate future it is unlikely

that studies on the composition of most of

the viruses will consist of more than routine

quantitative elementary chemical analyses,

for at present most viruses are readily

available only in amounts measurable in

milligrams. However, there is no reason

why the makeup of at least one typical

virus, that of tobacco mosaic, should not

be studied in great detail, for it is possible

to obtain this virus nucleoprotein in 100-gm

lots without undue effort. Preliminary

studies have been completed, and to date

the virus material has yielded on hydrolysis

only amino acids and a nucleic acid of the

yeast nucleic acid type. The amino acids

that have been identified include arginine,

aspartic acid, cysteine, glutamic acid,

leucine, lysine, phenylalanine, proline,

serine, tyrosine, and tryptophane. Histi-

dine, alanine, and glycine are either absent

or occur in amounts that have not been

measurable as yet. Ross has found the

glutamic acid to be the naturally occurring

dextro-rotatory glutamic acid. This is of

interest because of the striking demonstra-

tion by Kogel and Erxleben of the occur-

rence in cancerous tissue of glutamic and
other amino acids having markedly lower

optical rotations, which indicates the pres-

ence of the unnatural isomers. In view of

the apparent dependence of insulin activity

upon the presence of the disulfide linkage

in the molecule, the distribution of sulfur

in the tobacco-mosaic virus preparation was
studied. Of the 0.24 per cent sulfur usu-

ally found, about 0.18 per cent occurs as

cysteine sulfur and 0.04 per cent or less as

sulfate sulfur. Although methionine de-

terminations frequently yield results as

high as 0.04 per cent methionine sulfur, the

results are always somewhat lower follow-

ing dialysis and it is doubtful if the ma-
terial actually contains methionine.

Loring, in preliminary studies on the na-

ture of tobacco-mosaic virus nucleic acid,

demonstrated not only that the acid is a

true nucleic acid by the isolation of guan-

ine, adenine, cytosine, and uridylic acid

but also that the acid differs in certain

respects from all known nucleic acids. He
found the diffusion constant of virus nu-
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cleic acid in 0.4 31 borate buffer at pH 7.7

to be 0.10 square cm per day, which on the

basis of a spherical molecule would corre-

spond to a molecular weight of about 37,-

000. The manner in which the protein and
nucleic acid are combined in tobacco-mosaic

virus is not known. However, the fact

that the two are immediately split apart

on treatment with 5 per cent sodium hy-

droxide at 0° C, with 5 volumes of glacial

acetic acid, with 36 per cent urea in 0.1

M phosphate buffer at pH 8, or on heating

to 75° C, and that a fairly rapid disintegra-

tion occurs with 0.5 per cent dodecyl sul-

fate at pH 8 argues against the possibility

that they are combined through stable

chemical bonds. The fact that it has not

yet been found possible to secure evidence

for the dissociation of the two in the pres-

ence of various concentrations of salt, after

the manner in which sperm nucleoproteins

are dissociated, indicates that the linkage

is different and is probably somewhat
stronger than the usual salt bonds. It is

possible that the linkage is a very weak
ester or amide bond, or perhaps of the

hydrogen bond type that is being postu-

lated so freely at present in connection

with protein structure. Bernal and Fanku-
chen first deduced from X-ray data that

tobacco-mosaic virus contained equal sub-

units about 22 X 20 x20 A in size ; and on
the basis of X-ray work with nucleic acids,

Astbury has suggested that this sub-unit,

which would have a molecular weight of

about 7000, must consist of one nucleotide

combined with 54 amino acid residues.

However, Ross has calculated from data on
the amounts of some of the amino acids

which occur in small amounts that if the

virus is built up from similar repeat-units,

the minimum molecular weight of this sub-

unit must be of the order of 20,000 to

40,000. This value is in accord with Ber-

nal 's more recent estimate of 40,000 and
vtdth results obtained by means of the

analytical ultracentrifuge on alkali-dissoci-

ated virus and by means of osmotic pres-

sure and diffusion determinations on virus

dissociated in 36 per cent urea, all of which
indicated a molecular weight of the order

of 50,000. It should be emphasized that

these sub-units cannot be regarded as vi-

rus, for they are not active. In the case

of alkali degradation, evidence was ob-

tained by means of the ultracentrifuge that

the virus is first broken down into large

inactive units, and these then continue to

break up until eventually the small units

are obtained. It has not been determined
whether or not the large units still contain

nucleic acid. It seems likely that a similar

gradual breakdown occurs in the degrada-

tion of virus in concentrated urea solution,

but it has not been demonstrated experi-

mentally as yet, although such studies

are in progress. The results indicate that

the virus activity is not due to a dissoci-

able prosthetic group, but rather to a

unique architecture that is characteristic

of the large molecule as a unit. Nucleic

acid appears to play an important role in

this structure, for it has been found in all

of the viruses that have been purified.

The nature of the combination appears to

vary somewhat, for it has already been

found that the nucleic acid is bound far

more strongly in latent mosaic than in to-

bacco mosaic virus. The elucidation of the

intimate structure which is characteristic

of viruses may appear hopeless in view of

the complexity and differences already

found. However, if they contain some-

what similar sub-units, a study of the vari-

ous degradation products should yield in-

formation concerning the general nature of

the sub-units, and although the elaboration

of their detailed structure may not be

achieved at an early date, it is possible

that the manner in which they are com-

bined to form the virus may be learned and
with this the secret of the activity.

The fact that the addition of salts to solu-

tions of tobacco mosaic virus may cause the

nucleoprotein to come out of solution in the

form of long, thin, solid, needle-shaped

structures which are readily visible under
the microscope and which have been re-

garded as crystals, and that the material

could be crystallized repeatedly in a similar

manner have attracted much attention. It

should be noted, however, that crystalline
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form and the retention of constant prop-

erties following repeated crystallization

have been used as criteria of purity with

such great success in the chemistry of in-

organic and simple organic compounds that

the layman has tended to place undue con-

fidence in them. Henderson Smith has

stated that there was "attached a kind of

sanctity to the word 'crystal' " and that

crystallinity "was a sort of a guarantee of

purity. '

' On the other hand, chemists, and
especially protein chemists, who are famil-

iar with the great tendency of proteins to

form solid solutions and to carry along

J impurities on crystallization, have long rec-

ognized that while crystallinity and the re-

tention of constant properties on repeated

crystallization are very useful tests in the

determination of the purity of a material,

they are not infallible tests; they are less

well suited for purity tests in the case of

proteins, and most certainly they are not

an absolute guarantee of purity. Neverthe-

less, following the announcement in 1935 of

the "isolation of a crystalline protein pos-

sessing the properties of tobacco-mosaic

virus," the fact that the material could be

obtained in crystalline form was more in-

strumental than any other in securing the

acceptance of the material as pure and as

the virus, although to me and to many
others it was perhaps the least convincing

of the experimental evidence. The fact

that the protein could be repeatedly crystal-

lized with retention of constant properties

was a more significant bit of evidence. The
crystallinity of the protein also caused

many individuals to decide that the virus

was non-living because they considered it

impossible for living organisms to take on

a crystalline structure. However, crystal-

linity is simply a structural regularity and
actually there need be no incompatibility

between the living and the crystalline

states. Nevertheless, if the protein had not

been obtained in crystalline form, it is very

probable that it would have been generally

considered as a minute living organism

somewhat similar to ordinary bacteria, be-

cause of the general conception of viruses

as living organisms. The crystallinity was

useful in that it focused attention on the

other physical and chemical properties of

the protein, and although some workers

doubted that the virus activity was a prop-

erty of the protein, the material was gener-

ally accepted as being composed essentially

of large protein molecules. It should be
emphasized that crystallinity, of itself, of-

fers no evidences as to the living or non-

living nature of a material and is no abso-

lute guarantee of purity, and that retention

of constant properties following repeated

crystallization should be regarded as

merely one of a great many tests used
to determine purity, any one of which may
be fallible and all of which should be used

before a decision regarding purity is

reached. It has not been found possible

to crystallize some of the unstable virus

proteins, and it is likely that more viruses

will be isolated which cannot be crystal-

lized. In the cases of unstable viruses, the

continual breakdown may provide sufficient

impurity to prevent crystallization, and in

other cases it is possible that pure prepara-

tions may be obtained which will fail to

crystallize; hence failure to obtain a virus

in crystalline form should not be considered

as a definite indication of an impurity.

Tobacco-mosaic and its strains, aucuba,

masked, and enation-mosaic viruses, the

closely related cucumber-mosaic-3 and -4

viruses, tobacco-necrosis virus, and bushy-

stunt-of-tomato virus have all been obtained

in the form of crystals readily visible under

the microscope. All of the first-named

viruses were obtained in the form of long,

thin, pointed needles, while the bushy-stunt

virus was obtained in the form of rhombic

dodecahedra, and the tobacco-necrosis virus

as thin plates. Latent-mosaic-of-potato vi-

rus has not been obtained in the form of

distinct crystals, but the pellet obtained on

high-speed centrifugation was found to be

doubly refracting. When 1 to 2 per cent

solutions of latent-mosaic virus or of to-

bacco-mosaic virus or its strains are allowed

to stand, they gradually separate out into

two distinct layers, the lower of which is

liquid crystalline. No purified viruses

other than those mentioned above have been
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obtained in crystalline form to date. Ber-

nal and Fankuclien made X-ray diffraction

studies on oriented crystals and on solu-

tions of virus preparations and found no
difference between strains of latent-mosaic

virus, and only doubtful ones in the case

of the cucumber-mosaic-3 and -4 viruses.

However, they found definite differences in

intensity of the intermolecular pattern in

the case of the strains of tobacco-mosaic vi-

rus, although the intramolecular pattern

appeared to be the same. In every case

the intramolecular pattern was found to be

independent of the concentration of the

virus while the intermolecular pattern

varied continuously and quantitatively

with the concentration. The intramolecu-

lar pattern of the bushy-stunt virus was
found to be of essentially the same type as

that of tobacco-mosaic virus, indicative of

a repeat-unit of approximately 20 x 20 x22

A. Bernal came to the interesting conclu-

sion that the individual molecules of to-

bacco-mosaic virus have an internal crys-

talline structure, that this structure is

analogous to that of other crystalline pro-

teins, and hence that each molecule may be

regarded as a crystal. Although the beauti-

ful dodecahedric crystals of bushy-stunt vi-

rus are regarded as true crystals, Bernal

believes that the intermolecular pattern of

crystalline tobacco-mosaic virus indicates

the presence of long molecules arranged

with a perfect hexagonal, 2-dimensional

regularity at right angles to the length but

with no regularity in the direction of the

length. He is of the opinion that the solid

needle-shaped particles which are visible

under the microscope and which have been

referred to as crystals have only this type

of regularity and are therefore really in a

liquid crystalline state and should be re-

ferred to as liquid or para-crystals.

Wyekoff and Corey have also studied the

X-ray diffraction pattern of crystalline

tobacco-mosaic virus, and although they ob-

tained essentially the same pattern as that

reported later by Bernal, they interpreted

it as resulting from true crystals.

Recently, Kausche reported that he had
succeeded in preparing in vitro the hexa-

gonal crystals of tobacco-mosaic virus

which previously had been noted only
within living cells. Beale had previously

described the transformation of the hexag-
onal crystals within living cells into the

needle crystals upon the addition of acid.

Kausche reported that he had observed
under the microscope the reversal of this

phenomenon, namely, that bundles of the

needle crystals fused together to form the

hexagonal crystals. He considers that the

molecules, the short and long fibers or fila-

ments described by Best, the needle crys-

tals, and the hexagonal crystals form an
unbroken series. The preparation of the

hexagonal crystals in vitro should make it

possible to determine whether or not they
are more complex in composition than the

needle crystals, a possibility which was
suggested by Beale. Bernal has stated that

the hexagonal crystals occurring within

cells ''possess end as well as side faces and
undeniably show 3-dimensional regularity '

'

and Bawden also considers them to be true

crystals. However, Bernal and Bawden
consider that the needle crystals are not
true crystals and possess only a 2-dimen-

sional regularity; hence, if the hexagonal
crystals are formed from the needle crys-

tals, a rather unusual realignment of the

molecules must occur. It appears prefer-

able to leave the question of the kind of

crystallinity open for the present. Whether
crystalline tobacco-mosaic virus possesses a
2- or 3-diniensional tyipe of regularity is

not important from the standpoint of the

virus w^orker, even though it may be quite

important to the crystallographer, for, as

mentioned above, crystallinity is not a vital

issue with respect to either the purity or

the nature of viruses, and regardless of the

final decision the general virus problem will

remain unchanged.
In most of the work on the estimation of

the sizes of viruses, it has been tacitly as-

sumed that the virus particles were essenti-

ally spherical in shape. Recently, however,

Lauffer and I demonstrated that some vi-

ruses are very asymmetrical in shape. The
earliest indication of the asymmetry of a

virus was obtained by Takahashi and
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Kawlins, who noted that double refraction

of flow was exhibited by the juic3 from a

plant diseased with tobacco-mosaic virus

but not by the juice from normal plants.

In view of Freundlich's work on the vana-

dium pentoxide sols and because of the na-

ture of the double refraction of flow, they

concluded that tobacco-mosaic virus or some

material regularly associated with it was

composed of rod-shaped particles. Since

that time, and following the isolation of the

virus in purified form, an imposing mass

of evidence has been obtained, chiefly by
Lauffer, that tobacco-mosaic virus consists

of molecules having a cross section of about

12 mp and a length of the order of 400

mp. The strains of tobacco-mosaic virus,

the related cucumber-mosaic-3 and -4 vi-

ruses, and latent-mosaic-of-potato virus

have also been found to have similar rod-

like shapes. Tobacco-ring-spot, rabbit-

papilloma, vaccinia, and bushy-stunt-of-

tomato viruses have not been found to show
double refraction of flow and hence prob-

ably have relatively symmetrical shapes.

An interesting phenomenon shown by
viruses having a very asymmetric shape and
apparently directly dependent upon a rod-

like shape, is the formation of two distinct

layers when rather concentrated solutions

of such viruses are allowed to stand. The
line of demarcation is very sharp and
gradually rises with time. The upper
layer is the more dilute and shows double

refraction only when caused to flow,

whereas the lower layer is the more con-

centrated and is spontaneously doubly re-

fracting. The lower layer appears to result

when the rod-shaped virus molecules be-

come sufficiently concentrated so that they

lose their ability to rotate about their two
shorter axes, and appears to consist, there-

fore of a 3-dimensional mosaic of regions

arranged at random to each other but in

each of which all of the molecules lie ap-

proximately parallel. The phenomenon ap-

pears to be quite analogous to that first

reported by Zocher and Jacobsohn for

vanadium pentoxide sols. Lauffer con-

cluded that the lower layer represents a

special case of double refraction because

it has no extinction direction. He found
that the double refraction exhibited by to-

bacco-mosaic virus is due largely, if not

entirely, to the shape of the particles, and
scarcely, if at all, to intrinsic double re-

fraction.

The marked asymmetry of some of the

viruses has thrown doubt upon sizes esti-

mated from ultrafiltration, ultracentrifuga-

tion, and diffusion data, since few studies

have been made on the manner in which

rod-shaped particles filter, sediment, or dif-

fuse. Frampton has stressed the facts that

certain moderately concentrated solutions

of tobacco-mosaic virus do not obey Po-

iseuill's and Fick's laws, and that even

dilute solutions exhibit anomalous viscosity.

He interprets these results as being due to

inter-particle attraction and considers that

molecular weight values calculated from
sedimentation, diffusion, and viscosity data

are wholly ambiguous. Although it is

generally accepted that in moderately con-

centrated solutions inter-particle forces

are present which are sufficiently strong to

influence the rates of sedimentation, diffu-

sion, and viscous flow, there appears to be

little justification for assuming such an

extreme viewpoint; the data from which

molecular weight values were calculated

were obtained with dilute solutions, and
there is much evidence which indicates that

these forces are negligible in dilute solu-

tions. Furthermore, Robinson recently

showed that even the anomalous viscosity

exhibited by dilute solutions may be ex-

plained without reference to inter-particle

attraction. It may be concluded, therefore,

that even in the case of asymmetrical vi-

ruses such physico-chemical data may be

used with considerable justification in the

calculation of molecular weights. In the

case of tobacco-mosaic virus, Lauffer has

shown that different methods of estimating

molecular weight from viscosity, sedimenta-

tion, and diffusion data, one of which is

independent of assumptions concerning the

shape of the particles, give values that

agree closely. The cross section of the

molecule, calculated from the length to

width ratio of 35 : 1 which was obtained
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from viscosity studies aud from the molecu-

lar weight of about 50 xlO°, is 12.3 mp,
which is in agreement with the results of

ultrafiltration, if it be assumed that the

width of the particle represents the limit-

ing dimension. This value for the cross

section is approximately the same as that

of 15.2 mn suggested by Bernal on the basis

of X-ray data and that of 12.5 m|j sug-

gested by Langmuir and Schaefer as a

result of studies on monolayers of the vi-

rus. Lauffer's general conclusions regard-

ing size and shape of the particles of to-

bacco-mosaic virus were confirmed recently,

when by direct observation by means of the

electron microscope, Kausche, Pfankuch
and Ruska found that most of the particles

in a dilute solution of a chemically pre-

pared sample were about 330 mp in length

and about 12 to 15 mp in cross section.

Bawden and Pirie found that the purifi-

cation of tobacco-mosaic virus by chemical

means resulted in a loss in activity and
filterability and an increase in stream

double refraction, and concluded that the

purification had caused an aggregation of

the virus. Similar results have been re-

ported in the cases of other viruses, and as

a result there has been a tendency on the

part of virus workers to assume that purifi-

cation as such must invariably cause aggre-

gation of virus and hence that it is im-

possible to isolate virus in an unaltered

condition. The question of the aggregation

of tobacco-mosaic virus was studied by the

writer with Loring and Lauffer, and it

was found that virus purified by rapid

chemical treatment in the cold, or prefer-

ably by means of ultracentrifugation in

the cold, was entirely comparable to the

virus in untreated juice with respect to

specific activity, filterability, and stream

double refraction. However, merely allow-

ing such purified virus to stand for a short

time at room temperature and in the pres-

ence of low concentrations of salt was
sufficient to cause aggregation. Similar re-

sults have been obtained with latent-mosaic

and tobacco-ring-spot viruses. It should

be recognized, therefore, that although vi-

ruses may be aggregated readily by chemi-

cal treatment and most of the chemically

purified virus preparations that have been
isolated have consisted of aggregated vi-

rus, it is possible nevertheless to isolate

tobacco-mosaic virus which is comparable
to virus in unpurified preparations and
which resembles it in specific activity,

filterability, and stream double refraction.

The occasional suggestions that in un-
treated juice tobacco-mosaic virus consists

of small units, or that active low-molecular-

weight material may be produced following

a given treatment, are not in accord with
results obtained in the writer's laboratory.

If active low-molecular-weight material ex-

isted, it would not be possible to sediment
the active units in a centrifuge at a speed

at which other low-molecular-weight ma-
terial, such as hemoglobin, fails to sedi-

ment. However, it is an experimental fact

that when untreated juice or preparations

which are supposed to contain low-molecu-

lar-weight active material are mixed with

hemoglobin and centrifuged at a speed
which will sediment ordinary tobacco-

mosaic virus but not hemoglobin, the virus

activity is found in the sediment and not

with the unsedimented hemoglobin in the

supernatant liquid. This is good evidence

that virus in untreated juice does not

consist of low-molecular-weight material.

Similar results have been obtained by
Hughes, Pickels and Horsfall in a study on
the differential centrifugation of proteins.

These workers demonstrated that hemo-
cyanin can be separated from egg albumin
and that yellow-fever virus can be sepa-

rated from serum protein without any
difficulty by means of differential centrifu-

gation. It may be concluded that to date

there has been no convincing demonstration

of the existence or production of low-

molecular-weight material carrying virus

activity.

The isolation of several of the viruses in

the form of high-molecular-weight proteins,

and the demonstration beyond a reasonable

doubt that the preparations are essentially

pure and that virus activity is a specific

property of the proteins, necessitate a con-

sideration of virus activity in terms of these
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materials. The viruses vary in composition

from the amino and nucleic acids of to-

bacco-mosaic and tobacco-ring-spot viruses

to the amino acids, nucleic acid, carbohy-

drate, and lipoid that go to make up vac-

cine virus. Despite the variation in compo-

sition and size, there is no reason to believe

that viruses differ among themselves in any

fundamental respect, or that there is other

than a continuity of structure from small

to large viruses. All viruses have in com-

mon the ability to reproduce or multiply

when placed within susceptible living cells,

and since no virus has been found to mul-

tiply under any other conditions, they may
be considered obligate parasites. The man-

ner in which viruses multiply has been, and

remains, a matter of much conjecture. In

the case of phage, Northrop considers that

multiplication can be more simply ex-

plained by analogy with the autocatalytic

formation of pepsin and trypsin than by

analogy with the far more complicated sys-

tem of living organisms. This seems a

reasonable attitude, especially in view of

Krueger's evidence for the existence of an

inactive precursor or pro-phage. However,

many difficulties become apparent when
this viewpoint is adopted for viruses in

general, for no evidence has been obtained

for the existence of inactive precursors

having chemical properties similar to those

of the viruses, no virus has been produced

de novo or in the absence of living cells,

and a multiplicity of precursors must be

postulated, since a given host cell is capable

of producing any one of hundreds of differ-

ent viruses or virus strains.

Nevertheless, it is quite possible that the

basic idea of catalysis may be correct with

respect to virus activity. Bergmann has

shown experimentally that a catalyst, a

protein enzyme, can cause the formation or

synthesis of a peptide linkage. There is

every reason to believe that proteins are

produced through the formation of peptide

linkages ; hence, it is but a step to consider

that proteins may result from the catalytic

action of still other proteins, and but an-

other step to consider that a protein may
catalyze reactions resulting in the forma-

tion of replicas of itself. The latter pro-

tein, catalyzing such reactions within a cell,

would conform, of course, to our definition

of a virus. The virus reaction may, there-

fore, resemble the pepsin and trj^psin acti-

vation reactions and the reaction postu-

lated for phage, except that the virus

reaction is far more complicated, requiring

not one but a series of reactions and special

conditions which so far have not been re-

produced outside of a cell.

The introduction of a virus most cer-

tainly diverts the normal metabolic activity

of a cell, yet the influence of the virus

might be likened to that of agents already

present which direct normal metabolism,

except that the virus exerts a dominating

influence. The mechanism by means of

which virus is synthesized within a diseased

cell must be very similar to that by means
of which normal proteins and constituents

are synthesized within a normal cell.

Levaditi has suggested that in the case of

a virus-infected cell the "constructive"

factor of the virus superimposes itself and
dominates the normal factor. Similar ideas

have been advanced in the writings of other

workers, especially when cancerous cells

were under consideration. In some in-

stances the loss of a factor rather than the

addition of one has been postulated. One
great point of difference is that in the case

of the virus reaction the "key" to the

disrupted metabolism, the virus, can be

separated, isolated in pure form, and
studied apart from the system, whereas in

the cases of normal cells or of cancerous

cells similar "keys" have not been found

separable as yet. The ' * key or keys '

' must
be contained within the chromosome and
probably are represented by genes or gene

derivatives, and therefore may be nucleo-

proteins. The fact that all viruses so far

isolated have been found to consist of :

nucleoprotein or to contain it may be of

special significance, and the possibility that

they may have been derived from genes

or nuclear material has been considered

from time to time by different writers.
/

Although it is quite possible that viruses

may have arisen originally in such an en-
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dogenous manner, it should be emphasized

that it is recognized today that virus

activity results only from the introduction

of virus from without. There is, however,

a strong and growing tendency to consider

that viruses or similar factors may, upon
provocation of the cell, originate endog-

enously and give rise to tumors or can-

cers. Whether such viruses are actually

derived from normal cell constituents or

are formed by the mutation of a " masked '

'

virus which is normally or usually carried

within the cell, but which in reality is

alien to the cell, is not known. The prob-

ability that the synthesis of viruses does

not differ fundamentally from the syn-

thesis of normal proteins within cells,

and the fact that, although viruses may be

removed and studied apart, they neverthe-

less possess most of the properties of liv-

ing organisms, cause the attack on the

nature and mode of action of viruses to

become of signal importance, for it is in

reality an attack not only on the problems

of abnormal and normal metabolism, but

also on the nature of life. The difficulties,

discussed by Bohr, which are involved in

making studies of the living state without

affecting conditions by the very act of

study, are lessened in the case of viruses,

since they may be removed from cells, sub-

jected to various studies, and then rein-

troduced into cells without measurably

affecting them. This property of sus-

pended animation is unique with viruses

and is possessed by no other entity to a

similar degree, for the same difference that

exists between viruses and ordinary living

organisms must exist between viruses and
the seeds or spores that are usually cited

as examples of suspended animation. This

and other preceding statements are neces-

sarily limited by one's understanding of

the nature of the difference between viruses

and living organisms, hence this question

will be considered.

The chemist, after a perusal of the prop-

erties of the purified viruses that have
been isolated and adequately studied, has

no difficulty in coming to the conclusion

that they are protein molecules. They

merit the term molecule because, despite

many attempts, it has not been found pos-

sible to sub-divide the large units without
the loss of virus activity. The chemical
and physical properties are admittedly
those to be expected of large protein mole-

cules, and the chemist, well acquainted
with the catalytic synthesis of a peptide

bond and the autocatalytic formation in

vitro of the pepsin and tryspin proteins,

views virus activity as but a logical and
not unexpected extension of the expression

of chemical structure. True, the duplica-

tion of conditions necessary for the ex-

pression of virus activity in vitro has not

yet been accomplished, and but little has

been done with the large and complex
viruses such as vaccine virus, but the

chemist, secure in the knowledge already

gained, considers that such problems lend

themselves to experimentation and looks

forward with confidence to their eventual

solution.

On the other hand, the pathologist and
biologist, long interested in the expression

of virus activity and its results, have con-

sidered viruses to be small living organ-

isms. Recently, however, there has been a

tendency on the part of some of these

workers to accept the view that some or all

viruses may be something other than living-

organisms. Rivers has suggested that the

large viruses may be small living organ-

isms, the middle-sized viruses representa-

tives of an unknown form of life, and the

small viruses non-living agents, but that it

is impossible to draw lines dividing the

groups and that very probably one group
shades off into its neighbors. Rivers ap-

pears to believe, therefore, that although

the large differ from the small viruses,

they nevertheless form a continuum from
small non-living to large living viruses.

Green and others have suggested that

viruses are simplified fragments of living

protoplasm which arise from organisms by
a process of retrograde evolution under
parasitism, involving loss of function and
associated substance, and that this process

may result in forms varying from a single

colloidal molecule to entities almost indis-
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tinguishable from ordinary living organ-

isms. Laidlaw has presented a similar

view and has assembled much evidence in

its support. Doerr has just published a

masterly discussion of the nature of viruses

and bacteriophages in which he has pre-

sented and evaluated the ideas held by

different workers. He points out that the

large viruses are similar to the small vi-

ruses in all important respects, that there

is no reason for attempting to separate

them on the basis of size, and that, further-

more, no fundamental difference between

viruses and living organisms has been

demonstrated. In Doerr 's opinion, the

chief point of issue is whether non-living

infectious agents should be accepted along

with living infectious entities, or the smal-

lest virus accepted as a living agent, and af-

ter a thorough discussion he tends to resolve

the conflict in favor of the acceptance of

viruses as living even though they may
consist of a protein molecule. The path-

ologist has been able to rationalize his

knowledge of viruses with his knowledge

of living organisms so that he is willing to

accept the smallest virus, even though a

large nucleoprotein molecule, and the larg-

est living organism, as representatives of a

common series in which there is a definite

but almost imperceptible gradation of sub-

stance and of complexity of function.

We come, therefore, to the interesting

situation where the pathologist and the

chemist have a common meeting ground, a

territory never before accessible with cer-

tainty. Needham has argued the necessity

of a bridge between morphology and bio-

chemistry, and the essence of this bridge

now appears to have been achieved between

pathology and chemistry. The chemist,

always interested in atoms and molecules,

has recently extended his knowledge in

two directions. At one extreme, nuclear

chemistry has achieved the transmutation

of elements and at the present time is

pushing vigorously ahead with studies on

the manner in which the protons and elec-

trons that make up the atoms are arranged

and on ways and means of breaking up
large and complex structures into simpler

ones. Instead of being homogeneous, the

atoms appear to consist of a virtual maze
of discontinuities, but are nevertheless in

perfect order, as shown by the formation

of a barium atom during the disintegra-

tion of a large uranium atom. At the

other extreme, the chemist has found the

virus proteins, molecules larger than those

ever known before. However, the chemist

realizes that just as the chemical, biologi-

cal, and physical properties of ordinary

molecules are a direct result of their struc-

ture, so too must the properties of atoms

and of the viruses be a direct result of

their structure. This structure, whether

evidenced by the proton and electron of

the hydrogen atom, by the atoms of the

water molecule, or by the units combined

to make up a virus, must be fundamentally

the same. The recognition of the essential

identity of the structure of entities, regard-

less of their nature, that is, of structure

as a continuum from smallest to largest,

is of fundamental importance. Although

recognizing the significance and importance

of structure, many have been led astray

because of attempts to separate the living

from the non-living on the basis of certain

characteristics, not realizing that, as has

been stated many times before, the word
**life" is merely a definition of degree.

Attempts to arrive at a definite line of

division have resulted in failure in the

past and appear doomed to a similar fate

in the future. Fortunately, the classifica-

tion of an entity as living or non-living,

or as a cell or a molecule, is of little or no

importance, whereas the complete realiza-

tion of the expression inherent in structure

is of tremendous importance.

I expressed the view two years ago that

from the standpoint of structure there is

no reason why a single structural entity,

which we call a molecule, should not be

larger than the ordered group of structural

entities which we call a cell. The over-

lapping of structure in the case of atoms is

well known, and the recent demonstration

of the formation of barium and other atoms

from a single uranium atom brings it even

more forcibly to attention. A similar situ-
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ation may prevail at the other extreme of

size. Neither the cell nor the atomic theory-

should be handicapped by a reference to

the living state, but should be utilized only

to define certain accepted orders of struc-

ture. It should also be recognized that

there may be such a gradual transition be-

tween these accepted orders of structure

that the designation of intervening entities

as molecules or as cells becomes one merely

of personal preference. The nature of the

bonds between units within cells, as well

as the nature of the bonds which hold to-

gether the large nucleoproteins, requires

much more investigation before they can

be completely understood. However, at

the present time there is no reason to be-

lieve that they differ in any fundamental

respect from the forces already known to

exist in atoms and molecules. We must,

therefore, recognize a continuous series of

structures ranging from atoms and mole-

cules, through the viruses to living organ-

isms. The secret of life is not bound up
exclusively with the latter, for although I

quite agree with the statement that Conklin

made in the first paper that there is life

in organization, I do not think that organi-

zation, that life, suddenly disappears below

the cell. A hydrogen atom represents or-

ganization, a protein molecule tremendous

organization, and in man a still higher

degree of organization is represented. The
expression of the structure or organization

encountered in man is, in reality, but

little more surprising or mysterious than

that encountered in atoms and molecules.

Consider the vast array of expressions

involved in going from carbon and hydro-

gen atoms, two pairs of which may form
the gas acetylene, to the related molecules

of benzene, napthalene, anthracene, di-

benzanthracene, the carcinogenic hydro-

carbons, the sex hormones, ergosterol,

vitamin D and perhaps those interesting

materials which Dr. Harrison mentioned,

the mammalian organizers. These are not

complicated structures, for their molecular

weights are less than 500, yet they exhibit

an amazing range of activities. It is not

surprising that this range should be

widened in the case of proteins, whose
molecular or particle weights are measured
not in hundreds but in thousands and in

millions, to include activities that are in-

distinguishable from those which have been

regarded as characterizing living organ-

isms. There is, therefore, a continuum
from what have been called living organ-

isms to what have been called molecules.

We should recognize that both may, in fact,

be regarded either as organisms or as

molecules, that they differ only in the de-

gree of organization, and that the terms

living and non-living may be applied only

to entities at the two extremes, in much
the same way that the terms acid and alka-

line are used to describe hydrogen-ion

concentration. No difficulty is encountered

so long as the degree of life, or of inani-

mateness, or of acidity or of alkalinity is

sufficiently great, but in each instance there

is an intermediate zone where it becomes

impossible to effect an exact definition

based on such terms without the use of

some arbitrary point of division. With
the realization that there is no definite

boundary between the living and the non-

living, it becomes possible to blend the

atomic theory, the germ theory, and the cell

theory into a unified philosophy, the es-

sence of which is structure or architecture.

The chemical, biological, and physical

properties of matter, whether atoms, mole-

cules, germs, or cells, are directly depend-

ent upon the chemical structure of the

matter, and the results of the work with

viruses have permitted the conclusion that

this structure is fundamentally the same

regardless of its occurrence.
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Somewhat more than 100 years ago, 1836,

the Swedish chemist Berzelius originated

the concept of catalysis and pointed out that

the catalytic reactions, which were begin-

ning at that time to be recognized in in-

organic chemistry, must be similar in prin-

ciple to the chemical reactions in the living

cells. This theory of Berzelius has later

been fully confirmed by the work of several

scientists, as Tamman, Arrhenius, Henri,

Michaelis, Hopkins, Wieland, and v. Euler,

but first and foremost by Warburg. The

analogy between inorganic catalysis and

enzymatic catalysis is evident from the fact

that in most cases the catalyst, as well as

the enzyme, exerts its action by means of

circle reactions, the enzymes forming re-

versible compounds, i.e., being oxidized and

reduced alternately.

The name "enzyme" is due to Kiihne.

He and others, as Payen, Persoz, Schwann,

and Buchner, recognized that the reactions

in the cells are performed by substances

produced by the living cells, but not living

themselves. Our knowledge about the

chemical nature and function of enzymes is,

however, of a much more recent date. The
prerequisite for any deeper knowledge

about the chemical nature of any substance

is its preparation in a pure state. The first

enzyme obtained in this form was urease,

which was crystallized by J. B. Sumner in

1926. This important step solved one of the

questions about the enzymes insofar as it

proved this enzyme to be a protein. The
extensive work of J. H. Northrop and his

co-workers on the proteolytic enzymes dem-

onstrated the protein nature of this im-

portant group of enzymes. It may seem

nearly superfluous to point out the protein

nature of enzymes today, since nobody has

any doubt on that point; but the demon-

stration of the protein nature of enzymes

was a very important advance, considering

the fact that in the same year of 1926 when
Sumner crystallized urease, the German

chemist Willstatter, in a lecture given in

the "Deutsche chemische Gesellschaft,

"

drew the conclusions from his extensive

work on enzymes that they could be neither

carbohydrates nor proteins, and that the

enzyme activity is due to some unknown
natural force. However, since that very

time, it has become evident that enzymes

are proteins nevertheless, and, furthermore,

that no new sort of natural force is involved

in their activity. We are today convinced

that enzymes perform chemical reactions of

essentially the same kind as those which we
know in organic chemistry. However, only

for some of the oxidation enzymes are we
able to give a picture of their action by
means of chemical formulas. This is at

present not the case for the hydrolytic

enzymes. The difference depends upon the

fact that we have found in the former, but

not in latter, so-called prosthetic groups.

This low-molecular part of the enzyme

molecule can be regarded as the seat of the

enzymatic action, because the circle reac-

tions take place there. The ferments which

contain heavy metals carry a stream of

electrons by means of the metal atom which

oscillates between two different oxidation

levels, such as ferrous ^ ferric, or cuprous

^ cupric. The metal-free oxidation en-

zymes carry a stream of hydrogen from the

substrates toward the oxygen by means of

their ability to oscillate between the reduced

and the oxidized state, their prosthetic

groups (flavin compounds or nicotinic acid

amide compounds or others) taking up and

giving off hydrogen in the same w^ay that

well-known dyestuffs form leuco-com-

pounds with hydrogen, and may be oxidized

again. The protein part of the oxidation

enzymes has the function of differentiating

the prosthetic group for its special purpose.

Thus tlie same prosthetic group may occur

in enzymes of very different functions, such

as hemin in the respiratory pigment of

Warburg, the cytochromes, the catalases,

136
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and the peroxidases. Alloxazin or ribo-

flavin compounds occur as prosthetic

groups in another series of enzymes, some

of them differing from one another only

with respect to their protein parts. The
substrate of the ferment is determined by
the protein part, the general manner of ac-

tion by the prosthetic group. A flavin en-

zyme always carries hydrogen, and a hemin
ferment in most cases carries electrons,

whatever the substrate may be. It is ob-

vious that the interaction between the

prosthetic group and the protein part of

the enzymes is a question of the greatest

importance, and therefore I will explain

something about our present knowledge

of three different classes of enzymes with

respect to this particular point of view,

namely the proteolytic enzymes, the hemin
ferments, and the flavin enzymes.

The hydrolytic enzymes have the ability

of loosening the linkages between carbon

and oxygen in the polysaccharides, or car-

bon and nitrogen in the peptide linkages.

Their special function is to break down the

foodstuffs in order to facilitate their absorp-

tion from the intestine and to make it pos-

sible for the cells to build up new substances.

These reactions do not deliver any energy.

The oxidation enzymes on the contrary

loosen the linkages between carbon and car-

bon, thus delivering the energy necessary

for life.

Proteolytic Enzymes

A great many proteolytic enzymes have

been crystallized—pepsin, pepsinogen, chy-

motrypsinogen, chymotrypsin, (3
- and y -

chymotrypsin, trypsinogen, trypsin inhibi-

tor, carboxypeptidase, ficase, and papain.

Of course further investigation was needed
to prove that the crystals really were the

enzymes themselves: there was a certain

possibility that the enzymes were only some
small part of the material, adsorbed to inac-

tive protein crystals. However, all attempts

to separate the enzyme activity from the

crystallized proteins have been unsuccess-

ful. Ultracentrifugation, electrophoresis,

and diffusion experiments showed, on the

whole, identity between protein and activ-

ity. The solubility in strong ammonium

sulfate solutions, which is a very sensitive

test for the homogeneity of proteins, indi-

cated homogeneity for at least some of the

preparations. Irradiation with ultraviolet

light destroyed the activity in proportion

to the light absorption coefficient of the

proteins at different wave-lengths, and re-

crystallization showed no influence on the

absolute activity of the crystalline enzymes.

The most probable conclusion must be that

the crystallized proteins with hydrolytic

activity really are the enzymes themselves.

The molecular weight of the enzymes is

high, for pepsin, 35,000. It seems unbe-

lievable to me that every atom of this big

molecule could be of equal importance, each

taking part directly in the hydrolysis of

the substrate. From analogy with the

oxidation enzymes one should expect even

the proteolytic enzymes to contain a pros-

thetic group, which goes through some cir-

cle of chemical reactions, i.e., taking up and

giving off hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. As
a matter of fact, we have no sufficient evi-

dence against such an assumption. I may
recall to your mind that no single high-

molecular protein hitherto has been com-

pletely analyzed with respect to its con-

tent of the various known amino acids. Let

us take an example : even if we could ac-

count for 99 per cent of the amino acid

composition of pepsin, which is certainly

far from the truth, there would still be

space for a prosthetic group of the molec-

ular weight of 350. The absence of par-

ticular light absorption in the ultraviolet,

besides the usual protein spectrum, cannot

show the absence of a prosthetic group.

Furthermore, all attempts to cleave the

proteolytic enzymes reversibly (in analogy

with the yellow oxidation enzymes) have

failed, which proves only that the linkage

between the prosthetic group and the pro-

tein may be stronger than the petide link-

ages ; and the same is true about one of the

oxidation enzymes, namely, cytochrome-c.

I will not especially argue in favor of some

prosthetic group being present in the hy-

drolytic enzymes.^ I only point out that

this possibility should still be kept in mind.

1 The words '
' enzyme '

' and '
' ferment '

' for-

merly were used for two slightly different kinds of
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On the whole, we must admit that the

isolation of the most important hydrolytic

enzymes in a crystalline state has not yet

brought us any knowledge about the chemi-

cal mechanism of their action. And it is

probably not possible to clear up these ques-

tions before we know much more about the

structure of the protein molecule, the ther-

modynamics of the peptide linkages, the

protein synthesis in the living cells, and
last, but not least, the accurate amino acid

composition of protein.

The Hemin Ferments

Two metals have hitherto been known
as forming ferments with proteins, namely
iron and copper. The iron first forms com-
pounds with porphyrins, and the iron-por-

phyrins are then linked to protein to form
ferments, in which the iron may be regarded
as the "active" group and the iron-por-

phyrin as the prosthetic group. In the

copper ferments no porphyrin is present;

the copper atom is both the "active" and
the "prosthetic" group.

We have been especially interested in the

iron-porphyrin ferments, because they
seem able to give more general information
on the interaction between "active" group,
' * prosthetic '

' group, and protein. The iron-

porphyrin ferments known to date are the

following: (a) Warburg's respiratory fer-

ment, (&) the cytochromes-a, -h and -c, (c)

the catalases, and (d) the peroxidases.

If we add hemoglobin and myoglobin,
which from some points of view could be
regarded as ferments just as well as the
other compounds, we shall find that the

properties of the iron atom, which is the

"active group" in each one, have been
strongly modified under the influence of

various porphyrins and proteins. Some

catalysts. The enzymes were those which could be

extracted without losing their activity, while fer-

ments were those which could not be separated

from the structure of cells without being destroyed.

There is little reason for maintaining this differ-

ence now, since it turns out to be merely a techni-

cal question whether or not it is possible to extract

the catalysts. Furthermore, even some of those

which have been successfully extracted are surely

linked to the cell structure under physiological

conditions.

may add oxygen or carbon monoxide, as

Warburg 's respiratory ferment is supposed
to do, or make very rapid oscillations be-

tween the ferrous and the ferric state at a
suitable potential level, as in the cyto-

chromes, in catalase, in Warburg's respira-

tory ferment, and probably in the per-

oxidases in certain cases. Warburg's
ferment and the cytochromes-a and -h are

not yet accessible for preparative purifica-

tion, as they cannot be extracted, and so

at present only cytochrome-c from beef

heart, some catalases, and some peroxidases

have been prepared in a more or less puri-

fied form.

Cytochrome-c, as well as the other cyto-

chromes, was discovered by Mac Munn in

the years 1886 to 1889. In spectroscopic

studies of different tissues, such as muscles,

he saw some absorption bands which he

believed could not possibly be due to hemo-

globin. He recognized the bands as belong-

ing to hematin compounds which are of im-

portance for tissue respiration, and even

succeeded in extracting part of his "histo-

hematin" or "myohematin" in the form of

"modified myohematin," which, as we now
can conclude, must have been some impure

cytochrome-c. Mac Munn was attacked by
Hoppe-Seyler and Levy, who declared his

new substances to be only hemoglobin, and
so his discovery was forgotten for 40 years,

until Keilin, in 1925, rediscovered these sub-

stances and demonstrated their general dis-

tribution in the living cells, their important

function in tissue respiration, and their

composition as three different types of

hemochromogens, the cytochromes-a, -6,

and -c.

We obtained cytochrome-c in Stockholm

in 1935 in a highly purified form, and even

thought it was definitely pure, because it

had the same iron content as hemoglobin,

0.34 per cent. Keilin and Hartree con-

firmed our view two years later, after

reaching the same degree of purity by sev-

eral different methods. However, some
months ago we reinvestigated the prepara-

tions by means of Tiselius' electrophoretic

method and were able to remove some color-

less impurities, so that the iron content in-
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creased to 0.43 per cent. "We have some rea- transformed reversibly one into another,

sons to think that these preparations are

definitely pure. The analytical data do not

differ very much from those of any common
protein (52.5 per cent C, 7.76 per cent H,

16.66 per cent N, 1.5 per cent S = 6 atoms

per mol., 0.43 per cent Fe = 1 atom per

mol. ) . The molecular weight is 13,000.

giving dissociation curves, which enabled us

to measure the dissociation constants spec-

trophotometrically. Ferrocytochrome-c, on
the contrary, at any pH value shows the

typical, two-banded spectrum, 550 and 520

m^j. Some of the results with ferricyto-

chrome are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Type
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vided, in 1930, strong evidence for the

catalases being heminproteids. The haem
in the catalases, in constrast to the haem in

cytochrome-c, is loosely attached to the pro-

tein, so that treatment with acid acetone im-

mediately liberates the hemin from the

protein. Sumner and Bounce crystallized

catalase from beef liver in 1937. At the

same time, and since 1935, we had been

working in Stockholm upon the purification

of horse liver catalase, and in 1937 Agner
obtained a pure preparation with about the

same iron content and the same molecular

weight as Sumner's preparation, but with

an activity twice as high. For some time

the difference was thought to be due to dif-

ferent protein components; recently the

question has been cleared up to a certain

extent. Sumner's catalase contains not 4

hemin groups per molecule as was first

stated, but only 2 or 3, and some iron im-

purity, whereas Agner 's horse liver catalase

contains 4 hemin groups and only the corre-

sponding amount of iron. I mention these

results because it seems quite unexpected

that two such closely related animals as

cattle and horses could possibly contain

catalases with different prosthetic groups.^

As it is nevertheless a fact, preparation of

catalases from different animals, in order

to determine how many hemin groups there

are per molecule, would be an interesting

study in comparative biochemistry. Per-

haps this will give a new classification of

the animal kingdom!

The YELLov\r Enzymes

In 1932 Warburg and Christian found a
thermolabile factor in yeast that catalyzes

the reaction between oxygen and Robison
ester, when this latter is activated by a

co-ferment and a ferment produced from
red blood corpuscles. The new factor from
yeast was submitted to chemical purification

in various ways. It gradually appeared
that the preparation showed, in proportion

as the purification proceeded, an increas-

ingly yellow color. The strength of the

yellow color proved to bear a direct ratio

3 Both catalases contain biliverdin, the signifi-

cance of which is not yet clear (Stern, Lemberg).

to the activity of the preparation ; if reduc-

ing substances were added, as for example
hydrosulphite, the ferment solution lost its

color, but the color returned when the solu-

tion was shaken in air. These and other

experiments showed that the new enzyme
was a pigment that manifested itself by
alternately taking up and giving off hydro-
gen, and was analogous to many previously

known pigments that are hydrogenated and
form leuco-compounds. This led to the

strictly chemical proof of Weiland's theory
that a loss of hydrogen enters into the

mechanism of combustion. It is an ironical

turn of destiny that "Warburg should have
been the man to supply this proof

!

The first task was to discover what hap-
pened during irradiation. This became
clear through Kuhn's investigations when
he succeeded in producing from whey a yel-

low pigment, lactoflavin, in the pure state;

this was reached from another point of de-

parture, namely in the course of his search

for vitamin B2. The lactoflavin proved to

contain four carbon, eight hydrogen, and
four oxygen atoms more than lumoflavin.

If the lactoflavin were irradiated in an alka-

line solution, the side chain CiHgO* was
split off and lumoflavin, soluble in chloro-

form, was formed. Kuhn showed that lac-

toflavin had a vitamin effect, while lumo-
flavin lacked it. The sugar-like side chain
C4II8O4 was therefore assumed to possess a
function that remained, however, for the

time obscure. Kuhn now sjmthesized con-

densation products between lumoflavin and
various pentoses. At the same time he was
given an opportunity of finding out whether
his synthetic products were identical with
the prosthetic group of the yellow ferment,

because just at that time I had prepared
in the pure state, in Warburg's laboratory,

the yellow ferment, and had also succeeded
in splitting it into a yellow pigment com-
ponent and a colorless protein component.
Kuhn now mixed his first obtained synthetic

product, ^-araboflavin, with the protein com-
ponent. He considered himself in a position

to state that the yellow ferment was then
resynthesized, and thought he had thus

carried out the first synthesis of an enzyme
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except for the protein component, wliicli

was not capable of synthesis. This was,

however, not correct. Four days after

Kuhn's work was published a work of mine

appeared showing that the prosthetic group

of the yellow ferment is not lactoflavin but

a lactoflavin-monophosphoric acid ester.

The discovery of the lactoflavinphosphate is

a case of good luck. It did not seem un-

reasonable to suppose that phosphoric acid

might be the intermediate link between

lactoflavin and protein. The only material

at my disposal at the time was a long since

spoiled solution of the prosthetic group of

the yellow ferment that had been split off

with methyl alcohol. Several weeks pre-

viously, however, when it was still fresh

the flavin concentration had been deter-

mined ; the phophorus could not, of course,

have disappeared. A microanalysis of the

phosphorus showed that the solution con-

tained the same concentration of phos-

phorus as there had been flavin at the begin-

ing. A new preparation of the prosthetic

group showed again a content of one atom

of phosphorus per molecule of flavin. But

it was necessary to prove that the phos-

phoric acid was really esterified with the

lactoflavin. This was a delicate task, as

all that remained of the prosthetic group

contained only about 50 mg. of lactoflavin.

The electrophoretic method previously used

enabled us to solve the problem. Lacto-

flavin in neutral solution is electrically neu-

tral and thus remains motionless on elec-

trophoresis. If now the prosthetic group

of the yellow ferment were esterified with

phosphoric acid, in neutral solution it

should migrate as an acid toward the anode.

It was even possible, on the basis of previous

studies on other phosphoric acid esters, to

predict the speed of migration that a lacto-

flavin monophosphoric acid ester should

show. The experiment was very exciting,

as the solution of the prosthetic group was

so weak that no color at all was visible.

Not until the experiment was finished could

the electrophoretic apparatus be placed be-

fore a mercury lamp. The yellow fluores-

cence, which is an extremely sensitive indi-

cator of flavins, showed that the prosthetic

group had migrated towards the anode,

and even quantitatively at the calculated

speed. When the pure ferment was after-

ward produced on a larger scale, the cal-

cium salt of the lactoflavin phosphoric acid

was crystallized.

The production in the pure state of the

yellow ferment was of a certain methodo-

logical interest, as it could be carried out

by the direct electrophoresis of a prepara-

tion containing only 3 per cent of the pure

ferment. For the production on a larger

scale, however, the electrophoretic purifi-

cation had to be supplemented with am-
monium sulphate fractionation. It was
found to be a flavoproteid.* On the as-

sumption that one molecule of the ferment

contained one molecule of the prosthetic

group, the riboflavinphosphate, the molec-

ular weight was calculated as 75,000; this

value was confirmed in Svedberg's institute

by means of ultracentrifugation. The light

absorption curve of this "old" yellow fer-

ment is similar to that of the free flavin

(see Fig. 1). However, it should be noticed

that the absorption bands of the prosthetic

group are displaced about 20 mp towards

the red end of the spectrum when it is

linked to the protein to form the ferment.

This displacement is interesting because it

means that the activation energy of the

12
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tempting to assume that even other "acti-

vations" by means of specific protein may
be performed in an analogous way. Not
only other prosthetic groups of ferments,

such as pyridine nucleotides and thiamin-

pyrophosphate, but also substrates such as

the phosphoric esters of sugar and their

fermentation products, might be enabled

CH

(CH0H)3-CHj-0-P^^O

to Kuhn et al., another linkage of the pros-

thetic group to the protein. This bond is

supposed to be responsible for causing the

oxidation-reduction potential of the fer-

ment to be higher than that of the free

flavins, and for extinguishing the fluores-

cence of the flavinphosphate when attached

to its protein.

OH

(A

/v N; Nv

--Protein
K CO

The "old" yellow ferment.

by the protein to form monohydroradicals.

Further research is needed to clear up this

point.

The 6- and 7-methyl groups are impor-

tant, because they diminish the toxicity of

the flavin, and further they decrease the

oxidation-reduction potential of the flavins

to a suitable level. Thus the 6- and 7-po-

sitions are optimal, and the methyl groups
are indispensable for the ferment activity

(Kuhn et al.).

The nitrogen atom (9) serves to link the

isoalloxazin nucleus to the pentose chain

(<?-ribose), which carries the phosphoric

acid residue. The phosphoric acid, as men-
tioned above, attaches the whole prosthetic

group to the protein component.
The nitrogen atom (3) gives, according

As the protein component and the pros-

thetic group are bound to each other in two
places, the distance between these two
atomic groups must obviously be about

equally great to enable combination. We
found in our experiments on conditions for

the combination of the lactoflavinphosphate

and protein that such an extremely slight

operation as the warming of the free pro-

tein component for 10 or 20 minutes to 38°

C. changed it, so that it did not now combine
with lactoflavinphosphate to form a catalyt-

ically active ferment. If after this slight

warming the protein component was
brought to room temperature, the capacity

to combine gradually returned. Progres-

sively more lactoflavinphosphate was used

on consecutive titrations of a certain volume

,N. NH. ,NH\
+ H +H

C

Monohydro radical
I

Leuco form (10) Yellow form
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of the protein solution to a faint perma-
nent fluorescence. The catalytic activity

returned in parallel with the capacity to

extinguish the fluorescence.

These results may be interpreted to mean
that the protein component becomes some-

what deformed through the warming, thus

altering the distance between the unknown
groups of the protein so that they no longer

coincide and therefore cannot combine with

the phosphoric acid and the amino group

(3) of the flavinphosphate. One may even

draw the conclusion that the activation of

the lactoflavinphosphate by the specific pro-

tein to form a ferment probably depends
only on the combination of the protein with
the -NH group, for the return of the

catalytic activity parallels the extinguishing

of the fluorescence. The most reasonable

assumption appears to be that the combina-
tion of the protein with the phosphoric acid

residue also takes place in the protein even
when this has been changed by heating,

but that the catalytic activity does not

return until the protein can also combine
with the - NH group. The phosphoric acid

ester would thus have importance only for

diminishing the dissocation between protein

and prosthetic group. This is in accord

with Kuhn 's observation that a large excess

of lactoflavin combines to some extent with
the specific protein to produce a strongly

dissociated compound, whose undissociated

molecules are as catalytically active as

lactoflavinphosphate proteids. These ex-

periments with heating of the protein com-
ponent give a striking illustration of Emil
Fischer's well-known metaphor of enzymes
and substrates as keys and locks. The same
metaphor can obviously be applied to the

inner structure of the enzymes.

Flavin-adenine-dinucleotides

The old yellow ferment suffered from the

same lack of knowledge from which ascorbic

acid still suffers: one could say in detail

how it could function, but not where it

really functioned or with what system it

reacted physiologically. It was therefore

to be assumed that there might possibly exist

still other yellow ferments of different com-
position and function. Karrer imagined

that the flavins might, as easily as the

nicotinic acid amide, be conceived to exist

in dinucleotides with adenine; and he suc-

ceeded also in preparing from liver flavin-

phosphate containing adenine. When he
sent them to Stockholm for us to attempt
to combine them with the protein compo-
nent of the old yellow ferment, we found
that the new preparation behaved rather

differently from lactoflavinphosphate.

About a year ago a number of rather sen-

sational experiments from different insti-

tutes were published almost simultaneously.

Krebs's d-amino acid oxidase was found by
Straub to be a flavoproteid; Warburg and
Christian reported almost at the same time

that they had already prepared in the pure
state the prosthetic group, which proved to

be flavin-adenine-dinucleotide. The pro-

tein component of the amino acid oxidase

was prepared in a highly purified form by
Warburg's collaborators Negelein and
Bromel. Since then the list of new yellow

enzymes has rapidly increased.

Table 2 shows the different yellow fer-

ments known at the present time. It is of

course to be expected that the list will in-

crease in the future. On the other hand,

possibly, some of the ferments may turn

out to be more or less identical. The
nomenclature is introduced by Warburg:
"Alloxazin" means riboflavinphospate,

Alloxazin-Adenin means riboflavin-adenine-

dinucleotide.

TABLE 2

The Yellow Ferments

1. The "old" yellow ferment (Warburg and
Christian; Theorell)

= ' ' Alloxazin-Proteidog, Dlhydropyr lame-
'

'

2. Alloxazin-Adenine-Proteidog, Dihydropyrmine, pre-

pared by Warburg and Christian by coupling
'

' Alloxazin-Adenine-Nucleotide '
' with the pro-

tein of the '
' old '

' ferment.

3. Krebs 's (?-Amino acid oxidase = AUoxazin-Ade-

nine-Proteidog, Amino acids- (Das, Straub, War-
burg and Christian.)

4. Haas's Alloxazin-Adenine-

PrOteid(Methylene blue) Dlhydropyr idine'

5. Ball's Alloxazin-Adeninef-Proteidoj, xanthine-

6. Corran's and Green's Alloxazin-Adenine-

Proteidcytochrome-C, Dlhydropyridlne-

7. Straub 's Alloxazin-Adenine-

Proteidcytochrome, D Ihydropyr Idlne

[= Coenzyme factor (Dewan and Green) ; Di-

aphorase (Adler, Euler and Hellstrom)].
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All the yellow ferments are, as it seems,

rather similar in the matter of external

properties, such as molecular weight, ab-

sorption spectrum, and flavin content. The
purest preparation of the old yellow fer-

ment contained 0.65 per cent flavinphos-

phate. Haas's ferment contained 0.7 per

cent, and Straub's purest "coenzyme fac-

tor" contained 0.65 per cent. Ball's

xanthinoxidase 0.63 per cent. The major-

ity of the yellow ferments resemble the old

one in so far as they are only slightly dis-

sociated. Only amino acid oxidase is so

strongly dissociated that it could not be

prepared as such, and the prosthetic group

and the protein component each had to be

prepared separately.

In the matter of function, all the yellow

ferments resemble one another in that they

transfer hydrogen; the differences lie in

the source of the hydrogen, where they

transfer it, and in the speed with which

this takes place.

It is a striking fact that some of the

flavin ferments (and, so far as it is known,

all of the pyridine-nucleotide ferments) are

largely dissociated, while others of the

flavin ferments are practically undissoci-

ated into prosthetic group and protein at a

physiological pH value. So far as we know
it seems to be a general rule that the en-

zymes which react directly with the sub-

strates are greatly dissociated, such as the

pyridine ferments and the flavin ferment

acting as (?-amino acid oxidase, whereas the

intermediate catalysts, such as the flavo-

proteids taking their hydrogen from dihy-

dropyridine, or the cytochromes, or the

oxidases are undissociated. I think we may
find this arrangement by nature to be very

remarkable. The ability of the living cells

to make different proteins seems to be un-

limited, whereas animal cells cannot syn-

thesize most of the prosthetic groups, e.g.,

thiamin, flavin, and nicotinic acid amide.

This is the reason why these have to be

taken up by the animals from plants and
have the character of vitamins. Now, the

animal cells have to transform a great

variety of substances, such as sugars, amino

acids, lactic acid, pyruvic acid, and so

forth. It seems perfectly possible that the

cells make one specific protein for each

of these substrates. Some few prosthetic

groups can then form dissociable enzymes,

one time with one protein and again with

another, thus picking up hydrogen from
different protein-substrate compounds much
as a bee picks up honey from different

flowers.

The hydrogen from different substrates

may then enter the main highway of com-

bustion, where a stream of hydrogen from

the substrate side meets a stream of elec-

trons from the oxygen side with subsequent

formation of water. The intermediate

catalysts in this highway have no reason for

dissociation: they take electrons or hydro-

gen always from one certain catalyst, giving

these to another.

If, finally, we summarize our present

knowledge about phosphoric acid ester com-

pounds with proteins, we shall find a great

many highly important substances belong-

ing to this group. I have already mentioned

ferments consisting of nucleotide proteids

(flavin- and pyridine-proteids). These are

beyond doubt the most important of the

enzymes involved in delivering energy, be-

cause they may be used both in oxidation

and in fermentation. They are present

everywhere from the higher animals to the

anaerobic bacteria, which have no hemin

proteids because they do not need them.

If we consider further that the cell

nucleus, the chromosomes, and the genes

consist of nucleotide proteids, as well as the

viruses, we can perhaps arrive at the con-

clusion that living material arises from

dead when nucleotides are coupled with pro-

teins. There has been much discussion

about whether the viruses are living or dead,

and generally about the limits between liv-

ing and dead materials. As far as I can

see there is no more sense in such a discus-

sion than in, for example, Descartes'

theory that the soul has its seat in the

pineal gland. But it could perhaps be

worth while to point out the analogy be-

tween the viruses and the metal-free fer-

ments transporting hydrogen : both are

built up of nucleotides plus protein.
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Synthesis of ideas is impossible without

a preceding analysis, if only because no
synthesis is possible as long as we conceive

a process or complex as a unit. For this

reason the cell theory was one of the first,

and certainly the most significant, of the

steps in the understanding of the living

organism. It gave us the smallest unit

which still possessed the properties we
associate with ''living." For many func-

tions and processes the cell was recognized

as the smallest structural and functional

unit. Still, in the course of the last cen-

tury it was recognized that an organism

is more than a mere colony of cells, as

pointed out in many of the previous

papers. This was more clearly indicated

in animals than in plants, for in animals

the cells were functionally tied together by
the nervous system. But also in plants it

was found that different parts were de-

pendent upon each other; this was ex-

pressed by the statement that correlation

existed. Amongst the earlier investigators

who stressed the importance of such cor-

relation were Sachs, Vochting, Darwin,
Goebel, and Errera. This synthetic view
of a plant reached its full development
with the hormone concept of plant growth.

The hormone concept transcends the dif-

ferentiation of the organism into cells:

hormones integrate cells into an organism.

Therefore the cell theory and the hormone
concept are mutually supplementary in the

understanding of an organism. Thus the

function of a hormone is essentially trans-

cellular, but its formation, translocation,

and action are definitely cellular problems.

Let us begin by considering a very re-

cent disclosure of plant hormone function,

namely, its relation to root growth, since

this provides the simplest example of plant

hormone effect. It is evident that a root

cannot grow by itself, since it must obtain

its food from the assimilating above-

ground parts of the plant. In certain

cases where the roots are green, they have

acquired the ability to grow by themselves

{Taeniophyllum, Podostemonaceae) ; but

ordinarily a food-correlation between roots

and leaves exists. We can now ask, how
independent are the different parts of a

plant; or in more concrete terms, are roots

able to grow by themselves in a medium
containing water, salts and sugar? Kotte

(1922) and others found that this was not

the case. Robbins (1922) showed that with

the addition of yeast extract to the medium
much better growth of isolated roots was
obtained. But it was left for White (1934)

to demonstrate that yeast extract contained

all that was necessary for the unlimited

growth of isolated root tips in a mediuni

consisting of sugar and the necessary salts.

Then simultaneously Bonner (1937), and
Robbins and Bartley (1937), discovered

that vitamin Bi is the main growth factor

present in yeast; later Addicott and
Bonner (1938) added nicotinic acid, and
Robbins and Schmidt (1939) added vit-

amin Be to the list of essential growth fac-

tors for certain roots; all these were

supplied through the yeast extract in

White's experiment. It is now established

that pea roots can grow indefinitely in a

solution containing salts, sugars, thiamin,

and nicotinic acid. Therefore such a

medium supplies everything necessary for

the synthesis of all pea root cell compon-
ents, such as proteins, enzymes, nucleic

acids, etc. These pea root cells can syn-

thesize purine, sterole, imidazole, indole,

and scores of other molecular nuclei, but

they have completely lost the ability to

form pyrimidine, thiazole, or pyridine

nuclei. This ability, however, is possessed

by the above-ground parts of the pea

plant, and therefore the root system of a

147
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pea depends upon the top. "We can

imagine any other number of combinations

of substances which cannot be synthesized

by root cells, and future work will show
what variations on this general theme are

found in nature. But as far as informa-

tion is available, we can say that vitamin

Bi is a general root growth hormone in

the higher plants. It is produced in the

leaves in light.

Root growth provides us with the in-

formation necessary to trace the phylogeny
of the hormones, because it will clarify a

number of puzzling facts which we will

encounter later. Consider a self-sufficient

or autotrophic primitive acellular plant,

such as a bacterium. With available

energy it is able to build up its food,

which will serve as a source of energy, or

according to van Niel (1940), as a source

of break-down units for its metabolism and
growth. For our purposes we can disre-

gard the difficulties involved in the syn-

thesis of the complex proteins, nuclei-pro-

teids, etc., which are essential for its

growth. But as building units for these

proteins, enzymes, etc., a number of molec-

ular nuclei, such as benzole, pyridine,

pyrimidine, purine, imidazole, thiazole, and
sterole, must be available. These cannot

be produced by simple dehydrogenations

or dehydrations, the most common chem-
ical reactions occurring in living cells.

Whereas the partly heterotrophic organ-

isms can derive some of these building

stones from their surroundings, the com-
pletely autotrophic cell is compelled to

synthesize them from very simple ma-
terials. As soon as a cell has lost the

ability to make one of these building stones,

it becomes dependent upon other cells. In
this way a basis for interdependence of

cells or organisms is laid.

Hormones and vitamins are essential

building stones of cells, or they have at

least definite functions in cells, although

cells are unable to produce them. In the

case of hormones other cells in the organ-

ism have not lost the ability to form them

;

hence an absolute dependence of the using

cells upon the producing cells develops.

If for other substances the reverse rela-

tionship exists, then the two groups of cells

are absolutely interdependent. The first

cannot grow without a certain activity of

the second, but again that second will be

limited by the first. Such a simple prin-

ciple underlies the unity of an organism.

How simple and how flexible it is has also

been stressed by Szent-Gyorgyi, and is

demonstrated by the fact that for rats and
plants ascorbic acid is not a vitamin, be-

cause they synthesize it themselves, but for

other animals it is a vitamin. Thiamin is

a vitamin for animals, a hormone for most
plants, and a vitamin for some other plants

(Bonner 1937a). Nicotinic acid is a hor-

mone in some plants, a vitamin for ani-

mals. All of these substances are rather

simple building stones for the cell, just as

flavine, adenine, etc. Therefore we may
look forward to the discovery of many
more simple molecular nuclei as hormones
or vitamins, and to discovering in which
specific reactions known hormones take a

part.

In discussing the correlations in the

above-ground parts of plants, it is desir-

able to go back historically. Sachs (1880,

1882) gave the first logical analysis of the

phenomenon of correlation. He based this

analysis on the following considerations.

In the course of development there is an
increased differentiation of cells. When
different organs develop from cells out of

homogeneous tissue, the principle of causal-

ity implies that at some time the initial

cells of these organs differed in some re-

spects. Since at the outset they were sup-

posed to be equal, this difference must have

developed later. Further consideration of

teratological cases and galls led Sachs to

the conclusion that minute amounts of

certain chemicals, so-called organ-forming

substances, were responsible for this de-

velopment of difference. He supposed that

these substances were transported polarly

in the plant, and thus the polar organ

formation, according to Sachs, was due
to the polar movement of organ-forming

substances.

In the subsequent 30 years a number
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of correlation phenomena were discovered,

and often they were supposed to be

due to chemical substances. Thus Fitting

(1909) could show that a substance present

in pollinia induced the typical swellings

of the style of orchids after fertilization,

and that this swelling was not due to fer-

tilization itself. Doposcheg-Uhlar (1911)

was able to influence the nature of the

buds developing in leaf axils with certain

extracts. Boysen Jensen (1911) showed
that the transmission of the phototropic

stimulus is due to some agent of sub-

stantial nature. In all these studies we see

indications of the future work on auxins.

But the basis for the auxin concept was
laid by Paal (1919). He definitely estab-

lished the fact that growth in grass coleop-

tiles is regulated by a diffusible agent

per cent amounts of auxin of the order

of one ten-millionth of a milligram. The
test consists of decapitating oat seedlings,

thereby removing the production center of

growth substance so that the growing
zones of these seedlings become deficient in

auxin. Application of growth-promoting

substances absorbed in small cubes of agar

to one side of the cut surface of such a

decapitated oat seedling will lead within

one and a half hours to a curvature of the

seedling towards the opposite side. This

curvature is directly proportional to the

amount of applied auxin. A second auxin

was also isolated from plant material, and
after a chemical analysis Kogl and Erx-

leben (1934) were able to establish the fol-

lowing two formulas for auxin-a (C18H32O5)

and auxin-& (CisHjoOi).^

I
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coming from the tip of these coleoptiles

and moving down from cell to cell. The
phenomenon of transmission of a photo-

tropic stimulus across a cut surface, dis-

covered by Boj^sen Jensen, was interpreted

by Paal as a differential transmission of

his growth regulators due to light.

From then on a rapid development took

place, culminating in the chemical isolation

of the growth substance, or auxin, by
Kogl and Haagen-Smit (1931). The basis

for this chemical isolation lay in a good
quantitative biological test for growth sub-

stances, the Avena test (Went 1928).

With this test it is possible to deter-

mine with an error of not more than 5

Auxin-a and auxin-& are extremely diffi-

cult to obtain, the Utrecht Laboratory

alone so far having succeeded in crystalliz-

ing them, and they obtained only slightly

more than one gram. Therefore the further

discovery of Kogl, Haagen-Smit and Erx-

leben (1934) that indole acetic acid acted

in essentially the same manner as auxin-a

in inducing growth was of the greatest

importance, since it made auxins—sub-

1 It is interesting to point out that in the animal

female sex hormones the two naturally occurring

products, estrone and estriol, also differ by the ele-

ments of water; this is due to the presence of two

hydroxyl groups in the one against one keto group

in the other.
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stances causing cell elongation in the

Avena test—readily available for physio-

logical investigations.

Let us now rapidly review some of the

reactions these auxins can induce in a plant

(Went and Thimann 1937) :

1. The most typical and direct reaction

of auxins is cell elongation, which can be

noted within a quarter of an hour after

application. Since the main part of vis-

ible growth of a plant is cell elongation,

auxins regulate most of the more spec-

tacular phenomena of plant growth. The
"ultimate effect of auxins in causing cell

elongation is by increasing the plasticity

of the cell wall, which then yields to the

turgor pressure.

2. The relation between the position of

a plant and its surroundings is due to dif-

ferential growth. Accordingly geotropism

and phototropism are for the largest part

auxin-regulated, either by redistribution of

auxin within the growing organs or by
differential inactivation of auxin, or by
both.

3. Recently effects of auxin on germ-

ination have been described, which seem to

be essentially effects on the early stages of

growth.

4. A very different effect of auxin was
discovered when it was found that the

inhibition of lateral buds by the apical bud
is caused by the auxin produced by the

apical bud. Here we have definitely a case

where auxin, as long as it is coming from
the apical bud, inhibits growth ; whereas

in the absence of the apical bud, the lateral

buds begin to grow out under the influence

of the auxin produced in their own tips.

5. In most cases the fruit develops only

when the egg cells have been fertilized and
are growing out into embryos. Prevention

of pollination leads to premature shedding

of the young fruit. Gustafson (1936) dis-

covered that it is possible to produce
normal size fruits without pollination if

auxin instead of pollen is applied to the

style. In many plants, such as tomato,

tobacco, and Bell pepper, normal size

parthenocarpic fruits have been produced
through auxin applications.

6. In root formation auxin takes part

in a complex system of reactions: sugars,

auxin, biotin, vitamin Bi, amino-acids,

carotene—each plays its role in root for-

mation. This effect of auxin is particu-

larly interesting since it is an organization

:

first a meristematie condition is induced,

and later within the apparently undiffer-

entiated meristem a differentiation of root

primordia occurs. Still since many of the

peculiarities of the auxin effect on cell

elongation have their counterpart in the

effect of auxin on root formation, growth

and cell differentiation are closely allied

phenomena.

7. Another auxin effect which involves

cell division is cambial growth.

A number of other rather disconnected

auxin effects are known, but will not be

mentioned here. In reviewing these widely

differing effects one becomes impressed by
the wide variety of reactions. This led to

the concept that auxin is a stimulant rather

than a specific agent (Fitting 1936). This

view was strengthened by the wide variety

of substances effective in growth.

If I continue to discuss especially the

effect of auxin on growth, it will be neces-

say to show why auxin, of all plant

hormones, is worthy of such a detailed

analysis. In the first place, auxin is a

very typical growth factor. The other sub-

stances necessary for growth, vitamin Bi,

Be, nicotinic acid, adenine, etc., all have

a known function in metabolism in general

and without them no life, and consequently

no growth, is possible. For this reason

alone auxin deserves special attention, for

either we can discover its function in meta-

bolism in general, or it will lead us closer

to the problem of growth itself.

We will first take up the molecular

specificity of auxins and their relative molar

activities. If we observe the various sub-

stances effective on growth by use of the

Avena test, we find a 10,000-fold range in

activity (Fig. 1). This is not due to such

enormous differences in their effectiveness

in producing growth, because if another

test be employed, say submergence of the

Avena coleoptiles in the solutions, the
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Auxin a

Indole Acetic Acid

Indole Butyric Acid

Naphthalene Acetic Acid

Indole Propionic Acid X

/
Cis-Cinnamic X

Acid
I

Phenyl Acetic X
Acid

O X

1/

^ Taw

/ /J.

.
//I

• on +
/

•O D-h

0.1 I 10 100

Fig. 1. Eelative molar activities (abscissa) of

7 growth promoting substances in 5 different tests.

Activity of indole acetic acid is always taken as

100.

X Activity in standard Avena test.

• Activity in Avena coleoptile section test (sec-

tions immersed in solutions).

O Activity in standard pea test.

Activity in pea test when preparatory reaction

is not limiting (activity in growth reaction

proper).

-f- Activity in pretreated peas, but corrected for

undissociated growth substance molecules.

range of specific activities is greatly re-

duced. It was Thimann (1935) who first

determined this fact and explained it on
the basis of relative differences in the rate

of transport of the several substances.

If we employ the same substances in

the pea test which is another method for de-

termining growth activity of substances,

consisting of submerging halved pea stems

in the solution to be tested (Went 1934),

we find again a smaller range of activities,

and many substances have the same molar

activity as indole acetic acid. This range

can be narrowed still further by distin-

guishing between two separate and succes-

sive reactions in which auxins participate

in this growth response of pea stems (Went
1939). The first, or preparatory reaction,

only conditions the cells for the actual

growth reaction which follows, but does not

by itself lead to measurable growth. This

preparatory reaction, however, limits the

growth activity of most substances. There-

fore, if we test the various substances on
peas in which the preparatory reaction is

practically completed, the molar activities

for the growth reaction proper are even

less divergent (D. Bonner 1938).

Since it is known that the effectiveness

of auxins is much greater at low pH, which
parallels the decreased dissociation of auxin

at more acid pH, and since not all tested

substances have the same pK or dissocia-

tion, the activities have been corrected for

the number of undissociated molecules at

the pH of the cells (D. Bonner 1938). This

brings the molar activities of all but one

substance in Fig. 1 up to unity.

If we consider now the close stoichio-

metric relationship between the auxin

applied and the growth produced and
compare it with the above-mentioned fact

of unit activity for equimolar solutions

of growth substances which differ widely

chemically, we come to the inevitable con-

clusion that the growth reaction is a chem-
ical reaction, in which a constant amount
of growth results per mole of any applied

growth-producing substance (Went 1939a).

When we obtain deviations from this

relationship in our experiments, we have

seen that this is caused by a number of

factors affecting the availability of auxin

at its place of action, or changing the

reactivity of the cell. Thus, in comparing
activities of physiologically active sub-

stances, we must first ascertain whether

these substances actually reach the point

where they react, since innumerable sec-

ondary properties of the substances may
affect their ability to penetrate the cell,

move through the tissues, etc. If we are

reasonably sure that this is the case, we
must determine whether the applied sub-

stances affect the responsiveness of the cells

to different extents. If these and other

precautions have been taken, quantitative

comparison of molar activities becomes

significant.

If all these growth substances take part
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in a specific chemical reaction, as we
reasoned in the preceding section, it must

be possible to find a common denominator

for all of them, or in other words, to

discover a specific molecular arrangement

which is involved in this growth reaction.

After the discovery of indole acetic acid as

a growth-promoting substance, Kogl (1935)

suggested that either this substance per-

forms the same function in connection

with growth as a pass key in forcing a

lock, or it opens a different lock altogether,

a sort of back door to growth. This second

possibility is now ruled out, and we can

try to find out which bits in the key to

growth are necessary to open the lock;

that is, to take part in the growth reaction.

The grooves which are not essential for the

actual process of opening, but which only

determine whether the key will be able to

penetrate the lock, could be compared with

the secondary properties of growth sub-

stances, which are essential only for their

penetration into the cell.

As a result of an extensive comparison

of the different substances able to produce

growth, involving the preparation of a

number of critical compounds (Koepfli,

Thimann and Went 1938), we can now say

that a substance must contain a ring with

a double bond; next to the double bond

it must have a side-chain with a carboxyl

group; this carboxyl group must be at

least one carbon atom removed from the

ring; and must in addition have a very

definite space-relation towards the double

bond. It is immaterial whether the con-

figuration is realized with an auxin, indole,

naphthalene, anthracene, or benzole nu-

cleus; within this series activity depends

only upon reactivity of the double bond.

Thus, out of the almost infinite complexity

of widely differing activities of very differ-

ent compounds in producing growth, there

appears an exceedingly simple picture of

the effect of substances in the growth

reaction.

After clearing up the activity of so many
seemingly unrelated compounds, we will

consider how it is possible that auxin takes

part in so many processes inside the plant.

To reach a better understanding, we must
first distinguish between two different

states in which the auxin is present. In

the first place, a certain amount of auxin

is moving freely in the plant and can be

obtained by letting it diffuse out of the

tissue into agar. This free-moving, or

diffusible, auxin is responsible for the cor-

relation phenomena which are affected by
auxin, such as bud inhibition, geotropism,

etc. In the second place, auxin is present

in the plant in a form which does not

diffuse out, but can be obtained by extract-

ing the killed cells with organic solvents.

It is this form of auxin (bound auxin)

which is responsible for growth. There

are many differences in properties and
behavior between these two states of auxin

in the cell (Stewart and Went 1940). The
diffusible auxin is not inactivated by light,

its effect is independent of pH, the double

bond is not essential for activity, and it

affects the transport of other growth fac-

tors, although it does not seem to combine

with them. The story is quite different for

the bound auxin. This is inactivated by
light, its effect depends upon the pH of

the cell, the double bond is essential for

its activity, and it is this form which re-

acts with other growth factors to produce

growth.

If we list now the various processes in

which auxin takes part, the differentiation

between the effects of diffusible and bound
auxin will prove to be significant.

The first known function of auxin was its

effect on cell elongation and all processes

depending upon cell elongation, such as

tropistic responses. A close analysis of the

process of cell elongation has shown that

the effect of auxin on it is dual : a prepara-

tory reaction precedes the growth reaction

proper (Went 1939b). This preparatory

reaction, just as the phototropic induction,

can be identified with the effect of the dif-

fusible auxin, and depends on the move-

ment of other growth factors along an

auxin gradient.

The second auxin effect to be discovered

was its role in bud inhibition (Thimann

and Skoog 1933). This effect is wholly due
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to the diffusible auxin; only after the inhi-

bition is released does the growth reaction

come into play. In the case of induction

of parthenocarpy, it is also primarily the

preparatory reaction that is important.

But in root formation the situation is

different. It has been known for a long

time that the formation of roots on stems

of plants is a correlation phenomenon. It

the subsequent rooting response of the

stem. This can be compared with the pre-

paratory reaction in growth. But later the

auxin takes part in the more specific root-

forming reaction. This reaction is more
specific than the growth reaction, so that

certain substances like phenyl acetic acid

can produce growth but not root formation.

This leads to the following scheme

:

—COOH
H • CH2 • COOH and

|| | Acetic and benzoic acid No reaction

CH3 • COOH Cyclohexane acetic acid Preparatory reaction only

^ ''^—CH2 • COOH Phenyl acetic acid

// \

\,

-CH„ • COOH Indole acetic acid

Preparatory reaction and growth
reaction

Preparatory reaction and growth
reaction and root forming reac-

tion

^ N /

was shown that some specific hormone-like

substance which was present or formed in

leaves and buds was responsible for this

effect (Went 1929), and finally it was
found that in many cases this hormone-fac-

tor is identical with auxin (Thimann and
Koepfli 1935). Now root formation is a

typical organization involving induction of

meristematic activity and re-differentiation

of cells. Therefore it was of special in-

terest to investigate in what way auxin

affects root formation.

As a first point I must mention that a

large number of factors proved to be in-

volved in root formation. We can list the

following : sugars, auxin, biotin, vitamin Bi,

amino acids, carotene, rhizocaline. They
are all necessary in one or another link of

the chain of reactions leading towards root

formation. If the conditions are carefully

chosen, any one of the preceding substances

may increase root formation. Still, under
conditions of auxin deficiency all but one of

the plants investigated respond to the ap-

plication of auxin with root formation.

It was found that the effect of auxin on
root formation is dual just as in the case of

growth (Went 1939c). During the first

hours of application auxin only increases

It shows that with increasing complexity

of the molecule more and more functions

can be performed by these substances.

Therefore it can be predicted that the com-

plexity of the auxin-a molecule is connected

with still other functions inside the plant,

which have not been discovered as yet.

In all cases which have been analyzed so

far: cell elongation, bud inhibition, and
root formation, the preparatory reaction

could be identified with the effect of dif-

fusing or free-moving auxin on the translo-

cation of other growth factors necessary for

the respective reactions. In this way the

specificity of the effect of auxin is only

connected with the specificity of the other

or co-growth factors and the specific re-

activity of the tissues.

Once we have proceeded so far with the

analysis of the auxin effect, I am tempted
to outline an hypothesis concerning the

reaction in which auxin participates to

produce growth. Is it possible to come to

some concrete picture of part of the chain

of reaction which leads to growth ? At one

end of the chain we feed in simple sub-

stances, chemically definable, like auxin,

sugars, vitamins, etc. At the other end we
obtain growth, which is not as yet de-
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finable in chemical terms. Still, the rela-

tionship between applied auxin and the re-

sulting growth shows that auxin is involved

in a reaction with a very high rate of com-

bination between auxin and substrate, or

carrier, the latter being present in a very

small quantity only. This same type of

reaction we encounter in enzymatic reac-

tions. The substrate, or carrier, seems to

be the factor which is transported under

the influence of the diffusible auxin. The
combination between auxin and its carrier

is probably the process which is pH de-

counterpart of the enzymatic processes, and
which is able to account for all available

facts. Among these I can mention the fact

that although auxin application does not

result in an appreciable increase in respira-

tion, aerobic respiration is nevertheless es-

sential for the action of auxin; and that

HCN can inhibit its effect (Bonner 1933).

This is understandable if the electron

transfer and final oxygen disposal are part

of the reaction chain in which auxin takes

part; this would be expected if auxin acts

as a hydrogen acceptor, and the auxin

Phenomenon

Cell elongation
(with effect on tro
germination, etc.)

Bud inhibition

Parthenocarpy

Root initiation

Eeaction involved

^ Growth reaction -

Preparatory reaction ^

> Root forming reaction'

Substances active

*^ ^uxin a and b

Indole acetic acid

Indole butyric acid

^aphthalene acetic acid

Ciscinnamic acid

\ Phenyl acetic acid

7 phenyl butyric acid

*^ Ethylene ?

TABLE I

Relation between the Various Growth Phenomena, the Reactions Involved in Each Phenome-
non, AND SOME of THE SUBSTANCES ABLE TO TAKE PART IN THESE REACTIONS

pendent, so that at low pH a greater

amount of auxin is combined. This implies

that the auxin is fastened to its carrier by
means of its carboxyl group. This picture

is in agreement with the fact that neither

the carboxyl group, nor nitriles, nor esters

of growth substances are active by them-

selves, which would be expected if the un-

dissociated auxin-acid were the effective

form.

"We can complete the picture now by as-

suming that the other essential part of the

molecule—the double bond—has come into

the right spacial relationship with a hydro-

gen donator through its fixation by the

carboxyl group, and that the double bond
acts as a hydrogen acceptor. In this way
we form a mental picture of the first step

of the growth process, which is a direct

passes on this hydrogen. Another parallel-

ism between respiratory enzymes and auxin

action should be pointed out. In enzymes

the specificity is not due in the first place

to the co-enzyme, but depends upon the

protein carrier. In our picture of the

auxin action also we had to assume that

the type of reaction was not determined in

the first place by the auxin, but by the

carrier or substrate. In this respect auxin

could be compared with adenine in respira-

tion: the protein carrier determines which

compound adenine nucleotide will be able

to oxidize. I present this mental picture of

growth not so much for its intrinsic value,

as to indicate that perhaps in the near

future we shall be able to build up a picture

of growth and differentiation along purely

physical and chemical lines, similar to the
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picture of respiration which has developed

with amazing clearness in the past few

years. One thing seems certain : the period

in which we had to describe growth of

plants as a stimulation lies behind us, and

a much more concrete chemical concept is

developing.

But we are concerned not only with the

chemistry of form, but also with its physi-

ology as far as plant hormones are con-

cerned. The problem of organic polarity,

or gradients, or fields, which has been dis-

cussed by Child and Harrison, based on

zoological evidence, can now be approached

by the plant physiologist as well. The situ-

ation is simpler in plants, since the num-
ber of different organs is much smaller and

also because of the indeterminate growth

of a plant. We can work with plants of

any size or age, since there are always

meristematic regions, where new differenti-

ation and growth occurs.

The most pronounced polarity in the

plant is the apex-base polarity, which may
be compared with the head-tail polarity of

animals. It has been known, especially

since the work of Vochting (1878, 1884),

that all stem and root cells possess a fixed

apical and fixed basal pole which cannot

be distinguished in any way under the

microscope, but which appear in regenera-

tion and transplantation experiments. We
can very generally say that the basal end

of a cut branch will regenerate roots,

whereas the apical end will be the place

where buds regenerate. This is very

similar to the regeneration of hydroids

which Child discussed. Only it is more
difficult to influence the type of regenerates

in plants than it is in hydroids. In trans-

plantation experiments Vochting (1892)

found that when pieces of tissues are

grafted into others, the cells would grow
together and the wound would soon heal,

if the tissue were grafted in the normal

position. But when basal ends of im-

planted cells touched basal ends of the

cells of the host tissue, no growing together

would occur. Sometimes vascular elements,

when differentiating, w^ould turn through
180°, so that again basal ends would join

with the apical ends of the other tissue.

But a functional base-to-base or apex-to-

apex junction never developed. Therefore

this morphogenetic polarity is very pro-

nounced in plants, and while of the same

type as in animals, cannot be permanently

inverted.

Now that we know that root formation is

induced by auxin, it is possible to investi-

gate the polarity problem from a hormone
point of view. My original idea was that

the localized auxin production in the tips of

plants furnishes a very nice basis for polar

functions in the plant. If hormones are

formed only in one place, this must, of

course, have an influence on the organiza-

tion of the plant. This simple viewpoint

completely overlooked the problem of why
the auxin production was localized. And
it also was of no avail in explaining polar-

ity in excised cells. Then another phe-

nomenon was discovered, namely, the polar

auxin transport (Went 1928).

Auxins, including the synthetic indole

compounds, are able to move only from
apex to base in stem, petiole, and hypo-

cotyl tissues, as long as the transport oc-

curs in the living elements of the plant and

at physiological concentrations. We have

good evidence for believing that in the nor-

mal plant auxin moves only through paren-

chyma and phloem cells, and therefore the

auxin moves only from apex (where it is

formed) to base. Now we know that auxin

induces root formation, and indeed it

could be shown that the polarity of root

formation is due to the polar movement of

auxin. Also in other cases it has been

proved that morphogenetic polarity in

plants is caused by polar movement of

auxin. By light or gravity a second polari-

zation can be superimposed upon this apex-

to-base polarity, so that even more complex

polarities can be based on auxin movements

(Went and Thimann 1937). But this

means that morphological polarity can be

studied in terms of the movement of a

chemically known substance, or in other

words, that polarity is reduced to a prob-

lem of pure physics. I do not say simple

problem, because so far it has not been
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possible to connect this polar auxin move-

ment with any other physical forces which

can be measured, such as potential differ-

ences (Clark 1937). But I am thoroughly

convinced that with the help of a really

competent physicist the problem can be

solved. And the importance of the problem

from a general biological viewpoint is suf-

ficient to justify a very thorough investi-

gation.

When we conclude that organization and
correlation in plants is regulated by the

polar movement of auxin, then it will be

evident that this is also a complete proof

of Sachs' conception of correlation (1880;

1882).

Another of the great biological problems,

the action of the genes, can be approached

by the student of hormones. Many genes

affect or determine form. Hormones are

the ultimate agents to affect that form.

Therefore either the hormones are formed
under the influence of the genes, or the

genes influence the hormones after they are

formed. By a close analysis of the inter-

action between genes, hormones, and form,

the gene action can be approached. I want
to cite only one example, the work of van
Overbeek (1938) on the genetic dwarfs of

corn. In this case he could establish the

fact that the different dwarf genes all in-

creased the oxidative activity of the cells,

as measured by catalase and peroxidase

activity. This in turn caused an increased

auxin destruction, so that the auxin formed
in the stem apex practically or completely

failed to reach the growing regions, and no
elongation of the stem could occur. There-

fore a dwarf was produced. This example
shows how it is possible to shorten by a hor-

mone analysis the unknown portion of the

chain of reactions lying between the gene

and its ultimate morphological effect.

Now it becomes necessary to tie all oc-

casional observations on plant hormones
together into one composite picture of the

plant as a whole—as an organism—as some-

thing more than a simple colony of cells.

Transplantation (Went 1938a) and other

experiments (Went 1938) have furnished

evidence for the existence of another stem

growth factor coming from the root sys-

tem, which has not been chemically isolated

as yet, but which will be named caulocaline.

Recently the chemical nature of some

factors required for leaf growth has been

established by Bonner and Haagen-Smit

(1939). These factors are necessary for

growth in the surface of the leaf, and are

produced by the older, fullgrown leaves.

Therefore the correlations between young

leaves and the rest of the plant are brought

about by other specific growth factors, such

as adenine.

One further correlation which is caused

by hormones, is shown by recent experi-

ments on photoperiodism (Hamner and
Bonner 1938). It was found that the dif-

ferentiation of a vegetative bud into a

flower bud was caused by a factor coming

from the mature leaves. Determination of

the chemical nature of this flower-forming

substance now seems to lie well within

practical possibilities, since James Bonner
recently obtained active extracts which in-

duce flower formation.

Figure 2 summarizes the different inter-

relations between the parts of a plant,

which have just been discussed. It shows

more clearly than any verbal description

the large number of correlations inside a

plant, all due to the action of hormones.

Since all these relations are quantitative, an

amazingly great unity within the plant is

realized, in order that one part shall not

grow too much at the expense of another.

Only in this way is it possible for taxono-

mists to describe a plant in terms of rela-

tive dimensions. The picture is the same

as for animals.

And it also brings back our original con-

tention that the interrelations between cells

and organs can be brought about by the

simplest means: that certain cells lose the

ability to synthesize one or another simple

basic nucleus which is necessary for their

build-up.

Summary

An effort has been made in this discus-

sion to bring out especially those facts

which have a more direct bearing on the
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nature of the growth process. Although
only a few tentative steps towards a better

understanding of growth and development

could be made, still the evidence in favor

flower forming

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of a plant with root

system, stem, old and young leaf and apical bud.

Some of the known correlations are drawn with
broken arrowed lines, indicating the factors re-

sponsible for these correlations. The sugar inter-

relations are not shown.

of a chemical concept has become very
strong, and a concrete picture can replace

the older stimulus concept. Although we
still have a long way to go, the results ob-

tained justify confidence in a rapid and
fruitful development of our knowledge con-

cerning growth and development. Conklin

in his opening paper stressed the absolute

necessity of scientific cooperation, and how
every advance has been not so much the

discovery of a single individual as a general

growth of ideas from generation to genera-

tion, a transfer of thoughts between indi-

viduals. There are few fields which have

so benefitted from interaction between in-

dividual scientists, between botanists, phy-

siologists, chemists, geneticists, horticultur-

ists, and biochemists as the field of plant

hormones. If I have mentioned names of

individuals in the preceding discussion,

their work was worth mentioning, but

hundreds of others have helped to build up
our present picture. In general, a splendid

cooperative spirit exists amongst these

plant-hormone workers, a spirit which tran-

scends borders and political differentia-

tion.

In the second place, I have tried to view

a few of the problems of plant develop-

ment from so broad an angle that the es-

sential similarity between processes in plant

and animal would be stressed. So far

botany has learned more from animal phy-

siology than the reverse; let us hope that

the investigation of the principles of plant

growth will be of help to zoologists as well.

The greater complexity of an animal makes
it more difficult to establish the fundamen-

tal basis of its development, and in this

respect the investigation of plants has

great advantages over that of animals. Be-

cause of their differentiation and organiza-

tion, the micro-organisms cannot be of the

same help to us here as they have been for

the investigation of so many fundamental

properties of the cell, as van Niel so well

pointed out. But in respect to an increase

in our knowledge of growth and develop-

ment, the plants have the same relation to

animals as the micro-organisms have to the

higher forms of life.

In conclusion, I want only to mention

that increase in our knowledge concerning

the basic principles of plant growth inevi-

tably leads, and in fact, has led, towards

practical applications in agriculture and
horticulture. No better example of the ap-

plication of so-called pure research to prac-

tical problems could be quoted than this
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on plant hormones, which means in other

words, that a distinction between pure and
applied research is highly artificial, and

should be dropped, as it is being dropped

here in America.
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To understand what vitamins have meant
for medical thought we should go back in

our thoughts to the end of the last century.

At this time medicine celebrated two great

victories. One was connected with the

name of Pasteur, who showed that epidemic

diseases were caused by positive agents,

micro-organisms; and it looked as if all

diseases must have well-defined positive

causes. The other victory was carried by
the students of nutrition, Zunz et al., who
brought feeding into the realm of quantita-

tive science by showing that food had to

have a certain caloric value and that if the

three main foodstuffs—protein, fat and
carbohydrate—were well balanced, all was
well.

There remained in the shade of these

victories certain diseases, like beriberi and
pellagra, which still wiped out thousands of

lives and for which no causative agent

could be found. So we can understand the

impression caused by the observations of a

young Dutch doctor, Eijkman, observa-

tions soon completed by another Dutchman,
Grijns, which indicated that these diseases

were not caused by something positive but
rather by something negative—something

missing from food. F. G. Hopkins, who
continued these studies, showed that the

substance which was missing could be pres-

ent under normal conditions only in mini-

mal quantities which could have no caloric

importance. There must be something in

food, in minimal quantities, which keeps

disease away and keeps us healthy, some-

thing connected with the mystery of life;

and it seemed doubtful whether this mys-
terious something was a substance or rather

a quality of living matter. At the sugges-

tion of Funk these agents were called

"Vitamins."
That disease could be caused by the lack

of something, by a deficiency, was an en-

tirely novel idea. I insist on this point be-

cause even up to the present day we are

unable to give a more satisfactory definition

of vitamins than to say that they are the

substances that make us ill if we don't eat

them.^ All other things in the world make
us ill only if we do eat them or at least ex-

pose ourselves to their action.

A great number of research workers have
set out to study these mysterious vitamins,

special laboratories have been founded, and
funds donated. At the beginning there

was naturally much controversy. The
smoke of these battles has blown away, and
the patient work of all these workers has

cleared up the problem. Today most of

these vitamins, formerly so mysterious, are

not only isolated but also synthesized.

They stand in bottles on the shelf of the

biochemist in one row with the other chem-
icals and cannot be distinguished by their

looks from common salt, sugar, etc. The
only difference may be that the chemist

shows them to his visitor with more pride.

We not only have these substances in

hand ; we also understand them better. We
know that that wonderful machine, the cell,

is built up of many thousands of different

wheels, which the chemist calls molecules.

All of them are very small compared to the

objects of our daily life, but they vary
enormously among themselves. There are

small ones with the relative weight of a

few grams, some with the weight of a few
hundred, and some with the weight of

hundreds of thousands or millions. Of
some we find little in the cell, of others

rather much. All these wheels are equally

1 The definition is not a complete one for there

are other substances, too, which make us ill if we
don't eat them, like tryptophane, histidine, iodine,

etc., etc. There is no use in dwelling upon defini-

tions. We all know, more or less, which substances

we mean by saying '
' Vitamins, '

' and as long as

we know this there is no use in giving definitions.

If we do not know, a definition will help little. We
must say, "Vitamin—^you know what I mean."

159
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important and indispensable, and if any
are missing there will be disturbed func-

tion and disease. Most of these wheels can

be manufactured by the cell itself from

other "raw materials" so that they can be

replaced when they are used up, even if

they are not contained in one's food. There

are, however, a few substances of medium
size, which our cells cannot put together

(a relatively small quantity) ; these must

be taken ready made or almost ready made
from our food. If the food does not contain

these substances and we are unable to re-

place a shortage in our own stores, there

will be disturbed function, a disease gener-

aDy called a "deficiency disease." These

are the substances we call vitamins. For
every single vitamin there will be a cor-

responding deficiency disease, an avitamin-

osis.

In the last analysis all these vitamins

come from plants, for it does not matter

whether we eat the cabbage or the cow that

ate the cabbage. This simple fact involves

a point of the greatest philosophical im-

portance. If I look upon the cell as a

mechanism and upon the molecule as a

wheel of this mechanism, then by saying

that I take my vitamins from the plant I

say that there are two mechanisms, the

plant cell and my cells, whose parts, the

single wheels, are interchangeable. Two
mechanisms, whose parts are interchange-

able, cannot be very different. This is the

first scientific evidence for the great, funda-

mental chemical unity of living Nature.

There is no real difference between cab-

bages and kings. We are all recent leaves

on the old tree of life.

Research has brought to light such a

wealth of observations on vitamins—their

nature, action, structure, distribution,

symptoms of deficiency, etc.—that it would

be a hopeless job to try to review this ma-
terial. For such a review I lack both time

and knowledge, and I could exhaust only

you and not my subject. So I will limit

myself to a review of the gradual develop-

ment of our general ideas concerning vita-

mins.

To start somewhere I will start with the

name, "Vitamin," and its implications.

"Vita" implies that these substances are

involved in the mystery of life; "amin"
means that they are chemicals known as

amines. Today there is no more mystery
and we know they are not amines^ that's

that. To be sure, life is still a mystery and
every substance involved in life is a mys-
tery, but in this connection there is no es-

sential difference between vitamins and
common salt. The latter looks much more
mysterious to me.

There is another very important implica-

tion of the word "Vitamin." This word
suggests a quite specific, isolated, and
closely related group of substances, in some
way fundamentally different from all other

biological material. This is a most im-

portant point, for there has been much
speculation about "equilibria of hormones

and vitamins" and the like. If vitamins

are really a special sort of substance, this is

all right ; but if we denote by vitamins only

a group of substances which are related by
some secondary, accidental factor, then all

this is wrong. To make this clear: if I

classify together all biological substances

which have names beginning with P, for

instance, and give them a beautiful name,

say Pitamin, evidently any speculation

about the equilibrium of Pitamins with

hormones would be unjustified.

In what way could Vitamins be different

from other substances: their appearance,

their structure, their biological action? In

appearance the vitamins are in no way dif-

ferent from other substances. There is no

uniformity in their chemical structure,

either. We find among vitamins the most

varied formations, like thiazines, alloxa-

zines, pyridines, carbohydrate derivatives,

phenanthrenes, etc.

So our last hope is that we may find

some essential unity in the mode of action

of vitamins. When we speak of the mech-

anism of action of any biological investiga-

tion what do we mean? Physiology and
pharmacology have produced a host of sub-

stances with the most striking biological

activities, but we are ignorant about the

mechanism of these reactions. By mechan-
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ism of action I mean what a particular

molecule does in the cell, on what molecule

of the cell it acts, and in what way it acts.

With these biologically active substances

we can produce the most wonderful effects

—we can resuscitate the dead, transform

the male into the female, and vice versa,

inject a pennyw^orth of mother-love, etc.,

etc.—but we have no idea what we have

really done. The physiologist producing

such wonderful reactions with his active

substances reminds me of the savage who,

with his penny, produces wonderful music
from a music box.

This coexistence of the most wonderful

success wdth the most profound ignorance

is one of the characteristic features of pres-

ent-day biology. It can easily be under-

stood. To produce the effect we need only

to have the substance and to put it into the

animal. To understand its action we must
understand both partners of the bargain,

the active substance and the cell on which
it acts; that is, the penny and the music

box. "We know all about the first, the active

substance, but next to nothing about proto-

plasmic structure.

We must not be misled by appearances.

You will find a huge literature on the ac-

tion of vitamins. The symptoms of vi-

tamin deficiencies have been carefully

studied, and it seems as if we completely

understand how the lack of a vitamin pro-

duces those symptoms and how the vitamin

cures them. So, for instance, in Bi avi-

taminosis we find ataxia and paralysis.

The vitaminologist studies the brain and
finds polyneuritis and structural lesions

which fully explain all the observed symp-
toms. Now he administers vitamin Bi to

the animal and sees that the symptoms and
lesions disappear, and is satisfied that he
has explained the whole action. He calls

his vitamin the
*

' antineuritic vitamin," a
name which suggests that the substance is

there to keep neuritis away. But a brief

consideration tells us that this impression

is wrong. Rice bran and yeast are both

rich in vitamin Bi, and neither of these

has brains. So it cannot be the sole object

of aneurin (Bi) to prevent the occurrence

of polyneuritis.

This whole problem has been solved

lately by a discovery of K. Lohmann, who
found that the coenzyme of decarboxyla-

tion of pyruvic acid is phosphorylated vita-

min Bi. Now decarboxylation of pyruvic
acid is one of the most basic chemical re-

actions throughout living nature. Natur-
ally, if a basic chemical reaction goes

wrong there will be one organ which shows
injury first. So, for instance, if I don't

breathe I will faint, and my brain will be

the first organ to declare itself. This does

not mean, however, that oxygen is a neuro-

tropic substance. So if vitamin-Bi defici-

ency has its greatest effect on the brain,

this does not mean that vitamin Bi is a

specific constituent of the nervous tissue.

The symptoms we see in the animal tell us
practically nothing about the real mode of

action of a substance. A few years ago
two Americans, Burr and Burr, found that

the rat would lose its tail if highly un-

saturated higher fatty acids were missing

from its diet. It looked as if an "anti-tail-

drop-off" vitamin had been discovered.

Naturally it is not the function of the un-

saturated fatty acids to stick the tail to its

place by their double bonds. Both vitamin

Bi and fatty acids have some basic function

in the cell. Whether it will be the head end
or the tail end of the animal which is af-

fected first gives us little information about

the real mode of action, as ataxia tells us
nothing about decarboxylation.

It is very important to remember that

all these vitamins are not specific sub-

stances, present to prevent some specific

disease of some specific tissue. They are

basic constituents of the cell—all cells, ani-

mal and vegetable—and symptoms like

capillary fragility, or loosening of teeth

give us no information about this basic

function.

We are well informed about the mechan-
ism of action of only a few biologically

active substances. These are substances

that happen to act in cell functions which
are sufficiently understood. One of the

processes which has perhaps been analyzed

most of all cellular processes is biological

oxidation. This process is fairly well

known, partly because it is a violent re-
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action with violent material changes which

lend themselves for analysis, and partly

because in principle oxidation is a simple

process, a transfer of hydrogen or electrons

through a series of substances. Fortu-

nately there are a few vitamins involved in

this process, like alloxazines, nicotinic acid,

and probably Bi. The function of these

substances is to transfer electrons or hydro-

gen, and is in no way different from the

action of other non-vitaminic catalysts in-

volved in this process.

As far as we can see, therefore, the mode
of action of a vitamin is in no way differ-

ent from the mode of action of other sub-

stances and this point, too, fails to distin-

guish the vitamins as a specific group of

substances.

At the beginning of my lecture I defined

the Vitamins as substances which make us

ill if we don't eat them, because we are un-

able to make them ourselves. This last

specific quality of vitamins remains—that

they cannot be made by our cells. One
might thus say that here is the real spec-

ificity of vitamins which must have some
common mysterious quality in their mole-

cules which makes their synthesis impos-

sible within our cells. One might also add
that all my talk about the unity of Nature

is nonsense, for here is a great point of

difference between plant and animal: the

plant can make vitamins, the animal can't.

This point deserves our full attention and
we must try to find out whether it is

really some basic quality, or merely an ac-

cidental factor which makes this synthesis

impossible.

At first thought, we might suspect that

there could be no real difficulty about syn-

thesizing a vitamin, or else the plants could

not do it either. After all, the cabbage is

not much wiser or more clever than we are.

But let us follow historic developments.

Some time ago we believed that vitamins

were substances synthesized by plants but

not by animals. There was a little hitch in

this definition. It was known that most
animals of our climate, for example rats,

did not contract scurvy if fed on a vita-

min-C free diet. This observation was dis-

missed with the hypothesis that these ani-

mals did not need vitamin C. But some
fifteen years ago M. Pearce showed that

rats could synthesize vitamin C. If she

bred rats on a C-free diet, the tissues of the

great-grandchildren contained just as much
of this substance as those of their great-

grandmother. Today we have good reasons

for believing that there is no higher organ-

ism which can live without ascorbic acid,

vitamin C, and that if most animals of our

climate—dogs, cats, rats, fowls, cows, rab-

bits, etc.—do not contract scurvy, it is not

because they can dispense with vitamin C
but because they can make it. For these

animals ascorbic acid is not a vitamin at all,

and you must be careful what you say to a

rabbit, for if you tell him that ascorbic acid

is a vitamin he will just laugh at you.

For him vitamin C is not a vitamin at all

:

he can make it.

It is easy to understand why this should

be so ; if the rabbit could not make ascorbic

acid it would die from scurvy during the

winter when there is no ascorbic acid to

be found in Nature, and there would be no
rabbit at all.

However this may be, it is evident that

the old sharp borderline between vitamins

and not-vitamins has vanished. What is a

vitamin for one species is not a vitamin for

another, and if we say a substance is a

vitamin, we should mention the species for

which it is a vitamin. Thus, the inability

to synthesize vitamins gives us no reason

for separating the vitamins from other sub-

stances; moreover, there are many sub-

stances which we do not call vitamins which

we are also unable to synthesize.

All the same, because this question of

synthesis is most intimately connected with

the whole conception of a vitamin, we must
try to understand it still better and try to

find out why some species are unable to

make some of these substances while others

can. We will do best not to lose ourselves

in generalities. Let us take one example

and ask, for instance, why we are unable

to make ascorbic acid, while the rabbit can

make it. But to be more discreet we will

talk not about ourselves but about our ex-
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perimental animals. "We possess only two

experimental animals in which scurvy can

readily be produced: the guinea pig and

the monkey. What is there specific and

common about these two animals? The

answer can easily be found; these are the

two experimental animals which come from

the ever-green tropical surroundings where

there is green food (which contains ascorbic

acid) all year round. One of the basic laws

of Nature is laziness; Nature will not do

unnecessary things, and if a species has no

need to make ascorbic acid, it will not make
it; it will forget, or never learn how to

make it. The rabbit cannot permit itself

to do this, for it would die during the long

winter in our moderate climate.

So you see the ability or inability to make
ascorbic acid, perhaps the most classical

vitamin, does not reside in some funda-

mental quality of the molecule or of the

animal. It lies in an accidental circum-

stance, in the living habits of the race in

question. To sum up our whole discussion,

we can say that vitamins do not represent

a specific group of substances, connected

and characterized by some basic quality of

their molecule. They are substances re-

lated by some accidental factor, like the

Pitamins. The word Vitamin has no deep

meaning; it does not convey much to the

mind.

I do not want to belittle the practical im-

portance of Vitamins, for after all, we be-

come ill if we do not eat them, and we all

want to be healthy; so this is, at least

practically, a most important point. As
the whole importance of vitamins is con-

nected with this question of health and
disease, let me devote the rest of my time

to this problem. Again this practical,

medical application centers around one

question: how much of these vitamins

should we eat daily to keep fit? I fully

realize that this is not a medical conference.

But I can formulate this problem also in

more general biological terms and ask how
much of these vitamins an organism needs

for its normal function ? Had I been asked

this question two years ago I should have

answered with precision, giving the quanti-

ties of the single vitamins in milligrams.

The great progress in this field is our

understanding that we are unable to an-

swer this question any more.

To see this point better, let us watch the

vitaminologist for a moment at his work.

"We will watch a C-Vitaminologist. He will

take several, perhaps a dozen, guinea pigs

and put them on a C-free diet. To differ-

ent animals he will give different amounts
of ascorbic acid. He will observe that the

animals with no ascorbic acid die from
scurvy ; that animals with 0.5 mg daily show
mild scurvy; and that those with 1.5 mg
show no scurvy at all. He will be satisfied

and will say that those with 1.5 mg have no

scurvy, and are therefore healthy, and that

1.5 mg is thus the normal daily dose.

This experience has been extended un-

consciously to man. Under ordinary con-

ditions we see no scurvy (and no beriberi

or pellagra), and we assume that there are

enough vitamins in our food.

All this would have remained unques-

tioned had the biochemist not synthesized

vitamins and given them to the doctor, who
could now give unlimited quantities to his

patients. These trials have given unex-

pected results. To quote one example; it

has been found that alcoholic neuritis can

be cured by the application of vitamin Bi.

The special beauty of this is that we can

even go on drinking if we only take a little

Bi alongside. But how can we explain this

effect? "We have been told that there was
no lack of vitamin. Should we suppose

that the vitamin acted like aspirin, a chemo-

therapeutic agent which will give the

greater effect the more we take of it. This

would be in contradiction to our classical

conceptions. I must make this clearer : we
have seen that Bi is a co-decarboxylase.

Every day we must decarboxylate a certain

number of pyruvic acid molecules. For
this we need a certain number of Bi mole-

cules. If we have this number all is well,

for enough is enough. An excess will not

help. So we always supposed that most

vitamins produced a favorable effect only

if there was a shortage, and that an excess

would have no action, especially in the case
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of a water-soluble vitamin (because any-

excess is easily excreted).

To come back to our patient, we were

told that the vitamin acted only if there

were a lack of it, but that there was no

lack. In spite of this, the vitamin helped.

It is evident that something was wrong
about our basic concepts, and we must find

the mistake. I think this can be done if

we watch our vitaminologist once more but

watch him more carefully. He said his

guinea pigs had no scurvy; tl^e^efore they

were healthy. Here, I think, is the error.

Does "no-scurvy" mean "healthy"? Can
we divide the world into scurvy and no-

scurvy? How does he know that his ani-

mals were healthy? Just because they had

no scurvy? Do you necessarily call it

health if you sit in a protected cage, as

these animals did, and have no scurvy?

But what then is health ? Is it the same as

no-scurvy? Certainly not. Health, full

health is a condition of the body in which

all functions work at their best. To find

out about this we should not allow our ani-

mals to sit in a protected cage, but should

subject them to all sorts of strain and de-

termine the level of vitamin intake at

which they do best.

To be brief, there are reasons to believe

that there is a wide zone between full

health and scurvy. From the fact that an
animal does not show the gross lesions of

scurvy we cannot conclude that it is op-

timally provided with vitamin C. Between
scurvy or any avitaminosis and health

there is a wide range of hypovitaminosis,

which may show no clinical symptom but

which acts all the same as a latent patho-

genic factor; and if it associates with an-

other pathogenic factor, like alcoholic in-

toxication, the two together may lead to a

manifest disease. How far we will be able

to benefit our man with the application of

vitamins depends on the part played by the

vitamin in the pathogenesis, and how far

the changes are reversible. To repeat: vi-

tamins are basic constituents of the cell.

If there is not enough of them the cell can-

not work at its best and might be unable to

resist pathogenic factors which under opti-

mal conditions would have been resisted.

In this way vitamins might be involved in

the pathogenesis of any disease; this gives

us hope that vitamins, if properly under-

stood, will contribute to the reduction of

human suffering to an unexpected degree.

They have done so in the past; they might

do still better in the future.

I will conclude this lecture on a philo-

sophic note. What does all this talk about

vitamins, health, and disease really mean?
Let us ask a monkey what vitamins mean
for him. The only problem is which mon-
key we should ask, the monkey in the zoo

or the monkey in the jungle. For the

monkey in the zoo vitamins mean very

much. I am told that monkeys in the Lon-

don Zoo must have ultraviolet irradiation,

that is, vitamin D, and that the guard must
see to it that they have plenty of vitamin

C. To the monkey in the jungle vitamins

mean nothing. There are plenty; there is

no need to think of them; and these vita-

mins go through his body with his food.

In the form of food and air the jungle goes

through the body of our monkey as the

monkey goes through the jungle. I mean
that the monkey, some day, dies and is

eaten by the lion; the lion dies and a tree

grows out of it; a new monkey eats the

leaves, and so forth, and all the material

is in constant circulation. In fact, indi-

vidual life means very little in the jungle.

The whole bound nitrogen of the jungle is

present in living form, now a rabbit, then

a lion, a cow, a tree, or a monkey. The
whole jungle is one big organism and health

in the jungle means a perfect adaptation

to this organism. Part of this adaptation

is that the body does not make certain sub-

stances, like vitamins. But if you sud-

denly take our monkey out of this big or-

ganism, the jungle, to which he is perfectly

adapted, put him on the pavement of a

foggy big city, and give him food for which

he is not made, because it does not contain

all those substances which went constantly

through his body in relatively large quanti-

ties during millions of years, then our

monkey will fail, and become ill. His doc-

tor will call his failure by different Latin
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names by which he means certain diseases

;

but these are in essence only an expression

of a lack of adaptation to new surround-

ings. So the vitamins in their deeper

analysis are but a part of this adaptation,

are but one of the strongest links between

our body and our old home, the original

surroundings in which our race was born.

It has been stressed repeatedly by the

lecturers of this conference that a cell is

more than an agglomerate of molecules,

and that the body is more than the sum of

its cells. So the whole living Nature is

more than the sum of its individuals. It

is a huge organism, of which we are the

cells, strictly adapted to our environment.

In this adaptation vitamins are one of the

most important factors, so I hope that this

discussion was not entirely out of place at

a cytological conference.
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During this conference on the cell and

protoplasm various excellent papers have

been presented which have given several

conceptions of protoplasm so far as consti-

tution is concerned: it was discussed first

as seen through the microscope; following

this various ideas were proposed introduc-

ing submicroscopic and molecular entities,

such as viruses, enzymes, hormones, and

vitamins which may exist within the proto-

plasm of the cell; but as yet no very tan-

gible picture of the protoplasm itself has

been presented, especially from a molecular

\iewpoint. What seems to be desirable and

what I shall attempt to present is a picture

which will bring together these molecular

and microscopic visualizations into a single

conception.

Practically all of the picture is to be a

three-dimensional structure in the sub-

microscopic region closely associated with

molecular dimensions. The units or build-

ing blocks are of molecular and submicro-

scopic size, and in order to visualize them

we resort to models which are built to

comply with the known properties of these

units.

Obviously the structure must be specula-

tive and hypothetical to a certain extent

but must have a foundation in experi-

mental fact. It is to be peculiarly free

from precursors, determiners, acceptors,

donors, and other indefinite substances

which are mostly names without physical,

molecular structure. The complexities, de-

tails, and known facts concerning proto-

plasm are so great that it has been neces-

sary in formulating the structure to resort

to the usual trick, so commonplace in bio-

logical fields and in other fields of science

although not always so obvious, of talking

in terms of genus or family while thinking

in terms of species. The result of this is

an ideal which is more or less representa-

tive of a large assortment of different spe-

cific forms.

The picture we shall present, then, must
be considered as a first approximation, a

frame of a sort, which may be modified by
substitutions and additions where specific

demands require. It is an imperfect and
crude model which could not have been

made ten years ago, for our knowledge of

molecular structure and atomic dimensions

and properties were not then sufficiently

advanced. It may be a bit premature at

the present time, and we shall not be sur-

prised nor disappointed if new viewpoints

make considerable alteration necessary.

To Ihose who have followed this series

of papers and discussions, wholly or in

part, it must have become evident that

protoplasmic material which could perform

in the various remarkable ways described

could do so only if it were organized struc-

turally along some definite plan. Perhaps

the plural would be better, for it seems

highly probable that no single plan could

account for all of the various phenomena
described by the writers. On the other

hand, there are certain features common to

the protoplasms of practically all organ-

isms, plant and animal. There must exist,

then, patterns within patterns. The ver-

satility displayed by protoplasms, speaking

in a general sense, seems far too great to

come within a single pattern, for directly

or indirectly we have ascribed to the living

protoplasm practically all of the processes

and activities which may be attributed to

living organisms.

"Structure," in the sense of pattern, has

appeared time after time in these papers as

the theme around which a conception of

activities has been built. Structure and
organization, to our mechanical minds, re-

quire materials from which to be con-

structed ; and the conception of activities

demands a dynamic, a changing, moving,

active structure. The versatility required

seems to force complexity into the struc-

ture or, shall we say, demands many struc-

166
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tures. These three things, materials, activi-

ties, and versatility, if we may so speak of

them, are the basic concepts towards which

we must proceed if a comprehension of

vital phenomena is to be attained. How to

proceed towards attainment of such an

understanding has been a question for the

past 100 years, and in our clumsy, human
way we have been slowly enlarging our

comprehension principally by reducing a

chaotic world to a more simplified picture,

one which seems to come within our reach.

Our task here is primarily with the mate-

rials, the structure only.

The discovery that all organisms are con-

structed of cells was a great leveling and
simplifying conception. The further dis-

covery that the slimy cell content is the

physical basis for life was again a simplify-

ing step ; and when analyses showed us that

this material was composed of only a few
different chemical elements and that these

were the same with only slight exceptions

for all living organisms, the hundreds of

thousands of species of organisms which
formed our vital, chaotic world took on

another relatively simple, comprehensible

aspect from the point of view of materials

involved in construction. From the point

of view of activity (within this mass of only

a few elements), a great simplifying discov-

ery, to mention only one simple example,

was that CO2 is a product of respiration

which is common to all organisms. We are

still left, however, with the problem of ver-

satility. The elephant, the humming bird,

the angle worm, the protozoan, the liver-

wort, and the redwood tree all fit in with

the simplifying concepts of cell structure,

of protoplasm, and of respiration; but the

elephant certainly has a different outlook

upon life than the humming bird, at least

as far as locomotion is concerned ; what the

protozoan, the angle worm, and the red-

wood tree may think about surrounding
conditions and the state of society certainly

would not be likely to confirm the opinions

of the elephant and the humming bird.

Yet all of these derive their opinions from
the same few elements, bound up in the

same sort of slimy protoplasm, enclosed in

the same sort of cells.

Still another common denominator is be-

ing recognized in the submicroscopic and
molecular range of sizes. This has been

slowly taking shape during the past two or

three decades and has been accelerating

considerably during the present decade.

This common denominator is the molecular

structural aspect of protoplasm. From this

molecular viewpoint the picture is still

foggy, as might be expected at this stage,

but through the fog certain general out-

lines of structure are appearing which give

hints of occasional detail. In our attempts

to penetrate this fog we shall undoubtedly

misinterpret the form which we think we
see, but that is to be expected also and may
even be beneficial as an incentive to a

further clarification of the picture.

The general conception of structure, I

presume, is as old with the human race as

the ability to form thoughts; and during

the ages it has been promptly extended in

both directions when new tools were in-

vented, by the telescope in one direction,

and by the miscroscope in the other. Even
before the tools were made available,

imagination had invented the atom as the

structural unit of all substances; but it

was not until the tools were made and

methods of thought developed that very

much credence was placed in the theories

of the structure of matter.

In the organic world theories of struc-

ture have passed through various stages or

levels in the size of the structural units.

The recognition of similarities between

whole organisms brought great simplicity

into the notion of a living world and

brought into existence our taxonomic struc-

ture. The invention of the microscope

must have produced a chaotic first impres-

sion, to be dispelled only when its extensive

use resulted in the simplifying theory

accredited to Schleiden and Schwann that

cells are the structural building units of

all organisms.

About this time a further simplifying no-

tion was propounded—that the slimy mate-

rial in the cells forms the physical basis of

living material; and I presume that this

was immediately followed by the unifying

idea that this material is common to all
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living organisms. Microscopic investiga-

tions of the slimy content of these cells,

which was named protoplasm, never became

a very popular fashion ; and although dur-

ing this past century enormous advances

have been made in biological fields, gen-

erally, the conception of structure in proto-

plasm has advanced very little. Now and
then during this time some hardy or in-

quisitive soul would make a contribution

towards a slightly better understanding of

some phase of this material. At one time,

perhaps a contribution would be made to

its chemical nature ; at another, to its micro-

scopical appearance; and at still other

times, descriptions were presented of its

colloidal behavior and of its various physi-

cal properties. Taken all in all, the prog-

ress has not been very great; but that is

not surprising when the difficulties are con-

sidered, and especially when it is recog-

nized that a comprehension of this proto-

plasmic material demands a knowledge of

matter which has only recently been de-

veloped to such an extent that exploratory

studies are now more than possible. I refer

here to our modern knowledge of atomic

and molecular entities as minute, three-

dimensional particles.

Information concerning these minute
particles has been accumulating during the

past decade and has made possible the ex-

tension of the microscopic horizon down
beyond the ultramicroscopic, or colloidal

region, into the molecular and atomic
world. This work is so recent, however,
that one feels hesitant and overbold in at-

tempting to apply the information to liv-

ing material, especially since in doing so he
must deal with the least well known of

molecular substances, the proteins; and
also with the least kno^vn states of matter,

colloidal and molecular solutions.

Among the many difficulties which stand
in the way, one of the most obvious is that

of an appreciation of comparative sizes

when passing from a molecular level up to

a microscopic level or in passing in the

opposite direction. The cell, it is well

known, may be only about 20 p in diameter.

Within it a nucleus occurs of perhaps half

that diameter ; if it is a plant cell, plastids

may exist which are only 2 p in size, and
still smaller particles may be found down
to the limit of visibility, which is about half

a micron, or about 5000 Angstroms, The
latter are the units by which atoms and
molecules are usually measured; thus, a

glucose molecule is about 5 A in diameter.

In comparison with such molecules, one of

the smallest of the microscopically visible

particles is equivalent in size to a packet

consisting of about a billion glucose mole-

cules. Nevertheless, it is with these small

molecular entities that we must deal if we
are to comprehend the molecular machin-

ery involved in vital processes.

I have purposely switched the viewpoint

from structure to activity and to molecular

machinery or mechanisms composed of

molecules in order to bring out the rela-

tion of structural levels to types of cellular

activity, which may also be considered as

occurring on different levels. The whole

cell may be thought of as a structure con-

sisting of a nucleus embedded in cytoplasm
which in turn is surrounded by an enclos-

ing membrane; perhaps its structural na-

ture may be more readily recognized when
mitosis is in progress. If a dynamic view-

point is taken, the cell during mitosis may
be looked upon as a machine or a mecha-
nism which is performing in a definite rou-

tine way at the level of microscopic vision.

As a step downward in size, one is more
likely to form a conception of cell inclu-

sions as structures rather than to think of

the whole cell as a single structure. The
nucleus considered as an inclusion then

becomes a mechanism with many activities

ascribed to it as well as a structure; the

plastids likewise, but with fewer activi-

ties ; the mitochondria also become mechan-
isms, but with perhaps only one function

;

while the still smaller granules seem to

be present without any particular name or

duty to perform.

At this point I wish to call attention to

and to emphasize the localization of activi-

ties within the cell. The chloroplast may
serve as an example. Just as the cell is par-

titioned into structures which have speci-

fied activities, so in the chloroplastid one

set of molecular mechanisms or a particular
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arrangement of molecules is involved in the

synthesis of glucose molecules which con-

sist of some twenty atoms, while another

set ot mechanisms within the same plastid

may be building these glucose molecules

into visible starch grains consisting of mil-

lions of molecules. One is inclined to think

of the formation of the starch grain as

being on a much higher level of activity,

since it is visible, than the formation of a

glucose molecule which is far below visibil-

ity. This example is one of many which

are in progress in definitely localized re-

gions, and may serve to accentuate the con-

ception of activities within other minute

inclusions in the cell.

In order to give these microscopic struc-

tures a place in our comprehension of com-

monplace objects, a comparison is made of

this cell to a single drop of water such as

might hang suspended on the end of a

medicine dropper. The drop is about 2 mm
in diameter ; its volume then is about 4 cu

mm; as contrasted to this the cell may be

0.02 mm in diameter and its volume only

about .000,004 of one cu mm. In other

words, that small drop of water on the end
of the pipette is equivalent in volume to

about a million cells ; and it may be recalled

that each of the million cells is partitioned

into functional compartments in which
different processes are in progress. "When
we try to comprehend experimentally what
is going on in these compartments, we take,

in our clumsy way, not a drop with its mil-

lion cells but a whole beaker full of drops,

stir them up, filter, centrifuge and dissolve

them in order to get rid of the impurities

and then do something with the "pure
stuff" which may be precipitated out. Our
little compartments are completely wrecked
by this time, and whatever is salvaged in

its **pure form" is perhaps too often as-

sumed to pre-exist as a part of a particular

mechanism.

I have been trying to emphasize the idea

of structure within the cell ; but more than

that, of structures which involve structural

members or units of building materials

having different sizes. The discussion pre-

sented here is limited to the cytoplasmic

region of the cell ; and to the structure, not

of the cytoplasm as a whole, but instead, of

regions and particles within the cyto-

plasm. The visible components, when the

nucleus and plastids are excluded, are

principally small unnamed granules and,

in addition, an enormous number of much
smaller submicroscopic particles which

have been revealed by the ultramicroscope.

All of these are included within the fluid

of the cytoplasm.

In this cytoplasmic material in which

submicroscopic as well as visible particles

occur, activities of one sort and another

also take place. The evidence for these is

not so clear as for the processes in plastids

and nuclei. There is some evidence, how-

ever, for allocating a certain amount of

hjdrolytic activity to mitochondria and to

other very small particles just above this

submicroscopic region (Horning 1933).

In addition to the activities of the indi-

vidual particles they may function also in

a collective manner. This apparently col-

loidal material may '

' set " into a particular

form when cell division is taking place.

There is then, at this time, structure of a

sort in which these minute particles func-

tion as building blocks. The question

arises as to what extent these submicro-

scopic particles may function also as struc-

tures in which internal localized reactions

occur somewhat comparable to the activi-

ties in a chloroplast.

To answer this we must step down to a

still lower structural level and examine

more carefully these submicroscopic par-

ticles. Unfortunately our information be-

comes more diffuse and less certain, for

methods have not yet been devised for de-

tailed studies in this region; however, let

us turn to the results of observations which

at least show that submicroscopic particles

exist in great numbers in the clearest of

hyaline protoplasm. I refer to observa-

tions made by the ultramicroscope. This

instrument shows us a highly magnified

section of a Tyndall cone; that is, it mag-

nifies the glittering, dancing motes in the

sunbeam. Gaidukov (1906; 1910), Zsig-

mondy (1914), Bayliss (1920), Price

(1914) and Taylor (1925) are names asso-
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ciated with this method which was used to

study many organisms. In all eases the

microscopically optically empty, hyaline

cytoplasm was seen to contain, according

to Taylor (1925), "hosts of ultra-micro-

scopic particles displaying exceedingly ac-

tive Brownian movement"; while Bayliss

(1920) speaks of "an immense number of

very minute particles shown by their bright

diffraction images ... in vigorous Brown-
ian movement, . . . scarcely possible to

distinguish separate particles on account of

their number. '

' I wish to call attention, in

both cases, to the emphasis on "hosts of

particles '

' and '

' immense number. '
' These

are the only data of even a semi-quantita-

tive nature we were able to find.

These small points of light are diffraction

discs produced by minute particles which
have been estimated, for materials of high
density (Gaidukov 1906; Zsigmondy 1914),
to be as smaU as 50 A to 100 A in diameter.

They are small in comparison to mitochon-
dria or other particles just within the vis-

ible range. In fact, one mitochondrium is

large enough to contain about a million

particles of 100 A size, and obviously if

that were the case, a mitochondrium would
be rather extensive as a structure, built

from a million such units; but concerning
its structure we have no direct knowledge.
Particles of 100 A in size are down in a

range where dimensions have been investi-

gated by several methods, and a consider-

able amount is known about them. Unfor-
tunately, however, there has been relatively

little work done from which one feels safe

in saying that the particles investigated are

truly those which were actually known to

exist in the cell.

Existence of these minute particles in the
living material is perhaps open to ques-
tion; the objection being that the disturb-

ance of the protoplasm by excessive heat
when the ultramicroscope is employed pro-

duces the particles as artifacts. Further
investigation is clearly desirable, but in the

meantime one is led to wonder at the amaz-
ing coincidence of particle size with the

range of microscopic visibility. It seems
incredible that the region below the visible

and above the molecular should be free of

particles; in other words, that particles

built from molecules or otherwise of atomic

groups should have a lower limit in size

which happens to correspond to the visible

limit of the microscope. This opens many
questions of experimental interest. That
particles exist in the hyaline material seems

to be the only conceivable condition in the

light of ordinary molecular aggregation.

Analogy and reasonable inference will have

to be accepted until other methods are

devised.

Chemical analyses have shown quite con-

clusively that a large proportion of these

particles have the characteristics of pro-

teins (Chibnall 1926; Pearsall and Ewing
1924-5; Shinke and Shigenaga 1933; Gi-

roud 1929 ; Milovidov 1928) . The particles

probably vary from visibility, or about

5000 A, down to 100 A in size. Svedberg

(1937; 1939) and others have shown with

the ultracentrifuge that proteins in dilute

solution may occur as particles of these

smaller sizes. They are spoken of as mole-

cules and have had assigned to them molec-

ular weights. Thus, a particle of about 50

A corresponds to one having a molecular

weight of about 36,000; while one of 80 A,

corresponds to one with a molecular weight

of 300,000 ; and one of 250 A, to a particle

with a molecular w^eight of about 6,000,000.

Those in the larger categories may in many
cases be broken down rather easily into the

smaller 36,000-size or even to sizes still

smaller (Svedberg 1937; 1939).

Analyses from various sources show that

in its active state protoplasm contains

about 85 per cent water, and of the remain-

ing materials about two-thirds protein.

The proteins and water together make up
approximately 95 per cent of the living

material, and it seems highly probable that

the particles we have been discussing are

composed principally of proteins. This

gives to the molecules of these two sub-

stances considerable importance in any

attempt to comprehend the molecular

structure. During the past decade investi-

gations of various sorts have provided con-

siderable information concerning both of
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these substances, protein and water, and at

the present time certain characteristics and

properties may be said to be well estab-

lished. A few of these properties are of

direct importance in our protoplasmic pic-

ture, and it is to a discnssion of these to

wiiicli we now turn in order to interpret

the ultramicroscopic particles and other

structures which, on account of their

nature, do not diffract light.

The proteins with which we are prima-

rily concerned are classed as simple pro-

teins; that is, those which, upon liydrolysis,

yield amino acids (about 15 to 20 different

kinds) almost exclusively. That these are

attached to one another through peptide

linkages is generally well known and

accepted. This type of attachment should

produce a chain-like molecule of which the

amino acid residues are the links, and all

bonds are primary valence. It is often

spoken of as a "primary valence chain."

The simple proteins are the ones most likely

to occur in protoplasm where they may be

found with or without attached groups of

substances other than amino acids. These

attached groups, called prosthetic groups,

may include fatty acids, lecithin, nucleic

acid, carbohydrates and various other mole-

cules, such as those of the resj^iratory pig-

ments.

Although all of the proteins are pro-

duced wdthin the living cell, investigations

are almost always carried on after extrac-

tion from the cells; and our knowledge of

them depends to a great extent upon
studies of the material which has been re-

moved from the living matrix. Much of

the knowledge which is useful in our molec-

ular studies of protoplasm involves an

assumption that the proteins and particles

of protein w'hich are studied in this form
are directly comparable to those w^hicli

exist in the living cell. We have accepted

this assumption, tentatively, as a working
basis, and as we proceed shall attempt to

reduce the uncertainties.

The conception of a molecular chain as

the primary structure of proteins has been

confirmed in several ways and may be

taken as fairly well established. The X-
ray diffraction patterns which are formed

by silk fibroin show that the component
molecules are long extended polypeptide

chains. There seems to be very little doubt

on the part of the chemist that the amino

acid residues are almost exclusively linked

to one another through peptide groups in-

volving a particular carbon atom of the

amino acid, the a carbon atom. These

polypeptide chains occur in various pro-

teins as slender structures, about 4.5 A
thick by about 10.5 A wide, but of unknow^n

length. The amount of folding and attach-

ment through sidechains into packets is

uncertain for the most part. A molecular

w^eight of about 85,000 has been ascribed to

many proteins, and if the chains were fully

extended, they w'ould be about 1000 A long.

These molecular dimensions in Angstroms,

magnified to a scale equivalent to inches

and feet, would enlarge the chain to about

one inch in thickness by tw^o inches in

width by twenty feet in length.

AA^ith the conception of a protein chain

as a thin, fiber-like molecule in mind, the

particles shown by the ultramicroscope and
by the ultracentrifuge take on a new sig-

nificance, especially when a folding, such

as postulated by Pauling and Mirsky

(1936) and Astbury (1935), into globular

or cubical structures is considered. A
thousand Angstrom length of the chain,

whether in one piece, folded back and
forth, or in several pieces of, say, 50 A in

length, whether linked through their side

chains or not, could form a packet about

30 X 30 X 50 A. A particle similar to this

or perhaps slightly larger might be one of

those seen as a point of light in the ultra-

microscope ; it would be recognized by the

ultracentrifuge; and it might readily be

one of the minute reflecting packets wdiich

help produce the diffraction pattern of X-
rays. This picture of the particle must be

considered as a first approach and may be

somewhat misleading. To present a pic-

ture which better represents various ex-

perimental facts we must turn to several

different lines of investigation.

Our knowledge of proteins is obtained

from widely varying fields of experimental

effort; and when information from these

sources is brought to bear upon the struc-
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ture of the particles in protoplasm, a

rather interesting picture is obtained. To
gain this, however, it seems necessary to

examine the structure of the chain more

closely than to merely determine its gross

dimensions. A chain with a molecular

weight of about 36,000 will serve arbitra-

rily as a convenient size, and it happens to

be a dimension which appears many times

in the literature where molecular weights

as determined by several different experi-

mental methods are reported for many sorts

of i^roteins. The materials employed for

these determinations are usually "puri-

fied" proteins which have been removed
from the cell. They are salvaged portions

of the wreckage of protoplasm in almost

every instance.

More than one kind of protein may be

obtained from the broken-down products

of protoplasm, for it seems probable that

within the cell some forms are normally set

aside from active protoplasm to serve spe-

cific purposes. The proteins of aleurone
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pTaius, for example, may aet as reserve

supplies. Proteins ol' llie iiiiclens and of

some jilandular cells apparently have spe-

cifie fuiu'tions; and the formation of kera-

tin in the e])idermal cells is obviously for

structural puri)oses. These proteins all

consist of primary chains with modifica-

tions of various kinds. For purposes of

simplification we shall ignore for the time

being these modifications and consider only

the simple chain structure as typical of the

protein portion of the particles in proto-

plasm. We are accepting then a chain of

36,000 molecular weight as a representative

chain of the proteins in cytoplasm, one of

which when completely hydrolyzed will

TABLE II

Diagram of a Protein Chain
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carbon-nitrogen, for each amino acid resi-

due. This forms a back-bone to ^vhich the

remaining parts of the amino acid are

attached alternatel.y forming ribs or side

chains. The baclv-bone portion of the chain

Fig. 2. Eeproduction of a protein chain model

showing about 15 amino acid residues of various

kinds. The model was made to scale. The white

horizontal lines serve to emphasize the zig-zag

back-bone.

varies only slightly from one protein to

another; the side-chain portion, however,

varies to a considerably greater extent.

This may be seen by referring to Table II

and to the model in Fig. 3.

The dimensions of the models made to

scale were based on radii and valence

angles of the respective atoms which have

been determined from many measurements

obtained from X-ray crystal analyses and
from absorption spectra methods. These

atomic characteristics are summarized in

Table III (Pauling and Huggins 1934;

Pauling 1939).

There are several points of especial in-

terest to us in Fig. 3. One important

feature of the protein molecule may be

recalled : that every ox^^gen and every

nitrogen atom present is potentially a

hydration center ; or more specifically, that

these atoms are capable of forming hydro-

gen bridges with water molecules (Huggins

1936; Lassettre 1937) and thus binding the

water molecules to the protein in much the

same manner tliat water of crystallization

is bound in a crj'stal. In a chain of 300

residues there will be approximately 300

oxygens and an equal number of nitrogens

in the back-bone alone, almost regardless

of the kind of protein ; while, in contrast to

this, ill tlie side chains the number of these

V*
V"^

Fig. 3. A model of a polypeptide chain made to scale, shuwing eight amino acid residues. The back-

bone and two residues are accentuated by the heavy lines. The black balls represent carbon atoms;

those with a central dot, oxygen, and those with a central cross, nitrogen. The smaller white balls

represent hydrogen atoms.
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TABLE III

Summary of Atomic Eadii and of Valence

Bonds and Angles

Atomic
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Lomax 1935), giving them a uniformity of

position from which a diffraction pattern

may be obtained with X-rays, somewhat
similar to that from a fiber "where the long

chains are extended full length and ar-

ranged in parallel fashion, as has been

shown to be the case in silk. In silk they

are separated from one another laterally

at uniform distances of 4.3 A in one direc-

tion and about 7.0 A in another. These di-

mensions are slightly smaller in silk than

the corresponding dimensions of most pro-

teins, where they vary over only a narrow
range—from 4.4 A to 4.6 A for the thick-

ness of the chain, as illustrated in Fig. 4,

and from 9 A to 12 A as extremes for the

width. The width is obviously an average

depending upon the proportion of long and
short side chains, as may be seen in Fig. 3.

Averages taken for a protein chain for

general use are about 4.5 A for thickness

and 10.5 A for width. See Table VI in

which these dimensions are given for many
proteins.

There are three ways of arriving at these

two dimensions ; one is by actual measure-

ments of width and thickness, on a model

made to scale from dimensions of the com-

ponent atoms ; a second way is from X-ray

diffraction patterns ; and a third is from
computations involving density and molec-

TABLE V
Comparison op Width of Various Protein Mole-

cules AS Obtained by Different Methods

Protein

I

Avei'.

mol.

wt. of

resi-

dues

Keratin

(wool)

Edestin

(hemp)
Lactal-

bnmin
Zein

(corn)

Egg
albumin

Casein

Gliadin

(wheat)

Gelatin

Silk

fibroin

II

Aver.

length

of

resi-

dues

III

Width of i^rotein

molecule

From
mol.

wt. and
spec,

gravity

IV

From
residue

length

V

114
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ular Aveight, with the tliickness dimension

taken from measurements of X-ray dif-

fraction spacings. These methods are too

involved to describe in detail, but several

sets of values are given in Table V for

comparison. The agreement for a given

protein is about as close as one could ex-

pect and makes mere coincidence seem im-

probable; especially when the cumulative

effect is attained by comparison with the

width and thickness values given in Table

VI, where these two dimensions are pre-

undonbtedly essential, are ignored for the

time being.

The structural nature of these protein

particles is very intimately associated with

the water molecules which occur in such

large numerical proportion in the cell ; in

fact, the very nature of the component

oxygen and nitrogen atoms of these two

substances, protein and water, demands

that an association stronger than mere co-

hesion of the van der Waals' type take

place between them. Both of these atoms,

TABLE VI

Occurrence of Back-bone and Side-Chain Spacings in Proteins

Proteins
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bridges has been demonstrated by infra-red

absorption methods (Ellis and Bath 1938).

A conception of the hydrogen bridge may
be formed by the help of the diagram in

Fig. 6 where the approach of the plus and

Fig. 5. A diagram to show the perspective ar-

rangement of coordinated water molecules. Each
molecule contains two residual plus and two minus

charges which are located at the corners of a

tetrahedron (Bernal and Fowler 1933).

good agreement, as indicated in Table VII
where the principal hydrophilic groups of

TABLE VII

Coordination of Water by Various
Polar Groups
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seem to be in agreement with the varj^ing

water relations of gelatin as shown by
X-ray diffraction patterns. In Table VIII
the increase in side-chain spacing may be

noted where increase in the amonnt of

to determine with a very great degree of

assnrance the existence of the long, ex-

tended chain in fluids, although in some
solid forms the X-ray work seems to point

conclusively to their existence.

TABLE VIII

Intermolecular Spacixgs of Gelatin and Water Mixti:res from X-ray Diffraction Studiesi

Spacings
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tance for hydrated particles with a layer of

water molecules bridging the back-bone of

one chain directly to that of its neighbor.

In the other direction, perhaps at nearly

right angles, the side-chain spacing may
vary and be far less uniform. The distance

between chains may average up to 18 A to

20 A, if we may accept studies with gelatin

as a basis. The degree of hydration, or the

single layers, resembling the monolayers
which have been shown experimentally to

exist (Langmuir 1938; Langmuir and
Schaefer 1939; Astbury, Bell, Gorter and
van Ormondt 1938). Or in contrast, these

packets of 50 A size could conceivably be

built up into much larger three-dimensional

particles. There is some experimental evi-

dence for both of these assumptions, but we

HYDRATION OF GELATIN

10.4 A O O

o o
•<
o

o o
I3.0A

Fig. 7. Hydration of a protein chain shown in diagram. The end views of four chains are shown at A
where no water is present. At B, 15 per cent water produces a lateral spreading; the water is repre-

sented by the large circles. At C, 33 per cent water produces greater lateral spreading and in addition

vertical separation also.

amount of bound water, will affect consid-

erably the size of the particles. With 40 to

50 per cent water and a density equivalent

to about 1.15, the density of cytoplasmic

jDarticles, a protein particle of 36,000 mo-
lecular weight could take a globular oi-

cubical form of about 50 x 50 x 45 A ; while

if more highly hydrated it might be 50 per

cent greater along one or two axial direc-

tions.

Conceivably this ]icirticle could become
completely subdivided into fiat discs of

need much more before we should accept

them without reservation. It is conceivable

also that the flat discs of a single layer of

chains could become aggregated laterally

and form a so-called monolayer of about 10

A to 15 A in thickness, and of more or less

indefinite lateral extent. Although there is

a certain amount of experimental evidence

for this monolayer formation, no evidence

of its existence in cytoplasm has been pre-

sented up to this lime.

These small pjii-lichN with llieir layered
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structure of cliains are uot so hypothetical

as one might be inclined to think from first

impressions. The ultramieroscope undoubt-

edly reveals submicroscopic particles which

approach in size the dimensions of those

shown by the ultracentrifuge to exist in

protein solutions. The X-ray diffraction

patterns may be associated with layered

particles in which the chains fit the dimen-

sions of atomic structures, which in turn

are based on chemical analyses of the pro-

teins and of amino acids. Diffusion meth-

ods, osmotic pressure methods, and ultra-

centrifuge methods agree pretty well on the

sizes of protein particles in dilute solution.

Taken all in all it has seemed to us that

further consideration of layered particles is

warranted.

The distribution of size classes of the

particles below visibility in the cytoplasm

is practically unknown. From the increase

in numbers with diminution in size in the

visible range and the ultra-violet range, and
also from consideration of the enormous
numbers of minute particles seen in the

ultramieroscope, one may form a rough esti-

mate. For our present purposes we assume

that the number varies inversely with the

size.

By making use of this assumption one

may gain a crude picture of the spaces be-

tween the particles; that is, of the fluid

channels in the cytoplasm. At least this

gives one a tangible basis for further

studies. It must be kept in mind, however,

that we are considering cytoplasm with

about 85 per cent water and 10 per cent

protein, and that this does not include ^'acu-

oles of any appreciable size. When this

amount of protein in hyclrated condition is

hypothetically cut up into minute chunks
of, say, 50 A or 500 A and mixed with the

remainder of the water, one may compute
the size of the channels between them.

Thus for 50 A particles, only, uniformly

distributed in the remainder of the water,

the space between particles is about 35 A to

40 A; for 50.0 A particles, it is about 400

A from one to the next; and for 5000 A
particles, it is about 4000 A. This means
that the amount of water allotted to each

particle is a zone whose depth is somewhat
smaller than the radius of the particle. The
significance of this becomes evident when
one attempts to imagine how molecules

about the size of a cane-sugar molecule can

diffuse thi-ough water clianiiels which are

only slightly wider than the molecule itself,

as in those between the 50 A particles.

There would be sufficient room, however, for

ready diff'usion where the particles are 500

A and larger.

These channel dimensions (although uni-

form distribution of particles is assumed)
must be approximately those in cytoplasm,

unless it contains localized density varia-

tions. That these variations occur seems

very probable, and if so the influence of

the large and the narrow channels in this

hyaline cytoplasm may perhaps be made
evident by the restrictions placed upon dif-

fusion of larger foreign molecules and by
the consequent reactions. But this leads us

farther afield than we care to go at this

time.

These dimensional relationships of par-

ticles and channels are not easily visualized

when they refer to a microscopic cell, but

perhaps a homely comparison may be help-

ful. Imagine a 10-micron cubical cell en-

larged to a scale in which 1 micron becomes

about 10 inches. The cell becomes a nine

foot room, and the particles, which are just

at the range of microscopic visibility, about

5000 A in diameter, become the size of

grapefruits; while the water molecules be-

come about the size of fine grains of sand,

such as will pass through a 200 mesh sieve.

We now wish to fill this nine foot room
with cytoplasm magnified to a correspond-

ing scale in order to obtain a tangible first

approximation to the dimensional inter-

relations of the cytoplasmic components.

Cytoplasm usually has a density of 1.03

(Leontjev 1935) and a water content of

85 to 90 per cent. When all of the mate-

rials in the water are aggregated into par-

ticles of 5000 A and uniformly distributed,

the spaces between them will be nearly

equal to the diameter of the particles.

These particles enlarged to the size of grape-

fruits to fit the scale of a 9-foot room are
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now uniformly spaced, and the spaces be-

tween filled with the fine sand to represent

water molecules. The spaces are, say,

about 4 inches between grapefruits, which

are about 5 inches in diameter, and form

channels of sand which are continuous

throughout the room.

If, however, we wish to illustrate the

cytoplasm as being completely hyaline in

appearance, that is, as containing no visible

particles, we may choose only the small 50

A size ; then instead of grapefruits we may
make use of some proportionally smaller

objects, such as radish seeds, to represent

them. The channels of sand which separate

the radish seeds in our 9-foot room are now
only about a millimeter instead of four

inches in width, and the number has in-

creased enormously.

But in the cytoplasm it seems probable

that a great variety of particles must exist,

ranging in size from perliaps 50 A up to

nearly 5000 A—all invisible microscopically.

We may assume, for a slightly more detailed

picture, that each particle has its allotted

portion of water which varies with the di-

ameter of the particle; the small particles

are accompanied by proportionally small

water channels, the large particles by larger

channels.

It is interesting now to consider some of

the possibilities which must follow upon
aggregation of these particles. When sev-

eral particles of varying sizes combine into

a larger particle, the allotted water must be

considered not only as accompanying them,

but also as being squeezed out from between

them to form a deeper layer around the

larger clump. A lively imagination may
now picture the formation of submicro-

scopic vacuoles and the clumps forming into

sponge-like larger clumps, which may be

still invisible—in some cases because they

are still submicroscopic in size, and in other

instances because the portion of the sponge

which is formed by the particles is too at-

tenuated, although large enough to be vis-

ible in water. Viscosity behavior, forma-

tion of gel and sol states localized in various

places in the cell, even the formation of

spindle fibers now come within range of

visualization.

With this picture many activities and
processes begin to come into view more
clearly, although they are still surrounded

by fog. The introduction of the protein

chain makes the visualization of a structure

or a mechanism constructed of submicro-

scopic and molecular entities become nearly,

but not quite, possible. Other molecular

structures are essential, however, to the

functioning of the machine.

Some of the organic molecules, like those

of the flavine and pyridine compounds, the

small succinic acid molecules, or the still

smaller molecules or atoms of some metallic

elements, are without doubt necessary to

bring about a condition of activity. The
cytoplasmic particle may be many times the

size of the small prosthetic groups which

become attached to it. Relatively, the size

is comparable to the large automobile and
the tiny spark plug; and the analogy may
be carried somewhat farther, for the protein

particle without the prosthetic group may
be about as active as the large automobile

without the spark plug.

The manner of attachment of these

prosthetic groups is in many cases uncer-

tain ; however, they often require two points

of attachment. It is interesting to note

how nicely certain prosthetic groups fit on

to the protein side-chains. The distances

between the j^olar atomic groups which are

likely to act as points of attachment are in

several instances approximately the same in

both protein molecule and in the ]:)rosthetic

groups, that is about 7 A. (See Figs. 8, 9,

10, 11.) This distance between residues

along the protein chain may be also the same

as that when the same two residues occur

attached to adjacent hydrated back-bones.

This interesting spatial correspondence

between the probable active regions of the

prosthetic groujis and the active ends of the

side-cbains is nicely illustrated by tliree-

dimensional models shown in the reproduc-

tions given in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11. By
first referring to Fig. 3, the distance from

center to center of adjacent residues on one

side of the chain is seen to be 7.0 A. In

Fig. 8 a small piece of the protein chain

is shown on the left (A) with two residues,

one of arginine and the other of tyrosine.
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pointing' tuwarils a molecule of succinic acid

(B). In Fig. 9 the same two residues are

in close contact with the glucose inolecule.

In Fig. 10 the active points of attachment

of lactoflavinphosphate (Theoi-ell 1937) on

^*•^
B

Fig. S. Eeiiroduction of models to show similarity

of spacing, about 7 A, which may exist between the

active groups of succinic acid B and the terminal

groups of the two residues arginine and tyrosine

on the protein chain, A.

the right are shown in close approach to the

same two residues as in the preceding fig-

ures. Finally in Fig. 11 the spatial cor-

respondence is shown between these two

Tig. 9. Reproduction similar to that of Fig. 8

except that the prosthetic group at B is glucose.

residues and the ])robable active groups of

lecithin. There is no significance in the

choice of arginine and tyrosine; the dis-

tance, 7.0 A, is pi-actically the same regard-

less of the kind of i-esidues chosen.

These substances, the prosthetic groups
attached to the protein particles, represent,

however, a relatively small fraction of the

materials which may occur in the water
channels. They are included principally in

the 2 per cent which was assigned to "other
organic and inorganic substances," while

1 per cent was considered as a minimum for

fatty molecules, 7 per cent for protein, and
90 per cent for water.

We turn our attention to the water chan-

nels which were represented on our en-

larged scale by the layers of sand in our
9-foot room. When we assume that most
of the organic and inorganic substances

occur in these channels, it becomes evident

tliat narrow channels might easily become
blocked with excess materials. The 3 per
cent which we have allotted to three types

of substances—to fatty materials, other or-

ganic compounds and inorganic substances

—if apportioned about 1 per cent each will

supply for every single protein molecule of

36,000 molecular weight about 5 fatty

molecules similar to lecithin, 25 organic

molecules of the size of a hexose sugar and
about 50 ions like NO3. These molecules,

large and small, are numerous enough when
hydrated to prevent ready diffusion unless

the proteins form aggregates of a dozen or

more of the 36,000 size.

I wish at this point to indulge in some
wild speculation which, however, may not

be excessively wild when examined more
closely. I wish to suggest a picture for

cytoplasm based upon these molecular and
submicroscopic entities.

We have seen that the hj-aline cytoplasm
consists of an enormous number of molec-

ular and submicroscopic particles ; that they
are mostly protein and probably range in

size from about 50 A up to nearly 5000 A
where they come just within the visible

range. We have seen also from models how
the pej^tide chains of many amino acids may
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Fig. 10. Reproduction similar to that of Fig. 8 except that the i^rosthetic group is lactoflavinjjhosphate.

be conceived as being built into particles exist in these smaller sizes and that these

which are 50 A in size or larger. sizes were confirmed by osmotic and by

It was mentioned also that the nltra- diffusion methods. X-ray studies have

centrifuge has shown that proteins may shown that the protein chain occurs as such,

Fig. 11. Kei)roduction similar to that of Fig. 8 except that tlie ])rosthetic group is a form of lecithin.
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and also that packets of small sizes nor-

mally occur. Studies of mono-films have

demonstrated that layers of the chains may
be formed. It seems to me then that in

view of this cumulative infornmtion it is

not an enormous jump to assume that the

particles which may be seen as diffraction

spots or visible light in the ultra-microscope

are composed actuall.y of these protein

chains in various arrangements.

I want to think of the chain lengths and

of the particles they form as being of no

standardized size, for a standard size seems

to me to be inconsistent with protoi^lasm,

as a biologist knows it. Instead, I should

expect to find in the cytoplasm particles of

many sizes which are held intact by means

of i^rimary valence bonds only. These, for

the sake of simplicity, may be considered as

structural units. I do not feel easy in

speaking of them in that way, despite the

fact that they are to serve as a first ap-

proach and therefore must be devoid of

detail to a great extent. This much we may
say concerning them : that for some of them
the molecular weight may be as low as 9000

or even less, while for others it may be soTue-

what larger; and further, that the com-

ponent protein chains must have arrange-

ments which are specific for specific pur-

poses. These small particles or structural

units may be considered as super-molecules.

Aggregation of these super-molecules

may be accomplished in two relatively dis-

tinct and easily conceived ways, which form

separate categories of units on a higher

structural level. .The difference between

these two constructions lies in the closeness

or compactness of the component super-

molecules. This gives us now a series of

structures of more or less continuous levels,

in which the first is the super-molecules ; a

second is a compact aggregate of super-

molecules ; and a third, a loose aggregate of

super-molecules together with the compact

forms, both acting as components of this

loose sponge-like third aggregate.

It will simplify- matters if we do not con-

sider intermediate forms of these three

structural units, that is, between super-

molecules, compact aggregates, and loose

aggregates. But a word or two about the

second and third may clarify the concep-

tions. In order to make the picture more
tangible the compact aggregates may be

thought of as having perhaps 40 per cent to

50 per cent water and a specific gravity of

about 1.15; and the water as being bound,

to a ver}' great extent, to the hydrophilic

groups of the protein b.y means of hydro-

gen bridges. In shape they may be some-

what cubical or elongated, but rectangular.

It would be surprising if they were found

to be as regular in outline as these terms

imply; but for a first imj^ression the com-

pact aggregates described in such general

terms are probably more useful than more
specific attempts. The angular form seems

to be a consequence of being built fi-om an-

gular super-molecules.

I think we should digress for a moment
here to refer to a possible structure of the

super-molecule. As a small packet con-

structed of polypeptide chains it wnll pos-

sess a certain degree of internal parallelism.

If we accept an extreme as a basis for fur-

ther modification and suppose that it con-

sists of several layers of parallel chains of

indefinite lengths, built up to form a cube-

like packet, the surfaces of the cube sides

will be molecularly different in pairs. One
pair will have only the ends of the side

chains exposed; another pair will have the

back-bones exposed, while the third pair will

have the ends of the polypeptide chains ex-

posed. Thus, at least three distinct sorts

of surfaces are available in which the

smaller atomic groups or residues may form

mosaic patterns of various molecular con-

tent and of various force fields. The pair

of faces which present only the side-chain

ends to the water channel will probably

produce footholds for prosthetic groups.

With this very brief mention of the sur-

faces of the super-molecules, we return to

the discussion of the influence of these sur-

faces on the compact aggregates when ag-

gregation takes place. If like surfaces are

most effective in producing cohesion of one

super-molecule to another, then the larger

compact aggregate becomes an enlarged

replica of the super-molecule, with similar
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enlarged faces. If, on the other hand,

random association is the rule, then the

faces of the large aggregate present mosaic

l^atterns in which all the three faces of the

super-molecule may appear. Of this form
of aggregate, then, there are man}- sizes,

and it is likely that these, for the most part,

produce the specks of light in the ultra-

microscope; and perhaps they may also be

responsible for the protein X-ray diffraction

rings which we obtained from the sediment

of various protoplasmic materials.

The third form, the loose aggregate, is a

much less concentrated particle and really

is not a particle at all in the sense of the

first two forms, for it is merely a spongy
collection consisting of super-molecules and
compact aggregates with interpenetrating

water channels. This sponge also may
occur in many sizes up to visibility. It is

not at all a rigid structure ; the components
might readily have sufficient thermal move-

ment to produce the "shimmering haze"
which Bayliss describes as seen in the ultra-

microscope. Aggregates of this type, both

small and large, may have the inherent or-

ganization which biologists demand, and
still exist in a particulate state which would
permit the streaming of protoplasm or, on

the other hand, would permit the whole cell

or any part of it to become a gel, as con-

ditions might demand.
The i^roperties of such particles, it seems

to me, with only slight modifications would
be extremely versatile in the formation or

organization of molecular mechanisms, or

the "wheels" of Szent-Gyorgi 's discussion.

The versatility would result from the varied

types of surface mosaics of its denser com-

ponents; and the positions taken by these

particles within the sponge or net could

serve to hold enzyme systems in close prox-

imity, as, may be needed, for example, in the

respiration system described by Theorell.

This, pei-liaps, is sufficient belaboring of

this three-dimensional network of siibmicro-

scopie particles consisting of two inter-

penetrating systems, one of water and small

dissolved molecules, and one mostly of ])ro-

teins. It may be worth while to summarize
briefly to see how much is speculation and

how much has an experimental basis. The
weakest point is that which we have met
in almost every paper of this series ; that is,

our lack of well-defined knowledge of the

proteins. We have carried what little

knowledge we have from the molecular

range up into the range beyond reach of

most of our methods, and have deliberately

transplanted conceptions of atomic and
molecular structures into the field just be-

low visibility, where we have used them to

construct what might simulate replicas of

particles which we have strong reason to

believe exist there in enormous numbers.

As a basis for our studies Ave have ac-

cepted chemical analyses of many kinds of

protoplasm and selected what seemed to be

the minimum essentials. We said that 90

per cent water, 7 per cent protein, 1 per

cent fatty substances, and the remaining 2

per cent of other organic and inorganic sub-

stances are acceptable as constituting such

minima. Of these the water molecule was

the simplest conception and the best under-

stood. The protein materials, however, oc-

cupied most of our time. This substance

is the least well known and subject to the

widest variations in interpretation. There

are certain characteristics, however, which

come in for less objection, and these Ave

have made use of to furnish a tangible

structure, a frame of reference, in a sense,

for the structures in protoplasm.
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Faced with the problem of understand-

ing the mechanism of the living cell—of its

power to divide, to shorten, or to respond

to stimuli—our only hope of success lies in

our power to discover, insofar as possible,

the physico-chemical properties of the pro-

toplasmic material of which the cell is com-

posed. The task is not a simple one. Since

protoplasm is obviously colloidal, we must

attempt to apply the technique and the

point of view of the colloid chemist. But
whereas the student of inanimate colloids

can introduce his material into any con-

tainer of his choice, the student of the phys-

ical chemistry of protoplasm must devise

methods for making measurements within

the tiny confines of living cells.

Then, too, the cell physiologist has to do

with a material far more complex chem-

ically than anything a conservative or rea-

sonable chemist would care to study. For
protoplasm is not only protein; it contains

lipids, carbohydrates, and salts as well.

Some of these substances are in true solu-

tion, others are colloidal; and in addition

there may be a very high concentration

of suspended material in the form of gran-

ules or fat droplets. Finally, the cell

physiologist has an additional worry; for

although a chemist can ordinarily treat a

colloid with any one of a variety of re-

agents, protoplasm is extremely sensitive.

It promptly dies if exposed to drastic re-

agents, and the dead protoplasm has vastly

different properties from the living.

And yet, in spite of all these difficulties,

some methods have been devised for the

physico-chemical study of the protoplasmic

colloid, and at least certain elementary in-

formation has been obtained. I shall not

attempt to survey all the progress that has

been made in various parts of the world,

and I hope my listeners will pardon me if,

for the most part, I confine my remarks

to the work done in my own laboratory.

Study of the colloidal properties of proto-

plasm should yield two types of informa-

tion. In the first place, it should provide

data concerning the true nature of the col-

loidal system or systems within the living

cell. And secondly, and I feel that this

is more important, the colloidal study of

protoplasm should interpret the behavior

of the cell in physico-chemical terms. It

should, for example, explain in so far as

possible the amazing sensitivity of proto-

plasm to the electric current, to mechanical

impact, and to ultraviolet radiation. It

should show why dilute solutions of ether

and other fat solvents are able to prevent

protoplasmic activity without seriously in-

juring the cell; why magnesium is like-

wise an anesthetic. Eventually, of course,

the cell physiologist must seek to interpret

all the normal and experimental behavior

of a cell in terms of its colloidal properties.

Because of the greater interest of biolo-

gists in the behavior and activity of proto-

plasm I shall pass rather hurriedly over

that aspect of my subject which has to deal

with the physical make-up of living sub-

stance. Within the past 25 years numerous
studies have been made on protoplasmic

viscosity. It is no longer necessary to

hazard rough guesses as to the viscosity of

the protoplasmic fluid, for reasonably ac-

curate methods of measurement have been

devised. Li\ing cells are remarkably tol-

erant toward strong centrifugal force; so

that by subjecting the cells to such force, it

is possible to observe the movement of gran-

ules through the protoplasm. From the

speed of such movement, one can (with the

aid of Stokes' law) calculate the viscosity

of the medium through which the granules

move. Thus, it has been shown that the

protoplasm of the egg of the sea-urchin

(Arhacia) has a viscosity only several times

that of water. So, too, the interior proto-

plasm of the ameba is a fluid of low vis-

188
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eosity. Tlie low \;ilues for protoplasmic

viscosity wliidi jirc ()l)taine(l Avith the cen-

trifuge method liave been checked by deter-

minations made from a study of Brownian
movement. These values pertain to the

Jiyaline material in which granules are

suspended. Since oi-dinarily there is a

heavy concentration of granular material,

the viscosity of tlie whole mass is several

times greater than that of the hyaline fluid

alone. And indeed in some cases in which

the protoplasm is very densely packed with

granules (for example, in Paramecium),

the viscosity of the protoplasm as a whole

may be many times greater than that of

the hyaline fluid. For I'eferences to litera-

ture on protoplasmic viscosity, see Heil-

brunn (1928; 1937).

Earlier studies of protoplasmic viscosity

were concerned only with the main mass of

the protoplasm in the interior of the cell.

Later we became interested in the cortex

of the cell. In the unfertilized sea-urchin

egg the cortex is so thin and delicate that

it remained unnoticed until described by

Moser (1939). Some minutes after fertili-

zation the cortex becomes much thicker so

that it is readily visible. In both unfertil-

ized and fertilized Arhacki eggs the cortex

is so stiff that even high centrifugal forces

are incapable of moving granules through

it, unless it first be made fluid. In Anioeha

proieus the cortex is much thicker than in

the sea-urchin egg. Moreover, its viscosity

can be tested by strong centrifugal forces,

for such forces are capable of pushing

granules through it. In my laboratory we
have made a number of studies of the vis-

cosity of the cortex or plasraagel of ameba.

One of the significant facts that we liave

observed is that the high viscosity of the

cortex depends on the ])resence of calcium

ion. If this ion is replaced by sodium or

potassium, or even by magnesium, the vis-

cosity of the cortex decreases ; a similar de-

crease occurs if the amebae are immersed
in oxalate solutions, which can be assumed
to remove calcium from the cortex.

Typicall}'', as has already been noted, the

protoplasm in the interior of a resting cell

is fluid. Suspended in the protoplasmic

fluid are innumerable granular particles.

The fact that these tend to remain discrete

and se[)arate from each other is an indica-

tion that they bear an electric charge. It

is of some importance for us to know the

sign of this charge on the protoplasmic

granules. And yet very few attempts

liave been made to determine whether the

charge is positive or negative. Nor is such

a study as simple as it might .seem. So
sensitive is protoplasm to an electric cur-

rent that almost any passage of electricity

through it is apt to cause destruction of

the cell. Our recent experiments (Heil-

brunn and Daugherty 1939) indicate that

tlie charge on the protoplasmic inclusions

witliin ameba protoj^lasm is positive. This

may seem strange to students of inanimate

colloids and proteins, especially if the pH
of the cell is as high as some authorities

claim. However, it is in accord with an
early observation of Hardy on the cyto-

plasm of the cells of the onion root tip, as

well as with deductions made from centri-

fuge viscosity measurements. Apparently

the positive charge on protoplasmic inclu-

sions is due to the presence of carbonic acid

within the cell. If the protoplasm in ameba
is made alkaline, the positive charge is neu-

tralized or reversed. Moreover, in the leaf

cells of the water plant Elodea, it is only

when carbon dioxide is present that the cell

chloroplasts are positively charged. Dur-

ing active photosynthesis, when carbon

dioxide tends to be used up, the chloro-

plasts are often charged negatively.

AVhereas the inclusions within the cyto-

plasm, and presumably also the nncellae of

the protoplasmic colloid, are charged posi-

tively, the chromatin of the nucleus carries

a negative charge. This has long been

known for plant cells, but it has only re-

cently been shown for any animal cell. In

a study of the salivary glands of fly larvae,

Churney and Klein (1937) found that the

chromatin migrated to the anode. How-
ever, the nucleus as a whole moves to the

cathode, a fact which indicates there is a

positive charge on the cytoplasmic colloids

surrounding the nuclear membrane. I

have said that Churnev and Klein were
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the first to show a negative charge of chro-

matin in animal cells. This is ]iot qnite

true. Not long ago, I was showing the

lantern slide of Chnrney and Klein's ex-

periment at Princeton University when Dr.

Dahlgren called my attention to an observa-

tion he had made in 1915 on the nerve cells

of the electric ray. Although Dahlgren

was not interested in the question of elec-

tric charges, his observation clearly agrees

with the later work of Churnev and Klein

(Fig. 1).

linizing the protoplasm (Fig. 2). Thus,

in sea-urchin eggs or in amebae the en-

trance of alkali into the cell causes a re-

markable increase in the free fat. In

ameba, at least, alkalinization is not the

only means of causing fat release. Irradia-

tion with ultraviolet is also effective (Heil-

brunn and Daugherty 1938), as well as

certain other factors now being studied.

In summary, it may be stated that the

protoplasmic colloid is essentially lipopro-

tein ratlier than protein; that its micellae

Fig. 1. The results of the passage of an electric current through two nerve cells of Toi-prdo ocrllaia.

The nuclei have migrated to the cathode, and the chromatin to ihe anode (after Dahlgren).

As noted previously, the protojilasmic

colloid is not just protein, but contMins fat

or li])id as well. Much of the fat appears

to be bound chemically in some sort of

protein-lipid combination. Tlie amount of

free fat within a cell varies markedly. In

cells undergoing fatty degeneration, the

increase in visible fat is due pi-imarily 1o

a release of f;it from protein-lipid combi-

nation. Such a release can be accomplished

(Heilbruiin 193()) ex])erimentally by alka-

are probably charged positively (except

when carbon dioxide is absent) ; and that

the interioi- of cells is often fluid, within

a cortex whose rigidity depends on the

presence of calcium.

In studying an inanimate colloid it is a

simple matter to test the effect of various

i-eagents. Living cells ai'e nnicli moi-e dirti-

(Milt to study. For ir the ]>rotoplasin, or

a pari of llie |)roto|)lasiii. is changed from

fluid sol 1o i-iiiid uei, this mav not involve
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any transformation readily detectable by

simple microscopic observation. Fortu-

nately, however, the centrifuge is a great

help; and by determinations of protoplas-

mic viscosity one can have a trustworthy

indication of what is hajjpening within

living cells.

In some ways protoplasm behaves like

an ordinary protein. The usual protein co-

agulants, such as alcohol, salts of heavy

metals, etc., have a rapid effect on the fluid

protoplasm and soon change it into a stiff

mass. But protoplasm differs from an

Fig. 2. The effect of alkalinization on sea-urchin

egg protoplasm. A shows normal centrifuged cells.

The lower 2 cells are not properly oriented to show
the layers of the protoplasm, but the upper 2 cells

clearly show the free fat at the pole of the egg
opposite the heavily pigmented region. B and C
show cells centrifuged after alkalinization; the

amount of free fat is much greater than in the

control.

ordinary protein solution in being far more
sensitive. In addition to the ordinary pro-

tein coagulants, various physical and chem-
ical agents, some of which have but little if

any effects on proteins, produce violent

change within the protoplasm. In the short

space of this lectnre it is scarcely pos-

sible to review adequately information al-

ready obtained concerning the effect of

many different agents on protoplasm. One
fact stands out. Various diverse types of

treatment cause protoplasmic gelation ; and
this gelation, if carried to extremes, is asso-

ciated with a characteristic change in the

appearance of the protoplasm. Instead of

containing onh^ granules, the cell becomes
filled Avith tiny vacuoles until it may look

like a foam. The observation that vacuoles

may appear in protoplasm is hardlj' new.
The earliest and most famous pioneer in

protoplasmic study, Diijardin, emphasized

the importance of vacuolization. Indeed, in

some of his writing he stated that the

ability to form vacuoles was the outstand-

ing characteristic of living substance, the

very characteristic which most clearly dis-

tinguished it from inanimate proteins.

Through the years many authors have noted

protoplasmic vacuolization following ex-

posure of cells to hypotonic solutions, to

hypertonic solutions, to heat, to cold, to

radiation of various sorts, to the electric

current, and indeed following exposure to

almost any type of stimulating agent.

However, since Diijardin, very little at-

tempt has been made to gather together

or to coordinate these observations. In

sea-urchin eggs vacuole formation is readily

observed. When the cell becomes filled

with vacuoles it is, of course, dead; but it

is an important fact that all those agents

which excite the cell to activity cause

vacuolization when used in excess.

How shall we interpret the vacuolization

process? One way to understand it is to

consider another general reaction of proto-

plasm, a reaction known long before the

discovery of the cell theory and yet until

recently rarely studied. Whenever a cell is

so torn or broken that its contents flow out,

a new film tends to be formed about the

exuding droplet. This reaction, which I

have called the surface precipitation reac-

tion, may produce only a film at the surface,

or it may extend more and more deeply into

the body of the protoplasm. If it extends

into the mass of the protoplasm, instead of

a single film, it produces countless vacuoles.

Both film formation and vacuolization de-

pend on the presence of calcium. In the

absence of calcium ion there is no film and
no vacuolization. If, then, we are to under-

stand vacuolization, we must understand

the surface precipitation reaction.

In many ways the reaction which occurs

when a cell is torn or broken is comparable

to blood clotting. If we add oxalate salts

to blood as it pours from a vessel, the

oxalate precipitates out calcium and clot-

ting is prevented. So, too, with the living

cell. If we break a cell in the presence of

an oxalate solution, the contents of the pro-
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toplasm scatter thronji'liont the medium, no
films appear, and no vacuoles are formed
(Fig. 3).

As a matter of fact it is logical to sup-

pose that within cells reactions similar to

blood clotting may occur. For practically

all cells of the vertebrate animal contain

substances important in blood clotting.

Thus, for example, nniscle protoplasm can

of the sea-urchin egg a mere trace of cal-

cium is sufficient to initiate the reaction.

Over 100 times as much magnesium is nec-

essary to produce the same result (Heil-

brunn 1934). This is a point to which I

shall return later.

I have stated that I regard the surface

precipitation reaction and the vacuolization

reaction as akin to blood clotting. More-

V.
J'.

'
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Tn tlie first place, let ns consider some ex-

periments ^vith ameba. If ameba is sub-

jected to vdti-a\ioiet radiation, there is an

immediate licpiefaction of the cortex or

phisma-el. As Ano^erer (1936, 1937) has

shown, similar liquefaction follows mechan-

ical impact or electrical shock (Fiiz. 4).

«
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theory of stimulation depends on the num-
ber of phenomena it can explain. Above

all else, a satisfactory theory of stimulation

should offer an interpretation of the broad

facts of anesthesia, and every major theory

of stimulation has attempted to do this. In

living cells generallj', the effects of stimu-

lation are reversibly inhibited by two sorts

of anesthetics. One is the magnesium ion,

the other includes a variety of fat solvents

and fat soluble substances. Both types of

anesthetics are well-nigh universal.

For all the older theories of stimulation

and anesthesia, the magnesium ion has

jiroved a stumbling block—so much so that

one of the leaders in the field of cellular

physiology has attempted to redefine anes-

thetics in order to exclude magnesium.

This in spite of the fact that there is no

more general anesthetic, inasmuch as mag-

nesium is effective on animals and tissues

from ameba to man. The difficulty in in-

terj^reting the effect of magnesium lies in

the fact that in every case that has been

studied magnesium anesthesia is specifi-

cally antagonized by calcium. Thus these

two bivalent and similar cations are op-

posed in their effects on the irritability of

living systems.

In order to explain the action of mag-

nesium, it is not necessary to suppose that

its effect on protoplasm is the exact op-

posite of the effect of calcium. I have

suggested (1934) that magnesium behaves

like calcium but in far weaker fashion.

Thus, if the calcium of a cell is largely

replaced by magnesium, this would result

in the replacement of a very powerful ion

by one that acts in the same way but not

so strongly. In magnesium anesthesia it

may well be assumed that the calcium of

the cell cortex is to a considerable extent

replaced by magnesium. Upon stimulation

of such a magnesium treated cell, it is

magnesium rather than calcium that is re-

leased to the cell interior. If, as has been

indicated, some clotting reaction essen-

tially similar to the surface ])recipitation

reaction is involved in excitation, then it is

easy to understand why excitation should

be lacking when magnesium rather tlian

calcium is thrown into the cell interior.

For it will be remembered that experiments

have shown that magnesium is over 100

times weaker than calcium in producing a

surface precipitation reaction. Here, then,

is an explanation of magnesium anesthesia

which seems to fit in with known facts.

No other theorj^ of stimulation has ever

offered any explanation whatsoever.

Now let us consider anesthesia due to fat

solvents. Returning again to our theory

of protoplasmic stimulation, it will be re-

membered that it postulates two stages,

first a release of calcium from the cell

cortex, and second a clotting in the interior

of the cell as a result of the presence of

free calcium there. It can readily be

shown that fat solvents, such as ether,

higher alcohols, etc., do not prevent the

first stage of stimulation. Indeed, instead

of preventing the release of calcium from

the cortex of the cell, fat solvents actually

favor such a release. This is indicated by

the fact that solutions of fat solvents tend

to liquefy the cortex of the ameba cell.

Moreover, in the case of the Elodea leaf

cell with its oxalate indicator for calcium

within the vacuole, it can readily be shown
that fat solvents initiate rather than pre-

vent release of calcium from its bound state

within the protoplasm (Mazia and Clark

1936).

Clearly, if our theory is to explain ether

anesthesia, we must postulate that dilute

solutions of ether (and other fat solvents)

are able to prevent the clotting reaction.

This is easy to show for cells as a whole,

and many years ago I was able to demon-

strate that dilute ether solutions prevent

the gelation which normality follows stimu-

lation in the sea-urchin eggs. But one

should be able to show also that ether and
other fat solvents suppress the surface

precipitation reaction, for this is regarded

as fundamentally akin to the clotting re-

action within the cell. My first attempts

in this direction were unsuccessful. Anes-

thetic concentrations of ether in sea water

do not in any sense suppress the surface

precipitation reaction as it occurs in the

sea-urcliin egg. This, for years, was a
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serious disappointniout. Finally, however,

it occurred to me that Avhereas sea water

is rich in calcium, when calcium is released

to the cell interior tliere may be only a

very low concentration of the ion present.

Hence it was necessary to test the effect

of dilute ether solutions on surface pre-

cipitation reactions occurring in the pres-

ence of traces of calcium. Under such

conditions, it is a simple matter to show
that the surface precipitation reaction of

the sea-urchin egg is prevented by two per

cent ether solutions (Heilbrunn 1934).

Similar results can also be obtained with

the fresh-water protozoan Stentor, which
lives in solutions normally much lower in

calcium concentration than sea water.

Stentor shows a beautiful surface precipi-

tation reaction, but tliis is completely pre-

vented by dilute solutions of ether.- Our
explanation of fat solvent anesthesia offers

a clue to the interpretation of one of the

strangest puzzles in physiology and phar-

macology. For over 100 years it has been

known that weak concentrations of fat sol-

vents may increase rather than suppress

irritability. In subanesthetic concentra-

tion, the very substances which suppress

and inhibit response tend to arouse and
excite the protoplasm. How to explain

this parodox has always been a mystery.

The only explanations offered have assumed
participation of the central nervous system.

Thus, when a eat exposed to ether strug-

gles violently as the ether begins to enter

its blood, it is assumed that inhibitory cen-

ters of the brain have been anesthetized by
the ether. Such explanation might be valid

for an entire animal, but it is of course

powerless to explain the stimulating effect

of dilute fat solvents on muscles cut free

from their connection with the central ner-

vous s^ystem. For this puzzling phenome-
non, the theory I have suggested offers a
simple interpretation. Fat solvents favor

the first stage of stimulation (calcium re-

lease) and tend to suppress the second

(clotting). A weak solution of ether may
be strong enough to prevent the clotting

reaction produced by the calcium. Actu-

ally, in the case of the interior protoplasm

Of ameba, Daugherty has been able to show
that one per cent ether acts as a stimulant
in causing increase in protoplasmic vis-

cosity. On the other hand, with 2 per cent

ether, the anti-clotting effect of the fat

solvent prevails and viscosity decreases

(Daugherty 1937). Whether correct or

not, this explanation of the stimulating

effect of dilute fat solvents on isolated

tissues is as far as I know the only theory

that has ever been seriously proposed.

Until now, I have spoken only of the cells

of invertebrates. As a biologist, alive to the

advances made in cytology, genetics, etc.,

by studying favorable material such as

Ascaris and Drosophila, I have in the past

always sought out the most favorable cells

for my work, no matter what i)hylum they

came from. But whereas biologists are

readily impressed b.y evidence gotten any-

where in the animal or plant kingdom,
physiologists are often trained in the medi-

cal profession, and are somewhat dubious

concerning iiiformation obtained from
lower organisms, or from such unfamiliar

material as sea-urchin eggs or protozoa.

Accordingly, I have tried to do something

with vertebrate material, in the hope that

the general type of theory that I have been

expounding might be of some use in inter-

preting the activity of a conventional cell

like the vertebrate muscle cell. After all,

there are advantages in studying muscle

cells. An ameba can act in a variety of

ways following stimulation. In muscle

cells, the primary response is always some
form of shortening. The age-old prob-

lem of why a muscle shortens is still with

us. For although it may be true that

the myosin molecules fold or superfold

to produce a decrease in length, we know
practically nothing of the mechanism of

such a process or of the incentive for it.

Within the last year, I have been busy

with experiments on isolated single muscle

fibers, and I should like to conclude this

lecture by discussing them. What I have

talked about thus far is work already pub-

lished, by now a little old and stale. But
until the last day or two before I left Phila-

delphia, I was enjoying some work with
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Fig. 5. Sliorteniug of an isolated frog muscle fiber in isosmotie calciuin cliloridc solution. The succes-
sion of stages is from left to right, as on a printed page. The first photograph was taken in Ringer's
fluid; the second, 10 seconds after the addition of calcium chloride. Siil)so(iueiit iiictures were taken at

10 second intervals.
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isolated imisrle fibei-s and T hope my audi-

ence will ]iai'doii nie if I s])eak of this work

with somewhat more enthusiasm.

A siujile muscle fiber is a rather pretty

preparation. The fibei-s I worked with

were dissected from the adductor magnus
muscle of the frog. In this I was fortunate

to have the help of Dr. E. W. Ashkenaz,

who is an expert at such dissection. The

fibers are cut to a couvenient length (they

may be an inch oi- more long). At the

cut ends a plug forms. The plug at the

cut end of a muscle fiber in all probability

represents a surfaee precipitatiou reactiou.

Appareutly the formatiou of the plug is

dependeut on calcium ion, but more work
needs to be done before this can be defi-

nitely established.

If isolated muscle fibers with cut plugged

ends are placed in solutions of isosmotic

calcium chloride, an interesting phenom-

enon occurs, the fiber rapidly shortens.

So great is this shortening that after two

or three minutes the fiber is only a little

over a fourth of its original length. The

effect is due to an entrance of calcium into

the protoplasm of the fiber : if the fibers are

immersed only partially, so as not to ex-

pose their ends to calcium solution, no

shortening occurs; on the other hand, if

only the ends are exposed, the shortening

is as vigorous as usual. If one follows the

progress of the shortening under the micro-

scope, it can be seen that bit by bit the

protoplasm of this fiber is converted into

plug material (Pig. 5). Proceeding from
each end, the plugs grow inward, until the

entire fiber is transformed into a lifeless,

brownish-black mass of plug material.

This simple experiment shows two things.

In the first place, it provides a striking

demonstration of the fact that calcium

ion is capable of making the muscle proto-

plasm shorten to the very maximum of

shortening. And in the second place, it also

indicates that this shortening reaction is a

species of clotting or surface precipitation

reaction. For as the muscle protoplasm be-

comes shorter, it is directly converted into

a plug, and it has already been urged that

the formation of the plug is a species of

surface preciiDitation reaction.

We see, therefore, that the isolated mus-
cle-fiber experiment offers support for the

second half of our theory of stimulation.

The protoplasm of muscle cells is extraordi-

narily and i:)eculiarly sensitive to calcium.

Aside from barium and strontium, other

cations do not act in this way. Let me take

time for a minute to consider the effect of

magnesium ion on the isolated nuiscle fiber.

You may remember that in the case of the

surface precipitation reaction in the sea-

urchin egg, magnesium acted like calcium,

but in far weaker fashion. So, too, in the

case of the muscle cell. Calcium can act in

dilution. Thus, for example, solutions of

calcium chloride one-half or even one-

fourth the strength of isosmotic solutions

cause rapid shortening of the muscle proto-

plasuL On the other hand, dilute solutions

of magnesium chloride cause no such effect.

Indeed, when a fiber is immersed in a solu-

tion of magnesium chloride of one-half

the isosmotic strength, the first noticeable

change is a lengthening of the fiber. How-
ever, in a solution five times the isosmotic

strength there is a rapid shortening. In

other words, if magnesium is sufficiently

concentrated it can act like calcium. This

is in accord with experiments on sea-urchin

There is hardly time to consider other

observations on isolated muscle fibers.

One point which I should perhaps men-

tion is that the fibers behave very much
like the Nereis eg:g in that their irritability

is to a large extent lost when they are im-

mersed in solutions which tend to remove

calcium. Thus this study of muscle fibers

lends support to the first half of the stimu-

lation theory, as well as to the second half.

In this rather long talk, if I have done

nothing else, I believe I have shown you

the general similarity in the behavior of

various types of living cells. We have

skipped about from amebae to egg cells to

muscle fibers. In all these protoplasmic

systems, so different in external appear-

ance, the colloidal behavior of the proto-

plasm is essentially similar, and can, I be-

lieve, be interpreted in terms of our theory.

Protoplasm is sensitive to radiation, to the

electric current, to mechanical impact, be-
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cause it has a sensitive cortex which on

stimulation releases calcium to the interior.

This calcium then produces a reaction akin

to blood clotting, a reaction which is in-

hibited by dilute solutions of fat solvents.

The theory that I have proposed has

much still to explain. If it is correct it will

serve as a guide for the study of the col-

loidal interpretation of protoplasmic be-

havior. But at best the theory is onl,y a

bare outline, and there are huge gaps which
remain to be filled in. Each phase of the

theory requires amplification, and there

are dozens of unsolved problems which

stare us in the face. For example we are

constantly inquiring as to the mechanism
of calcium release from the cortex, and we
are also busily trying to interpret various

aspects of the clotting reaction, aspects

which I did not have time to discuss with

you. Moreover, we have hopes of relating

calcium release to the electric phenomena
which typically accompany excitation.

These are but a few of our problems. The

fact that the theory suggests these prob-

lems is a point in its favor. Right or

wrong, the theory deserves discussion and
test, for at the present time, in view of the

recent pajiers which have done much to

demolish the experimental support for the

permeability theory, there is really no other

theory to tie to.
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The approach to the study of biolo^iical

structures has been along two converging-

lines. Through the gradual improvement
of the microscope the structures of tissues,

and later of cells themselves, have been

elucidated down to the limits of optical

resolution. The second approacli has been

through chemistry, the finding of the ulti-

mate molecular constituents of solid and
fluid tissues, the analysis of more and more
complex compounds, and the stud.y of re-

actions between them. These two lines

have yet to make contact and the gap be-

tween them is still large and particularly

significant. The simplest way to express

it is in terms of actual scale ; even the

ultraviolet microscope cannot determine

the structure of anything much smaller

than 2000 A or 0.2 p, and pure chemical

analysis cannot determine the structure of

a molecule much larger than 20 A or 2mij.

It is the gap between these dimensions

that the new physico-chemical methods
have to fill. It is a very important gap
because in it are found both the larger

molecules—those of the proteins that are

fundamental for biological processes—and
the micellar structures which determine

the visible microstructure of cells and
tissues. The first approach to this study
was that of colloid chemistry and physics.

B}^ colloid studies, particularly those of

the ultracentrifuge and of electrophoresis,

we have obtained a general picture of the

behavior of matter aggregated in units

which lie in this range of dimensions. But
until the development of more recent meth-
ods this picture was indirect and lacked

the sharpness of either the microscope or

the chemical evidence. X-rays with their

shorter wave length enable us to detect

and measure any regularities which occur

in the region between 2000 A and 2 A, and
from the knowledge of these regularities

to build up a picture of the structure

itself. This method still lacks the direct-

ness of the microscope and the direct ap-

proach which may be achieved through the

development of the electron microscope,

but it gives us the best picture we now have
of the intimate structure of living mate-
rials. Recent studies with X-rays, partic-

ularly on proteins and viruses, combined
with knowledge derived from colloid stud-

ies, give us at any rate some clue to the

underlying structure of many of the ap-

pearances of living cells which are pre-

sented in the microscope.

It must be realized that these explana-
tions are necessarily^ extremely tentative

at this stage. They do not represent di-

rect analyses of actual living cells, but in-

ferences derived from the structure of

more easily studied preparations particu-

larly of fibers, as represented by the great

work of Astbury, and of crystalline pro-

teins and viruses. The suggestions put
forward here nuist be considered therefore

as purely speculative, intended to guide
the procedure of research rather than the

claim to be verifiable explanations of the

facts.

The earlier work on cell structure has

dealt with the more inert parts of the cells,

particularly cell walls, whether it be cellu-

lose or keratin, and the structures derived

from them. We have through the work of

Sponsler, Astbury and Preston a fairly

accurate picture of the underlying molecu-
lar microstructure of such cell w^alls and
even some hint as to their mode of deposi-

tion. It is possible to go a little further
and throw^ light on the intermediate inter-

cellular structures, such as those of muscle
fibers. The myosin of muscle fiber is, as

Astbury has shown, essentially a con-

tracted keratin-like fiber molecule wiiich

only differs from the cell-wall keratins by
the fact that its degree of contraction can
be varied by its environment, a property

199
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no doubt connected with its hig'h dej^ree of

hydration and the relative absen"e of sul-

phur. The difficulty of explaining intra-

cellular structures in general has lain pri-

marily in this great degree of hydration.

+

-h

+ &

-h +
Fig. 1A. Single ionic particles with ionic atmos-

phere (ions of opposite sign not shown)

.

It is difficult to explain the presence of any

structure in a cell containing 80 to 90 per

cent of water, and until very recently all

hypotheses as to intracellular structure,

fibers, foams, etc., could not receive any
physicochemical explanations, as the ac-

tual structures observed were in most cases

artefacts plainly due to the method of

preparation of the specimen.

We now have, however, what may be the

first clue to the intercellular structures of

this intermediate degree of complexity.

Theoretical studies of colloids, particularly

those of Langmuir and Levine, combined
with the quantitative data provided by the

oriented sols of tobacco mosaic virus have

shown indisputably that interparticle

forces sufficient to maintain structures

against thermal agitation do exist and that

they are susceptible to quantitative theo-

retical explanation. These long-range

forces have long been suspected, but the

mechanism previously proposed for them,

polarization of water molecules (London
Van der Waals forces) were plainly physi-

cally unacceptable. The clue to the nature

of these forces was found in the ionic at-

mospheres which, according to the Debye-

Hiickel theory, nuist surround every

charged particle in an electrolyte. For a

large particle, such as a protein molecule,

this atmosphere extends to a distance of

the order of a few times the particle diam-

eter (Fig. 1). AVhen two such particles

ai^proach one another, the interaction of

the charges of each particle on the atmos-

phere of the other produces, at great dis-

tances, an attractive force ; at smaller dis-

tances the interpenetration of the atmos-

pheres makes this force repulsive. In gen-

eral the interaction between the two par-

ticles can be expressed by the familiar

potential energy curve (Fig. 1 D) which

-f-

+

-4- -
r

Fig. Hi. Two similar particles at a distance; attractive forces.
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has a minimum at a definite distance of

equilibrium. Tlie ]iliysieal si<iiiificaiice of

this equilibrium depends, however, on the

energy inyolved. For two spherical i)ar-

ticles of the dimensions of a large protein

molecule, diameter 100 A, this minimum is

of the order of 0.1 of the thermal energy,

and consequently no e(inilil)rium results,

the total etfect of the forces being to pre-

vent agglutination. The situation is very

different, however, with larger particles

and especially with elongated, needle- or

plate-like particles. In this case the en-

ergy of equilibrium may be much greater

than h-T, with the result that a stable ecjui-

librium occurs at ordinary temperatures.

4-

Fk;. 2r. Two similar i);trtick'.s close together;

repulsive forces.

This was first observed in tobacco-mosaic

virus, where the long particles maintain

themselves in a regular hexagonal array

(Fig. 2), even down to dilutions of about

2 per cent dry matter; that is, when the

particles are 800 A apart. In the case of

flat particles the equilibrium is even more
stable. The existence of these forces fur-

nishes an explanation for the iridescent

ferric-hydroxide gels, which consist of flat

particles in equidistant layers that may be

as much as 5,000 A apart, or of the order

of the wave length of visible light, so that

their regularities give an effect similar to

that of butterfly wings. These long-range

Langmuir-Levine forces are extremely

sensitive to changes in the concentration

or pH of the medium, and here we have a

mechanism ideally suited for the develop-

ments of easily transformable fluid and
yet definite structures such as w^e observe

in living cells.

A characteristic feature of these forces is

the appearance of spindle-shaped bodies,

usually called factoids (Fig. 2). The shape

of a factoid depends on the existence of

orientation of the long particles on a free

surface, and thus on the ])roduction of a

surface tension which is different in the

two directions of that surface. The shape

can be ({nantitatively accounted for on this

h3"pothesis. Roughly it nui.y be said that

the spindle shape depends on the relative

ease with which the surface can be bent on

u
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follow the lines of orientation of the

equally-spaced virus particles.

The theor}^ of factoids makes it possible

to go a long way in the explanation of the

mechanism of cell division, for it provides

secondary forces affecting the poles of the

factoids which are due not to any imme-

diate reaction between these poles, but

to the whole field of orientation of the tac-

toid itself. These forces overcome the dif-

ficulty implicit in the earlier crude elec-

trical or diffusion theory of spindle for-

mation because they admit of considerable

geometrical variation; they do not act in

straight lines but along the flow lines of

the long particles and consequently may
follow curved or even sinuous tracks. Not

only do long particles suspended in an un-

oriented medium tend to form factoids, but

any enclosure of this medium in the tactoid

itself takes on a tactoid shape which may
be termed a negative tactoid (Fig. 2, B).

The poles of the negative tactoid have a

tendency to move apart as the orientation

of the tactoid becomes more pronounced,

and also tend to move bodily into the

equatorial plane of the original tactoid.

On the basis of a few very simple hypoth-

eses, it is therefore possible to give a simple

account of the external mechanisms of cell

division

:

1. That tlie cell (probabl}' the nucleus)

contains protein material which under

suitable ionic and chemical conditions ag-

gregates into long particles of dimensions

of the order of 1000 A x 100 A.

2. That structures exist in the cell

toward which these particles tend to set

themselves at right angles, i.e., cell walls,

centrosomes, and centromeres.

A
Fig. 2. Tactoids of dificroit sizes. A, ])ositive tactoids; P., negative taetoids.
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3. Tliat the chromosomes in tlie region

near the centromere are capable oL" liberat-

ing material Avhich disaggregates the long

particles in its immediate vicinity.

4. That there are progressive chemical

changes of a cj^clical nature which first

tend to lengthen and later to break up
these long particles.

The mechanism of cell division would
then proceed as follows (Fig. 3). From

Fig. 3. Meclianism of cell division.

the centrosome a wave of orientation would

result first in a physical aster (a). The di-

vision of the centrosome, due to instability

in the field of these forces, would next lead

to the formation of a spindle (b). At the

same time, the centromeres having divided,

small negative spindles would be formed
around each of them. These negative spin-

dles would be then drawn into the equa-

torial plane of orientation parallel to the

main spindle (c). In cases where the main
.spindle is not formed, subsidiary spindles

would simply be arranged in parallel. As
the elongation of the particle proceeds,

both the positive and the negative spindles

would grow in length, driving the now di-

vided chromosomes farther and farther

apart, and leaving an area of parallel ori-

ented material between them (d). Finally,

the long particles would break up into

short ones and the process would pass into

the next resting phase (e). The formation

of a dividing cell wall would seem to be

closely linked with the existence of the

long particle field, as it tends to grow per-

pendicular to the fiber direction. The evi-

dence for tlie truth of this picture is still

very scanty. The existence of a positive

tactoid is, however, fairly safe, as it is

marked in living cells by its birefringence.

For the negative tactoid there is much less

evidence ; some photographs do, however,

seem to show that the remaining fibers at

anaphase seem to be located not on the

lines joining the chromosomes but in the

areas between them, as the existence of

negative factoids would demand. The
whole picture at this stage is much too

crude and takes no account of the very

large variety of methods of division found
in cells, but it may be a useful starting

point for renewed study of the details of

these processes.

It is possible to extend the application

of the idea of long-range forces to cover

even more complicated intercellular proc-

esses, namely those connected with the

pairing and movement of the chromosomes

themselves. But here, naturally, explana-

tions are necessarily even more speculative

than in the case of the spindle mechanism.

Chromosomes are known to vary in length

by a factor of the order of 20 at various

stages of mitosis. In its most extended

form in the resting stage or in the salivary

gland, the chromosome appears to be in

every respect a typical fibrous protein, mi-

cromolecular or perhaps microtactoid,

probably composed of alternate protein

and nucleoprotein components. The char-

acter of any structure having a linear ar-

rangement in a solution will be such that

any change, particularly any change on

the interface, must cause the structure to

lengthen or shorten. If it has, besides, an

internal structure of an unsymmetrical

kind, this shortening will take the form of

spiralization. Wlierever conditions favor

small surfaces, the spirals will be close,

and vice versa.

The interaction of different chromosomes

can be at any rate partially accounted for

by the long-range forces due to their ionic

atmospheres. As has already been said,
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these forces are attractive at long' distances

even between like particles. The ("iifficulty

is to explain why, in meiosis, chromosomes

pair and in their pairing come together so

as to bring all the corresponding parts

into contact. At first sight it seems impos-

sible to postulate a mechanism of any

physical character to account for this, but

a consideration of the mutual energy of

configurations may throw some light on it.

The chromosomes are known to consist of

alternate segments containing more or less

nucleoprotein, the width and order of suc-

cession of which is its specific character.

Now the energy of interaction between nu-

cleoprotein parts of chromosomes and non-

nucleoprotein parts is bound to be differ-

ent. If we make the reasonable assumption

that this energy of interaction depends on

the products of some character of the parts

interacting divided by some function of the

distance betw^een them, then we have for

the energy interaction between two nucleo-

protein parts the value -a^f{r); for two

non-nucleoprotein parts, -l>~/f{r); and

for a nucleoprotein part and a non-nucleo-

protein part -ah/fir), where a and h

stand for a specific coefficient of the nu-

FiG. 4. Diagrams illustrating the approach of chromosoiues in such a way that corresponding parts

join. In Fig. 4A the long-distance force between the similar shaded segments at the left is «-//('•);

ijetween the similar unshaded parts at the right, b'^fir), where r is the distance between the segments.

Therefore the total force between the two nucleoprotein parts of two chromosomes is (a2 + fea) //(,•).

In Fig. 4B the force between each pair of non similar segments is ah/f(y), and the total force is 2ab/

/(r). In Fig. 4C two chromosomes aic near together, hut since corresponding i)arts are not adjacent

the reaction is weak. In Fig. 4D the corresponding parts nf tlie clirdinosduie arc adjacent and the re-

action is strong. Fig. 4E shows first stage of apjiroach in wliicli tlie large nuclei are coming together.

Fig. 4F shows detailed ai)p(isiti(in of a region of small iiiiclci ami dtliei- lai-gi' rcgiims ctuuiug together.
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cleoprotein and non-nucleoprotein parts,

respectively. Now consider a short ele-

ment of chromosome containing equal

amounts of nucleoprotein and non-nucleo-

protein sections (Fig. 4) ; it will attract a

similar section at any distance, but at short

range the energy of interaction will be per-

ceptibly different when like and unlike

parts come together. In the first case it

would be represented by - (a^ + h^) f (r) ;

in the second case, by -2ab/f{r). Now if

a and & are both positive, the energy in the

first case will always be absolutely greater

than in the second ; in other words, the de-

gree of binding will be closer if like fits

with like or vice versa. The principle is

the same physically as that accounting for

the immiscibility of oil and water. Water
molecules attract water molecules, and
they also attract oil molecules even' more
than oil molecules attract each other, but
the greater attraction between water mole-

cules for each other forces the oil out.

Granted this mechanism, the like-to-like

approximation of chromosomes becomes
the position of lowest energy, but since it

is only one of innumerable arrangements,
it would be so improbable as not to occur
if there were not a further mechanism.
The chromosomes as a whole are in move-
ment in the cell fluid, and if two like chro-

mosomes happen to touch at some point

where they have no homologous parts, we
must assume that the energy of interaction

is not sufficient for them to remain long in

this position; if, however, the parts are

homologous, the moment they touch all the

other parts up and down from the point of

contact will also be homologous, the process

of approximation will spread, and it will be
no longer possible for the thermal motion to

separate them (Fig. 4, C, D). This may be

called the zipper hypothesis of chromosome
pairing. There may indeed be a whole
series of zipper actions in the pairing of

chromosomes. Two ends with any nucleo-

protein will tend to line themselves up at

some distance apart. Later these will find

the appropriate places to enter into close

union (Fig. 4, E, F). This explanation
will account not only for normal pairing

of chromosomes, but for abnormalities,

loops, inversions, etc., where the pairing

process is interrupted. It fails, however,

to give a satisfactory reason why pairing

is limited to two identical chromosomes,
such as occurs in polyploids. Possibly

further interactions occur after the con-

jugation of the two chromosomes which
prevent the process recurring. But spec-

ulation as to its nature would seem un-

warranted at this stage.

The fundamental question of the molec-

ular structure of the chromosomes must
necessarily wait for its full elucidation on
the knowledge of protein structure. How-
ever, its marked similarity of chemical

composition to the viruses of the tobacco-

mosaic type suggests that it is also a long-

moleculed nucleoprotein with internal

crystalline structure. This would account

for its growth by addition of similar parts

of an identical nature at each point. But
how and why such an arrangement usually

becomes unstable when it has doubled its

original size, but does not always become
so, as in the salivary gland chromosomes,
is not easy to see. It probably depends on
the repulsive element of the long-distance

forces, but no system even remotely analo-

gous to it has yet been studied.

The suggestions in this paper are put
forward with great reserve, on the basis of

what is at present quite insufficient evi-

dence. It is not my intention to claim that

they are the explanations of these facts,

but rather to show that we have in the new
physicochemical knowledge a way of pro-

viding general explanations for biological

phenomena. A closer study of biological

material in the light of the newer physical

knowledge may give rise to other and more
valid and verifiable hypotheses. My main
object will have been achieved if I have

shown that these methods have some con-

tribution to make and that it would be un-

wise to ignore them in the attempt to

understand cellular mechanisms.
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